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Executive Summary



 



INTRODUCTION

John H. Nuckolls
Associate Director at Large, LLNL

A Planetary Defense Workshop (PDW) on the detection and mitigation of

hazardous asteroids and comets was held at Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory, May 22-26, 1995.  More than 100 scientists and engineers

participated.  This was one of several recent conferences on this subject.*

The PDW Organizing Committee included Dr. Gregory Canavan, Los Alamos

National Laboratory; Dr. Eugene Shoemaker, U.S. Geological Survey; Dr. John

E. Mansfield, NASA Associate Administrator for Space Access and Technology;

Mr. John H. Darrah, Chief Scientist, HQ AFSPC/CN; Dr. Stewart Nozette,

BMDO/USAF; Prof. Vadim A. Simonenko, Deputy Scientific Leader, Russian

Federal Nuclear Center - VNIITF, Chelyabinsk-70; and Dr. Robert B. Barker,

Assistant to the Director, LLNL.  These members assisted me in organizing the

workshop, and chaired the five major topical sections:  Threat (chaired by Dr.

Shoemaker), Detection (Mr. Darrah), Experiments (co-chaired by Drs. Mansfield

and Nozette) Interdiction (Prof. Simonenko and Dr. Barker),  and Integration (Dr.

Canavan).  Mrs. Shirley Petty, LLNL, was PDW Administrator.

Dr. Canavan proposed an integrated program for detecting and mitigating

hazardous near-Earth objects.  Proposed USG funding is substantially less than

current expenditures to mitigate and respond to natural disasters involving

comparable life-loss on the time - average (e.g., that due to hurricanes, large

floods, and earthquakes, etc.).  There is strong support in the scientific

communities represented at the PDW for increased effort to detect hazardous

comets and asteroids.  There is agreement that a significant threat exists,

detection is feasible, and mitigation is often possible.

Major issues are: Will governments principally focused on obvious and pressing

problems initiate and sustain a long-term commitment to search for threats from

space and prepare for their mitigation?  Will detection of a specific comet or

* Earlier conferences included: April/May '91, at San Juan Capistrano (organized by NASA
Ames); Jan. '92, at Los Alamos (organized by LANL/NASA); Jan. '93, at Tucson (organized by
University of Arizona); Sept. '94, at Chelyabinsk, Russia (organized by VNIITF, Russian Federal
Nuclear Center); and April '95, at the United Nations.



asteroid on a collision course with Earth be required to catalyze rational

government actions?

One or more of the thousands of Earth orbit crossing objects carrying ≥ gigaton

energies may pass within several diameters of Earth in the lifetimes of our

children.  Millions of casualties would result in the unlucky event that one of these

gigaton objects crashed into Earth's oceans, creating multi-continent-impacting

super tsunamis, or exploded near major population centers.  Governments may

decide to begin near term deflection of hazardous objects predicted to pass near

Earth in the distant future because there are significant uncertainties in long-term

orbit calculations, and mitigation is less costly and more likely to succeed if

performed as far in advance as possible (ideally many decades before close

approach to Earth).  A near-term goal should be to identify potentially hazardous

asteroids and comets which will pass within several diameters of Earth in the

21st Century.  This is technically feasible and relatively inexpensive.

Edward Teller participated in the Planetary Defense Workshop (as well as in the

earlier conferences at Chelyabinsk and Los Alamos).  He provided a broad

perspective on detection and mitigation of the threat, and emphasized the need

for experiments to determine the composition and structure of comets and

asteroids.  He also discussed a strategy for mitigating hazardous objects so large

as to be beyond the capabilities of nuclear explosive-based means.

Summaries by Organizing Committee members of the five major topical sections

comprise the core of this Executive Summary.  Opinions and conclusions are

those of the authors.

More than 50 papers presented at the PDW provide the main body of this

Proceedings.  They are organized into five topical sections, including papers

presented in the plenary sessions which opened the PDW.

The LLNL PDW Proceedings is available on the net:

http://www.llnl.gov/planetary.  For further information, contact PDW Administrator,

Mrs. Shirley Petty, at petty2@llnl.gov.



The Need for Experiments  on Comets and Asteroids

Dr. Edward Teller
Lawrence  Livermore  National  Laboratory

First of all, I would like to thank Academician  Khariton  for his kind words  to all of us and tome especially.
We are really sorry that he is not with us. I am glad to see all the people who are here from China, Japan, Italy, and
very particularly  from Russia.

Now, I would  like to say a few things in a straightforward  and very serious  manner.  I believe  we are here-in
fact,  we all know we are here-to look into a situation  that is unique in the size of the trouble  we are looking  at and
in the improbability  of these  big troubles.  For mathematicians,  it is easy to multiply  the two and to say that this
trouble  is like other troubles  because the product is the same.  For politicians  who are trained  to look carefully at
what  happens  during their terms of office and less  carefully  at eve~thing beyond,  the same does not hold as for the
mathematicians.  And we, in turn, depend on the politicians  to make it possible for us-in the form of dollars,  or
rubles,  or anything  else-to do what is needed  to be done.

I think it is extremely important that we present  a credible  case  so we can go ahead.  I would like to suggest a
few points  of view on how to present the case  that we are talking  about-presenting it very truthfully  but
emphasizing the things  that ought to be emphasized.

Here is the situation  that, m my mind, is a scandal,  and I think people  can understand  that it is a scandal:  There
is a probability  of a few percent in the next  century  of the arrival  of a stony asteroid-not  the biggest possible but a
fairly  big one, approximately a hundred  meters  in diameter.  It delivers  on impact  maybe 100 megatons.  It is a
practical  certainty  that, when and if such an object  should  bump into us, it will come completely  unannounced.  We
won’t have  any indication  of it. Yet such an object is apt, with a fairly  high probability,  to do a lot of damage-for
instance,  cause a tsunami  if it falls  into the ocean.  Damage would be concentrated on the shores  region,  where
pple like to aggregate.  So the effect of the asteroid  and the pmple are attracted  to the same meeting  point—hence,
a lot of damage. Just in dollars  it could  be billions,  and in lives it might  reach millions.  Yet, no warning
whatsoever.

What we need to rectify  this  situation  is half a dozen arrays of charge-coupled  devices  and appropriate  (not very
big) telescopes,  amounting to probably  not much more than ten million dollars  altogether.  If such a catastrophe
shotid occur,  afterwards we’ll  be able to point out on existing  pictures  where  the asteroid  has approached,  but we
wouldn’t know  it ahead  of time because  nobody would have looked at those pictures.  I shouldn’t  have said nobody; I
should  have said hardly  anybody.  And actually,  to find them would be extremely  difficult.  The CCDS can be
systematically  trained  to scream  when there is something  suspicious,  and in this  way we could have information  a
week ahead of time. To my mind,  such action would correct  a very large incompleteness  in our safety  system.  And
I think that should  be a very salable  item.

So, we know ahead of time that something  is coming.  What do we do about  it? We would know ahead of time
with sufficient accuracy, for instance, what shorelines  have to be evacuated.  A week is not plenty  of time, but it is
very considerably  more than nothing.

I was interviewed  today and the question  was asked: Is the international  situation  ripe for such action?  I’m
answering with every  confidence:  It is. I have no doubt that if there is such a danger from outside,  if we know that
pple in certain spots  will have to move to save their  lives and can’t  move to save their  property,  then it will be
psychologically  not only a necessary  thing but an easy thing to get help from all over the world to whoever has to
evacuate.  I hope that the same thing holds for all the other measures  that we might  be willing  and able to take in
order to improve  the situation,  bwause I certainly  don’t  want  to stop at the point  of just  saying  “evacuate.”

The next  point  that I feel is a real  necessity  is to know what more to do. We have the power to reach  out into
space  and to deliver what is needed.  But we don’t  know how the objwts  behave  that  will arrive.  Very particulwly,
we will know rather little  about the actual  object  that has been a mere  spot on the best photographic plate and that
has grown for the last  couple  of days a little more to not very much more than a bigger spot.



What do we do about it? I claim that the next  thing we ought  to do is to gather knowledge about what  can be
done. What is the variety  of things that can be done? Such knowledge  can be obtained  in a number of different
ways.  The one I prefer (and that all of us will not necessarily  prefer)  is to make expenments+ne  or two or three
per year-on  objects that are getting  close  to the Earth, to the approximate  distance  of the Moon,  more or less one
light-second  away from the Earth. Whatever we do can be observed  from the Earth very easily.  And to get out there
is not very difficult.

And what do we do there?  Well, we can do a number of things. I would recommend that, to begin  with, we do
the very simplest  thing on which we can agree:  Put up sharp tungsten  knives  for the purpose of cutting  up the
incoming  object  if it’s of an appropriate size-something like 300 feet  or 100 meters in diameter.  Of such objects,
approximately  a few approach in a year. We make experiments  on them. Can every  one of them be sliced  up
sufficiently  so that if the fragments  fall on the Earth, they will be burned up in the high atmosphere in a completely
harmless  manner?  This certainly  can be found out by experiments  on objecw that have already  passed  the Earth. I
think such experiments will contribute,  to a considerable  extent,  to safety in the one-percent-per-centu~  case that
such a danger  might  actually  occur.

Now, if we find that the biggest or toughest  of rhese objects  will not be completely  sliced  up, then, after we
have become familiar  with the slicing  up, we should take the big step-using  a nuclear  explosive.  If, for instance
(which I think is a plausible  situation),  on a 300-meter-diameter object,  we have succeeded in slicing  up 20 meters
of the surface,  we can then put a nuclear  explosive  close  to the surface,  which will irradiate  the rubble that we have
atready  created. This tends to homogenize  this  rubble  and push it one way, while, by reaction, the remaining ninety
percent of the material  is pushed the other  way. The reaction  on the main body will be very powerful, and there can
be no doubt that appropriate  deflections  can be arranged.

Objects  akilometerormore in diameter  are apt to create  worldwide  disaster.  On the average,  they are expected
once in a million  years.  We hope to discover  them several  months  in advance.  The use of nuclear  explosives  as
outlined  might or might not suffice  to deflect  them. A more radical  method  of using several  nuclear explosives  may
be needed.  We might use them to create the rubble,  and this  maybe  followed  by one big blast  as mentioned  above.
Or we might  attempt  to bore a hundred-meter-d=p  hole by successive  nuclear  explosives  and then blowup the object
by one big, deeply  located  explosion.  Such methods  cannot  be relied upon without experimentation  on objects  that
have safely passed  the Earth.

One final possibility  should be considered.  Of the hundred-meterdiameter  objects,  there are approximately  a
million. They could be discovered,  cataloged, and their orbits computed.  If a huge, hundred-kilometer  object
approaches  and is apt to hit the Earth within  a year,  then one of the hundred-meter objects  is almost certain  to
approach it to within  approximately  one Iight-seeond  before this  can happen. Carefd deflection  of this smaller
object could  steer it into the path of the bigger one. The expected  result  would  be to prevent a collision  with the
Earth, which  would  be the ultimate  catastrophe.  One must  add that collision  of a hundred-kilometer  object  with
Earth is not apt to be predicted even in a billion  years.

I would  like to conclude with emphasizing  one obvious  principle:  We scientis~  are not responsible  and should
not be responsible  for making  decisions.  But we scientists  are uniquely  and absolutely  responsible  for giving
information.  We must  provide the decision-makers  with the data. On the basis  of this, they will have the best
chance to make the right decisions.  That is the main reason  why I say that we must  pursue  and must be given the
means  to pursue  the knowledge as to when and how objects  will arrive  and the knowledge as to possible  ways to deal
with them. The choice  of how to dd with them can be and should be delayed.  If need be, it can be done and
probably  will be done in the last moment.  But knowledge-the firm knowledge,  not merely  guesses on how
asteroids  will react but knowledge based on experiments-should  become available.  That is our responsibility.  And
I believe  we should  argue,  in a carefully  considered  manner,  so that we can acquire,  in the most  efficient manner,  as
much of the relevant  knowledge as is possible.

I can add only two words: Good luck!



Integration Summary Report

Gregory H. Canavan
Los Alamos National Laboratory

Recent progress in threat definition, detection and search strategies, intercept concepts,
experiment definition, and integration studies have produced a preliminary integrated program
for detection and defense against the most threatening objects from space. It addresses objects of
all sizes and warning times, and could negate the most frequent and damaging impactors with
existing, non-threatening, non-nuclear technologies. The appropriate components could be
developed and deployed in a few decades for expenditures of a few tens of millions of dollars per
year. The program could benefit from interagency and international cooperation in both
detection and defense. There are no technological or classification barriers to thus sharing of the
burden of planetary defense.

Introduction
Integration is a new panel, whose definition was both necessitated and made possible by the successes of

the other panels at the previous meetings. Further progress at  this meeting made it possible to achieve the
preliminary integration insights discussed below. This section documents the main areas of progress and those in
which further work would be useful.

Threat Panel
The Threat Panel estimated that about 2,000 near-Earth objects (NEOs) larger than one km—of which only

about 7% have been discovered—revolve around the sun on short-period orbits that can intersect the orbit of the
Earth. There is about one chance in a thousand that one of these objects will collide with Earth during an average
person's life span. Such a collision could inject sufficient material into the atmosphere to cause a major loss of global
crop production and consequent loss of human life. Expected losses in the absence of defenses are incalculable.
Even the average expected losses justify expenditures of ≈ $B/yr on defenses and defenses against both NEOs and
comets—independent of the current uncertainties in their relative fluxes.

The Threat Panel also refined the estimates of potential losses from the more numerous intermediate sized
NEOs with diameters larger than about 0.1 km, which have a chance of about 10 percent per century of colliding
with Earth. Their impact in oceans cause tsunami, which can cause great destruction to distances of tens of
kilometers inland all around the oceans into which they fall. While the effects from these intermediate few 100 m
NEOs are not global, they could be regionally devastating due to the increasing concentration of value in coastal
regions. While the losses from still smaller NEOs is not completely characterized, they are apparently of lesser
magnitude. Thus, the primary challenge is to design defenses that can address intermediate and large NEOs and
comets.

Detection Panel
The Detection Panel adopted a goal of identifying, characterizing, and cataloguing potentially threatening

comets and asteroids. For objects larger than 1 km that could be done with a few dedicated 1 to 2 meter telescopes
with advanced CCD detector focal planes. Through about 10 years of rapid, wide-area search, they should discover
50-70% of short period NEOs—or about 90%, given strong Air Force and international participation. Additional
objects also need study, including long-period comets (LPCs) seen only on their single pass, low albedo "stealth"
comets, and intermediate objects that can cause tsunami and enhanced regional damage. The intermediate size
objects could require more advanced technology, including space-based sensors, which appear necessary to address
their short timelines.

Interdiction Panel
The Interdiction Panel outlined a set of options for each threat object size and warning time. Of particular

interest is the conclusion that kinetic energy interception is adequate for a larger class of object than previously
thought, including the intermediate size objects causing the most frequent tsunami. Thus, it should be possible to



develop the detection, interdiction, sensor, and control technologies needed to address these intermediate objects
without invoking threatening technologies while preserving the option to switch to higher specific energy sources
later, if needed. Validating these options will require more theory, laboratory experiments, and interaction
experiments with space objects.

Experiments Panel
The Experiments Panel outlined a set of steps leading from theory and laboratory experiments to space

flyby and probe experiments, which would establish the basis for a mitigation options matrix. They propose a set of
carefully diagnosed interaction experiments in space using technology consistent with that required for subsequent
applications, which would leave a residual prototype intercept capability. A key element of this program is the
international execution of experiments, interpretation of data, and integration with data from other sources—such as
that from small objects that impact the Earth's atmosphere. These experiments would culminate in full-scale kinetic
energy impact probe experiments, including precise measurements of orbit change with ground- and space-based
sensors, which would both study the impulse transferred by kinetic energy impact and simulate the interaction of
higher energy sources.

Warning time
In integrating outputs from the Threat, Detection, Interdiction, and Experiments Panels it is useful to

subdivide the threat according to the amount of warning time the defense would have. The paragraphs below use the
terms Long Warning to indicate the times of decades to centuries that might be available for the negation of NEOs
detected many orbits prior to impact, Short Warning to indicate the months to years that might be available for
comets or undetected NEOs, and Very Short Warning to denote the days to weeks of warning that might be available
for intermediate objects.

Long Warning times result from the detection times of decades to centuries that might be available for the
negation of short-period (4-10 years) NEOs detected many orbits prior to impact. For example, detection of a 10
year period NEO 10 orbits prior to impact would give about 100 years for reaction, which would allow considerable
development of defensive measures prior to their deployment. Long Warning permits efficient search with
conventional telescopes with large CCD arrays. Current and planned ground-based telescopes should be able to
provide the search rates required to survey 90% of large NEOs in one to two decades. Space-based sensors should be
available for their augmentation, and even more advanced technology should become available for upgrade during
the few decade search interval, if needed. Long Warning also makes it possible to take full advantage of efficient
interception tools such as optimal trajectories, deflection at perigee, and low-thrust, high specific energy engines and
provide enough leverage to take advantage of efficient deflection concepts such as ion thrusters, solar energy, mass
drivers, kinetic energy, etc. The highly efficient performance of each of these interception and deflection approaches
with Long warning has been made plausible through analytic studies, although they need more detailed systems and
engineering studies.

The distinguishing feature of Long Warning is that the most important element of an effective response to
this class of NEOs is the prompt initiation of search, which can be performed by modest and inexpensive telescopic
searches. If that search found most of the currently unknown short-period NEOs in a few decades and did not find
any that represented an immediate threat to the Earth, it might not be necessary to develop means for interception at
all. Thus, there appears to be the potential for eliminating risks amounting to a few tens of $B by performing a
search which would cost a few $10M. This roughly 100-fold leverage is so great that it would appear cost effective
to develop the means for interception even if they were never needed for NEOs in this class. That is particularly so
in if they were so constructed that they were applicable to the other classes of objects, which do require defenses.

Short Warning such as the ≈ 4 months that would result from the detection of a LPC or undetected NEO at
2 AU on final approach admit of far fewer search and intercept concepts. Adequate warning against large LPCs
requires search to magnitudes of 23 to 24, which requires either massive ground-based telescopes or space-based
sensors, either of which could cost ≈ $100M. Reducing the adverse leverage from the object's high velocity would
require the high specific impulse and thrust of nuclear fuels, which would be difficult and expensive to develop.
Reducing the penalty from the object's great mass would require payloads with very high specific energy, although
that would not require expense or development; current versions could suffice. Short Warning requires that defenses
be in place when the threat is detected; there would not be time to develop them later. However, if defenses were
developed for Short Warning, which appears justified on the basis of the losses from comets alone, they would also
be available to Long Warning threats, although the converse is not true.

Very short warning also requires ready defenses. It needs very fast, wide area search, independent of solar
viewing and weather restrictions, for which space basing provides further leverage. For intermediate-size objects, the



sensor requirements are not excessive. A ≈ 1 m sensor, which could detect a 1 km object at ≈ 1 AU, could also
detect a ≈ 0.1 km object at ≈ 0.1 AU, which would give a warning of about a week. It would not be possible to
deflect such an object totally away from the Earth with that little warning, but it should be possible to put a kinetic
energy payload in its path that could disrupt it sufficiently such that the Earth's atmosphere could deal with the
residue. For intermediate objects, this kinetic energy defense could be developed through a modest number of
experiments, whose most stressing elements would be the development of quick-response rockets, homing
technology, and control technologies. Should an target require more energy than kinetic energy could provide, it
should be possible to substitute more energetic means into the interceptor without invalidating these experimental
results or requiring revalidation of the defenses.

Future activities
Future activities include studies, interaction experiments, integration experiments, and operations. Studies

should cover the detailed search, interception, and deflection technologies discussed above and define their
integrated performance at the level required to estimate their performance and cost. To support this, there is an
immediate need for systems concept definition, mission analyses, system engineering, and technology studies to
guide the follow on phases. Given adequate definition of the candidate defensive system, various professional
societies could make important contributions and add credibility to these assessments. An important part of this
activity would be the proper assessment and documentation of expected losses, e.g., a handbook of the likely effects
of and expected losses from tsunami in various basins. These studies could be an important measure in maintaining
communication among active workers and in initiate educational efforts in the field of NEO defenses. This study
phase should cover a few years and could be executed at a funding level of a few $M/yr.

The experiments phase should involve both laboratory and then space experiments. The laboratory
experiments should be as thorough as possible, and should test the micro- and macro-mechanical properties of a
wide range of candidate objects.  These experiments could profitably overlap the study phase somewhat, as they
would thereby provide useful focus and guidance. The space activities, which should progress through flyby, probe,
and deflection experiments supported and diagnosed by ground-based sensors, could build on the successful
Clementine technology, approach, and cost structure. If so, the experimental programs could probably be executed
for a few $10M/yr. These space experiments should be thorough, as any defenses should be based on knowledge of
the NEO’s characteristics.

To that end, international contributions could be very useful in adding unique diagnostic techniques and in
integrating U.S. strength in search, homing, and impact technologies with complementary international strengths in
rockets, timely response systems, and space science. These space capabilities, although pivotal, are now fragile and
possibly transient. However, it might be possible to augment them through the use of deactivated strategic missiles
for experiments, if the value of that option could be agreed to quickly. These experiments would also provide a
mechanism for practicing through joint field activities the coordination of command and control procedures that
could later be useful for actual defenses. The value of these activities would be enhanced if the data could be
transferred to an international center for data analysis, which could in time evolve into a joint warning center for
NEO hazards.

Integration experiments could overlap the space interaction experiments somewhat, as they would be
intended to test the integrated performance of the search, interaction, and command elements, all of which would be
needed for precise, properly diagnosed interaction experiments. If this synergism was exploited properly, the
integration experiments could be performed for an amount comparable to that for the interaction experiments.
Subsequent to these development programs, the residual intercept capability could be maintained for about
$100M/yr, with the greater amount resulting from continuous operations and higher reliability, whose timelines and
costs would be paced accordingly.

Strawman programs
To provide interim answers to frequent questions as to when it might be possible to develop actual defenses

against various space object threats it is useful to sketch out strawman programs that would meet the timelines for
the various objects discussed above. The strawman program for Long Warning is shown below:



Long                         95                              00                              05                              10                              15
search ________________________         50%    _________90%_________
intercept current______________        maintain___________
improved study_____|__________         develop____________|

The three main elements of the program are search, intercept, and improved technology. Adequate search could
apparently be performed by one to two, few meter ground-based telescopes with upgraded CCD focal planes. They
should achieve 50% completeness against short-period NEOs in about a decade and over 90% in two. The
completion of this search is the pacing item for defenses against objects in this class, and the pacing item for
completing the search is getting it started quickly with modest telescopes with good focal planes. The interceptors
that would be used in the near term are slight modifications of current deep-space missiles. The improved
technology development indicated would involve modified boosters, efficient upper stages, improved deflection
means, and more accurate control technologies. After the initial study, key concepts and components could be
developed further, although it would not be necessary to integrate them before the results of the telescopic search
was known, which is why the intercept programs are paced to the search program.

For Short Warning, a few additional program elements must be added to address the much deeper and
faster search needed and the need for ready defenses and the experiments required to support them. The resulting
strawman program is:

Short                        95                              00                              05                              10                              15
search study___      _____|______develop____________| operate
"   space study_                __|______develop________________________deploy
interact exp. plan  _                __|______execute____________| complete
intercept tech plan__            ____|______test_______________|_______residual

The key elements are the need to develop much more powerful ground- or space-based sensors. The former would
build on, but represent a major extension of, the technology envisioned for near-term, decades long telescopic
searches. The latter would involve the development of new search technologies with performance significantly
beyond that currently available for observation from space. For that reason, the space-based sensors could take
longer to develop and be available later somewhat later. The interaction experiments are paced by the space
experiments needed on flyby observables, probes, and kinetic energy deflection. Fortunately, they could be
performed with existing or surplus assets. The interception technology experiments could largely be performed as
the control mechanisms for those interaction experiments, which would speed the execution and lower the cost of
each. These interaction experiments with kinetic energy should also adequately simulate the coupling of very high
energy explosives as well. The value of both sets of experiments would be enhanced in both their execution and
interpretation if they could be performed with international cooperation as full as possible.

For Very Short Warning, the strawman program is similar, although some of the lines have slightly
different interpretations:

Very Short             95                              00                              05                              10                              15
search ground  plan______      ___|___________| modify
"   space plan_______      __|___________| modify
interact exp. plan______    ____|___________| complete
intercept tech plan ___           ___|___________| residual

The distinction is that this program addresses intermediate size NEOs; hence, it can use components that can work
with less response time because complete deflection or fragmentation is not required. The Earth's atmosphere can
provide some of the defense. The requirement is that the object be broken up and dispersed enough so that the
fragments would not survive in enough size and number to coherently produce a tsunami. For such a system ground-
based sensors derived from those for Long warning search (e.g., more 1 m telescopes with focal planes that would
support an order of magnitude greater search rates) could provide adequate warning, although modest space-based
sensors could be developed rapidly to extend search closer to the sun and as a backup to terrestrial weather
interruption of ground-based search. These simplifications should enable these modest sensors to be developed
significantly more quickly and with less expense than those for Short Warning. The interaction experiments would
be similar to those for Short Warning, they would just be done faster, which should not involve technological issues,
just modest augmentation of resources. Similarly, the intercept technology could easily be accelerated to complete
all of the required experiments required to reach the desired residual intercept capability sooner. The net effect is
about a five year acceleration of the strawman program for Very Short Warning compared to that for Long or Short



Warning, which largely stems from the reduced levels of performance required from search sensors, the simplicity
of the negation concepts, and the direct applicability of existing missile and intercept technology.

Strawman resource requirements
The strawman programs above appear technically reasonable, but it is appropriate to provide some

indication of the resources assumed in constructing them. This section provides a strawman estimate of the resources
required for each program and a rough cross comparison of them.

For Long Warning, the three main elements of the program would be started in parallel. The search
program would involve the several, few-meter telescope program outlined above. Achieving the 50 and 90%
completeness levels shown is estimated to cost about $5M/yr, although the times for reaching the latter could be
accelerated about a factor of two by funding of about twice that amount. The intercept program is a modest one of
studying and modifying current rockets for more accurate deep-space rendezvous, which would also cost about
$5M/yr. The element for the development of improved technology for boosters, deflection, and control would shift
at the five year point from studies to technology demonstrations and experiments, which would cost somewhat over
$5M/yr. It would not be useful to accelerate the intercept and technology programs without accelerating the search
program as well. Together the three elements as shown would require about $15M/yr, or a total of ≈ $225M over the
15 year development program shown. The $15M/yr would be about 3% of the expected annual losses from NEOs in
this class. Accelerating the program to $30M/yr would not improve its cost-effectiveness during the development
phase, but would speed the date at which actual defenses would be provided.

For Short Warning, there is an essential requirement to develop much more powerful sensors. Since it is not
clear whether ground- or space-based sensors would be required, it would be appropriate to start their development
in parallel. For ground-based sensors, that could probably be done as an extension of current telescopic approaches
for an additional ≈ $5M/yr, for a total of ≈ $10M/yr for ground-based sensors. The conventional wisdom is that
space-based sensors would cost an additional ≈ $20M/yr and take another 5 to 10 years for development. Although
current concepts challenge that wisdom, those numbers are used below. The series of progressive space interaction
experiments needed could be performed in about 15 years for about $30M/yr by building on the technology
demonstrated in Clementine, which would make their results available at about the same time as the sensor
developments and the integration experiments that would use them. Those interaction experiments could also be
used to test interception technology for an additional ≈ $20M/yr. That would give a total requirement for the Short
Warning program of ≈ $80M/yr, or $1.2B over 15 years, which is $1.2B/ ($0.5B/yr x 15 yr) = 16% of the losses
expected from objects in this class over that interval. It should be noted that while the Long Warning strawman plan
would produce only a survey at the end of 15 years, the Short Warning strawman would produce a significant
residual defensive capability. However, because of the long development times for the sensors for Short warning, it
is more difficult effectively accelerate its timelines.

For Very Short Warning, it is necessary to upgrade and deploy more ground-based telescopes, although
they could be modest sensors at the GEODSS level, which are readily available, which would cost about $10M/yr. It
would also be appropriate to augment them by deploying modest space telescopes for greater coverage at angles
closer to the sun, which might require an additional $20M/yr. Since those two steps would accelerate the completion
of the sensor elements to about a decade, it would be appropriate to do the same with the interaction and interception
technology experiments, although that should not add appreciably to their costs, which would remain at ≈ $30M/yr
and  $20M/yr, respectively. This acceleration would produce a defensive capability against intermediate objects
about five years earlier than the other programs for an investment of about $80M/yr x 10 years ≈ $800M, which is
about half the expected losses from intermediate objects during that interval. Because of the development times for
sensors and execution times for interaction and integration experiments, it would be difficult to further accelerate
these timelines. However, these defenses, once developed would be available to support the detections from other
warning times.

Overall, Long Warning would only lead to an assessment after 15-20 years, not a defense. Since it does not
lead to a defense, it can be argued that search only would be about as effective, as has been assumed in earlier
studies of objects in this class. A program for Long Warning is the lowest cost option, and does address a significant
part of the threat, so it should not be excluded. A program for Short Warning addresses the portion of the threat that
cannot be treated by telescopic searches of extended duration. It handles the other global part of the threat, but
because of the sensor development required, it does so on a long time scale and at considerable expense. A program
for Very Short Warning would lead to both search and defense for regionally threatening intermediate objects. It
would also lead to a defensive capability and backup for objects from longer warning searches. The cost for all three
of ≈ $175M/yr would be cost effective relative to the threat, but would constitute a significant increment. Thus, it is
useful to examine various combinations that could be undertaken at lower annual costs.



In evaluating combinations, it has been conventional to first examine expanding the program for extended
search to Long Warning and second to extend it to include Short Warning defenses. Since Very Short Warning
defenses against intermediate objects are the newest concern, there is a tendency to treat them as third place. Given
the arguments and estimates above, it is not clear that is the appropriate path. Extending to defense with Long
Warning is clearly appropriate, because it is a modest extension and that is highly cost effective. But based on the
timelines and technology developments outlined above, it would appear that the second step should be defenses
against Very Short Warning intermediate sized objects, because that would provide an early capability against the
threats that are likely to be encountered first. Executing the Very Short Warning program would start towards the
improved ground- and space-based sensors needed for other warning regimes, the limited interaction experiments
needed for non-threatening technologies, and adequate demonstration of intercept technology integration. Executing
the programs for Long and Very Short Warning defenses together would only cost about $100M/yr, but it would
address both the large objects that can be detected by extended search and the intermediate objects that can be
negated on final approach. If Short Warning defense was added later, it could build on the technology developments
and experiments performed by the two earlier programs to produce defenses using longer ranges and greater specific
energies to negate larger objects.

Summary
Integration is a new function made possible by the success of previous meetings in defining the status of the threat,
detection, interdiction, and supporting experiments. Further progress at  this meeting made it possible to achieve the
insights discussed above. The Threat Panel found there was a significant threat from both intermediate and large
objects. The Detection Panel indicated means for detecting each of them. The Interdiction Panel outlined options for
addressing each as a function of warning time. The Experiments Panel outlined the laboratory and space experiments
needed to validate those predictions. The products of those four panels provide an adequate set of tools for negating
each class of threat objects, which vary depending whether the object is detected with Long, Short, or Very Short
Warning. For Long Warning there are many options for search and negation based on current technology. As
warning is reduced, so are the options. However, they remain adequate to span significant and important parts of the
threat with non-threatening technologies, which have the capacity for growth to address much larger objects.

These predictions will have to be confirmed through further studies, but if they remain positive, it should be
possible to define affordable laboratory and space experiments to demonstrate the effectiveness and affordability of
these defenses. These experiments could be performed within one to two decades and could result in a residual
capacity for the interception of an important class of intermediate size objects and in the development of interceptor
and control capabilities that could support negation technologies of any required energy.

The programs for defensive alternatives depend most strongly on the sizes of threat objects and the warning
time they permit. Long Warning programs for objects observed many orbits prior to impact have been studied
extensively, but do not lead to actual defenses and address only a portion of the threat. Short Warning programs
remedy those deficiencies, but require significant technology development, cost, and delay. Very Short Warning
programs could produce early defenses against the most likely threats, which they could address with non
threatening technologies with growth potential to objects of all sizes. Executing the Very Short Warning program
would move towards the improved ground- and space-based sensors needed for other warning regimes, the limited
interaction experiments needed for non-threatening technologies, and adequate demonstration of intercept
technology integration. Executing the Long and Very Short Warning programs together would cost about $100M/yr,
but would address both the large objects that can be detected by extended search and the intermediate objects that
can be negated on final approach with defenses that could build on these technology developments and experiments
to produce defenses against larger objects.

It is clear that the threat from both intermediate and large space objects exists. It appears that adequate
technology to search for and intercept them exists or can be built on current technology. It also appears that
straightforward experiments could be performed to test these technologies and find out the performance and
effectiveness of these defenses relative to the expected losses from the impact of these objects. On the basis of
preliminary studies, it appears that a combination of search and defenses is more effective than detection alone. A
modest combination of studies, laboratory and space experiments, and intercept technology developments, which
could be performed openly with scientific and international cooperation, could refine those estimates and objectively
assess the ultimate effectiveness and affordability of the full range of defenses needed. There are excellent
opportunities for international collaboration in this assessment, and in the testing and deployment of these
capabilities, if the formulation and initiation of a responsive program is addressed soon.



Threat/Detection Summary Report

Eugene M. Shoemaker
Lowell Observatory
Flagstaff, Arizona

An estimated 1500 near-Earth objects (NEOs) larger than one km in diameter revolve around the sun on short-period
orbits that can occasionally intersect the orbit of the Earth.  Only about 7% of this estimated population has been
discovered.  The number of these objects that currently come close to Earth, on the other hand, is much less than
1000, and observing circumstances are biased in favor of discovery of close-approaching objects.  There is about one
chance in a thousand that one of the undiscovered ≥ 1 km objects is destined to collide with Earth in the next
century.  Such a collision has the potential of injecting sufficient dark material into the atmosphere to cause a major
loss of global crop production and consequent loss of human life.

Present evidence indicates that the cumulative number of NEOs is approximately inversely proportional to their
diameter, in the diameter range between 100 m and 1 km.  Hence the probability of collision of a ≥ 100 m body in
the next century is of order 10%.  Collision of these objects is capable of producing local to regional catastrophic
damage.

The discovery of asteroids and comets and the determination of their orbits has been, by long-standing tradition, an
international effort.  By agreements through the International Astronomical Union, the maintenance and publication
of ephemerides of all numbered minor planets has been the responsibility of the Institute for Theoretical Astronomy
(ITA) at St. Petersburg, Russia.  The ITA has supported a long-range program of astrometry to upgrade the orbits of
known asteroids.  The center for receiving observations of newly discovered as well as established asteroids and
comets has been the Minor Planet Center, now located at the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory at Cambridge
Massachusetts.  This center collates the incoming observations, assigns designations, calculates preliminary and
improved orbits, determines when a minor planet becomes numberable, and publishes the results on a monthly basis
in the Minor Planet Circulars (MPCs).  The work of observers and orbit calculators throughout the world are
published in the MPCs.  Most of the immediate dissemination of information on NEOs is nowadays via the Minor
Planet Center's  MPECs (Minor Planet Electronic Circulars), although initial cometary information is
communicated via the IAU Central Bureau for Astronomical Telegrams (IAU Circulars), also located at the
Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory.  This system has served to coordinate the existing international effort of
discovery of asteroids and comets extremely well, including all work to date on NEOs.

There is a continuing high level of international interest in dedicated NEO surveys.  One of the strongest on-going
efforts is the Anglo-Australian Near-Earth Asteroid Survey (AANEAS).  Located at Siding Spring, New South
Wales, AANEAS utilizes several telescopes (Steel, 1995).  AANEAS not only reports numerous discoveries of
NEOs but also provides crucial followup astrometry and recovery of NEOs found elsewhere, particularly when
observations are needed in the southern sky.  Another important program of followup astrometry is being carried out
in Canada.

A new observing system, utilizing an array of CCDs at the focal surface of a 1-m Schmidt telescope is being
developed at Côte d'Azure, France.  This system, which will be dedicated primarily to NEO search, will substantially
improve the coverage of the sky needed in NEO surveys.

In Japan, where amateur observers have made significant contributions to discovery and astrometric observations of
NEOs, Syuzo Isobe (1994) of the National Astronomical Observatory of Japan has proposed that a network of
telescopes belonging to cities and amateurs be equipped with CCD detectors to provide critical astrometric
observations of discovered NEOs and to assist in the NEO search.  A suitable CCD system is being tested; as many
as 47 telescopes with apertures larger than 50 cm potentially could participate in this network.



A working group of the International Astronomical Union, chaired by Andrea Carusi of Italy, has been established to
help formulate an international program of surveying for NEOs.  Investigators and observatories in Europe are
potential participants, and a plan is being developed for use of a 1-m Schmidt telescope at the European Southern
Observatory in Chile in NEO search.  In China, funds have been allocated for a 1-m telescope dedicated to an NEO
survey.

In the United States, surveys for NEOs are in progress or being developed by four different observing teams.  One
team, at the University of Arizona, uses a CCD detector on a 0.9-m telescope (the Spacewatch Telescope) and has a
1.8-m telescope under construction for dedicated use in surveying for NEOs.  A second team, at Lowell Observatory
in northern Arizona, will use an array of CCDs on a 0.6-m Schmidt telescope; observations with this system are
expected to begin in early 1996.  A third team at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena is developing a CCD
camera for use on an Air Force 1-m telescope in Hawaii; this camera may be operational in late 1995.  A fourth
team, at the University of Arizona, plans to use an array of CCDs on a 0.4-m Schmidt located in southern Arizona.

Advances in the last few years in the development of charge-couple devices (CCDs) as detectors have led to
substantial improvement in the projected capability to carry out a systematic ground-based survey of NEOs.  Large
format, high quantum efficiency, fast readout CCDs have been developed whose performance is now close to the
theoretical limit.  Use of these detectors on sufficiently large telescopes would enable rapid progress to be made in an
international NEO survey.

An international program has been defined that responds immediately to the challenge of discovering potentially
threatening NEOs (Shoemaker et al., 1995).  It would carry out a census of short-period comets and asteroids larger
than 1 km in diameter and seriously address smaller NEOs and long-period comets, as well as develop a broad
database of physical observations in order to evaluate the impact hazard.

In order to proceed promptly, maximum use needs to be made of existing telescopes.  In particular, collaboration of
the U.S. Air Force, using its network of satellite-tracking telescopes, would enhance the undertaking.  The Air
Force's continued development of large array imaging cameras would also be of value to all participants.  The
collaboration of the international community, including further development of programs underway in France,
Australia, Japan, Canada, China, Russia and for the European Southern Observatory is also encouraged.

The recommended program, based chiefly on further development of existing efforts within the U.S. civilian
astronomical community, will accomplish the objective of discovering 60-70% of short-period NEOs larger than 1
km diameter within one decade (by the end of 2006, for funding beginning in FY'96).  It will also put into place the
assets that will extend completeness above 90% in the following five years, and extend it both further and to smaller
objects in subsequent years.  Anticipated cooperation from the Air Force and international observing teams could
shift the attainment of 90% completeness forward to 2006, and significantly augment capabilities for orbit
determination and physical measurements.

The program recommended for the U.S. civilian effort requires investment in search telescopes, detectors, and
software to fully utilize current technology.  Two dedicated telescopes of about 2-meter aperture are the core of the
search system.  One of these is already under construction.  State-of-the-art CCD focal-plane arrays are required in
both telescopes.  Acquisition of computers and skilled personnel is required to bring the CCD systems into full
operation within three years.  One or two existing telescopes near 1-meter aperture, with appropriate advanced focal
planes, can round out the survey facilities (capable of both survey work and astrometric follow-up for orbit
determiniation).  In addition, availability of roughly half time on a 3- to 4-meter class telescope is needed for
physical observations of a representative sample of threatening objects.  Enhancement of the capability of the Minor
Planet Center will be necessary to coordinate the program and handle the enormously increased discovery rates.

The total cost for the first 5 years of the recommended program is $24 million for the U.S. component of the
civilian effort.  Beyond the first 5 years, the annual costs drop down to operations costs of about $3.5 million per
year.  Participation of the U.S. Air Force in the survey probably will require a comparable level of funding.



The recommended ground-based NEO survey will discover enormous numbers of Earth-approaching objects down to
a few m in diameter.  Indeed the vast majority of NEOs found will be less than 100 m in diameter.  However, the
projected level of completeness of the survey in ten years of operation drops off rapidly at diameters below one km,
to about 70% at 0.5 km, about 35% at 250 m, and about 10% at 100 m.  Higher levels of completeness could be
achieved by investment in an international network of large telescopes and by continuation of the survey beyond the
first decade.  Even with half a dozen large telescopes, however, about 50 years would be required to achieve 90%
completeness to 100 m diameter.  Ninety % discovery of 50-m bodies, which can also cause severe local damage,
would require a still longer duration survey.

The alternative to ground-based surveys for small NEOs is to monitor near-Earth space for incoming small
bodies from space-based sensors (Colella et al., 1991).  Such systems would provide only short warning times,
typically less than a few weeks, and would need to be maintained indefinitely or until a systematic survey has been
completed.
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Interdiction Summary Report

Robert B. Barker
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Vadim A. Simonenko
Russian Federal Nuclear Center (VNIITF)

        The problems of interdiction were discussed during the special plenary, panel
and discussion sessions. The interdiction subsystem (ISS) is a part of the Planetary
Defense System (PDS) against threats from space objects. The problems discussed
during the interdiction sessions of the PDW include tasks and demands of the ISS,
its demands on other subsystems of the PDS, an outline of the ISS, such as
requirements of the choice of interception trajectories and various means of action.
The set of interdiction options depends on warning time, size of the object, and
object properties: constituent matter properties (rock, stony-iron, iron, comet ices),
internal composition, configuration and shape (integrity, multi-body constitution,
stone and ice mixture for comet nuclei).

Interdiction objective

        The objective of interdiction is to prevent or effectively weaken an imminent
impact on the Earth of the NEO which has an intercept course. This can be
achieved by deflection, fracturing or pulverization, or evaporation. The choice of
one of these possible regimes of impact prevention or mitigation will be defined
by optimization of economical and technical opportunities, efficiency and reliability
of the application, and the best correspondence to various environmental
demands for the Earth and in Space.

ISS structure

        The interdiction subsystem will consist of a Means of Action (MoA) to act
upon the threatening object and a Means of Delivery (MoD) of the MoA.  MoD's
include rocket launching systems, space transportation (including space
navigational and ground-based control systems), autonomous preparation or
manufacturing(?) of the MoA, precise targeting, guidance, and detonation of the
MoA.  It is possible to create an operational ISS as a part of the global PDS on the
basis of existing technologies.  Existing technical means, facilities and  equipment
should be incorporated into the ISS. Additionally, it will demand scientific and
technological developments. To validate the ISS and estimate the efficiency of
various options, it will be necessary provide a relevant experimentation program,
including space experiments with near missing objects. The ISS implementation
and subsequent development will demand a specific R&D strategy.



Key parameters for the ISS outline

The lead on the warning times defines the different approaches for
research and development, choice of technologies for experimentation, and
procedures for implementation of the 1SS in the global PDS. Size of the object,
duration of warning time, and current technology defines the choice of MoA.
Possible choices include kinetic energy, nuclear explosions, nuclear jet
propulsion, mass drivers, solar collectors, lasers and others which were
discussed at the Workshop. Of significance is the Workshop conclusion that for
the sufficiently large warning times, kinetic energy interceptions can be applied
for the interdiction of small (less than 100 m) and even intermediate
objects.

The Interdiction Panel proposed the following time scale for the
development and application of various interdiction technologies

size

MoA Technologies

Today

Kinetic projectiles
Nuclear explosions

( (
1995 2000

Near Future

Nuclear jet
propulsion

(
2005

Future Far future

Mass drivers Laser drivers &
Solar collectors other

( (
2020

Existing technologies are the principal technologies for the near-term
needs of P~-. Howeve;, a speaal R&D program mus~ be performed to adjust
these technologies to the 1SS environment. It includes additional studies of
efficiency for specific types of MoA (kinetic or nuclear), technologies for
delivery specific MoA and fielding it in space before the hitting the target, and
careful study of the results of the MoA. The program needs to include
experimentation in the space and the development of basic research and
technologies for prospective MoA.

A parallel R&D program needs to be conducted for the MoD. It will include
improvement of existed chemical propulsion methods, and development and
implementation of chemical cryogenic and electro-nuclear propulsion systems.

The material properties of threating objects, their composition, integrity,
shape, and others properties define specific choice of MoA and regimes
application. The NEO’S trajectory, its veloaty of approach, and technical
capabilities of the MoD will define the technology for application of MoA.

Reliability demands, space environmental demands, decreasing of
negative consequences of MoA application for the Earth and space
environment will determine the final choice of MoA.



Interaction with other subsystems

Various kinds of activities must be performed to provided reliable
interdiction:
ground-based observation for large (greater than 1 km) asteroids and comets,
space- and ground-based observations for intermediate size (100 m -1 km), a
deeper understanding NEO impact, integration of subsystems in the
consequences of PDS, adjustment of existing technologies to the PDS needs,
experimental research in the laboratories in space.

The 1SS needs

For the subsequent development of the ISS, it is necessary to provide
validated standard models for various threats to the Earth from NEOS that
account for their properties, warning times, trajectories, velocities of approach,
and standard MODS and MoAs.

The ISS R&D results

The results of R&Don interdiction will describe action phenomena for
specified MOAS and different regimes of their application, accounting for
energy transfer, impulse, fragmentation, spallation etc. Th e results for MODS
shall account for external parameters MoAs, requirements for the delivery,
targeting, fielding in space, etc. The R&D shall also produce validated
scenarios of the results of application of interdiction, including impact on the
space and Earth environments; standard scenarios of interdiction missions for
standard threat models, delivery, and recommendations for various threat
scenarios.

Conclusion

The interdiction subsystem consists of two co-equal parts: a means of
action and means of delivery. There exists today the technology and basic
equipment to meet the most probable demands of the Planetary Defense
System. However, a modest R&D program needs to be performed to adjust
existing technologies and techniques to specific scenarios. It is important to
provide ex~rimental validation of various aspects of the I.% including
interdiction mission construction and performance of different components of
MoD and MoA. All the activity on the Planetary Defense issues should be
plamed and carried out in an international forum.
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The NEO Flux, Present and Past

Eugene  M. Shoemaker
Lowell  Observatory

Flagstaff,  Arizona

Interplanetary  bodies which strike the Earth can be broadly classified into three
main groups: 1) Earth-crossing asteroids, 2) long-period comets, and 3) periodic
comets. Earth-crossing asteroids (ECAS), of which about 250 have been
discovered, are now becoming fairly well explored. There  are  an estimated
-1500+/-500  ECAS larger than lkm in diameter. The population of ECAS smaller
than IOOm diameter is still a matter of debate.

About  700 long-period  comets (LPCS) have been discovered,  the majority  of
which were Earth-crossing. The population of LPCS and their collision rate with
Earth, as a function of absolute magnitude, is fairly well understood. However,
the relationship  between  absolute  magnitude  and the size of the nucleus is
uncertain.

Periodic comets (PCs) (periods e 200 years) are the “stealth  bombers” of the solar
system. An estimated 9570 of the periodic  comets are “extinct”  or asteroidal in
appearance,  and they are especially  difficult to discover. A total of 26 active
Earth-crossing  periodic  comets have been found; the active PCs represent  only
about 270 of the impact hazard. On the other hand,  the population  of extinct
Earth-crossing  PCs larger than lkm diameter is estimated  to be of order 1500,
about the same as that of the ECAS. To date only 25 extinct  PCs have been
discovered,  however,  and, of these, only a few are Earth-crossing.  The large
difference  in discovery  rate between extinct PCs and ECAS is due to the much
longer periods of revolution of PCs and to the larger dispersion of their
inclinations.

The contribution of the diverse NEOS to production of craters larger than IOkm is
estimated as follows:

Earth-crossing  asteroids (av. P = 2 years) 6070

Periodic  comets (P= 4 to 200 years) 20%
(95% extinct)

Long period comets (P >200 years) 20%



Large uncertainties  attend the estimates  for crater production by comet impact.
On average,  a lkm or larger NEO strikes the Earth about once per 100,000 years.
The estimated  rate of cratering  is consistent  with the geologic record of impact
structures.  Judging from the size distribution  of small craters on the Moon, the
cumulative number of impactors is approximately proportional to the inverse
square of projectile diameter  in the range from IOOm to lkm. Below IOOm, the
frequency  rises more steeply.



Historical Evidence of Recent Impacts on the Earth

I.V.Nemtchinov, I. B. Kosarev, O.P.PoPova, V. V. Shuvalov, V.V.SvettSov
Institute for DynarniCS of Geospheres, MOSCOW, Russia

R. E. Scalding, C.JaCobS, J. Shavez
Sandia National Laboratories,  Albuquerque New Mexico

E.Tagliaferri
ET Space Systems, California

Global  Planetary  or Regional Defense Systems  using any method
to disrupt or (and) deflect small  asteroids  and comets needs
information  on their  characteristics to predict  the result. If
the cosmic body  is disrupted  into small fragments~  a new
question  arises: will  these  chunks  reach the Earth’s  surface or
explode at some altitude  above the ground? Observations  of
current  impacts  of large  meteoroids  into the atmosphere  both by
ground  based and satellite  based networks  give information  on
characteristics  of impacting
strength, structure, shape, d~;~!;~ L~rn~0si7T~~j  ;;;rg~i
a t mospher  i c interact  ion processes (ablat  ion, luminosity,
fragment  a t ion, dispersion  of fragments  etc.).  Such information
has already  been obtained  for rather  large  meteoroids  (UP to
several  meters in size and energies  up to 1O-4O kt TNT).  Space
based infrared and optical sensors have detected  over  200
meteoroid  impacts  since 1972. 16 light  curves in visible  have
been obtained  by optical  sensors, mainly the last year, Special
theoretical  techniques  have  been  deveLoped  for the analysis  of
these data.

Our definition of recent impacts  is not very strict.  we

shall speak  about  the events that happened as long ago as 10 to

50 thousand years, or this century (after the Tunguska event of

1908), or last 25 years, when satellite observations have

begun, and even last year, when systematic survey of satellite

observations has started and a large number of events has been

registered.

As the duration of the observations is not very long and

large impactors are rather rare, our analysis is restricted to

cosmic bodies with sizes from 30-100 m down to about O. 1-1 m.

Sometimes these bodies are named “large  meteoroids”  or

“small asteroids”. Such bodies are studied using Spacewatch

system (Scotti et al. , 1991; Rabinowitz et al., 1993; Carusi et

al., 1994). These observations give us information on the



current population of the near Earth objects, mainly on the

objects with sizes of about 100 m and larger~ though very small

asteroids have been detected at small distances from the Earth.

But using only tf=lescopes we cannot obtain such important

characteristics  of these objects as their strength and

composition.

Investigation  of small lunar craters on the airless

Earth’s Moon (Neukum and Ivanov, 1994), With the diameters 10 M

and larger, allows us to determine the size-frequency

distribution  of small objects, but only averaged over a very

large period of time.

There are other clear signatures of such impacts, i..e.,

small craters on the Earth and atmospheric effects during the

meteoroid’s entry. Let us explain why we are interested in the

observations of rather small objects, while the main goal of

the Workshop is hazards and mitigation of hazards.

First, impacts of bodies with sizes close to the upper

limit of the investigated range (30-100 m) may cause local and

even regional catastrophes (Adushkin and Nemtchinov, 1994). Our

analysis may give important information on structure,

composition, strength of the bodies with the sizes only one or

two orders of magnitude less than those which may cause

catastrophes. Extrapolating  the size-frequency distribution,  we

can obtain probabilities  of such dangerous impacts. This

information is important for prediction local and regional

catastrophes and for investigation ways of mitigation.

Second, trying to defend the Earth from the impacts of

these or even larger objects, i.e. I km in size or bigger, we

may disrupt them into a cloud of fragments with smaller sizes.

At least some of the fragments may hit the Earth, and we should

know what will be the consequences.

Third, large meteoroids or small asteroids are probably

least investigated bodies in the Solar System and their

investigation is important from purely scientific reasons.

There are other reasons, but these three are enough to justify

our analysis.



In Table 1 (data are mainly from Grieve and Shoemaker,

1994) are given sizes of the craters9 energy ‘f ‘he ‘mpactors

hitting the Earth, and the approximate age. The largest (’l km

in diameter) is the famous Meteor crater in Arizona. Recently

(in 1992) another one has been discovered (1X3 km) ● It has been

created about 10,000 years ago near Rio Cuarto, Argentina, and

the impactor energy estimates are 350 Mt TNT (Schultz and

Lianza, 1992).

Table 1.

Time of N d, E,
formation,

years (m) (kt TNT)

Meteor Crater, Arizona
Wolf-Creek, Australia
Winkler, Kansas, USA
El Mreiti, Mauritania
Monturaqui, Chile
Aouelloul, Mauritania
Macha, Russia
Herault, France
Labrador, Canada
Gourmac, Mali
Boxhole, Australia
Henbury, Australia
Odessa, Texas, USA
Kaalij&rv, Estonia
Wabar, Saudi Arabia
Campo Del Cielo,Argentina
Ilumetsa, Estonia
Veevers, Australia
Morasko, Poland
Sobolev, Russia
Sikhote-Alin,  Russia
Dalgaranga, Australia
Haviland, Kansas
Sterlitamak, Russia

N 25000
< 300,000

w 1,000,000
3, 100,000
< 7, 000

30,000
4, 200*1, 900
- 25,000
N 5,000

6, 400f2, 500
< 4, 000
> 2, 000

< 1,000,000
10,000

< 1,000
12 Feb. 1947

27,000
< 1, 000

17 May 1990

1 1200 15000
1 853 5000
1 750 800
1 700 650
1 455 110
1 390 20

300 15
; 217 10
1 210 10
1 200 10

175 5
Ii 220);10 4-5
5 4

110
: 91 :::

20 90 :.:
1 80
1 80 0:6
8 60 0.3

;; 0.18
2; 0.014
1 21 0.012
1 15 0.O1O
1 9 0.001

The smallest one is the Sterlitamak crater. The

Sterlitamak event happened only 5 years ago, confirming that

the Earth is still being bombarded and cratered. A very

significant Sikhote-Alin  event happened on 12 February 1947,

almost 50 years ago. We have estimated that the preatmospheric



energy of the iron body was 10 kt TNT, mass was 500 tons. About

99% of the energy have been released in the atmosphere, but 20%

of mass have reached the ground, about 100 tons is in the

strewn field. 27 tons have been really found as meteorites.

Biggest fragments created rather large craters (uP to 26 m in

diameter). Large trees have been fallen around these craters.

Geologists who have observed the strewn crater field (many of

them have just returned from the World war II) said that the

region of large craters resembled typical battlefield after the

heavy military bombardment. The size of this heavily damaged

region is 300x300 m (Krinov, 1981).

Counting craters discovered on the Earth we may severely

underestimate  the number of impacts and hazards which may be

caused by these impacts. First, a large part of the surface of

the Earth is covered by water of seas and oceans. In that case

the impacting body creates unstable crater in the water which

soon collapses and disappears. But impacts into oceans and seas

may be very dangerous as they cause tsunami (Hills and Goda,
1993; Hills et al., 1994; Nemtchinov et al., 1994). Second,

analyzing Table 1, one can see that craters are rather young

and a large number of them is found in deserts or semidesert.

This is due to the fact that scars on the Earth’s surface are

healed rather quickly, especially in the regions with wet

climate. For instance, Sikhote-Alin crater field was created in

the region with rough terrain, but it had been easily found

from the airplane three days after the impact. Now even the

largest craters are screened by trees in the taiga.

Third, we have already mentioned that energy which was

released by fragments of the Sikhote-Alin iron meteoroid on the

Earth’s surface is only about 1% of the preatmospheric  kinetic

energy. In the case of the iron Arizona meteoroid it is almost

100%, but Tunguska meteoroid (there is still a controversy WaS

it a comet or a stony body) with approximately the same initial

energy has not created any crater at all. The Tunguska airblast

might have caused demolishion of a big city, but happily it

occurred in an almost inhabitant region.



Do cosmic bodies continue to fall? Yes, they do. A

daylight bolide, 1972, grazing incidence, flew over the US and

Canada and finally left the Earth with almost the same velocity

of about 15 km/see (Ceplecha, 1994). A minimum distance from

the Earth was about 58 km. Another meteoroid of 1990 also left

the Earth with only a slightly diminished velocity (42 km/see)

(Borovi5ka and Ceplecha, 1992). But if the trajectory is steep,

a meteoroid release all its energy in the atmosphere or even

hit the ground.

As an example, a powerful bolide has detonated recently in

1993 over Italy (Korlevic, 1994; Cevolani, 1994).

A small fragment of Peekskill meteoroid hit a car (Brown

et al., 1994). But these fragments may be much larger in mass.

Several meteorites recently have been found near Montreal with

the total mass of about 25 kg (Brown et al., 1995). They were

the remnants of a meteoroid which has been detected in flight

by a large number of eyewitnesses in USA and Canada and by a

satellite.

Space based infrared and optical sensors operated by the

United States Department of Defense have detected over 200

bright flashes in the atmosphere since 1972. These intense

light impulses were caused by impacts of large meteoroids. The

bright flash arises from energy released upon explosive

disintegration due to action of aerodynamic forces. Usually

meteoroids deposite their energy at high altitudes above the

Earth’s surface, mainly at altitudes of 30 to 45 km. But some

of them penetrate the atmosphere to altitudes of about 20 km.

A relatively small number of satellites at high altitude

orbits (20,000 km or higher) provide coverage of most of the

Earth’s surface. It is possible to have essentially continuous,

day and night, all weather detection of meteoroids over the

entire surface of the Earth (Tagliaferri et al., 1994).

Meteoroid fireballs detected by infrared radiation

sensors, as it would be expected, are rather randomly

distributed worldwide. Average number per year is about 30.



In addition, visible radiation sensors have recorded light

curves for a subset of these events (Jacobs and Spalding, 1993;

Tagliaferri et al., 1994).
Several techniques for the assessment of the meteoroid

characteristics  from the light curves have been developed

(Nemtchinov  et al., 1994, 1995; Golub’ et al., 1995).

Radiation-hydrodynamic  II), 2D and even 3D numerical

simulations of the flight in the atmosphere of meteoroids with

different sizes, velocities, heights of flight have been

conducted. They were based on detailed tables of spectral

opacities for hot air and ablated material of meteoroids (iron,

H-chondrites, cometary material) which have been calculated by

us for a wide range of temperatures, densities and wavelengths.

As an example, in Fig. 1 spectral absorption coefficients for

H-hondrite are given.
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Figure 1. Absorption coefficient Kc

Equations of radiative transfer

much as 10,000 wavelengths (or photon

D

versus photon energy c.

have been solved for as

energies) both in air and

in the vapor of meteoroid. An amount of meteoroid’s energy

released in the atmosphere, radiation emitted, and spectrum of

radiation have been obtained. This is important because the

visible sensors are spectrally selective while a spectrum



substantially differs from that of a blackbody, and changes

with size, velocity and altitude of flight.

The results of a large number of numerical simulations are

the tables of ablation coefficients and luminous efficiencies

for different velocities, sizes, altitudes of flight, and

composition. They are given for an iron body in Golub’ et al.

(1995).
Velocity versus time and altitude can be determined from

the usual equations of meteoroid’s motion, deceleration  and

ablation. Companion burst-locating sensors can detect an

altitude of peak intensity of large events. For some fraction

of small events infrared sensors can provide the location of

cloud of debris (Tagliaferri  et al., 1994).

Intensity of light is proportional to the cross-sectional

area and luminous efficiency. Comparing the observed intensity

of light with theoretical values for different sizes of the

body, we can estimate the effective instantaneous size of the

body and can follow an increase of the size of the cloud of

fragments after the meteoroid’s breakup and rotation of the

body which causes the variations of cross-section.

The results of simulations for the 4 October 1991 event

are given in Fig. 2. Here the effective radius of the body is

the solid curve (l), and a radius calculated by two different

models (Hills and Goba, 1993; Chyba et al., 1993) is the dashed

and dotted curves (2,3). At high altitudes the radius does not

change in time. At an altitude of 40 km the radius begins to

grow, and the stagnation pressure at the blunt nose of the

meteoroid at the moment of the breakup gives an apparent

strength of the body. In this case the meteoroid was a

chondritic or stony body, its strength was 10 to 20 Mdyn/cm2.

In the theoretical models we have used empirical values of the

body’s strength and height of breakup. At an altitude of 35 km

radius increases 3 times and at an altitudes of about 30 km

increases several times. After the breakup meteoroid was

heavily fragmented due to aerodynamic loads but a single-body

model of the cloud of fragments and vapor has still been used.
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Figure 2. The 4 February 1994 event. Altitude dependence of
radius, mass, and velocity resulted from numerical
simulations.  Initial mass 25 to 75 tons, initial velocity 15
to 20 km/see, initial energy 1.2 to 2 kt TNT. Breakup at the
altitude of 40 km. Substantial (about  6 to 7 times) increase
in the radius leads to drastic deceleration of the meteoroid,
while mass losses are rather small.

Meteoroid which caused 4 October 1991 event had a radius

of about 2 m, initial mass 25 to 75 t, and kinetic energy of 1

to 2 kt, velocity 15 to 20 km/see.

In Fig.3 the results of numerical simulations of

1 February 1994 even are presented. We have used data on the

initial velocity (24 km/see), and angle of trajectory

inclination (45°) which have been determined by McCord et al.

(1995). We have also used a single-body model and obtained
initial radius R = 1.7 m, and mass M = 400 tons, and energy
E= 30 kt TNT, the obtained initial density is 13 g/cm3 which

is almost twice higher than the density of iron. This is due to

rather low precision of determination  of this particular

parameter and due to usage of a single-body model.

Calculated radius exhibits two distinct maxima, due to the

two-stage disintegration. Two patches of debris have been

detected, i.e. one at an altitude of 34 km and another

altitude of 21 km. In 15 see, the high altitude debris

falls to about 33 km due to gravity. The low altitude

stabilizes at an altitude of 19 km.

at an

cloud

object
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Figure 3. The 1 February 1994 event. Altitude dependence of
radius, and velocity. The calculated dependence of
radius f~as~; compared with analytical  ❑ odels (z, q) in the
left hand side of the figure.
preset parameters:  initial velocity V = 25 km/sect angle of

trajectory inclination  e = 45°, height of peak intensity hm =
21 km, ablation  energy  Q = 6.3 kJ/g.
Obtained parameters:  initial radius R = 1.7 m? mass M=

400 tons, kinetic energy E = 30 kt TNT, density P~= 13 g/cm2.

In Fig.4 a light curve for the 1 February 1994 event iS

given (in the right panel in a logarithmic scale). Assuming

two-stage disintegration, we have numerically reproduced the

light curve during all the flight. The initial kinetic energy

was about 40 kt TNT, mass of about 520 tons, strength of the

second fragment of about 100 Mdyn/cm2,  its mass and energy  are
430 t and 32 kt TNT correspondingly. The first fragment had

very low apparent strength of about 5 Mdyn/cm2, and probably

this iron meteoroid was a binary object. The 1 February 1994

event is an analogue of the Sikhote-Aline iron shower - we have

approximately  the same mass and initial radius. But initial

velocity was twice higher, and this leads to more intense

fragmentation  process, though we can not exclude that some

fragments may have fallen into the Pacific Ocean, causing

hydroacoustic  signals.
If we do not use data on the initial velocity and

trajectory inclination, the range of the energy and mass is



wider: 40 to 70 kt TNT and 1,200-2,000 t. Our estimates of the

initial velocity are 15 to 20 km/see.
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Figure 4. The observed light curve of the 1 February 1994
event (dashed curve) and the light curve obtained in
numerical simulations for two fragments with the initial
velocity of 25 km/see (mass and energy of the first fragment
m, ❑ 84t, El= 6.2 kt TNT and mass and energy of the main
body M, = 436 t, E, = 32.5 kt TNT). A peak intensity is
reached at a height of 21 km. The first breakup occurred at

an altitude of 52 km (an apparent strength is 5 Mdyn/cm2) and
a major breakup occurred at an altitude of 31 km (an apparent

strength is 100 Mdyn/cm2).

Increase in the initial velocity (up to 34 km/see) leads

to substantial decrease in mass but not very large decrease in

the initial energy. This gives additional foundation to the

estimates of kinetic energy for those events for which we do

not know initial velocity. On the other hand, it clearly
demonstrates that velocity/trajectory  tracking substantially

increases the precision of the assessment of meteoroid’s

characteristics.

In both events mentioned above luminous efficiency was in

the range 7-1 1%. What is the reason for this big difference

between luminous efficiency for nuclear detonation (30%)
(Glass tone and Dolan, 1977) and that

explosive disintegration?

The shape of the fireball for the

quite different from the quasi-spherical

for the meteoroids

meteoroid impact is

shape of the nuclear



detOnatioIl fireball. It is an elongated quasi-cylindrical

luminous plasma column. It is more like a pencil or a slightly

diverging cone, not a sphere with the characteristic  size much

less than for the nuclear detonation of the same Yield’ as ‘he

energy release is gradual.

In some cases a situation when a single bodY model is not

valid may be even much more complicated. In Fig.5 the flow

pattern is presented for a case when two fragments of similar

size move in the same direction, one after another, and a

distance D between them is not very large.
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Figure 5. Temperature contours for the flow around two
identical fragments moving along the same trajectory one
after the other at distance D = fi2R (a) and D = 4R (b)

Temperature  contours for cylindrical fragments with radius

R=lm and length L = 1.5 m moving with velocity

v= 20 km/see at a height of flight h = 40 km are shown.

Temperature  is in eV, distances between fragments are 12R (a)

and 4R (b).



Usually aerodynamic interaction between the fragments

leads to dispersion  of the cloud of fragments with a lateral

velocity which is about the velocity along the trajectory

multiplied by the square root of the ratio of the air density

to the density of the meteoroid (Passey and Melosh, 1980;

Melosh, 1989). But in the analyzed case the second fragment

moves in the rarefied wake of the first one. It is almost

invisible as the radiation is mainly emitted from the shock

wave front created by the first fragment. When the second

fragment experiencing  less drag than the first one leaves the

wake and encounters the dense air, a sudden flash occurs which

is not associated with fragmentation at this moment of time.

For this complicated situations another techniques based on the

energy balance considerations have been used.

We have calculated motion, luminosity and mass losses of

meteoroids with various initial radii and velocity using a

single–body model and assuming that a breakup occurred when the

stagnation pressure at the blunt nose reached a definite

critical value. As an example, the results of the simulation

are given in Tables 2-4 for impact of iron bodies with a

strength of 100 Mdyn/cm2 and with an angle of trajectory

inclination of 45°.

In Table 2 a fragmentation  height is given for various

radii and various velocities, in Table 3 heights of maximum

intensity are given. For the assumed strength no fragmentation

occurs at all for a body with radius 10 cm. A height of maximum

intensity for a 10 cm radius is larger than that for radius

30 cm. It is due to substantial deceleration and ablation of

such rather small meteoroid. For radii 0.3 m and larger, a

height of maximum intensity is usually 2-3 km lower than the

height of the breakup, and a peak intensity is associated with

the rapid expansion of the cloud of fragmented. A ratio of the

radiated energy absorbed by the Sandia sensor to the initial

kinetic energy is given in Table 4.



Table 2. Fragmentation  height hb (km).

Radius Radius Radius Radius Radius

Velocity 100 300 1000
(km/s) (::) (::) (cm) (cm) (cm)

12 21.0 21.6 21.5 21.5
15 : 24.4 24.3 24.2 24.3
20 0 28.1 27.9 27.9 27.8

0 30.9 30.8 30.8 30.8
;; o 33.1 33.1 33.0 33.0

Table 3. Height of maximum intensity hm (km).

Radius Radius Radius Radius Radius
Velocity 100 300

(::) (::)
1000

(km/s) (cm) (cm) (cm)

12 33.3 18.4 20.2 18.8 14.5
15 32.5 22.4 22.8 21.1 15.3
20 33.4 26.8 26.3 22.9 14.5

36.8 29.8 28.9 23.1 14.5
;: 38.8 32.2 31.0 23.5 13.2

Table 4. Ratio of radiated energy to initial kinetic energy (%)

Radius Radius Radius Radius Radius
Velocity 100 300 1000
(km/s) (::) (2:) (cm) (cm) (cm)

12 0.5 1.4 4.3 8.0 8.7
15 1.4 7.3 10.8 11.9
20 2.5 ?:; 10.8 13.6 15.6

10.0 12.2 14.5 17.1
;: ;:: 11.1 12.7 14.6 17.3

A luminous efficiency (taking into account the radiation

emitted during the whole flight and taking into account

fragmentation  and expansion of the cloud of fragments) depends

on the initial velocity and radius, but for radii more than

0.3 m and velocities higher than 15 km/see values of luminous

efficiencies are in the range of 4 to 17%, they differ from the

average values of 7-11 % no more than 2 times.



An individual analysis of the light curves for several

events (15 April 1988, 4 October ?990, 1 October 1991 and 1
February 1994),  taking Into account real altitudes of breakup

(h~) and of maximum intenSitY (h~), has confirmed this
conclusion. And for crude estimates here we shall use a

constant value of luminous efficiency, i.e. 10%.

We have calculated number of events with kinetic energy in
discrete intervals i with the lower limit E~ and upper

limit 2Ei. This energy - frequency distribution is given in

Fig.6. Continuation  of observations and their analysis for one
or several years will increase statistical significance of such

distribution, and extrapolation  of this distribution  will give

us probability of impacts with higher energies. A crude

estimate gives us prediction that for a 1 Mt impact an average

interval between impacts is about 10-15 years. This is in

correlation with the analysis by ReVelle (1995) of atmospheric

effects caused by large bolides (acoustic gravity waves).
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Figure 6. Frequency versus energy of the impactors.
Energy derived by the Sandia optical sensors light
curves with the assumption of 10% luminous efficiency.

During a period from 1960 to 1972 the US Air Forces have

registered 10 events with sufficiently large energies. Taking

into account percentage area coverage for each station and each

event, ReVelle (1995) has obtained cumulative number N of



bodies with a source energy more than E, kt TNT, per year over

the entire Earth:

We should underline that during this period of 12 years one

event with an energy of about 1 Mt has been registered.

So it seems reasonable to be prepared for observation and

analysis of the event with rather large energy. While the

fireball caused by the explosive desintegration  of a meteoroid

exhibits many features of the nuclear detonations with the same

yield, there are specific differences. We have already

mentioned some of them, let us describe another.

We carried out numerical simulations assuming that an

impactor with an energy of 1 Mt broke up at an altitude of

21 km. At an altitude of 5.5 km it has a shape of a cylinder

with a radius of 50 m and the same height. This body falls

vertically at 15 km/s. We also assume that at the chosen

altitude the body has a low density, implying that the body is

a mixture of debris and vapor due to action of aerodynamic

pressure and ablation. It is adopted that in this stage of

flight the body material behaves as compressible gas.

Computations of the fall and gasdynamic motion in the

atmosphere were made using a free-Lagrangion  method of Hazins

and Svetsov (1993). The results of simulation are shown in

Fig. 7. The body is pulverized during the fall in the

atmosphere, and a maximum radius of a swarm of fragments grows.

The body is decelerated and loses its kinetic energy. A maximum

of energy deposition is at an altitude of about 4.5 km. But the

swarm of debris and the air have significant momentum and

persist in moving down till the ground despite their average

velocity and kinetic energy become small. The stream of vapor

and entrained and compressed air acts like a piston.

After reflection from the ground, the shock wave travels

along the Earth surface. At time t = 1.5 sec (measured from

the starting moment of the computations)  we changed a method of



computation for Eulerian one because the particles of the body
are entirely pulverized ( the process of the fragmentation  is
over), and we could take finer mesh at the late stage of the
fall using Eulerian hydrocode.
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fall of a heavily
pulverized impactor. Computations have started at ah

altitude of 5500 m where a low density body (0.1 g/cm3)
has a radius of 50 m and velocity of 15 km/s. A shock
wave is plotted by a solid line. Solid circles are
particles of the body material.

A maximum pressure as a function of a distance along the
Earth surface is shown in Fig. 8. We have also calculated two

idealized variants of instantaneous explosions assuming that

the total energy of impactor is released at an altitude of 5 km

and at the ground. The results are compared in Fig. 8.

Pressure at the ground for an explosion at an altitude of

5 km is lower than obtained in the simulations of a pulverized

impactor all over the surface. An explosion at the ground

produces higher pressure at distances smaller than 4 km. But at

large distances, to 20 km, the pressure in the surface

explosion with equivalent energy is lower. Thus, an airblast

caused by the meteoroid creates shock waves with larger



amplitudes than the

energy.

Continuation  of

analysis will give us

instantaneous explosion with the same

satellite  based  observations and their
statistically significant information on

the size-frequency  distribution  of impacts and probability  of

large (including the Tunguska-class) airblasts. This can also

elucidate the scientific problem of meteoroid origin and their

relation to the near -
ground based  Spacewatch
et al., 1993;  Carusi et

Earth asteroid belt discovered by the
system (Scotti et al., 1991; Rabinowitz
al. , 1994).

Figure 8. Pressure caused by a shock wave at the Earth
surface as a function of a distance from the fall
epicenter. Three variants have been computed:
fragmented and pulverized impactor falling vertically a;
v= 15 km/s (solid line), an equivalent explosion at the
ground (dashed line), and an explosion at an altitude of
5 km (dotted line).

The precision of determination of meteoroid

characteristics may be increased not only by usage of more

sophisticated codes, which are now being developed, but by a

larger amount of observational data, e.g. on the angle of

trajectory inclination and the velocity of the meteoroid body

along the trajectory. Spectral instruments being installed in

upgraded satellite systems may also give very important

information on chemical composition of the impacting cosmic

bodies.
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Impacts and mass extinctions

Peter D. Ward
Department  of Geological Sciences

The University of Washington

The Alvarez Hypotheses of 1980, that the earth was hit by a large asteroidor  comet 65
million  years ago, and that the environmental effects stemming from that impact event
brought  about the K/Tmass extinction, are now accepted  by a majori~  of earth
scientists.  The questions is, then, what next f{>rpa[eontological  extinction  research?  The
following  topics  seem fiuiful:  1) Better research on actual killing mechanisms.  2)
IZalihrating  the “ki[l  curve” ofRaup  (1990; 1991) relating impact  (or crater) size and
degree  ofmass extinction.  3) IJnderstanding  selectivity.  4) Improving sampling
methodoloo,  and using some of the lessons in sampling developed  for K/T (The 5’ignor-
Lipps ejfect,  confidence  intervals  andsamplingprecision  perfected  for K/7] on other
extinction boundaries.

Introduction
Mass extinctions have traditionally been defied as relatively shoti periods  (usually on the order of one

to five million years in length) of greatly  elevated extinction. There have been many such episodes  during
the Phanerozoic  Era (the iast 530 million years, the time of skeletonized  life) aIthough only five can be
classified as having  been “major“, in the sense that more than 50°10 of all species died out (Figure 1).

600 400 200 0

Geologic  Time

Figure 1. Diversity of marine families through Phanerozoic
time, including the five largest  mass extinctions. After Sepkoski,
1993



    

                  
                 

            
                

                
               

                
                  

                   
            

              
                  

                 
                

                
                  

                  
                

                 
         
               

              
             

                
                   

              
              

      
                

               
               

               
                   

                
                 

                  
                 
              

           
 

                
          

 
              

               
                 

                 
           

            
               

                 
        



    

               
             

               
                

               
                 

                
               

                
                  

                   
                 
              

                
                

                 
  

                
             

        
                

                
               

            
              
           
                 

                
                 

                 

                   
                   

     
              

               
                 
                  

                 
                

                 
            

             
                 
          

             
      

        
               
              

                   
                



     

                
 

                
                  

                 
               

               
               

                
           

               
 

                  
                 

                 
              

                   
                 
                    

                
                

                  
                
                

               

 

 

 

  
  

          
     

         
        

      



   

                 
               

                
                  

                 
                  

               
               

              
                 

                  
              

               
              

                  
              

             

          
               
             

               
             

              
       

                 
               

                
                  

              
               
                  
                

                 
                  

                 
             

              
                  

    

        
               

                  
                 

                 
                

               
               



   

                
                     

                  
               

                  
              

               
               

                  
              

                  
                 
                

                
                  

                    
               

               
                

                
               

             
                 

                 

              
      

              
             

               

                
    

                
      

             
   

               
      
          

          

          
                 

            
              

            

               
       

               
 



   

                
             

              
             
        

                 
 

                 
           

            
  
              
              

               
             

               
              

             
           

               
    

           
              

      
               

           



 



Environmental Perturbations Caused by the Impacts of Asteroids
and Comets

Owen  B. Toon, Kevin Zahrde,  David Morrison
NASA Ames  Research  Center

Moffett  Field,  California

We review the major mechanisms proposed to cause extinctions at the
Cretaceous-Tertiary geological boundary following an asteroid impact. We then
discuss how the proposed extinction mechanisms may relate to the impact of
asteroids  or cornets in general. We discuss the limitations of these mechanisms
in terms of the spatial scale that may be affected, and the time scale over which
the effects may last. Our goal is to provide relatively simple prescriptions for
evaluating the importance of colliding objects having a range of energies, and
compositions. We also identify the many uncertainties concerning  the
environmental  effects of impacts. We conclude that, for impact energies below
about 104 Mts (i.e. impact frequencies less than one in 6x104 years,
corresponding  to comets and asteroids with diameters smaller than about 400 m
and 650 m respectively), blast damage, earthquakes and fires should be
important on a scale of 104 or 105 km2, which corresponds to the area damaged
in many natural disasters of recent history. However, tsunami could be more
damaging, flooding a kilometer of coastal plain over entire ocean basins. In the
ener~ range of 104 to I@ Mts (intervals  up to 3x105 yrs; comets and asteroids
with sizes up to 800 m and 1.5 km respectively) water vapor injections and ozone
loss become significant on the global scale. If the submicrometer dust injection
fraction from the pulverized target material is much higher than is presently
thought to be most likely, then dust injections could also be important in this
energy range. This energy range is a conservative lower limit where damage
might occur beyond the experience  of human history. The energy  range from
IOS t. 106 Mts (intervals up to 2xI06  years; comets and asteroid Up to 1.8 and 3
km diameter) is transitional between regional and global effects. The dust lifted
in this energy range, the sulfur released from within impacting asteroids, and the
soot from fires started by comets can produce climatologically significant global
optical depths on the order of 10. Moreover, the ejecta plumes of these impacts
may produce enough NO to destroy the ozone shield. Between 106 and 107 Mts
(intervals  up to 1.5x107 years; comet and asteroid diameters up to 4 and 6.5 km
respectively)  dust and sulfate levels would be high enough to reduce light levels
below those necessary for photosynthesis. Ballistic ejecta reentering  the
atmosphere as shooting stars would set fires over regions exceeding  107 kmz,
and the resulting smoke will reduce light levels even further. At energies beyond
107 Mts, blast  and earthquake  damage  reach the regional  scale (106 km2).
Tsunami cresting to 100 m and flooding 20 km could sweep the coastal zones of



one of the world’s  ocean basins. Fires would be set globally.  Light levels may
drop so low from the smoke, dust and sulfate  that vision is not possible.  At
energies approaching 109 Mts the ocean surface waters maybe  acidified globally
by sulfur from the interiors  of comets and asteroids.  The Cretaceous-Tertiary
impact in particular  involved evaporite  substrates  that very likely generated  a
dense widespread  sulfate  aerosol  layer with consequent  climate  effects.  The
combination of all of these physical effects would surely represent  a devastating
stress on the global biosphere.



The Biospheric  Hazard of Large Impacts

David Morrison
NASA  Ames Research  Center

Clark R Chapman
Planetary  Science Institute

This brief overview of the impact  hazard characteties  the hazard of impacts as a function of
meteoroid enew. As reported previously,  for impacts below ten megatons ene~ there is
virtually no n>k since few meteoroids  penetrate the atmosphere.  Beween ten rnegatow  and the
threshold  for global catastrophe,  impacts are a moderate source  of nkh but substantially  less so
than more common  natural disasters  such w earthquakes,  severe  storms, or volcanic eruptions.
The greatest  hazard is msociated  with impacts at or a little above a threshold for global
catmtrophe,  where we have defined a global catastrophe  to be one that leads to the death of
>25% of the Earth5 human population. Following  the analysis  of environmental  effects  of
impacts by Toon et al. (paper  given at this conference),  we estimate that this threshold lies near
one million megatons,  corresponding  to an average  interval  between  events  of about one million
years. Above this threshold the entire world population  is at risk from impacts,  which  are the
only known natural diswters  capable of killing a substantial  fraction of the population or, at
still la~er ene~ies,  of thr-eatening the survival  of the species.  Simple  a~rnents  suggest  that
expenditure  of up to several  hundred million dollars per year might be appropn”ate  in dealing
with such disasters. A~ments for the cost-effectiveness  of programs  that address the smaller
objects  (hundred-r neterclass)  impactors  are moreproblematic.  La~ely independent  ofproposed
mitigation philosophy, however,  there is consensus that the @rst step should  be to carry  out a
comprehensive  census  of near Earth asteroids such as the proposed Spaceguard Survey to
identifi any potential impactors.

Introduction
The present  conference  is a reflection  of widespread  current  interest  in the role of impacts  in planetary

history, and in particular  their  continuing threat today. The effect of impacts  upon the biosphere  is most
dramatically  demonstrated  by the discovery  (Alvarez  et aZ. 1980) that  the K/T mass extinction resulted  from the
impact  of one or more  comets  or asteroids  with a mass (derived from the quantity  of extraterrestrial  material
identified  in the K/T boundary  layer) of 1015 - 1016 kg In this instance  a relatively modest  Cratering event

(produced  by an object roughly the size of Comet  Halley)- led to global collapse of ecosystems and the extinction
of most terrestrial species, including the dinosaurs.

It is clear  that,  far short  of a mass extinction, a smaller  impact  could lead to a lesser  ecological
catastrophe  that  might nevertheless  kill large numbers  of people  and threaten  the stability of society. Such a
global catastrophe  is qualitatively  different  from any other  natural  disaster  and can be compared  in its
consequences  only with the result  of nuclear  war. Interest  in all of these  impact  phenomena  was further
stimulated  by the collision of Comet  Shoemaker  Levy 9 with Jupiter  in July 1994, an event that  captured  the
attention  of scientists,  the media,  and the public at large.

The evaluation  of the contemporary  impact  hazard  has developed in tandem  with our understanding  of
the environmental  effects of impacts,  and particularly  their  effects on the terrestrial  biosphere.  The discussion
we present  here  is derived in large part  from a series  of technical  analyses, including the NASA Space~ard



suwey Repoti  (Morrison  1992).  Other  relevant  publications  include discussions by Morrison  (1993), Chapman
and Morrison  (1994), and Morrison,  Chapman  and Slovic (1994). This paper  can be considered  a status  report
updating  the conclusions  of these  previous papers  in accord with current  research  on the biospheric  effects of
impacts  (e.g., Toon  et al. 1994, 1995).

Nature of the Hazard
The flux of meteoroids  striking the Earth is composed  of near-Earth  asteroids  and short-period  comets

(collectively called Near-Earth  Objects  or NEOS), and of long-period  comets. The asteroids  and short-period
comets  have dynamical  similarities;  both reside  in the inner  solar system and generally  impact  the Earth with
speeds of order  20 km/s. Physically, however, they span a wide range of properties,  from metal  (like the iron
meteorites)  through  various types of rock (like the chondritic  and achondritic  meteorites)  to the low-density,
volatile-rich  assemblages  associated  with the comets  (Chapman  et al. 1994). Less is known  about  the rarer long-
period  comets,  but they are probably  also composed  of low-density,  volatile-rich  material.  brig-period  comets
strike with higher velocities, sometimes  greater  than  50 km/s. Although  the physical  properties  of the impactors
can influence their  environmental  effects, it is clear that  for the larger  impacts  the primary  effects are related
simply to the kinetic  energy of the objects (expressed  in megatons  (MT),  where  1 MT = 4.2 x 1015 joules).  The
impact  flux was discussed in detail  at this conference  by Shoemaker.

Based  on the average flux of comets  and asteroids  striking the Earth,  we can evaluate  the danger  posed
by impacts  of different  magnitudes. We have found (Chapman  and Morrison  1994; Morrison,  Chapman  and
Slovic 1994) that  the concept  of energy thresholds  is useful for differentiating  the qualitatively  different  effects
of impacts,  which span a range of 100 million (from 10 MT to 109 MT).  The concept  of a threshold  does not
necessarily  imply a sharp  transition  from one scale of risk to another,  however. The transitions  between  local
blast effects and global catastrophes,  for example, may be quite gradual. However,  a threshold  is useful for
discussing the impact  energies  at which one class of physical  effects gives way to another.

The atmosphere  protects  us from small impacts.  An impact  with the energy of the Hiroshima  nuclear
bomb occurs roughly annually, while a one-megaton  event is expected  at least  once per century. Obviously,  such
relatively common  events have not been  destroying cities or killing people.  Even at megaton  energies,  most
meteoroids  break  up and are consumed  before  they reach  the lower atmosphere.  This is because  objects  up to
tens of meters  in diameter  are subject  to aerodynamic  stresses  that  cause fragmentation  and transverse  dispersal
at high altitude.  Only if the object  disperses  below an altitude  of about  20 km is the airburst  highly destructive.
Numerical  models  of atmospheric  fragmentation  and dispersal  show that  only rocky objects  >50 m diameter  (10
MT energy) and cometary  objects  >100 m (100 MT energy) penetrate  deep enough to pose significant hazards
(Chyba et al. 1993; Hills and Goda  1993; Chyba 1993).

The area  of the surface that  is damaged  or destroyed  by an airburst  or a cratering  event can be derived
in a straightforward  way from the known properties  of large explosions (e.g., Toon  et al. 1995).  The area  of
destruction  is larger  for impacts  into oceans than for land impacts  as a consequence  of the great  travel  distances
of impact-induced  tsunamis  (Hills et al. 1994,  Toon et al. 1994,  1995).  For yields greater  than  about  103 MT,
tsunamis  associated  with oceanic  impacts  contribute  more  to the hazard  than the direct  blast  damage  of impacts
on land or in the continental  margins. The detailed  nature  of the tsunami  hazard  is a subject  for current
investigation  (see other  discussions in these proceedings),  but even at our current  level of understanding  it is
clear that  objects  as small as a few hundred  meters  in diameter  can pose a substantial  hazard  by this mechanism.

At sufficiently great  energies,  an impact  has global consequences.  An obvious  if extreme  example is the
K/T event 65 million years ago. This impact  released  >108 MT of energy and excavated a crater  (Chicxulub
in Mexico) at least 200 km in diameter.  Among the environmental  consequences  were devastating  wildfires and
changes in atmospheric  and oceanic chemistry  as well as a dramatic  short-term  perturbation  in climate  produced

15 k of submicrometer  dust injected into the stratosphere  (Chapman and MOrriSOn 1994> ‘eon ‘tby some 10 g
al. 1994,  1995).  The K/T impact  darkened  the entire  planet  for many months  and precipitated  a general
destruction  of terrestrial ecosystems. However, projectiles  much smaller  than the K/T impactor  can still generate
a global environmental  shock that  could severely curtail  human  agricultural  production  around  the world. Such
an agricultural  disaster  might result  in collapse of global economic, social, and political  structures.  However, we
do not know the degree  of coupling of these effects, and it is very difficult  to estimate  the resilience  of society
to such massive environmental  insults. In our previous papers  (Chapman  and Morrison  1994,  Morrison,
Chapman  and Slovic 1994) we defined a globally  catastrophic  impact  as one that  results  in the deaths  of more



than  a quarter  of the world’s  population,  due primarily  to widespread  loss of agricultural  production  and resulting
mass starvation.

In Morrison,  Chapman  and Slovic (1994), we identified a nominal  threshold  for a global catastrophe  at
an impact  yield of 3 x Id megatons,  based  largely on the work of Toon  et al. (1994). In this model,  the energy
threshold  for a globally catastrophic  impact  is determined  by the explosive  yield required  to loft sufficient
submicrometer  dust into the stratosphere  to induce crop failures on at least  a hemispheric  scale. The more
recent  analysis (Toon  et al. 1995 and presentation  at this meeting)  suggests that  a slightly larger  impact  may be
required  to produce  a climatic  effect of this magnitude,  with a nominal  threshold  for global catastrophe  of 106
MT. The total  uncertainty  in this threshold  value might be as high as an order  of magnitude,  leading  to average
frequencies  of global catastrophe  (as we have defined it) of between  200,000  and 2,000,000  years.

Hazard Analysis
In our previous papers  we have addressed  the scale of destruction  expected  for impacts  and the

numerical  hazard  associated  with impacts  of various magnitudes.  By numerical  hazard  we mean  the probability
of death  for an individual due to this event. We will now examine how these  estimates  might be changed if the
threshold  size for global catastrophe  is at 106 MT, and we also consider  the effects of the (currently  poorly
known)  tsunamis  that  can be induced by impacts  below this global threshold.

For  yields above the threshold  energy for global catastrophe  (106 MT),  the number  of fatalities  is (by
definition)  >1.5 billion. If the nominal  interval  between  such impacts  is 106 yr, the equivalent  deaths  per year
for all impacts  above the threshold  is about  2000, corresponding  to an annual  risk of death  by impact  for an
individual of about  1 in 3 million.

The smaller,  frequent  events larger  than the 1O-MT atmospheric  cut-off (what we may call Tunguska-
class impacts)  yield equivalent  annual  fatality rates  of only a few tens of deaths/yr for the current  world
population  (Morrison,  Chapman  and Slovic 1994). The low risk of such impacts  is apparent  when we realize  they
take place on land only about  once per millennium. This corresponds  to a strike in a heavily  populated  urban
region only about  once in 10,000 years at current  population  levels, and considerable  longer  at historical  levels.
Thus it is no surprise  that  we have no record  taht  such impacts  have destroyed  cities or produced  significant
casualties  over the course  of human  history.  Indeed,  aside from two fatalities  probably  associated  with the 1908
Tunguska  impact,  there are no reliable  historical  records  of any deaths  caused by impacts  of any size. The
average annual  risk from such impacts  appears  to be less than 1 part  in 100 million.

Of greater  concern  is the risk associated  with tsunamis,  as discussed at this conference  by Hills and
others.  Modeling  of impact-induced  tsunamis  and, even more,  of their  effects on coasts and coastal  populations
is an important  topic for future  work.  At present  it is possible to conclude with confidence  only that  the risk
is somewhere  between  that  of Tunguska-like  land impacts  and the global catastrophe  associated  with yields above
one million megatons. Consider,  for example, a person  living on the Atlantic  coast within a few meters  of sea
level. There  are millions of such people  on both  sides of the Atlantic. Since an impact  of a few thousand
megatons  may be sufficient to generate  an Atlantic  tsunami,  and such an impact  might be expected  in the North
Atlantic  about  once in ld yrs,  these  people  run an annual  risk of a large tsunami  of about  1 in 100,000. The
equivalent  risk of death  from the tsunami  is obviously much less, depending  on warning systems and
opportunities  for evacuation,  but it is possible that  for this person  the “local” tsunami  risk is as much as an order
of magnitude  greater  than the risk from “global” impacts  above 106 MT. However, only a small fraction  of the
people  on Earth live close to sea level, so the average risk distributed  over the entire  population  falls well below
that  associated  with the global catastrophe  (1 part  in 3 million).

The most robust  conclusion from this hazard  analysis  is that  the average global risk increases
monotonically  with yield from very low values (annual  risk of roughly 1 in 100 million) near  the ten-megaton
atmospheric  penetration  threshold  up to the million-megaton  global catastrophe  threshold  (annual  risk of roughly
1 in 3 million).  The shape of this curve is not yet well defined, but total  risk summed  over all size impactors
is probably  near  1 in a million. Expressed  in terms  of equivalent  annual  monetary  value of an effective defense
program  (Morrison,  Chapman  and Slovic 1994),  the total  such value for a United  States  population  near  250
million is of order  a few hundred  million dollars per year, most of which is associated  with the larger  projectiles.
According  to the very rough estimates  given here, the tsunami  danger  itself  might justify U.S. defense
expenditures  of as much as 108 dollars/yr.



Comparison  with other Hazards
In a rational  world, society’s response  to the threat of impact  by an asteroid  or comet  should be

evaluated  against  other  hazards  that  people  face. In a typical year, nearly 1,000 people  in the United  States  alone
are killed as a result  of being struck by a falling object. None of these  objects,  at least  so far, has been  a
meteorite,  comet,  or asteroid.

In the United  States,  motor  vehicle accidents  lead the list of hazards,  followed by falls, poisoning by
solids or liquids, drowning, fires and burns, suffocation, firearms,  and poisoning by gas. Still other  dangers  are
widely  feared  even though fewer than 100 people  die per year in the U.S. (e.g., dog bites,  lightning, poisonous
snakes and spiders).  All accidental  deaths  combined  account  for approximately  1~ deaths/yr in the United
States  (Morrison,  Chapman  and Slovic 1994).

More  useful maybe a comparison  of the impact  hazard  with other  natiral  hazards.  In the United  States,
the risk of death  from natural  hazards  (earthquakes,  hurricanes,  tornados,  floods,  volcanic eruptions)  is very low,
currently  amounting  to fewer than 100 deaths/yr,  although the occurrence  of one major  disaster  such as a large
earthquake  in the Los Angeles  Basin or a violent eruption  of Mt. Ranier  near  Seattle  might dramatically  alter
these  statistics.  Even making reasonable  allowances for such very rare  catastrophes,  however, it appears  that
the average annual  risk of death  from natural  disasters  for someone  living in the United  States  or Canada  is less
than 1 in 10 million (<0.1  parts  per million).

The  situation  is much different  in other  parts  of the world, especially in a few locations  that  are
frequently  subject  to natural  disasters  that  dwarf anything experienced  in North  America  or Europe.  Averaged
over the 20th century, the annual  risk of death  from floods for a person  living in Bangladesh  has been  roughly
1 in 20,000,  or 50 parts  per  million. In China, Japan,  and Turkey, the annual  risk of death  from earthquakes  has
exceeded 10 parts  per million during this century. These  values are all more  than two orders  of magnitude
greater  than the level of risk from natural  hazards  experienced  in North  America  and Europe.

Where  do impact  hazards  fit on this scale of natural  hazards?  In the U.S. and Europe,  these  risks
appear  to be of the same (low) order  of magnitude  as those from the worst other  natural  disasters,  such as
earthquakes.  However,  we have not taken into account  the fact that  the U.S. and Europe  are surely more  robust
than the global average against impact  hazards  as well as other  natural  hazards,  so it is likely that  here  also the
impact  risk is substantially  less than that  of other  hazards  such as earthquakes.  This analysis simply has not been
done. On a global scale, however, the answer is clear; in many parts  of the planet,  the impact  risk is orders  of
magnitude  lower than that  associated  with other  natural  hazards,  and only as these  other  risks are  reduced  by
current  and future  mitigation  programs  will the impact  hazard  seem to be significant.

There  is, however, a critical qualitative  distinction  between  impacts  and other  natural  disasters,  at least
for the case of the global catastrophe  associated  with impacts  above a million megatons.  Independent  of the
maximum energy or destructive  power of different  modes of natural  disasters,  they all -- with the possible
exception of explosive  volcanism -- differ from the globally  catastrophic  impact  hazard  in one important  respect:
they are localized. Even tsunamis,  which can extend their  reach around  the world along ocean coastlines,  cannot
touch continental  interiors.  No matter how large the non-impact  natural  catastrophe,  many nations  would be
unscathed  by earthquakes,  floods,  or storms of the most exa~erated possible scale. Impacts  above the million-
megaton  threshold  are unique in producing global consequences  at a scale that  could threaten the entire  world’s
population  simultaneously.  That  fact alone justifies  our continuing concern about  these  phenomena.

This qualitative  distinction  also naturally  focuses our interest  on the larger  asteroids  and comets,  those
with impact  energies  above one million megatons  (diameter  roughly 2 km for asteroids,  1 km for comets).  Any
program  to mitigate  the impact  hazard  should begin with a comprehensive  survey of the larger  Earth-crossing
asteroids  (such as the proposed  Spaceguard  Survey). Such a survey would provide decades  of warning for
asteroidal  impacts  and permit  us to develop effective defensive systems, should such an impact  threat be
identified.
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Tsunami  Produced  by the

Impacts of Small Asteroids

Jack G. Hills and Charles L. Mader
Los Alamos National Laboratory

The fragmentation  of a small asteroid  in the atmosphere greatly  increases  its cross  section
for aerodynamic  braking,  so ground  impact damage  (craters,  earthquakes,  and  tsunami)
from a stone asteroid  is nearly  negligible  if it is less than 200 meters in diameter. A
larger  ones  impacts the ground at nearly  its velocity at the top of the atmosphere  producing
considerable  tmpact damage. The protection  offered  by Earih  atmosphere  is insidious
in that smaller, more frequent impactors such as Tunguska only  produce  air  blast  damage
and leave no long-term scars  on the Earth surface  while  objects  2.5 times larger than
it, which hit every few thousand years , cause  coherent destruction over many  thousands
of kilometers of coast. Smaller  impactors  give no qualitative  warning of the enormous
destruction  wrought  when an asteroid  larger  than the threshold diameter of 200 meters
hits an ocean.  A water wave  generated by an impactor has a long range  because  it is two-
dimensional,  so its height falls off inversely with distance from the impact. When the wave
strikes a continental  shelf its speed  decreases  and its height increases  to produce  tsunami.
The average runup in height between a deep water wave and its tsunami  is more than an
order  of magnitude. Tsunami  produce  most of the damage from asteroids  with diameters
between 200 meters and 1 km. An impact anywhere  in the Atlantic  by an asteroid 400
meters in diameter would devastate the coasts on both sides of the ocean by tsunami over 40
meters high. An asteroid 5 km in diameter hitting in mid Atlantic  would produce  tsunami
that would  inundate the entire upper East Coast of the United States to the Appalachian
Mountains.  Studies of ocean sediments  may be used to determine when coastal  areas  have
been hit by tsunamis  in the past. Tsunami  debris has been found to be associated  with the
Cretaceous - Tertiary  impact  and should  be detectable  for smaller impacts.

Introduction
Tsunami may be the most  serious consequence of asteroid  impacts  unless the asteroid  is massive

enough to produce  global, catastrophic changes in the atmosphere,  as apparently  occurred  after  the im-
pact responsible  for the Cretaceous-Tertiary  extinction.  Just as on land,  much of the kinetic  energy of an
asteroid  that impacts  the ocean goes into the formation  of a crater,  but  the crater is not  stable.  The  out-
ward propagation  of its rim and its refilling produces  a series of waves that propagate  outward  away from
the impact (Gault and Sonett  1982).

In this paper  we are primarily  concerned with  the impacts  of small  (compared  to the depth  of the
ocean)  ~teroids  that produce  waves with  amplitudes  less than the depth  of the ocean. Such deepwater
waves  do not  dampen  significantly  until  they  run into shallows where they  steepen  into  breakers  and in-
crease in height  to form tsunami  (Mader  1988). The  average tsunami  runup,  the height  of the tsunami in
units  of the deepwater  wave that produced  it, is about  an order of magnitude.

The  height  of a deepwater  wave only decreases inversely with the distance  from its origin,  so it can
cause serious  problems  far from the impact. This  results  from the wave being inherently  two-dimensional.
The  intensity  of a three-dimensional  disturbance  such as an airburst  or an earthquake  falls off as the in-
verse square  of the distance,  so such a disturbance  is far more localized than water  waves.

There  are many  anecdotal  illustrations of the long-range  nature of tsunami;  e.g., the earthquake  in
Chile  in 1960 produced  deepwater  waves that traveled  150 degrees  (over  17,000 km) around  the Earth to
produce  tsunami in Japan that were from 1-5 meters  high (average  about 2 meters)  and killed at le~t
114 people  with  another 90 people  missing  (Takahasi  1961). [It is estimated that the full amplitude of the
deepwater  wave before hitting Japan was 40 cm, so the maximum  height  above normal  sea level was 20
cm, and it had a period  of 60 minutes  (Iida  and Ohita 1961)].  This  imply an average tsunami runup  of



10 fold and a maximum  of 25 fold). In the Hawaiian  Islands,  at 10,600 km from the epicenter,  the max-
imum  runup  was 15 meters.  The  major  damage  was in Hilo harbor  where the maximum  tsunami height
was over 10 meters  and 61 people were killed (Cox 1961). The average tsunami runup  in Hawaii  is about
40 fold. We shall  see that asteroid  impacts  can produce  tsunami vastly  larger  than the 1960 tsunami and
in regions, such as the Atlantic, where coastal  areas are poorly  prepared  for them.

Impacts  into Deep Oceans
To determine  heights  of tsunami  produced  by an mteroid  or comet, we first determine  its kinetic  en-

ergy at its impact with  the ocean. Figure  1 (from the work of Hills and Goda  1993) shows  the height  in
the atmosphere  at which half  the kinetic  energy of a stony meteoroid  is dissipated.  We note  that asteroids
with  radii  exceeding  100 meters  hit  the ground with  most  of their  original  kinetic  energy. The  straight-line
portion  on the left side of the figure is for asteroids  that do not fragment. Fragmentation can enormously
increase the effective radius of smaller  meteoroids  and their rate of energy dissipation in the atmosphere.
If we extend the straight line portion  of the figure to sea level, we note that if it were  not for fragmenta-
tion, asteroids with radii larger than 10 meters would be able to penetrate to sea level  with most  of their
kinetic energy. The increased  energy-dissipation  cross section due to fragmentation  causes stony asteroids
with radii between 10 and 100 meters  to dissipate  most of their energy in the atmosphere rather than on
impact  with the ground.
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Figure  1. The height (in km) in the atmosphere at which
half the initial energy  of the impactor has been absorbed.
This is for soft (common)  stony asteroids.  It is given as a
function of the radius  of the impactor for various  impact
velocities (in km/s).



We use the impact  energy at sea level  to find the height of the deepwater  wave. An empirical analysis
of experiments  with underwater nuclear explosives  shows that the full height of a deep-water wave at a
distance r from the underwater detonation  of energy Y is given by

hw = 40,500  ft
(Y/kton)0”54

r/ ft “’me’e”s(~~;ton)o’ ’’(’oo~km)
(1)

(Glasstone  and Dolan 1977). This result is not sensitive  to the depth at which the explosion occurs.  The
height,  h, of the water wave above the ocean is half the full height of the wave, so h = 3.3 meters  at 1000
km from a 1 gigaton = 4.2 x 1025 ergs explosion.

A more recent analysis  of Pacific test explosions in deep water with yields  between 1 kiloton and 5
megatons and of modeled nuclear explosions of up to 100 megatons, shows a similar  equation for the h
above the ocean level. One of us (Mader)  finds that

‘=:hw=45meters(,i:,.n)’  ’2(100:km) (2)

The values given by this Equation for R > 100 meters are in satisfactory  agreement  with those given by
Equation (l), considering the large extrapolation  beyond the experimental points.

Hills and Goda  (1993) found the ground impact energies  of comets, stony wteroids,  and iron asteroids
as a function  of size and impact  velocity  taking into account the increase in their aerodynamic  cross sec-
tions due to fragmentation.  Figures 2 and 3 show the full height, Hw, (twice the height h above sea level)
of a deep water wave 1000 km from the impact point for nickel-iron  and stony meteorites, respectively, w
a function  of impactor  radius for various impact velocities. The heights were gotten by putting  the ground
impact  energies Y found by Hills and Goda  (1993) into Equation (l).

We note that the wave heights for stony asteroids  less than 100 meters in radius are significantly  less
than they would be without aerodynamic  dissipation. This is also true of iron asteroids with radii less
than 40 meters.  The smaller  cutoff  radius for irons is due to their greater strength, which causes them to
fragment less easily  than stones.

For stones with radii R> 100 meters, which suffer no significant  energy dissipation in the atmosphere,
the deep-water wave height (h = hW/2) above mean sea level  at distance r [based on the heights  deter-
mined by Equation (1)] is given by

‘=78meters[(203f  ete?’S)3(&)2(3jvm3)]0  ”54(100~km) (3)

Here a stony asteroid with a radius of 203 meters and a velocity of 20 km/s has an impact  energy of 5 gi-
gatons. An mteroid  of this size or larger impacts Earth about every 104 years.

Asteroids  of sufficient  size produce  craters that exceed the ocean depth. In these cases, Equations (l)-
(3) and Figures 2-3 are no longer  valid. We shall discuss such impacts in the next section.

Impacts into Shallow Seas
The average ocean depth is 4-5 km. If the depth of the impact crater exceeds  the local ocean depth

d, we can no longer  use Equation (1) to compute  the height of the deepwater  wave far from impact.  It is
known from nuclear weapon tests that an explosion in shallow water (e.g.,  Pacific test Bikini  Baker) de-
posits less mechanical energy into the water than one in deep water (Glasstone and DoIan 1977). Glas-
stone and Dolan find that the full height of the deepwater  wave at distance r from the explosion is given
by

‘w=1450meters(:) (,i~:on’)0’25 (4)
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Figure  2. The full height (meters) of a deep-water  wave
1000  km from the impact of a nickel-iron  asteroid. The
height  is given as a function  of impactor radius for vari-
ous  impact velocities.  The height of the wave above mean
ocean level is half the full height shown. This wave in-
creases in height by over an order of magnitude  to pro-
duce tsunami  when  it runs  into a continental shelf.

where d is the depth of the water and Y is the yield. We note that the wave height increases less rapidly
with yield than it does for waves generated  in deep water, but there remains an inverse relationship be-
tween height and distance from the source. If we let d = 5 km, the average depth of the ocean, we find
that Equations (1) and (4) give the same full height of hW = 8.1 m at r = 1000 km for a yield of Y = 1.5
gigaton,  which corresponds  to a stony asteroid  with a diameter  of 272 meters and an impact  velocity  of 20
km/s.

Schmidt and Holsapple (1982) found that the depth of a crater in water is about 12 times the im-
pactor  diameter. This suggests  that where the impactor  diameter  significantly exceeds  8% of the depth,
it is better to use Equation (4) than Equation ( 1 ) to determine  the terminal  height of the deepwater  wave
far from the impact.  In the ocean, where d = 5 km, we should  use Equation (4) if the impactor  diameter
much exceeds 400 meters.

Hydrodynamic  simulations by Nemchinov and associates  [as given in Hills, et.al. (1994)] of craters
produced  by asteroids with diameters  comparable  to the ocean depth suggest  that the wave height falls
between the values given by Equations (1) and (4), as expected. The fine structure that develops in these
hydrodynamic  simulations does not allow them to be run to times when the crater has collapsed into a
series of outward propagating  waves. The calculations must be stopped  while the crater is still forming.
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From energy considerations,  the present authors (Hills  and Mader) estimate that the diameter of the water
crater when it stops growing is typically  about 25 to 30 times that of the asteroid that produced  it.

Tsunami
As the deep-water wave goes into a shoal, its speed decreases and its front increases in sharpness  and

amplitude  until it breaks. This wave travels inland from the coast with decreasing  speed and height above
sea level. We shall first use analytic models to estimate  the effect of the tsunami  along a typical  coast line.
We shall emphasize the U.S. East coast. We shall then use a full numerical  model to determine the dam-
age from the impact  of a large asteroid  into the mid Atlantic.

Analytic Model
We noted  earlier  that the 1960 Chile tsunami  produced  coastal  runups  in Japan that averaged  10 fold

but reached  about 25 fold in the Northern  Islands.  These values are fairly  typical.  On Hawaii the aver-
age runup  is about 40, but it can be less in areas with gradual  continental  shelves, such M off Florida.  As
an example,  a stony  asteroid  with a radius  of 200 meters  (diameter  400 meters)  that drops anywhere  in
the mid Atlantic will produce  deep water  waves that are at least  h = 4 meters  high when they  reach both
the European  and North  American  coasts. When it encounters  land,  this wave steepens  into  a tsunami
with  an average  height  of 40 meters  (if it follows the Japanese  runups)  that hits both  sides of the Atlantic
nearly  simultaneously.



Tsunami Flood Plane. When  the tsunami  impacts  the shore, the maximum  distance,  X~ac,  to
which it surges inland  depends  on the maximum  depth  of the water  at the shoreline,  the runup  height  h.,
the slope of the shore away from the coast,  and the roughness  of the ground  that the water  moves across
(cf, Mader  1991). If there  is a flat coastal  plane  on which the flood depth  h has a maximum  value hO, the
depth  at a distance  X inland  is given by

$=[’+  (*)1’”

where the maximum  inward distance

x
~:/3

maz  = ~A = Bh;’3

(5)

to which the water flows scales as

(6)

where n is the Manning roughness  number of the terrain over which the water surges and A is a constant
(Bretschneider  and Wybro 1977). Here n varies from about 0.015 for very smooth  terrain (e.g. mud flats
and ice) to 0.070 for very rough coast areas (dense brush and trees and coarse lava formations).  Developed
areas typically  have  n = 0.030-0.035.  For n = 0.03 and h. = 15 meters (50 feet), Xm.= = 2.5 km (8000
feet) (Bretschneider and Wybro 1977). Putting this scaling  factor into Equation (5),  we find that

xmQ.=14km(lo::t.r.)4’3 (7)

We note that in a developed area with a Manning roughness  number of n = 0.03, a 40-meter tsunami
would travel inland  about 9 km, a 100-meter  one would travel about 30 km, and a 200-meter ones would
go 76 km. For croplands  or grazing land with a Manning number  approaching 0.015, the corresponding
figures are 4 times larger. While there may be some difficulties  in extrapolating  Equation (7) to these
large values, it is clear that tsunami  of these magnitudes would cause unprecedented damage to low-lying
areaa in North America  such as Long Island.

The damage caused by tsunami  results principally from the impact of the debris carried by the mov-
ing water. There is much debris in developed areas. This debris acts as a battering ram that effectively
scours away the area impacted  by the tsunami  flood;  e.g., in the 1960 Hilo, Hawaii inundation caused by
the earthquake  in Chile,  the steel pipes supporting  some of the parking meters  in the city were  bent to the
ground by the ramming of debris carried by the flood.  The higher the tsunami  flood,  the larger its mean
flow velocity, and the more effective  the ramming.

Because  a disproportionate  fraction of human resources are close to the coasts, tsunami  are probably
the most deadly manifestations of asteroid  impacts apart from the very large Cretaceous-Tertiary  type
superkillers.

Numerical Model
While  analytic models  can approximate  the general  effect of a tsunami,  detailed  numerical  models  are

needed to determine  the runup  and inundation  along any particular coast.  The  height  and direction  of
the deepwater  wave along the coast may depend on reflections  from nearby  land masses as well as on the
magnitude,  distance,  and direction  of the impact.  The runup  depends  on the height  and direction  of the
wave and on the topology  of the coast.

We did a numerical  simulation  of a tsunami  along the East  Coast  of the United  States produced  by
an asteroid  falling  into the mid Atlantic.  It was modeled with the 2-dimensional  Swan hydrodynamic  code
with l-km spatial resolution.  Figure  4 shows  the position  of the impact.  We considered  an initial pertur-
bation in which the (square)  crater  was 150 km across with a depth  equal to that of the ocean.  We esti-
mate that the formation  of this crater  requires  an asteroid  about  5 km in diameter,  so this impactor is a
little larger  than the parent object  of Comet  Shoemaker-Levy  9 that impacted  Jupiter in 1994 but an or-
der of magnitude less massive  than the impactor  responsible  for the Cretaceous-Tertiary  extinction.
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Figure  4. The position  in the Atlantic of the 150 km di-
ameter crater produced by an impactor. Also shown are
seven locations off  the continental  shelves at which we
determined  the heights of the deep water waves in the
computer simulation.

Figure 4 shows seven representative locations just  outside the continental shelf where the heights  of
the deepwater wave were  determined. The table to the right of the figure shows the depth of the water (in
meters) at these points. Table 1 shows characteristics of the series of deepwater  waves  that p~sed through
each of these seven positions.  The second column gives the maximum drop (in meters) in the level of the
ocean as the deepwater waves passed by while the next column gives the m=imum increase (in meters) in
the level  of the ocean, We see that off  the central East Coast of the United States (Position  2) the maxi-
mum wave height and fall off are each 100 meters before the continental runup. Figure 5 shows the height

Table 1. Deepwater  wave characteristics from Atlantic
impactor.

Location Min Max Period

East Coast (Location  1) -1oo 95 1000
East Comt  (Location  2) -1oo 100 1000
Florida (Location  3) -95 30 1000
Gulf  of Mexico  (Location  4) -5
Portugal (Location  5) -85 50 1200
England  (Location  6) -36 100 1500
Brazil  (Location  7) -1oo  50 1500



Figure  5. The wave height (meters)  as a function of time
(seconds)  at Location 2 off the East Coast of the United
States. This is still in deepwater  before any significant
tsunami enhancement.  We note the large number of sep-
arate waves that hit the coast over a period more than 6
hours.

of the wave as a function of time at Location  2. We note the large number  of waves  that will inundate the
shore over a time of over six hours. The final column gives the period of the wave in seconds. These peri-
ods are similar to those measured  in the 1960 Chilean tsunami.  Shorter period deepwater  waves disperse
without  energy dissipation, due to differences in their velocity with period,  until their periods lengthen  to
these values.

The East Coast of the United States is hit very hard by the surge. The wave travels inwards to the
foothills  of the Appalachian  mountains in the upper two-thirds of the United States including surges of
more than 200 km across Delaware-Maryland and Virginia. Delaware, Long Island,  and all of Maryland
below the Piedmont  Plateau are completely  inundated as are all coastal cities in this area. The damage
would be unprecedented in human history.

There are surprises.  The Florida coast is largely  protected  except for the Miami-West  Palm Beach
area by a gradual continental shelf that reflects most of the tsunami  energy back into the Atlantic.  Inland
areas of Florida are safe despite its low elevation.  The enhanced  damage in the Miami area compared  to
rest of Florida points to the particular danger  to seaports from tsunami. Seaports are particularly  valued
if they have a deep offshore channel in otherwise  shallow  coastal  waters. This channel can support  a much
more energetic tsunami than can the rest of the coast.

The tsunami causes much less damage  to Europe than it does to North America  because of a large
continental shelf off  most of the European coast. An exception is the Portugal-Spain  peninsula which
has almost no continental shelf. The tsunami  wraps itself around the peninsula  up to the foothills  of the
mountains. The particular vulnerability of this region may have been forewarned by the tsunami produced
by the Lisbon earthquake of two centuries ago. The lost city of Atlantis was allegedly along this section
of the Atlantic  coast before it was swallowed  suddenly by the sea, although there is no archaeological  ev-
idence for its existence. Evidence for a strong tsunami  along this coast at the same time as one along the
upper East Coast of the United States would provide strong support  for a major  event in the Atlantic  of
the type expected  from an asteroid impact.



Observational  Evidence for Tsunami from Impactors
Very large tsunami have occurred.  Deposits of unconsolidated  corals hundreds  of meters  above sea

level  on the Hawaiian Islands of Lanai, Hawaii, Oahu, Molokai, and Maui  provide evidence of giant
tsunami (Johnson and Kin 1993). On Lanai they are found as high as 326 meters  above sea level. A
tsunami of similar  height occurred  in a fiord in Alaska in historical times.  These occurrences  show that
there is no physics limiting large-scale tsunami  at least 300 meters  high, A tsunami at least 50-100 meters
high appeared along the Texas coast after the Cretaceous-Tertiary  impact  (Bourgois,  et. al. 1989).

Most searches for tsunami in the geological record have been done in the past few years, so it is likely
that new evidence for them will appear at an increasingly  rapid rate. It may be especially profitable  to
search for tsunami produced  by impacts along the Atlantic  coast which is less prone to earthquake-induced
tsunami than is the Pacific. Geological  (and perhaps  archaeological) evidence for large tsunamis along the
coasts of the major  oceans (due to their large impact cross sections) may be the best counters for impacts
of moderately  large (R = 100-1000 m) asteroids.

Conclusions
The atmosphere is ineffective  in preventing impact damage  to the ground when the diameter of a

stony asteroid exceeds 200 meters. For iron meteorites that impact at greater than 20 km/s, the critical
diameter is about 40-60 meters. These  properties cause a threshold  effect whereby  stony asteroids less
than 200 meters in diameter produce no significant  ground (ocean)  damage [but those larger than 60 me-
ters in diameter can cause significant  damage  from airbursts (Hills  and Goda  1993)], while those larger
than this value can cause catastrophic  tsunami.

The growth of the height of the deepwater  wave with increasing  impact energy slows considerably
when the crater depth becomes comparable  to the depth of the ocean. This occurs at an impact  energy
of a few gigatons at a typical ocean depth. The probability  is a few times 10-4 per year that an asteroid
of sufficient  size will impact an ocean on the Earth to produce tsunami with average heights  exceeding 100
meters  along the entire coast of the ocean.
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Magnetic Effects of Meteor Impacts

E;dward Teller
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

I shall tik about a possibility which, as far as I can find out, has not been given the kind of
approach  that I will describe.  It is known that  the Earth’s  magnetic  field  changes  sign in a rather random
manner about  once every  hundred thousand years. This is a fact, and it is the only  fact that I will mention.
The rest is speculation.

The question  is: Is there a correlation  between  meteor  impacts  on Earlh and the flips  of the Earth’s
magnetic  field? If there is a correlation,  it would be very interesting  because  it would give us an additional
way to find out when meteors  have hit the Earth. Some people  have looked for such a correlation, but so far
there is no evidence for it.

First, let us consider the Earth’s  magnetic field.  The Earth’s  magnetic  field  is caused  by a
disorderly  motion  in the Earth’s  core, in the electrically  conducting  molten iron.  According  to Alfven,  this
motion intensifies  the magnetic  fields in a disorderly  manner. A little  order  is introduced  into  this  disorderly
arrangement  of magnetic  fields by the Earth’s  rotation and the resulting  Coriolis  force. There are two stable
arrangements of the magnetic  field, one wilh a general  Iincup for the magnetic  pole at the Earth’s  north pole
and the other at the Earth’s south pole.

An incoming  as~roid carrying  1030  ergs, more or less,  can have major  effects.  One might  expat
that there would be a direct effect  on the currents  in the Earth’s  core, but I don’t believe  this  for the
following  reason.  By the time the shock from the asteroid  impact  reaches  the Earth’s  core,  it is essentially
sonic. And in a sonic vibration,  the forward and backward  motion  is very similar,  so whatever current
changes  are left behind are small and will result  in no overall  changes.  However,  in the atmosphere and
outside  the Earth’s surface  (out to a distance  of two Earth radii), about  one percent  of the energy of the
dipole  field is contained,  and this  field  can h readily  altered by the incoming objeet.

The flips of the Earth’s magnetic  field  have left  their  records in lava flows. The magnetic  field has
oriented  magnetic  dipoles  in the lava while it was liquid.  As the lava solidified,  it preserved  the record  of
the orientation  of the magnetic  field. This evidence  shows that  the Earth’s  magnetic  field  has changed  every
few hundred  thousand  years,  and that the changes  have taken  a few thousand  years.

There is one exception.  A lava flow in Oregon shows evidence  of a change  that apparently
occurred  in a few days. Now, if the magnetic  field  comes  from the core, it has to go through the Earth’s
mantle.  The conductivity  of the mantle  results  in a time delay of about ten thousand years,  and nothing  can
change  much faster.  In five thousand  years, yes. In a week, no!

Such a sudden change  must come  from an asteroid.  The impact  changes  the magnetic  field  in an
hour. Then, the magnetic  field gets into the conducting  oeun,  and it gets into  the top few miles of the
Earth’s  mantle.  A strongly  changed  field is frozen into a region of the Earth’s  mantle,  and this  can have the
effect of favoring  a different  order  in the magnetization  of the Earth’s  core as a consequence  of the impact.
According  to this  picture,  an impact  need not be accompanied  by a change in the magnetic  field. But a
change  in the magnetic  field  will  always  be introduced by an impact. The impact  will  not cause  the change
to happen,  but it will give it a chance  to occur.

A very obvious  question  is: Will  not nuclear  explosions  give similar  effects?  The answer is “No”
because,  given the density  of the atmosphere,  the effect  of a nuclear  explosion  will  be limited  in volume.  At
a very high altitude,  where the atmosphere  is one-thousandth  as dense as at sea level, the volume  affected
can be hundreds  of kilometers  in linear  dimension  or more.

How do we gather evidence for such magnetic  field  changes?  The Air Force is looking at
incoming  objects  that don’t  reach the surface.  Whenever  such an event  occurs,  there could be a mechanism
to notify  scientists  who can look for a magnetic  storm. The big objects-those that  arrive once in a hundred
thousand  years-carry  enough energy to affect  the whole atmosphere,  ionize much of it, move it. On the
surface  of the Earth, at one atmosphere,  103 ergs per cubic  centimeter  of air is a few million times as much
as the magnetic  energy density.  And if we go up a hundred kilometers,  the magnetic  energy density  of the
air is down to one part in a million,  but the magnetic  field  has not changed  much. Now the two energy
densities  are comparable.  As the atmosphere  is moved,  it will  be ionized, the magnetic  lines will move with
the atmosphere, and there will  be large regions  where the magnetic  energy density is multiplied  severalfold.



But is his a permanent change?  It is not, but a part of it is. The regions of the atmosphere  where
the energy density  has increased  will expand again. The atmosphere  can expand perpendicular  to the
magnetic field or parallel to the magnetic field.  If it moves perpendicularly,  it takes the magnetic  field along
witi it, which is apt to undo the change  that has been made. But if the atmosphere  expands  parallel  to the
magnetic  field, then tie magnetic  field will not change,  and the intensification  of the magnetic  field  will be
permanent.

As tie shock of the asteroid impact reaches the Earth’s  surface,  it finds bodies  that are conductors,
like tie ocean and the mantle.  The resulting hydrodynamic  changes  will run their course in a few hours.
The waters of the ocean will have moved quite a bit, and tieir motion will  have occurred  along whatever
magnetic  field exists  in the ocean.  In a few hours, the magnetic  field will  penetrate the Earth’s  surface  to a
few tens of kilometers.  The penetration  depth goes with the square root of the time.  The resulting  changes
will be undone,  in part, in a few hours, but some will  diffuse  to greater depths.

Following  his  line of reasoning,  it maybe plausible  tiat there occur,  on rare occasions  for short
times,  violent  changes  followed  by much slower  changes.  Eventually,  these changes  may lead to a
stabilization  of the Earth’s  magnetic  fields in the opposite  direction,  an orientation  that is as stable  as the
original  one.

So, what  are the consequences  of such a happening?  If the Earth’s magnetic  field flips between  tie
two extremes,  the magnetic  field  is apt to be fess intensive  for a few thousand  years. This has been
observed.  A smaller magnetic  field  will allow more cosmic  rays  to penetrate  the atmosphere.  Cosmic  rays
can cause  mutations.  I do not know what  percentage  of mutations  is caused by cosmic  rays, but increasing
the amount of cosmic  radiation  might  conceivably  increase  the mutation rate by as much as tenfold. That is
entirely  unimportant.  Whatever a horse  would otherwise  do in evolving in ten thousand years, it will  now
do it in a thousand  years.

But there may be changes-in  fact, there must be changes—that  require  multiple  mutations.
Assume that a new kind of organ will not originale  if too few mulations  occur. Assume  that six mutations
m needed  to establish  a new kind of an eye. A tenfold increase  in the rdte of single mutations  will, in tiis
case,  be a millionfold  increase  for six mutations.  Thcrcforc, for a few thousand years, while the magnetic
field is low, very extraordinary  developments  might go from being  impossible  to something  that  is barely
possible.  And if this  is so, then the mass extinctions  caused by asteroid  impacts  maybe accompanied  by a
period  of increased  mutations,  an increased  rate that is important  in the case of radical  changes  although
unimportant  in the case  of gradual  changes.
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Dr. Teller,  thank you for the presentation.  At lhc risk of never  being invited back to one
of these conferences,  may I ask one question?

Any question-not  only  a question,  even a statement  if you wish.

I’ve spent my career studying  the Cretacmus,  and one of the curious  aspects  is that the
middle  of the Cretaceus has the longest  interval,  with no reversals,  of the last  600
million  years.

No?

A period 40 million years long and no reversals.

40 million  years-no  reversals.  And in the last  5 million years, I’m told  there have been
23 reversals.

40 million years and no reversals.

Do we have any evidence  of asteroid strikes during this  period?

Yes.

How many?

Of the strikes  that are well dated,  a few are certainly  in this  long normal period.

This is the oddest  thing—no  one can explain it at all why we have this  one, unique, long
normal  period.

Well,  look, the reversals  cer[ainly  are not explained.  And I think  they may have more
reasons  than one.

Based on minor  mass extinctions  and the formation  of new species,  more often than not,
stage boundaries  coincide  with reversals.

How long do these changes  take and in how long a period do they occur?

The stages  themselves  are about 5 million  years in Icnglh,  but you find the species
forming  extremely  rapidly, in a hundred thousand years or less.
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A hit could cause  a low magnetic  field  that  could last  for a few thousand years--difficult
to have it last more.

But the species  transitions  may take longer. Once you start the ball  rolling,  then biology
takes over and goes its own stately pace.

It’s  been observed  in hypervelocity  impact  experiments  that  impacts  do, indeed, give off
magnetic  pulses.  I think you’ve identified  another  impact  consequence—the magnetic
pulse  given off by the impact  in the atmosphere  could couple  its energies  into our existing
flow of electrons  in our society (long lines, power  lines, radios,  etc.). It’s something  that
it ought to be looked at.

According  to Billy  Glass,  who studied the problem,  there are two cases  in which there
appears  to be a very close correlation  with a layer of impacts  glass spherules  and the
reversal.  One case  is the last  major  reversal  at 780,000 years ago. It’s also very close  to
the time of emplacement of the Austro-Asian  tektite  shelf. And so that has bwn one of
the reasons  for suspecting  [here is a connection  between  impact  and a reversal.  The other
case  is a reversal  that occurred  about a million  years ago. And this,  too, is very close  to a
layer of microtektite  that we know comes  from a crater  in Cant.  The problem is that, in
very careful  recent  studies,  while the timing is close,  it’s  not close  enough. In fact, in each
case,  the reversal  has preceded  the tektite  shower by a small  amount.

By how much?

Well, typically by tens of centimeters of sediment,  so it maybe  times on the order  of tens
or a few tens of thousands  of years.

More questions?

Another point you might be interested  in is thal there was a well-observed  magnetic  pulse
from a regular  magnetic  observatory  associated  with the Tunguska  event.

The what?

The Tunguska fireball produced  a known magnetic  excursion.

Very good. Very good. You know, I have a propric~ry  interest  in Tunguska.  It occurred
when I was half a year old.



The Shoemaker-Levy 9 Impact Plumes on Jupiter:

Implications for Threat to Satellites in Low-Earth Orbit

M. B. Boslough  and D. A. Crawford
Sandia National  Laboratories

Computational  simulations  of the impacts  of comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 (SL9)  fragments on Jupiter
have  provided a frame work  for interpreting  the observations.  A reasonably  consistent  picture has
emerged,  along  with a more  detailed understanding  of atmospheric  collisionalprocesses.  Several
aspects  of Earth-impact hazards  can be re-evaluated  with  knowledge gainedfrom observations
andfrom simulations  of SL9. In particula~  the threat  of impact-genera  tedplumes to satellites  in
low-Earth  orbit  (LEO) should be recognized.  Preliminary  2-D  computational  simulations  suggest
that  impacts  of a size that  recur  about  once per  century  generate  plumes that rise to nearly 1000
kilometers over an area thousands  of kilometers in diameter Detailed modeling of such plumes
should be carried out to quantifi  this threat  to satellites  in the near-Earth environment.  Careful
observations of high-energy  atmospheric entry events should be made using both satellite  and
ground-based instruments to provide validation  for these computational models.

Introduction
The multiple  impacts  of comet SL9 fragments  with Jupiter  in July 1994 provided  an historic opportunity  to

directly observe the phenomena resulting from hypervelocity  collisions  on a planet. Detailed analysis of this event
has advanced our understanding  of comets,  of Jupiter, and of the collisional processes that shaped the solar system.
This improved  understanding  can now be used develop better models  for the assessment of the impact threat to Earth.

The principal reason we performed  computational simulations  of the SL9 impacts was to take advantage of a
“natural  experiment” to validate Sandia’s  shock physics  codes, CTH and PCTH (McGlaun  et al., 1990),  for an impact
involving velocities, masses,  and kinetic energies  many orders  of magnitude higher  than had ever before  been wit-
nessed. By simulating a natural astronomical  event, the validation  could be based on observational, rather than on
experimental data. Additional reasons  for our work were to 1 ) provide  predictions to help guide astronomical obser-
vations of the event, and 2) assist astronomers  in interpreting the observational  data.

Prior to impact,  the computational effort  was focused  primarily on making  predictions.  In the period  between  the
recognition  (in mid-1993)  that SL9 would strike Jupiter, and the availability (in early 1994) of new astrometric data,
the estimated point of impact was far on Jupiter’s back side, and there was little hope for a direct view from Earth.
After better orbital data put the impact point about six degrees  over the Jovian limb, more attention was focused  on
the fireball/plume phenomena that had the greatest potential for being observable.  By the time the comet arrived at
Jupiter,  there was general  agreement among the impact modeling  groups that, for sufficiently  large impactors, debris
ejected by the collisions would rise into line of sight of Earth (Zahnle  and Mac Low, 1994; Stellingwerf  et al., 1994;
Ahrens  et al., 1994; Boslough  et al., 1994a,b;  Shoemaker  et al., 1995).

The fireballs  and plumes predicted by the models  were indeed observed,  but the actual event produced  a much
richer array of consequences than anyone anticipated. Because of a massive international effort, an overwhelming
amount of high-quality  observational data was collected during impact week. Some of the new phenomena have
already been explained and are fully consistent with the models.  Interpretation of other observations  will require  fur-
ther analysis  and synthesis  of the data. We expect that computational modeling  will continue to provide  guidance and
contribute to our understanding  of this event. Moreover,  the simulations--coupled with observational  results of the
SL9 impact--will enhance our ability to predict the consequences  of an comet or asteroid  impact on Earth, leading to
improved  threat assessments. The purpose  of this paper is to summarize a “big picture” interpretation that is consis-
tent with much of the observational data that has become  available to date (see: Science, 267, March 3, 1995, Geo-
phys. Res. Lett. 22(12), June 15, 1995, Science  268, June 30, 1995,  and Geophys. Res. Lett. 22(13), July 1, 1995), and
to point out implications for impact hazard assessment on Earth.
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SL9 observations
The geometry  and timing of the series  of impacts  could hardly have been better for making  useful observations

from  Earth (Figure  1). With the impact location only a few degrees  beyond Jupiter’s  limb, the hot debris  ejected by
each collision had to rise only a few hundred  kilometers to become  visible. It could then be seen in profile, making  it
possible to observe  its shape and size. The vantage  point from Earth was close to perpendicular to the trajectory of the
fragments,  so that the effect of impact obliquity  could be seen. Because the impact point was beyond the limb (hori-
zon), the time of arrival  of debris above the line-of-sight altitude could be measured.  Combining this information
with the time of impact extracted from direct measurements from Galileo (and in some cases from Earth),  the fireball
trajectory can be determined. The position  of Jupiter (near  quadrature)  put the luminous  debris  in shadow when it first
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Figure 1. Geometry of impacts, just beyond Jupiter’s limb (horizon) as viewed from Earth; (a) Dust and main
fr~gment enter Jupiter’s ~tmosphere, generating  entry flash, (b) Incandescent fireball rises into view from
Earth, (c) condensing plume ballistically rises into sunlight, (d) Plume reaches maximum altitude of about
3300 km above clouds, (e) Plume collapses and rotates into view (modified from Boslough et al., 1994b)



rose into view, making  it possible to determine its brightness.  This configuration  also means that additional trajectory
information  can, in principle, come from the time of arrival  of the fireball into sunlight. Morphology  information  can
be extracted from the shadow-line on the plume.  Furthermore,  each impact site was on the side of Jupiter (near  local
dawn) that immediately rotated into view from Earth, giving the fireball a velocity  component toward  the limb, and
making it possible to observe  the pattern of debris and wave phenomena immediately after impact.  This best-case
impact configuration  allows many direct comparisons to be made between  simulations and observations.

The event took place at a time that was extremely fortuitous  in terms of the instruments that could be used to
make observations of the impact sites. The Hubble  Space Telescope  (HST) and the Galileo spacecraft were both
available to complement Earth-based observations.  HST happened  to be in position  to directly  image the plumes from
four impacts,  and Galileo had a direct line of sight for all the impacts. HST images have provided  information  about
the size, shape, evolution, and optical properties of the fireballs  and plumes,  and about the structure and evolution  of
the impact sites after plume collapse (Hammel  et al., 1995). HST and Earth-based spectroscopy  yielded evidence for
water, ammonia, iron, silicon, magnesium,  sodium, calcium, lithium, potassium, diatomic sulfur  other sulfur com-
pounds, carbon monoxide,  and hydrogen  cyanide at the impact sites (Nell et al., 1995, Bjoraker et al., 1994; Yelle et
al., 1994; Maillard et al., 1995; Marten et al., 1995; Roos-Serote et al., 1995). Galileo has provided  precise timing for
the entry of many of the fragments into the atmosphere,  as well as information  about the expansion  rates and cooling
histories  of the incandescent fireballs  (Martinet  al., 1995; Carlson et al., 1995; Chapman et al., 1995, Herd et al.,
1995). The event timing as determined by Galileo measurements has provided  a strong basis for interpreting the mul-
tiple flashes observed  from Earth in a way that is consistent with the computational models  (Figure  2)

We use the term “fireball”  to refer to the mass of hot gases consisting of a mixture of Jovian atmosphere and
cometary  material that is ballistically shot upward by the impact.  In the first moments  after impact it is very hot,
incandescent, and radiating in the visible and near infrared. The fireball is preceded by the “entry flash” or “bolide”
phase,  during which time the comet fragment (and associated debris)  deposits  its energy in Jupiter’s atmosphere.  The
entry flash as seen from Earth may be dominated by the deposition  of energy at very high altitude (above the limb) by
small particles in the coma surrounding  the main fragment,  and for that reason its use as a timing fiducial may not be
straightforward.  The main fragment mass does not begin to deposit a large amount of energy until it has passed
beyond the limb, after which it begins to heat an entry column of atmosphere  as it loses its kinetic energy.  It is that
column of gas that explosively  expands  and becomes  the fireball. We use the word “plume” to describe the debris
cloud after it has expanded,  cooled adiabatically,  and begun to condense.  Clearly, there are no precise temporal
demarcations separating bolide, fireball, and plume phases.
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Figure 2 Cartoon  representation of early part of impact/fireball  sequence as seen from Earth, with method
of constraining initial fireball trajectory. In reality, entry flash and fireball arrival times are blurred by
dust and indirect  light scattering.
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SL9 interpretations
Figures  3 and 4 depict idealized schematic representations of the sequence of events inferred  from Earth-based

photometry  data, Galileo light curves,  and HST imagery. Figure  3 is a plan view of the impact site from a stationary
(non-rotating)  vantage  point, with snapshots  of a map projection of the evolving impact sites at various time steps
after impact. As the point of impact rotates from west to east, it moves from left to right in the stationary field of view
of the illustration. Jovian north is up; the approximately  vertical  lines represent the minimum  line-of-sight altitudes to
the Earth and sun. The figure is not intended to depict the exact geometry,  nor is it supposed  to represent a particular
impact,  but is a composite of features observed  from various  events. Figure  4 shows a simplified  side view of the fire-
ball/plume evolution.  In reality, the ejecta cloud is not a discrete packet but a continuum  with widely varying  temper-
atures, densities, and pressures.  In addition,  the impacts were not necessarily  the “clean experiments” described here,
but probably  involved  closely-spaced multiple impactors  embedded  within a dusty,  light-scattering cloud of smaller
particles (coma),  which also had a hypervelocity,  light-producing  interaction with Jupiter’s  atmosphere.

In the Figure 3 inset are some idealized examples of Galileo and Earth-based light curves. The Galileo Photopo-
larimeter Radiometer (PPR) curve is based on the measurements of several  impacts at 945 nm (Martinet  al., 1995).
The upper Earth-based light curve resembles data at 3.5 Lm collected at the Palomar Observatory  by Nicholson  et al.
(1994) for the R impact; a similar curve was obtained by Graham  et al. (1994) at 2.3 ~m with the Keck Telescope,
and for the K impact at 2.35 pm at the Okayama Astrophysical  Observatory  by Takeuchi  et al. (1995). The lower
curve is based on 10 ~m data collected at the European  Southern Observatory  by Livengood  et al. (1994).

The following  is a description of the sequence  of events,  with letters corresponding  to those in Figures 3 and 4.
The various phases  are defined primarily for conceptual purposes;  there are not distinct demarcations between  them,
and in many cases they overlap. Approximate times relative to initial entry are listed for each phase,

Ejecta continues to slide
and rotate counterclockwise
after reentry

Plan view in non-rotating reference framf

Rotation of Jupiter

Figure 3 Plan view (map projection)  of idealized impact site from a stationary  (non-rotating)  vantage
point, with snapshots  of a planar projection  of ita evolution, interpreted using the conceptual framework
provided by computational simulations. This figure schematically represents  features  that were seen after
several of the larger impacta. See text for detailed explanation (from Boslough et al., 1995).



(a) Entry phase (zero to 10 or 15 seconds)

A fragment (or cluster) enters  Jupiter’s atmosphere,  depositing  energy and leaving a debris column  that consists
of a mixture  of Jovian atmosphere and cometary  vapor at high temperatures and pressures.  Thermal radiation  from
this column  is seen directly by Galileo’s  instruments,  and, for some impacts,  via scattered light (or directly in the ear-
liest stages)  from Earth. This appears  as the first precursor in some of the Earth-based light curves.  The long risetime
associated with this precursor is probably  due to the direct view from Earth of the hypervelocity collision of the lead-
ing part of the coma into Jupiter’s upper  atmosphere.

(b) Fireball phase (5 or 10 seconds to 3 or 4 minutes)

The column  explosively expands  upward  and outward  along the atmospheric  density  gradient,  cooling isentropi-
cally as it rises. The expansion  begins instantaneously,  before  the entry phase is complete. This is seen by Galileo as
a decrease in radiative intensity, and a shift toward longer  wavelengths  in thermal  emission. Within one minute, the
incandescent fireball rises to a few hundred  kilometers and becomes  visible from Earth, appearing  as another  precur-
sor in photometry data. The exact timing depends  on both fragment size and the point of impact,  as summarized by
Crawford  et al. (1995). The fireball is preceded  by several  seconds  by a shock wave. Earth-based detection of this
shock would provide strong validation  of the computational models,  but it may be too weak to have been seen as an
independent  precursor.  The arrival  time of hot material above the Jovian limb, as viewed  from Earth, is probably
blurred by fireball light scattered from trailing coma material.

(c) Plume phase (3 or 4 minutes to 10 or 15 minutes)

The debris  continues  to rise ballistically.  It expands  and cools, and begins to condense.  When it reaches an alti-
tude greater that one or two thousand  kilometers (depending  on the point of impact),  it enters  sunlight. Careful  analy-
sis of time-resolved photometry  might provide the timing for this event, which would be useful for reconstructing the
ballistic trajectory.

(d) Maximum height (between  about  6 and 9 minutes)

The lower part of the debris cloud begins to collapse and heat Jupiter’s  stratosphere.  As the front of this heated
region propagates  and rotates over the limb, the strongest  peak in the Earth-based light intensity curves  begins to
appear.

(e) Plume collapse phase (about  5 to 15 minutes)

As the still-expanding debris cloud begins to fall back, it compresses and heats a large area of the Jovian strato-
sphere. The heated region grows rapidly. The peak in Earth-based  photometry  curves  is determined by a combination
of competing effects,  including  increasing area, radiative and decompressional  cooling,  and viewing geometry.

(d)At  time of maximum plume height,
collapse can be heating stratosphere “Center-of-mass” trajectory

Shock-heated stratosphere Shock ;/onts

Figure 4. Side view of highly idealized fireball/plume evolution  which leads to a “hypervelocity splat” when
the plume collapses, heating Jupiter’s upper atmosphere over a very large area. This schematic shows  the
ejecta cloud as a discrete packet, rather than the continuum it really is (modified from Boslough et al., 1995).



Recently-downloaded data on the R impact from Galileo’s  Near Infrared  Mapping Spectrometer (NIMS)  has now
provided  direct evidence for stratospheric heating from the collapse of the plume,  and timing information  for that
event (Carlson  et al., 1995). The expanding  debris  cloud rotates counterclockwise due to the Coriolis Effect,  so the
ejecta footprint’s  symmetry  axis does not line up with the fragment trajectory.  The outwardly-directed velocity  com-
ponent sets up a radially-expanding flow field that sweeps  condensed  matter outward.

(f) Post-collapse “splat” phase (about  15 to 45 minutes)

The plume collapse goes to completion.  The fully-collapsed ejecta blanket continues  to expand radially and
rotate counter-clockwise until stopped by viscous and other dissipative forces. The final angle between  the impact tra-
jectory and axis of bilateral symmetry  depends  on how much rotation takes place after the plume collapses. The post-
collapse rotation is evidence that ejected material flows  horizontally  over very long distances after reentry, and indi-
cates that the ejecta blanket also expanded  radially. A linear, radially  expanding  wave is made visible by an unknown
mechanism,  possibly  condensation  in the rarefaction  part of the wave.

(g) Upwelling phase (minutes to hours)

The computational models  indicate that there is also an upwelling  phase.  Careful  examination of the 3-D simula-
tions of Crawford  et al. (1995) reveals that for massive,  deeply-penetrating impactors,  a bubble (or several  bubbles)
of hot Jovian atmosphere mixed with cometary  vapor  rises buoyantly  from  the depth of maximum energy deposition.
This is between  200 and 300 km beneath  the 1 bar level for 2-3 km diameter fragments.  At 82 seconds  after impact
for a l-km impactor there are three or four instabilities developing  between  about 50 and 200 km below the 1 bar
level. At this time, they are 20-30 km in diameter,  and have risen by about that distance from their starting point.
These bubbles are analogous  to buoyant  nuclear explosion  fireballs. Extrapolation of their upward motion suggests
that they will begin arriving  at the ammonia cloud layer within minutes,  after having  adiabatically expanded  to many
times their size. The resulting  massive displacement of atmosphere is a likely source  for the expanding  wave. The
upwelling  might also manifest itself as thermal  brightening  or appearance of new spectroscopic signatures  at the
impact sites. It may be possible to extract information  about the penetration depth (and therefore fragment mass)  from
the timing, temperature, and composition  of any buoyantly  -upwelling  material. High-resolution  3-D simulations of
this buoyancy  phase are clearly  needed.

SL9 computational simulations
Crawford  et al. (1995) used the CTH Eulerian  shock-physics  code to simulate two- and three-dimensional repre-

sentations of the impact events. The 2-D computations were of the penetration phase, simulating the entry,  deforma-
tion and breakup  of the impacting comet fragments.  The calculations were performed  in a “reverse ballistic” sense
using a Jovian atmosphere moving upward at 60 km/s impinging  upon an initially stationary  fragment.  The Eulerian
mesh extended 100 km radially and 1000 km above and below the comet.  The fragment was maintained in a high res-
olution portion of the mesh (equivalent to 25 computational zones across  the projectile radius and extending  10 km
vertically and 5 km radially) by Galilean transformations of the entire mesh every 0.1 seconds  of simulation time.
Zone size gradually  increased away from the high resolution  portion  of the mesh to preserve all the materials of the
calculation yet maintain computational efficiency.

The comet fragments in the simulations were composed  of water ice with initial density  and temperature of 0.95

g/cm3 and 100 K, respectively,  using tabularized version of the ANEOS  equation-of-state which allows melting and
vaporization  (Thompson,  1989). The atmospheric  stratigraphy  in the calculations matched  Voyager data for Jupiter at
high altitudes (Orton, unpublished  data) and extended  adiabatically to lower altitudes.  The atmosphere consisted of
89% hydrogen and 1 IYo helium at all altitudes and was modeled  with a tabular equation-of-state allowing  dissocia-
tion and ionization  (Kerley, 1991). It was scaled vertically  by a factor of 1.41 (to account  for the approximate 45°
entry angle)  and inserted  into the lower portion of the computational mesh. The atmosphere  propagated into the upper
portion of the mesh as the comet deformed  and broke up in the higher-pressure  regions  of the lower  atmosphere.

During entry into the low density outermost reaches  of the atmosphere,  the projectile forms a clean bow shock.
Atmospheric temperatures at the leading edge of the projectile reach values as great as 35,000 K. During deforma-
tion, the projectile thins and the leading edge flattens. Acceleration instabilities develop  (Swegle  and Robinson,
1989). Eventually,  projectile thinning  meets  with the growing  instabilities and breakup  occurs.  During  penetration,
the projectile continuously gives up kinetic energy to heating and deflection  of the Jovian atmosphere (a relatively



small amount  goes towards  internal  heating of the cometary  constituents). Crawford et al. (1995) determined the total
energy deposited by hypothetical 1-, 2- and 3-km diameter cometary  fragments  during their penetration of the Jovian
atmosphere.  An important result for fragments  between  1 and 3 km in diameter was that most their kinetic energy and
mass was deposited beneath Jupiter’s  outermost visible cloud layer, which is about 10-15 km above the reference alti-
tude at 1 -bar. Because most of the fragment’s  mass is deposited at depth, less than 17. is entrained in the upwardly
growing  fireball. Crawford  et al.(1995)  also investigated the influence of fragment body shape on the energy deposi-
tion profile, and tested for sensitivity to numerics  by performing  the same calculations with different resolutions.

The final results  of the Crawford et al. (1995) fireball simulations are shown in Figure  5 for the impact of a 3-km
diameter fragment.  For this calculation, the results from the two-dimensional entry,  deformation  and breakup  studies
were inclined at 45° and mapped  into a three-dimensional representation.  Three-dimensional, bilaterally symmetric
simulations most accurately rendered  fireball evolution  beginning  about 10-15 seconds  after first contact of the frag-
ment with Jupiter’s  atmosphere.  Density, temperature, fluid velocity and pressure of the cometary debris  and shocked
Jovian atmospheric constituents were preserved in a spatially  average  sense while total energy is conserved.  The cal-
culation was allowed to evolve for up to 120 seconds.  Generally,  the simulation results  indicated that early-time fire-
ball growth is predominantly directed outward  along the incoming  bolide trajectory  but is redirected, at later time,
towards  growth dominated by the vertical  gradient of the Jovian atmosphere.  In order  to attain adequate resolution  for
these large fireball simulations, the calculations were performed  on the 1840-processor  Intel Paragon  massively par-

Figure 5 Cross-section of simulated fireball from the impact of a 3 km-diameter fragment of ice
into Jupiter at 60 km/s, using state of New Mexico for scale. Temperature  is represented by
grayscale, with highest temperatures at this time step of about  2200 K (modified from Crawford
et al., 1995).



allel supercomputer at Sandia National Laboratories. The simulation of the fireball formed by the impact of a 3-km

comet fragment consisted of 8 million 5-km cubical zones. Lower energy events, formed by the impact of 1- or 2-km
fragments, were modeled with more finely resolved, but less spatially extensive, simulations.

The fragment deposited (as internal energy of Hz, He and H20 vapor) more than 95% of its kinetic energy (6

million megatons) during its penetration of the Jovian atmosphere (a comparatively small amount remained as kinetic
energy of cometary water vapor). The fireball and surrounding shock wave resulting from a 3 km impactor is shown
about 69 seconds after impact. The spherical shock wave is advancing upward at a velocity of 25 kmls. It has reached

a diameter of 700 km and an altitude of 900 km above the clouds. For reference, the Jovian cloud tops are located at

an altitude of 10-20 km and the limb of Jupiter (as seen from Earth) varies as a function of impact location. The limb
position for impacts occurring 4 and 6 degrees beyond the limb were at 200 and 400 km altitude, respectively.

The fireball itself is a rapidly rising cloud of cometary debris and Jovian atmosphere at high temperature. Sixty-
nine seconds after the impact of a 3-km cometary fragment, the fireball is still at 1700 K, and the shock wave temper-
ature is 2300 K. An optically-thick fireball would have had an apparent bolometric magnitude (as viewed from Earth)

of about 2 at this time. The observed fireballs were significantly dimmer, implying they were not optically thick.

(a) 3-D fireball simulation

Figure 6. (a) Simulation of 3-D fireball/plume evolution after the impact of a 3-km diameter fragment. Shad-

ing indicates Iog(density) with a cutoff at 10-12 g/cm3; times are in minutes after impact (from Crawford et
al., 1995) (b) Sequence of G plume images collected by Hubble Space Telescope (from Hammel et al., 1995).



We have been calling this hot debris  cloud a fireball, but the differences  between  it and other closely-related phe-
nomena  should be outlined.  Analogies to the fireball associated with the detonation of a nuclear device are limited.
The development of a nuclear fireball is dominated  by interior radiative transport at temperatures of tens of millions
of degrees.  Some fraction  of this energy forms a shock wave in the atmosphere,  which separates from the fireball but
can still be luminous  if strong enough. The shock wave generated  by the impact fireball is similar to the outer,
mechanically-driven nuclear blast wave, but the temperature of the impact-generated shock wave is higher  at a given
propagation distance because the energy source is about six orders of magnitude greater than a megaton-scale nuclear
device.  The fireball itself  is a ballistically-rising mixture  of shocked  atmosphere and vaporized  cometary material. A
nuclear fireball that is small compared to the scale height of the atmosphere will be driven upwards  by buoyant  forces
because it is less dense than the surrounding  atmosphere.  A large impact fireball can be much greater than the scale
height of the Jovian atmosphere.  Because the atmospheric  pressure  is much greater at the bottom than at the top, it is
contained at depth and relatively uncontained  at altitude. It, therefore,  accelerates upwards  as if shot from a gun. Even
though its density  is much greater than the surrounding  atmosphere  at the top, its inertia will carry it on a ballistic tra-
jectory which rises as much as several  thousand  kilometers above the clouds.

Preliminary 3-D simulations of plume evolution  following  the impact of a 3-km diameter ice fragment provide
support for many of the interpretations presented in the previous  section. Figure  6 shows that, over a period of about
twenty minutes,  the plume rises to its maximum  height and collapses over a large area, shock-heating  the upper  atmo-
sphere  to temperatures on the order  of 1000 K. In this simulation, the plume reaches  an altitude nearly twice that
observed  for several  plumes (including  the G plume)  by HST. When comparing  the simulated with the observed
plumes  one must consider the fact that the observed  plume height partially depends  on the minimum  density  at which
the debris cloud begins to condense and scatter sunlight. The diameter of the high temperature fallback region is
about 30Y0 larger  than the dimensions of the G impact site. This suggests  that the G fragment (or swarm of fragments)
had a diameter of somewhat less than 3 km at the time of entry.

Implications for Earth-impact  hazard assessment
Figure  7 suggests  that the physics of atmospheric  entry and plume generation  is similar over many orders  of

Shock wave

(a) Jupiter,  1994

Figure 7 Comparison  of (a) 3-D simulation of impact of 3-km diameter fragment on Jupiter, 50 seconds
after entry (from Crawford  et al., 1995)  with (b) artist’s depiction of 1947 Sikhote-Aiin impact.



magnitude  in the scale of impactor kinetic energy and physical  size. The figure makes  a direct comparison  between
the Crawford  et al. (1995) 3-D fireball simulation and an eyewitness artist’s depiction of the February  12, 1947
Sikhote-Alin  fireball in Siberia.  The Sikhote-Alin  impact energy was 10-20 kilotons  (Nemtchinov,  1995), whereas
the simulated fireball is from a 6 million megaton  impact event, nearly a billion times as energetic.  The simulation
image shows the explosion 50s after the impact of a 3-km diameter fragment on Jupiter, and the illustration of the
Siberian event, commemorated on a tenth-anniversary Soviet postage stamp, was recorded  on canvas  by artist
Medvedev  immediately after the fall. If the feature  depicted by Medvedev  represents the debris in the entry column
and rising incipient plume,  then its resemblance to the Jovian event implies that atmospheric impact explosions
behave similarly over many orders  of magnitude.

The simulations and observations  of the impact of SL9 raise some issues that relate to the impact threat to Earth.
In addition  to demonstrating that large objects do indeed collide with planets,  the series of impacts  has shown that
ballistic impact fireballs  and plumes are ejected to very high altitudes, and that explosive expansion  of shocked  atmo-
sphere  along the entry column  is highly directional and poorly modeled  by point explosions.  These observations lead
to the suggestion  that satellites in low-Earth  orbit (LEO) may be vulnerable  to ejection of material into their environ-
ment by an impact into the atmosphere.  Because of the high orbital velocities of these satellites (about 7 km/s), even
a very low-density  plume ejected into their path would be catastrophic. For a vapor  plume,  a satellite/plume interac-
tion would be similar to an atmospheric  reentry. At best, an interaction with a very low-density  plume would cause a
change  in the attitude and orbit of the satellite. A worse outcome would result from a higher-density  plume,  which
could cause premature reentry  or otherwise destroy the satellite. For a plume containing particles of condensation,
like those generated by SL9, the interaction would involve numerous  hypervelocity  impacts similar to those occa-
sionally experienced with space debris and micrometeorites. This would most likely end the life of the satellite.

Computational modeling of Earth-impact plumes

To test this idea, we have performed preliminary 2-D simulations of the plume generated by a 34-m diameter

stone (density=3  g/cm3)  impacting at 20 km/s with vertical incidence.  The kinetic energy of the impactor is equiva-
lent to an explosive yield of 3 Megatons of TNT, and the expected  frequency  of such an event is about once per cen-
tury (Morrison  et al., 1995). The simulation was performed  using the CTH shock physics code (McGlaun  et al., 1990)
by inserting  an appropriate impact energy deposition  curve into a gravitationally -stabilized, stratified Earth atmo-
sphere,  using the 1976 U.S. Standard  Atmosphere (NOAA,  NASA,  USAF,  Washington  D. C., 1976) density  profile.
The energy deposition curve was calculated using the model of Crawford  (1995) which assumes  negligible radiative
ablation for 10+ m objects in Earth’s  atmosphere  (as required  by momentum  conservation) and hydrodynamic  defor-
mation governed  by long-wavelength Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. This model has been calibrated with results  of
entry simulations using CTH.

The energy was inserted  as 100 discrete energy sources  with appropriate  magnitudes along the axis of symmetry
from 120 km to the surface.  The individual  “point charges”  were set off sequentially,  beginning  at the top, and initiat-
ing downward  with the velocity of the projectile, accounting  for its deceleration as it descends  into the atmosphere.
This method of energy insertion  effectively  simulates the entry column as a line charge  of varying energy density.

A time sequence  showing the results  of the simulation  is given in Fig. 8(a).  The shading indicates material veloc-
ity magnitudes,  ranging  from  100 m/s to 3 km/s. Immediately after entry,  the meteoroid has deposited its energy in a
long column,  with a sharp peak in the energy deposition  curve at an altitude of 7 km. The column begins to expand
explosively the instant that energy is deposited in the column,  so by the time the object reaches the bottom, the top of
the column  has had time to expand and accelerate upwards.  When the main fireball begins to develop  lower  down, it
expands  most easily up along the low-density,  high-sound-speed  column that is already moving upward. In this way,
much of it’s mass is accelerated and launched  into space as a “ballistic fireball”. At about 100 seconds  after atmo-
spheric  entry,  the top of the plume (as defined by the 120 km density contour)  has reached  an altitude of nearly 300
km, and is still moving upward  at a velocity of about 3 km/s (the “fingers”  protruding  from the top of the plume are
an artifact of numerical  instabilities resulting  from the relatively low resolution  used for this simulation).  Ballistic
extrapolation indicates a peak plume height at about 800 km, putting it across  the path of many satellites in LEO. The
plume will have a “hang time” greater than 10 minutes;  during this interval it will obstruct any satellite passing over-
head. Furthermore,  it will continue to expand  radially during this time to cover  a region thousands  of kilometers in
diameter.  Observations and simulations of the plume collapse on Jupiter imply that the atmospheric  density  contours
in the region of collapse will remain  elevated for a much longer  period  of time, posing a further risk to satellites enter-
ing the area.





For comparison, we simulated a point source  explosion  of 3 MT in the same Earth atmosphere.  We kept all other
conditions identical and inserted a single energy source at an altitude of 7 km, the point of maximum  energy deposi-
tion for the entry calculation. Figure  8(b)  shows that no plume has formed  by 100s after the start of the calculation,
suggesting  that the point explosion  is well-tamped by the overlying  atmosphere,  and more realistic linear energy
sources  are much more efficient  at generating plumes.  The upward  velocity  of the fireball is lower by an order  of
magnitude,  and it was necessary  to redefine  the velocity  shading scale in order  to see it in these plots (shading  ranges
logarithmically from 0.5 to 400 m/s). The mass motion in this case is dominated by density, and results  in a “buoyant
fireball”  typical of free-air burst nuclear explosions.

Observational validation
The impact of SL9 underscores  the importance of observational  validation  of impact modeling.  It is probably  not

realistic to expect another opportunity  to watch a comet collide with Jupiter, an event that probably  only happens
once in a period  ranging  from 200 to 10,000  years (Shoemaker,  1995). A more reasonable plan would be to attempt to
gather as much information as possible about the smaller atmospheric  impacts that are continuously  taking place on
Earth. If the physics of atmospheric entry and plume formation  is indeed similar at scales that are different by more
than 9 orders  of magnitude,  then careful,  quantitative measurements of impacts that take place at intervals of a year or
less would give entry and impact models  the degree  of validity necessary  to allow their use as a basis for hazard
assessment.  To accomplish this task, we recommend a coordinated campaign based on a combination of satellite sen-
sors and Earth-based observations.  Infrared  and visible-light sensors  on satellites operated by the U.S. Department of
Defense  have already detected over a hundred  events (Tagliaferri  et al., 1995), including  the February  1, 1994 bolide
over the South Pacific with an estimated energy of 40-70 kilotons (Nemchinov,  1994). Microbarograph records  are
particularly useful in characterizing the explosive yield of large impact events,  and have recorded  an explosion  as
large as 1.1 megatons  for the October 3, 1963 bolide over the ocean south of Africa (Revelle, 1995). Other sources  of
data that can be used to validate the simulations are photographic  and video images  (e.g. Ceplecha, 1994; Brown et
al., 1994), and seismic data.

There is one major drawback in all the above methods  as they have been used to date: the events  they observed
were not predicted in advance.  Therefore,  the instrumentation was operated  in “open shutter”  mode, or set to trigger
off of the event, or relied on serendipity. By contrast, the impact of SL9 was predicted a year in advance,  and observ-
ing plans were carefully assembled well in advance of the event, resulting in the collection of vast amounts  of high-
quality data. We suggest  a similar strategy would be most useful for validation  of Earth impact models. A ground-
based search  system capable of providing  short notice of an impact in the 100 kiloton range would mean that the
approaching  object could be characterized before  impact.  Moreover,  arrays of sensors,  cameras, and satellite observ-
ing plans to be quickly  put in place so that data from the event could be captured and used to provide  quantitative val-
idation.

Conclusions
Preliminary computational analysis suggests  that satellites at low altitude are at significant  risk from plumes due

to impacts as small as a few megatons.  This conclusion  is based on the insight, physical understanding,  and model
validation  gained from observations of the impact of comet Shoemaker-Levy  9. This newly-recognized threat should
be examined by further modeling  and by extensive observational  validation  by gathering  data on the continuous
impact flux of smaller objects.
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Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9, A New Class of Object
Sicbao Wang

Purpie  MouEtain  Ohq, Nanjing 21- Chhu

% Comet SL9 has high abhnce of sd~ and low abhnce of H@, CO and
nitrogen, but most of the fragments were embe~ in circtiarly symmetric  inner comae
from Jtiy 1993 until late June 1994, implying that there was continuous and weak
outgassing activity.  It indicates that the comet SL9 is a new class of object which is
dl~erent from those known comets andasteroih.  The main futures ofSL9 are:
1) low abtice of H~, CO and  nitrogen;  2) high ab-e ofsti~;  3) aistence
of central coherent body, not swarm of &bris;  4) fragile  natwe;  5) low aIbe&;  6)
containing carbonaceous and  silicate material;  7) low-volatile object and  8)
inhomogeneous distribtiion  of volatile material in the parent  body. me existence of this
new class ofobject - SL9 indicates the variety of the objects in the solar system,

The comet SL9 was obviously  a complex body.  No gas was ever obmed in the com~ despite extreme
efforts to dti the usualty  strong mmetsry CN line with the ESONTT (W* 1994). Most of the
Vm embedded in cirtiy symmetric inner mmae tim July 1993  until June 1994, implying there
~ and WeSk ~“ g aotivity. Here are aome points &ourable  and tivourable for the

viewpoint  that the SL9 was n comet.
The evidence that ia tivourable for that SL9 was 8 comet is as follows:
● Some of the _ ~to breakup&the tidal disruption  of the parent body of SL9, this

~enature is datentwith other~“ona of cometary nucld.
. The exiw of persi~ metric mma around euch -< possibly indidng continuous  and

weak outgaming  activity (Weaver et N 1995).
The evidena that is tivourable for that SL9 was a oomet is as follows:
. There are high abundance of * (S) and low abundance of nitrogen (N), CO and HZO. ~ the
mUiaion of comet SL9, the W spectra obtained with the HST by (NoU et aI, 1995) identified  that the
moat  ~le result  is the large  abundan~ of S-CO- molecul~  particularly  & and CS, The
mass  of& in their small _ alone approohea  the total  mass  of S they would expeot tim a 10lsg
com~ impaotor.  They expect  slightly  more S tim an asteroid impactor,  but the enhsn-ent  is by
no mom  a factor  of2.  The S/N ratio  in the observed  debris  atter  impaot  of SL9 apparently  exceeds  100,
whereas  in any  location  on Jupiter  the moat likely  value for the S/N ratio is <0.16  and in a wmet the
S/N ratio is about  2. Before the mlliaion  of comet  SL9, no gas ever observed  in the wm~ despite
extreme  tiorta to detect  the usually strong  cometaty CN Iivea with the ESONTT (WX 1994). Speotra
of the SL9’S _ from the 3.6meter  CPHT and lometer  Keck telq were obtained to search for
gas (OH CN, Nx+ ,CO+ ) m the 3000 ~ to 4500~ wavelmgth  region by Jun Chen et al, but no Adencc
h -n was found (Chq 1994). The above M indioate that there were large abudanw  of S and
low abundance  of N, CO and H20. Oxygen CO- molecul~  (CO, H20, SiO and others) were
d~~ by their absenoe (NOU et al, 1995).
● In additioq  arding  to Chodaa and Yeomaa  @ubliahed  at DPS mtig on Ootober  31, 1994),  SL9
moat likely came from the inaide, i.e. via the *idal belt and
● tirding  to ~ et ~ 1995),  they ~the ~“atic dust  grain size of order of 10 to 100
w and its  outflow velocity  of 3metera/aec.  In com~ dews~ in other corn*  the emitted
dust grains l~ving theSL96ngment  are unuswlly large with considerably lower velooitiw.
From the diveraity  of the impacts  and their observed_ th~ were obvious  *cea keen the

individual  bent of SL9. Oenerally,  the off- -a produced less  obvious  ejeota patterns  than
their brightness  would expect. It implya the off-train  -ents mntained  more volatile  material  and were
more -e that the on-train  fingm~. More volatile  -al in the off -train b- muld release
relatively more dust  and increase  their observed  brightness.  It might indicates  the inhomogeneous  distribution
of volatile-al  io the _ body of SL9.



It indicates  the SL9 waa Wwent  from the Imown Corn- which have high abundance  of volatile material
H20, CO, ~ and others.  The existence  of the SL9’S w- implying  the contmu‘ OUS and W* ~

activity, was  also  difFerent from the f~ of the known asteroids.  It has been sugg-  that the SL9 was
an object  of a new class (w- 1994). The existence  of this new class of *“ect  indicates  the variety of
*“ects in the solar system.

This work wan *y ~by Chineae Academy  of Sci=~ Chinese Nationrd Science Foundation
and Chinese  P&c ~cc Co, Ltd.
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There are nan~’ collision asteroids  approaching  the Earth With verj’  short  warn~”ng  t~’~e, and
f?Sp~Cl~]]J’,  when the asterol’ds approch the ~arth frofl  ~ ~]ind  ~~]est]’a~ area s(irr~[~nding fh~
SOR (here,  we tentatl”vel~’  define the area within 30” fro~ tAe Sun), the~’ can not be detected at
all b.v groond-based observatl”ons beca!!se  of bright skj7-backgrotfnd brl”ghtness. Oor estifia tion
show that  a percentage of the asteroids  approachl”ng  fro~ the blind area in the total asteroids
approaching  the Earth w]”th the closest  distance  less than 0.01 AU ]“s larger than 30X which  is
verJ7 dengeroos  SI tootion.

Introduction
In July, 1994, many fragments  of the comet Schoemaker-Levy  9 (SL-9) collided  one by one

with the Jupiter. Because of these big events, public  people are given a deep understanding in
Possible  comet and asteroid collisions  with Planets including our own Earth. There is an
estimate  that a collision  probability of objects  with a size of SL-9 with the Jupiter  is onece
a thausand year.  Since a mass  of the Earth is only one thousandth,  its probability  with the
Earth is much  sinaller. However,  there are certain  evidences  that collisions  of asteroids  with
the Earth happened and there is a certain probability  of the collisions  in future.  men an
asteroid with a diameter larger than 1 km will  collide  with the Earth,  a global catastrophic
will  follow.

When an asteroid  is discovered at only a few weeks prior  to its collision  (we call it as a
warning  time), we have no way to escape a global  catastrophic  except  bombing atomic bombs
thrown by misiles on its surface.  However,  to proceed this  certainly,  we have to keep always
misiles  and atomic bombs at a stand-by condition.  A big budget has to be uselessly  payed  during
a period without its collision.

We discovered a large fraction  of collision  asteroids with very short  warning time of a few
days. These will be shown in this  paper.

-ids ~the H fran Blind Drections
The space-guard  project  is a project to set up a network of 5 ground-based telescopes  with

an aperture  of 2.4M. Because  of ground-based telescopes  there is a blind  celestial  area  which
is directions  surrounding  the Sun (here, we tentatively  define  the area  within 30” from the Sun) .
We have to observe  an asteroid  approaching the Earth from the area  only during  a day-time  and
therefore  can not detect it because of bright  sky background.  We found that a percentage of the
asteroids  approaching  from the blind  area in the total  asteroids  approaching  the Earth with the
closest distance  less than 0.01 AU is larger than 30 %.

Since 1988  when a detection  observation  of near-earth-asteroids(NEA)  was started, using the
space-watch  telescope  of the University  of Arizona, a number  of detected  NEAs is a few tens per
year and over  200 at the end of 1993.  Most of them have relatively  large values  of an
eccentricity  different with those of asteroids  distributing  within the asteroid  belt. Therefore,
they cros an orbit  of the Earth not only from the outer  part but also  from the inner part.

One of authors (MY)  calculated  orbital  motions of many asteroids  and analysed close
encounters  between asteroids  and planets  (Yoshikawa  and Nakamura 1994, Yoshikawa 1994).
Yoshikawa (1994) Calculated  positions  of 188 NEAs detected  till  1993 during a period from 1994
to 4600.  In our study, we analyse close  encounters between asteroids  and the Earth using the
results  of Yoshikawa  (1994).



Figure 1 shows  motions  of three typical asteroids  relative to the Earth where X axis  and
Yaxis area direction  of Sun-Earth line and its perpendicular  direction, respectively.  It is
shown by dashed  and dot-dashed lines for cases when the asteroids  overtake the Earth. For both
the cases, relative velocities  between each asteroid  and the Earth are small. For case shown by
solid line when e is large,  an orbit  of the asteroid  crosses  that of the Earth, and it comes
from a direction  near the Sun.
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Figurel. Motions  of three asteroids near their  cl- ~relative
to the Earth.  X and Y axis area directions  of Sun-Earth line and its
perpe~~ar  directi~. me Earth isat (X,Y)=(O,O).  Positive  Au= of
XdY=mati-mlm&immdmhiti&timof&M,
reseively.  Batted  lines are at 30” from the solar  direction. Solid
line isa case at the closest approach  with a distance  of 0.0011 AUon
Ju1Y6, 2843,  for the astemid1991BA  with a--ma.jortis,  a, of2.267
AU, an eccentricity,  e, of 0.683,  and an inclination,  i, of 2.116-.
Hedand dot-dashed linasrecas=at  that of 0.0089AU on January 13,
3269,  for the asteroid  4660 with a=l.520,  e=O.370.  and i=l.171.andat
that of 0.0093AU  on November 1, 4096, for the asteroid 1989 VB with
a=l.856, e=O.460, and i=l.981,  respectively.  Circles, triangls. cr~.
and aquares  showpointsat 10 *before the closest approach, at 5daYs,
at the closest ~andat5daysafter  that, -ively.

It is clear  that aground-based  observation can not detect asteroids  at a direction  of the
sun and also surrounding  the sun because of bright  sky background.  Considering  that the
asteroids near the sun are at low elevation  at a time with dark sky background after sun-set
and before sun-rise, we define  a blind  area  for asteroid detection  within 30” from the solar
direction as a working condition.

Number  of asteroids  approaches the Earth during the given period from 1994to  4600 depends
on distances  of the closest  approaches.  It is 6694 times  for that of 0.1 AU, and 5689,  4702,
3799, 2918, 2146, 1469, 864, 378, 94 for that of 0.09 AU, 0.08AU, 0.07 AU, 0.06AU, 0.05AU,
0.04 AU, 0.03 AU, 0.02 AU, and 0.01 AU, respectively.  ~e number obtained by extrapolating  this
relation to 0.000043AU which  is a radius  (6400km) of the earth is onece 1.3x106  years  which  is
a collision  probability  of 188 NEAs in the period.  One should  remind  that  this  is for the



detected  188 NEAs including  asteroids  with small radii about IOm.
Some NF.As cross the blind  zone at their  closest  approaches  to the Earth and stay there for

only a few daYs. In those cases there is a possibility  to detect the NEAs several  days before
their  closest approaches.  However, if an asteroid  approaches the Earth directly  from the blind
zone,  it stays  in the zone more than 10 days prior to the the closest  approach. Figure 2 shows
two examples  when each asteroid  runs out from the zone. One can see that, for the case  of
asteroid  No.1991BA, it will run out from the zone on the day at the closest  approach. This
leads to a conclusion that there  is apossibility  of asteroid  collisions  without  a warning  time.
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Figure 2. Distance variation of two asteroids dependingon time where
Positiveand  negativevalum area*and beforetheclosest  approach,
respectively. Left (corresponding  to thick lines) and right
(correspondingto thin lines) ordinates  showa linear distance of
xtioi&fimtie~hdmmlmdistimofmWoi&fimtie
sun, respectively. Dotted line is given at the angular distance of30”.
Curvea with dashed and dot-dashed  lines are for asteroidsof 1991BA and
3362, respectively. Each _oid is inside the blind zone at apart of
solid line on each curve. Superposed figure shows motions of two
-oidsoo a longitude and latitude plane relativeto the sun. The Sun
is at O“ latitude and 180” loogiMe. Circlm, triangles,  and crosses are
points at those daYs 10 daYs, 1 days. and O daY before the closest
appb,reively.

A brightness  of asteroids  depends on those radius  andalbedo  and also  those distances  from
the Earth. Therefore, it is very difficult  to detect the asteroids  more than 10 days prior to
those  collisions  or the closest approaches because of their  faint  magnitude.  Although those
detectability  depends on their radius,  here we define  asteroids  running out from the blind  zone
at a few days prior  to the closest approaches  = a dangerous  one.

Numbers of asteroids running out from the zone at each day proior  to the closest  approach=



ralative  to the total number  of close  approch  =teroids  are shown in figure 3. A fraction  of
the dangerous  asteroids  is less than 3% forthe case of 0.1 AU, but is over 30%for  0.01 AU.
This means that a large fraction of colliding asteroids is a dangerous  one. It is clear that
even if powerful misiles  and atomic bombs are kept to be at a stand-by condition  we have no
possibility  to reject a collision  of the dangerous asteroids.
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Figure 3. Number ratio of asteoids running out from the blind zoneat
each daY prior to the closest approach out of the all asteroids
app-ngtietiwith tie ~tdistan= less than O.lAU (thin
line)  andO.01  AU (thick line), ~tively.

The most effective  way to escape the collision  is to find  all theNEAs and determine  those
orbits.  The US spaceguard  project  is the one to aim this but only for asteroids  with a radius
larger than 1 kmwhich  certainly  cause aglobal  catastrophic  andan extinction  of human-beings.
If an orbit  of the dangerous asteroid  iswell  determined  many years prior  to the collision,  we
can easily escape from the collision  by giving only small  additional  velocity,  for example,  1
~s. to the asteroidal  atime of several  ten revolution  around  the sunprior  to the collision.
This velocity  change is producedby usual TNT bomb explosion on a surface  of the asteroid  and
we are able to reserve  enough to prepare launching  a satellite earring  the bomb.

_ityof Smborne ~tioos
The space-guard  project is not a perfect one, because only 99 % of NEAs with a diameter

larger than 1 kmare  planed to be detected  and about  1 %will escape from a detection.  Most of
the NEAs with a diameter  between  100 m and 1 km which will cause  a catastrophic  in a
continental  scale can not be detected.

Only one way to reject a collision  of asteroids  escaping  from the detectionby  the space-
guard project  is an observation  by telescopes  located  at places  without  terrestrial  atmosphere
where sky brightness  is very dark only except  to a direction of the sun. l’here are discussions
to build  a lunar-based  station  till a middle  of 21st  century under  an international
collaboration.  If its project will be in reality, one should put the first priority  to build
there  telescopes  for a detection  of the dangerous asteroids.  To keep a warning  time as long as



we can do, one should develop a telescope  watching an area  of 1 steradian.
There is an estimate  that a death probability  of ahuman-beingby  asteroid  collisions  is

nearly  equal to that by air accidents  in the total accidental  death. We tie to say that an air
accident  makes only a fraction of those whole  human-beings  in the world but the human are able
to live without any interruption. However,  a collision  of an asteroid with a diameter larger
than a few hundred  meter has a possibility  to brings  an extinction  of the human as dinosaurs
were extincted  65 million  Years ago.

Although  it is not nessesary for us to be hurry to build  the proposed  lunar based
telescopes  for a detection  of dangerous =teroids  because of a low collision  probability,  the
catastrophic  asteroid  collision  will  certainly  happen with a certain collision  probability.
~erefore, considering  the serious  problm,  human-beings should startto set up a system to
escape the collison.
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The Observations  and Studies

on NEOS and SL9 Impact at PMO, China

Sioce 19d4,  ● ~“c -id aearch and study in China have been led by Y. C,_ the f~ -
of the PMO (the Purple  Mountain Ob~), and Jitiang Zhang. Uaing a40-cm double ~h Ove$ one
hundred  ~ _ida and tluw wm~ have been fh. Two ofthoae  aateroids  are Mar6-crosaera  ([20771
Kiangau and [ 2078] Nanking), diSCOV~ by Jiiang Zhang Jii Y- Qi Wang and M COUQ.

In 1987, a Mc W- fm ~’s ae%rch and atudy was propoaed  by Sichao Wang. ‘fh-, Qi
W- Yongliang Ge d othw aatronomera  of the PMO went  to use the 60cm Schmidt tdeacope  at the Xinglong
Station of the Btijing Ob~ory aeverd tirnea.  The fidd of the tdeacope is 4,8°. Since the atereo  pair
technique  on plate  and the atar plate comparator were ~ the comet *Wang and the* moving object  1991
BH have been fti by Yongliang Ge and Qi W- both of who joined the ~“end Near-Earth Asteroid
@AS) in 1988, M-e they have ~ _ the aurvey atrategy.  Now the ~~ is that the available
~on ti3ne  is very limited.

In addidon  to the aearch of NBOg uaing  their numerically adf~liahed  dynamicd model for objecta of
aolar _ explotig  method  and making aoe, Jiaxiang  Zhang and his mil~ea provided  the Jtiy 7
edition of hdiocontn“c orbital dementa and impact prediction  of ti SL9, aa wdI aa the jovidc poaitiona and
vdocitiea  of the nuclei  ~re impact. The laat ~metric data wed in thoae aolutiona  were up to the date of
1994 Jdy 2. This edition waa m to the mail exploder  fw obaervera of SL9 impact  and waa Iiated as the lateat
addition on Jady 11, 1994.  The prediction  tiy matched  with z. Uaing the l-m rd~r with CCD at
the Yunnan ob~> the ~ position obtion  of Iuuw waa made  and the orbit ~ch of aome
unuaud NEAa (iiding Icarua and 1989 FC ) waa atudied  by Jiaxiang Zhang and his colleague.

During the period between J* 13 and Sop- 14, 1994, the - impact  and peat-impact  @@
uaing the 60cm reflector (&lOm) which is attached by the MTV 1881 EX CCD video camera  with R titer  and
without  ~ter, the obaervationa  of Jupiter  were made by Sichao Wang et al. Over 800 thousand  imagea of
Jupi~  have been recorded on the metal tapea  of high quality by the M2 video ~rder and over 900- of
Jupi& have been aampled by the nndtimedia  mmputer.  During the @od between July 18 and ~ 14,
the dark - induti  by the nuclei  G, ~ & L, Ql, K S and W of the remet  Shoemaker-Levy  9 were
monitored.  Tbe c~“ “ca of the aize, central  nucl~  with ring-like  atructure  and low albedo of the dark
apota  auggeat the following *retation:
● The apota  ~d be produced by a high-  altitude  cloud in the atratoaphere  and the cloud ia ~ of dark

articlea and othw materials  that have condenaed  from the impact  plume.
. The ~ dark f- codd be cauaed by aplaah- back W artidea  and other tids of the plume.

Yudma Ma et al. have carried  out CO- ainndation  on the ablation and di~“ “on of the wmet SL9
when _ the jovian ~. Thee~-~ aa 10’2, 10]3, and lo”kg with tity
of 3.0, 1.0, 0,8, 0,5 and 0.2g/cm3,  ~ M reaulta ahow that theae - explode  below  the
ammonia  CIoud kye!f, - the l-bar 10V4 @& the ~“on of ammonia  without ~, FinaUy, their
aimpJi6ed +oaive  modd ~ti - +OEi~ m iift  the -d in the ti08pheM  UP to 8000 km
high above  the @ cloud Iayer of the jovian  atmosphere  aa ob~ the angle of the covering  area of the ejecta
to the Ju~’s _ is about  1OO.

M, tie A* ~- of the high vedodty impacts  -g solid  bodiea in the aoIar ay~ have been
atudied  by Sichao wan~ - Xu and Jii Wang and the Colliaion -ea~ 41 Aten-Apoll~
Amor obj~ aud the Barth have been cal* by J. H. Lu.

The impact  of comet SL9 on Jupiterhaa  readted in a great m-on and public  ti in NEOa m China and
the PMO haa _ propoaed  a new pIan to iti an about  1 meter tdeacq3e with a 2048*2048  CCD
equipment  in 2-3 yeara at the PM(Ys statiq about 400 kma north  of Nanjing * it is -aing to have fine
~ and low light-pollution. We do hope that the atation with auch a po- i~ at the indiapenaable
longhude  of eaat  8-hour time zone in Aaia can be set up, befbre long, to make  contrition  to the ~ond
-s survey.
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Investigation of Cavities and Craters Formed as the Result of
Nuclear Explosions for the Purpose of Solving the Problem of the

Earth Protection against the Near-Earth-Objects

B. V. Litvinov, D. V. Petrov, O. N. Shuhin, V. G. Smirnov
Russian Federal Nuclear Center, All-Russian Research Institute of Technical Physics

The possibility of the Earth collision with the Near-Earth-Objects (NEO) necessitates searching for methods of
influencing the NEO which could help to prevent this threat. In the materials of the Conference held in Snezhinsk
late in Septendm 1994 and dedicated to this problem we can !ImJdiiferent proposals for solution of this problem [1].
From among them there is a proposal on nuclear device delivery to the NEO, and the nuclear explosion’at the NEO.
This could enable to achieve the following

— disintegmte the NEO into fragments of dimensions necessary for providing their burning in the Earth’s
atrnosphm,

— disintegrate the NEO into fragments and alter their trajectory in order to miss the Earth;
— alter trajectory of the NEO as a whole by transferring a certain momentum to it.
Selection of a certain method of acting will be the content of a specific project and will depend on specific

citmunstanees, but even now we need to eamy out calculations and experimental reseamh to reveal those aspects of
the future project that to the largest extent will influence the selection of the speeitic method. In other wo~ even
now, without waiting for the impending terrible menace we must (to research results of which are nemsary for
implementing the project of preventing this catastrophe. During one of the presentations in Snezhinsk one of the
authors of this paper gave rather convincing reasons proving that even now we have sufficient means for
implementing the project of the Earth protection against the NEO [2]. But availability of the means is the necessmy
but not sufficient condition for implementation of such project, The project can’t be considered acceptable if it
contains a high uncertainty of assessing effectiveness of its implementation which eventually will depmd on
effectiveness of nuclear explosion interaction with the NEO.

The theory, calculations, and experience of nuclear explosions under terrestrial conditions show that effectiveness
of tie nuclear explosion influence on a certain object or ground is determined not only by energy release of the
nuclear device and position of the nuclear explosion center with respeet to the surface, but also by characteristics of
the material subject to the nuclear explosion effecc its density, strength, equation of state.

The nuclear explosion acting on the NEO must take place far from the Earth [2], but the process of the
explosion energy transfer to the NEO will be the s,ameason the Earth, i.e. either by the explosion radiations (x-ray
andh neutron), or at direct contact between the nuclear device ml the NEO, or with the nuclear device buried in the
NEO. In any of these three cases of the NEO interaction with the nuclear explosion we need to know the properties
of the NEO matter. Despite of the rather detailed ckwsitication of the asteroids and comets by the types of the
substances composing them [3], this classification should be considered as a tentative during assessing the
effectiveness of a certain method of applying the nuclear explosion (explosion at some altitude, surface explosion, or
buried explosion). As we know accuracy of these estimates to the largest extent depends on the pressure range under
consideration. Up to 400 kbars the processes of terrestrial ground behavior are well deseribed in calculations, as well
as shock propagation in it. The pressure range from 400 down to 100 kbars is characterized by a rather complex
behavior of substances, practically different for each substance because of the phase transitions. Therefore, it is
difficult to deseribe it with the calculations. With pressute decrease in the shock wave the strength begins to play
larger role. This necessitates to take into account the deviator of stresses and strains which is not the same for
material samples and for the same material in-situ. Though Academician M. A. Sadovsky and his dkiple.s showed
that the process of mck fragmentation follows the same laws regardless of the place where these rocks are located, on
the Earth or beyond it, prediction of a specific sample fragmentation (whether it is a too large sample formed during
explosion in a rock drill hole or a separate rock that must be withdrawn from a future highway) is always a
complicated task that is more often solved practically but not with calculations. Besides that, our experience of
nuclear explosions both under the ground and above it is retimed to terrestrial conditions when interaction between
the nuclear explosion and the ground takes place under conditions of the Earth’s atmosphere and the Earth’s pull. For
the case of asteroid or comet these conditions will be quite differenL and this must be taken into account. The above
mentioned brings us to the only conclusion: prediction of the NEO behavior after its affecting with nuclear
explosion is an extremely complicated and crucial task.

Certainly, many problems could be removed if we could investigate different asteroids using space sondes or
bring to the Earth the ground samples from asteroids. At the above mentioned conference in Snezhinsk, Professor
Teller proposed as an alternative or complemenk~ to such research to perforin a nuclear explosion at some asteroid



and to investigate its effect on the asteroid. But both the space investigation of the asteroids and the nuclear
explosion at the asteroid are hardly possible in the nearest future. At the same time them am thousands of horizontal
and vertical holes on the Earth in which the underground nuclear explosions were conducted. Most of these
explosions were contained, but a small number of them were cratering explosions. Rocks surrounding the cavities of —
the both types of the explosions still preserve the tmces of the nuclear explosions. These effects were investigated in
the USA, in the USSR, and France. Some results of this research have been published [4]. Comparison of the
results of investigating the explosion cavities and the surrounding rocks with results of numerical calculations

4 showed that these mstdts describe very well behavior of different soils during the nuclear explosion under terrestrial
conditions. We believe it is interesting to continue this work since the research which has been canied out has
covered a relatively smaU number of the terrestrial ground types. Continuation of this reseruch could yield calibration
of computer methods at huge number of tilfferent ground types, and by that to improve their validity essentially.

Preliminary study of the experience of investigating the explosion cavities in the mountain-mass Degelen at the
former Semipalatinsk nuclear test site shows that the preferable method is excavation of holes towards the place in
the adit the investigator is interested in. Despite of the fact that the mountain-mass Degelen is composed of
primarily strong (10-12 points by the Protodyakonov’s scale) rocks, excavation of the holes in them is not a
problem. We might be interested in not only the part of the rocks directly external to the explosion cavity, but also
in the zones of fragmentation and fracturing, as weU ‘asthe zones of collision between the contrary shocks from
several explosions carried out in one adit with time interval of severrd milliseconds. Character of the rock
fragmentation in such collision zones may significantly differ from the character of fragmentation in the
fmgmentation zones which am formed during propagation of one shock.

Direct study of the mck state in various zones around the cavity of a certain explosion can k complemented
with various geophysical methods: seismic sounding, gravimetrical and magnetic measurements, study of
radionuclide migration.

It is evident that to do this work the efforts of one country won’t be enough. We propose to unite in the
international project the efforts of scientis~ and engineers of the tive nuclear states and Kazakhstan the territory of
which (the mountain-mass Degelen) has seveml hundredtsof adits whe~ in the end boxes the nuclear explosions wm
conducted. Besides tha~ there are several cmters from the aatering explosions. The cavities of these explosions
haven’t been opened. Within the framework of the proposed international project we COUM

- investigate the cavities of the nuclear explosions;
. investigate the zones of fragmentation and fracturing;

carry out calculations and compare their results with the results of investigating the cavities, the zones of
tiagmentadon and fracturing;

d

. on the basis of the work done develop the calculation method for different nuclear explosion effects upon
ground at various position of the explosion epicenter with respect to the surface of the asteroid or comet..

We estimate the cost of the full complex of the geophysical research at the Degelen mountain-mass as $4 rnln.
U.S. Someone may tMnk tlis sum is too large, but to our mind, this work in a short time could yield creation of
method for engineering calculations for future projects of nuclear explosion effect upon the NEO. We don’t know
how much time we have therefore we mustn’t waste it. Just now we need to lay the basis for implementing the
project “The Earth against the NEO”.
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EVALUATION OF SURVEY SYSTEMS
A. W. Harris

Iutroductio}l Jet Propulsion  Laboratory, Pasadena  California

The evaluation  of the perform~ce of a given survey  system depends primarily  on only two
parameters:  the threshold  brightness for detection (limiting  magnitude), and the rate of sky
coverage, Of much lesser importance  are such factors as the geogaphic  location  of the observing
site(s),  the ability to detect  rapidly  moving objects  compared to the sensitivity  to stationary
targets,  and the detailed stiategy wed to follow  Up detections  to obtain prelifi~ orbits.  For
the proposed NEO survey,  we ~vill  show that the best strategy for maxi rnizing the rate of
discovery of NEOs is to cover the enthe obsewable sky each month. An optimum search  system
should be designed to be capable of fmt enough operation  to achieve all-sky coverage,  sacrificing
limiting magnitude m necessary to achieve  this goal.  Thus we can, within  the uncertainties of
the models employed, reduce the problem to a single  parameter: the limiting  magnitude  that a
given system can deliver in the mode of covering the whole sky each month.  The practical
achievement  of this mode hm become possible with the present state of development  of CCDS.

In this chapter, we will present the results of a survey simulation to show the level of
completeness  that can be expected  from ptitative su~ey systems as a function  of time (length of
survey), area of sky covered  per mon~ (from which we derive the above conclusion  for all-sky
coverage),  and size of NEO. we can then simply relate these results to specific systems through
estimates of the limiting magti~de  achievable with a given sy~em.  In Appendix  111 we give a
more detailed report  of tie evaluation  methods and results  for specific systems. In this chapter,
we summarize the search strategies and expected capabilities  in more general terms.

Suney System

For the purpose of a quantitative discussion, we shall evaluate  survey  completeness  for three
rather specific systems. However  it should  be noted  that results can easily be scaled to other
systems that might be contemplated. The thee systems  are representative in general  terms of
systems of O.S-m, 1-m, and 2-m aperture. Following is a brief description  of each system.

1. The Lowell  Observatory Near-Efi Object Survey (LONEOS)  telescope is a moMled
Schmidt telescope of 0.58 m aperture, 1.11 m focal length  (f/1.91),  which is under
construction at Lowell  Obsen’atory. “First light” is expected during  this year. Initially, it
will be equipped with a two CCD  chips with 2048 x 2048 pixels,  15 microns  square, or a
field format of 3 cm by 6 cm. Eventually, it is planned  to use WO butted  2048x  4096 chips
with 15 micron pixels,  for a 6 cm square format, which yields an angular  field of view 3°. 17
on a side, or m area of 10. I sq~e degrees. It is planned  to use front-illuminated,  unthinned
CCDS with a quantum  efficiency  of-25%. We estimate  that this system can reach a limiting
visual  magnitude of 19.4 with  68 second  exposures. In our evaluations,  \\’e consider  the
“full-up” system ~vith (4096)Z pixels.



2. The USAF Space  Command  c~ently operates a network of l-m, f/2 wide-field  telescopes,
the Groundbmed  Electro-Optical Deep Space Smreillance  (GEODSS)  system,  for tracking
Earth satellites. The GEODSS Upgrade Prototype System (GUPS), currently  under
development, will employ  large format CCD detectors, which tith ordy minor modifications
and changes  to the computer software, might be effectively employed for MO surveys.  The
CCD detector under development at Lincoln  Laboratory  is a single  chip of 1960 x 2560
pixels,  24 microns square, or a tow format of 4.7 cm by 6.1 cm. In the GEODSS telescope,
this yields an angular field of 1°.23 by 1°.61,  or 1.98 square degrees.  The chip is thinned,
back-illuminated, with a quantum efficiency exceeding  75°/0. We estimate  that this system
cari reach a limiting magfitude  of 20.2 with  20 second exposures.

3. T’he Spacewatch (SW Telescope on fitt peak,  Arizona. The present (operating)  system is
a 0.9 m telescope of 4.6 m focal length  (US) with a single  CCD detector  with 2048 x 2048
pixels  of 24 microns, or a total format 4.9 cm on a side. me detector  is thinned,
back-illuminated, with a quantum efficiency of -75°/0. SW has a demonstrated  limiting  visual
ma@tude  of-21.2  with a 147 second  exposure covering a 0,57 square degee  field. Since
it is the ody currently operating system,  we have estimated the limiting  magnitudes  expected
for the other systems by scaling from the demonstrated  performance  of SW.

4. A second  telescope (SW-II)  of 1.8m aperture and 4.9m focal length (f12.7) is under
construction.  Initially, it will be equipped with a similar CCD detector,  which  will yield a
field of view of 0°.57 on a side. In a scannin g mode with a 30 second  integration  time, this
system  should  reach a limiting visual magnitude of 21.5.  With  this detector  and exposure
arrangement, SW-II cannot  actieve  all-sky coverage each month (to be discussed  later). It
could do so with  a mostic  of 4 butted CCD chips,  giving  a field of view of 1°.14 on a side,
and rapid read-out  electronics so that it could  take individual exposures  as short as 10
seconds.  The telescope is mechanically and optically capable  of accommodating  this array
and exposure  rate. With 10 second  exposures, the limiting  visual magnitude  would  be about
20.9.

Sumey Simulation

The approach taken was to genemte a set of 1000 synthetic  NEO orbital elements,  matching  the
distribution  statistics of the actual NEO swarm as best we can determine that from the present
sample of know ~OS. We imposed one “unnatural”  restriction:  we included  in the sample only
orbits wtich pass tithin  0.05 mnonomical  unit of the Earth’s orbit.  As a general  rule, asteroids
whose orbits  do not pms with 0.05 AU of the Earth’s orbit pose no threat  of collision  on a time
scale of a cenw, as tie planew pe~bations  necessary to reduce the miss di=ce  to zero
require longer than that to make such a change. Thus we have limited our sample to a subset
of the actual  distribution: the ones that actually pose a potential  threat. Our results don’t appear
to be very much affected by tfis restriction, but it is reassuring to know that ;\”e have prejudiced
the ditibution  in favor of the more h=dous  objects.



Having created a set of syntietic  orbit elements,  we then generated a set of positions  for each
object, one for each lunation  (new moon)  for ten years,  or 125 positions  for each object.  For
each computed position,  We also calculate  the rate of motion on the sky and a relative  magnitude
which takes into account  the dismces  from the Earth and Sun, and the solar phase  angle
(analogous to the “phase of the moon”, which in a like way \-cry much affects the brightness of
the object).

To conduct a survey simulation,  we “filter” the file of 125,000  positions  to tabulate  which objects
are “discovered”  and which are not. The VariOUS “filter” elements include limitations on the sky
area viewed, either those imposed by the m=irnum  area the putative system can cover  or those
naturally existing due to horizon limits, Sun or Moon  in the SAV, too close to the galactic  plane,
where detections are impossible due to background  star confusion, and most important,  object
size/system limiting magnitude.  on tfis latier point,  we note that the system limiting  magnitude
and the absolute  magnitude  of objec~  are 100°/0 correlated  parameters. That is, a system  capable
of detecting  objects 4 times fainter than another system will achieve the same level  of
completeness of NEOs at 1/2 the diameter as the other system. ~us in estimating  completeness
vs. size of NEOs,  we needn’t  do independent evaluations  for different limiting  magnitudes.  The
same “completeness  curve”  applies for completeness  vs. size at a given threshold  magnitude as
applies  for completeness VS. threshold magnitude  for a given  size of NEO.

Observational  Strate~

Even the basic delect~on of an =eroid requires  multiple  observations.  The method used by the
only operationrd  system, Spacewatch, is to scan the same area of sky three times, separated by
-1 hour  each. The images  ae compared to reveal any moving object, with the third scan m a
cotilrmation  against erroneous or confused images  in either of the other  two scans. It “is
anticipated  that the systems described above would operate  in a similar mode. Some economy
could  be achieved by storing  a catalog  of the sky from past (previous months  or years) scans of
the same area, so that only two new SCnS, to be compared  against the archival  catalog,  would
suffice. Thus the first step, detection and cofilrrnation  of a moving  NEO, requires taking two
or thee scans of a given sky are% separated  by an interval  of time of the order of an hour or
two. This results in a measwement  of the instantaneous position in the sky and a rate of motion,
which is sufficient for finding  the object  sometime later, for example  the next night.

In order to obti even a pretiv  orbit  for the objec~ further obsem’ations are needed.
Present practice is to identi& NEO candidates on the basis of anomalous  rate of motion compared
to main-belt asteroids, as detefined  on tie first night  of observation.  For these objects,
additional  observations are needed, on at lemt  two more nights, and preferably  spaced over an
interval of about a week. A one week “arc” is usually  sufficient to make a preliminary estimate
of the “minimum orbit  intersection distance”  (MOID) from the Earth and determine \vhether the
object  presents my potential h-d to the Ed on a timescale less than a century.  A longer a.rc
is necessary  to consider the object reliably “cataloged”,  but \\.ith only a \\’eek  arc the number



needing  further follow-up, on the strict basis of h-d alone, can be reduced to a small enou.d
number to be accomplished with modest resources.

With highly  automated systems,  recording detections at much higher  rates than present systems,
it ma}’ become more efficient to j~ cover the sky often enough  that the week-arc follow up
occurs automatically,  for everything. This has the advantage  that all objects  are followed up to
the level  of a preliminary  orbit  determination. Thus the few NEOS which chance to be
mimicking  main-belt  motion at the time of detection are discriminated  and become  “discovered.”
To operate in this mode requires covering the search area about  4 times each monti  rather than
once plus  targeted follow up.

In surnmary, “detection”  consists  of a sequence of two or three observations  on a single  nigh~
which are usually sufficient to distinguish a main-belt  object  from an NEO and to fmd it again
the next  night. To “discover”  the object,  in terms of a preliminary orbit,  requires two or three
more observations over about a week, and represents about  a doubling  of resources  over detection
alone.

Survey Completeness  vs. Area of Shy C’overage

For our first simulations, we specified  the area of sky covered  per month m the radius of a circle
on the celestial sphere centered on the opposition point,  which  is generally  the most productive
area to search.  In this experiment we made no restrictions for horizon  or closeness  to the galactic
plane.  For the detection threshold, ~vhich is a combination  of telescope  limiting  magnitude and
sti of object, we chose  limiting magnitudes  appropriate for a single GEODSS telescope equipped
with the Lincoln Laboratory  GUPS CCD chip,  with exposure  times appropriate  to allow coverage
of the area of sky assumed in each c=e.  For size of object, we took the brightness  corresponding
to a 1 km diameter object of albedo  0.15 (typical S class albedo),  or equivalently,  a 2 km object
of albedo  0.04 (somewhat  d~ker thm average C, D, etc. objects).  In Figure I we plot  the rate
of detections of NEOS for thee =s~ed sky Neas corresponding  to circles of radius 34°, 65°,
and 137° out from the opposition point. For the focal plane instrumentation  assumed, these  sky
areas correspond to exposure times per single  image of 100 see, 30 see, and 10 see, respectively.
With these exposure times, the specified sky are= can be covered three times (the redundancy
required for detection and confirmation) in -100 hours  of observing  time, which is the typical
amount of time available from a given  site in a month,  allowing  for weather  and other types of
interruptions. The 34° and 65° sky arem are probably achievable  from a ground-based site. 137°
corresponds to covering the whole  celestial  sphere down to a solar elongation  of only  43°, clearly
not possible  from anywhere on the ground without serious losses from atmospheric  extinction.
The point  of this figwe,  which is a very robust result and applies for any system we have
evaluated,  is that it is better to cover more sh’ and sacrifice limiting magnitude  as necessary,
until all available  sky is being  sm’e}fed.
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Figure 1. Rate of discovery vs. time for one GEODSS telescope.  Each curve represen~ a different choice
of exposure  time, and consequently limiting magnitude, and results  in a cIifferent  area of aky per
IrIOnth  hat can be covered. me curves represent the discovery  rate for -1 km diameter objec~  of
moderate  albedo (0.15), or -2 km dimter  objects  of low albedo (0.04).
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Figure  2. Rate of discovery vs. time for each cf Lhe thru systems evaluated,  assuming  that the rate
of sky coverage is chosen such  that N available sky area is cover~  each monti,  ne c~
represent  the discovery  rate for -1 km diameter obj~~ of moderate albedo (0.1 S), or -2 b
diameter  objects  of low albedo  (0.04).



All-sky  Surveys

Having  established  that the optim~  strategy is always to cover all available  sky each month,  we
concentrated on this mode of operation in the remaining analyses. We fust evaluated  how much
sky is accessible and how many hours me av~lable  to cover it for each month  of the year. The
restrictions applied are:

1. The Sun must be more than 10° below
2. The moon mm be below the horizon.
3. The target area must be more than 25°
4. The target area must be more than 20°

the horizon.

above  the horizon at some time during  the night.
away from the galactic plane.

Subject  to these conditions,  we determined that,  almost independent of station  latitude,  the
maximum rate of sky coverage  required  is -135 square degrees per hour  in order to cover all of
the sky once per month. Allowing for duty  cycle  losses,  cloudy weather, and other  down time,
the rate of sky coverage should  be -200 square degrees per hour to cover the whole  sky once per
month.  It is impomt to note here that my system intended to contribute  seriously  to the survey
itself, rather than serve as a “test bed”, should be designed to cover sky area at the above  rate.
Indeed,  unless a sepmate system of astrometric follow-up is contemplated,  the survey  system
needs to be capable of 2 or 3 times that rate to =swe enough observations  to derive  preliminary
orbits  for the discovered objects. v

In Figure 2 we plot the fraction completeness VS. time for each of the three systems described
above. For both LONEOS and Spacewatch - II, we have assumed  the “full-up” cotilgurations
described above which would be capable ofall-sky  coverage each month.  These curves  represent
the fraction of objects  detected, md do not allow for the necessary  work of follow-up
observations to detefie orbits for detected objects,  which will be discussed later in this chapter.

Completeness  a-r a Function of Size of NEO or Limiting Magnitude  of System

As noted above, the question  of whether  or not an NEO is detected, given that it passes within
the surveyed are~ is a fiction  of O~Y one parameter: brightness compared to the detection
threshold of the smey system.  Thus size and albedo  of NEO and threshold  limiting  magnitude
of the detection system all collectively constitute only  a single variable. So we can derive  a
single “completeness c~e” which Cm be used to describe completeness as a fiction  of limiting
magfi~de  of the survey  system, for a given  size and albedo of object,  or equivalently,
completeness as a function of size of body,  for a system of specified threshold detection
magnitude.

Figme 3 is a plot of that function derived from the simulated 10-year  smey of 1000 objects.
The vertical scale is simplY  the fraction of the 1000 objects “detected”.  The horizontal  scales  are
either relatilre  size of object,  or t~eshold  detection  limit of the system. We have plotted the
curve hl’ice (dashed lines), offset by a factor of 2 in diameter (1.5 magnitudes  brightness), which



correspond the difference of approximately  a factor of 4 in albedo  between the brighter,  “S-Class”
asteroids and darker, “C-ClaSS”  and related types.  Among measured NEOS, the ratio of high  to
low albedo  objects is approximately 10:1. However this is strongly  affected by the fact that dark
objects of a given  size are much more difficult to detect.  Thw we suspect  the bias-corrected ratio
is closer to half each, at a given  size. The solid line cm.e in Figure  3 is an equally  weighted
average  of the two dashed c~’es, and represents the completeness  curve for an NEO population
consisting of equal numbers of high and low albedo objec~. IVe will use this curve for f~her
analyses.

In Fig. 4, we have plotted  the completeness  curve to represent completeness  \’s. diameter of NEO,
for various values of system Itiiting  magnitude. In Fig. 5, we present  tie completeness  curve,
this time scaled  vs. limiting  magnitude  of the system, for various  diameters  of NEOs. In addition
to the three systems discmsed  above, we have included  curves for the current  Palomar 46-cm
Schmidt photographic  system and for the suggested  “Spaceguard  Surve~~”  system (see Appendix
1) of 2-3m telescopes  capable  of surveying  to a threshold  magnitude  of 22. From these plots,
it appears that  a system  reaching limiting  magnitude 20 can achieve  about  80°/0 completeness of
NEOS down to a size of 1 km diameter  in a 10-year survey.

Strategies  for Preliminaq’  Orbit Determination

One can contemplate  two strategies  to determine orbits rather than merely detect  objects.  One
way is to do targeted  follolv-up  observations, either by assigning  the observations  to a second
telescope or by taking  time from the discovery smey to make these observations.  A second
mode is to cover  the whole  sky so often that repeated  detections  of the same object are stilcient
to yield orbit solutions from the regular survey observations.  Figure  6 is a comparison  of these
two follow-up  strategies,  which we now describe.

Presently, surveys are done in the first mode, of tageted  follow-up.  To make the problem
tractable, it is necessv to discriminate  NEOS from the much more abundant  main-belt (MB)
objects  based on motion in the SkY, before an orbit  is known.  Thus there is a “blind  spot” of
slow sky motion  where an NEO can mimic a MB object  and thus not be discriminated.  As we
go to surveys reaching to fainter magnitude, discoveries  will be made at greater distances, thus
at slower average motion,  and the “blind  spot” becomes  a more significant  ioss factor. To
evaluate  ttis mode of follow-up, we have computed  a second completeness  curve,  this time
filtering out objects which,  even though they may be in an observable  part of the sky at a given
time, are exhibitkg  mati-belt-like  motion, and thus ~1.ould  not be “noticed”. From pmt
experience (e.g. Spacewatch, Palomar photographic),  the “overhead”  of follow-up of pmt
discoveries appears to be a task of the same magnitude  as the sm’e>’ itself. Thus a survey
telescope  may be occupied  about  halftime  taking follow-up  observations  and half surveying new
sky. Or if two telescopes  are available,  one could  scan ~~.h.ile  the other does follow-up.  In either
case, the “cos” is a factor of fiVO in exposure time that could be devoted  to survey -ordy,  which
translates to A.4 magfitude  in threshold  detection.  So we shift the “targeted  follow-up” curve 0.4
mag~tudes  to the right.
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The second possible follow-up mode consists of simply  scanning  the s& more often, so that
enough  positions are obtained of each object to derive  a preliminary orbit  of every  object
detected.  Thus even those exhibiting  normal MB motion are discriminated.  For the same
threshold magnitude, ttis technique  would  obviously discover more objects.  However,  it is likely
that operation  in this mode would require covering the SLT many times per month, perhaps 4, to
assure that at least three observations,  each separated by several  days, would  be obtained of a
given  object.  Thus the “cost”  is a factor of 4 in exposure time, or -0.8 magnitude.  SO we shift
the other cm’e in Figure 6, 0.8 magnitude to the right.

The result is that the hvo cunres cross one another,  so the strategy of targeted  follow-up is
superior except for the very largest  objects. On the other hand,  it is the very largest  objects
which are most important.  A pedantic  reliance on anomalous motion leads to a worrisome result
that no survey, no matter  how sensitive,  can achieve  >90°/0 completeness in 10 years. But the
laxgest objects me also brighter, ~d very much less numerou,  than smaller objects.
Furthermore,  any large object  tiicking  main-belt  motion will be there the next month  for repeat
coverage.  Thus a hybrid  strategy  should  be possible which could  closely  approximate  the higher
level  of the ~vo cmes over the entire  range. In any case, the problem of following  up to the
point of preliminary  orbit determination is roughly a “factor-of-two”  complication  over bare
detection only.

Returning briefly to Figs. 4 and 5, We have associated  ‘f LONEOS” with a limiting  magnitude of
19, whereas we estimate it is capable  of reaching 19.4 in an all-sky  survey  mode with 68 second
exposures. ~us the limiting magnitude  of 19.0 is about correct if that telescope  is tasked with
doing  its olvn targeted  follow-up, consuing  half  its time. The limiting  magnitude  of 20
associated with GEODSS  is about the expected performance of one GEODSS telescope,  full time
surveying.  Thus in tith, fis cwe represents the capability  of two GEODSS telescopes,  one
surveying  and a second one doing  follow-up, or some similar combination.  The magnitude  limit
of 21 associated witi SW-II is the limit expected for single-coverage of all sky, so again, to
achieve  this level of perfo~ance  would require a second  2m telescope,  or perhaps  a highly
automated version of SW-I could  keep Up ~vith  the task. Finally,  the limit of 22 associated  with
“Spaceguard”  is in a sense “by definition.  ” In the Spaceguard Report (see Appendix I) a
requirement  was defined to achieve  ne~ly all-sky surveying  to limiting  magnitude  22. That
requirement Wm then estimated to co~espond  to a system of about  five 2-to-3 m telescopes
equipped  with CCD arrays. IVe concur with that scale of instrumentation  required  to achieve
all-sky  coverage to magnitude 22.
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Collc[llsio)l

If one asks the question,  what is the likel>’  l~gest  size of any remaining undetected  object (that
is, w’here completeness equals one over the number  of objects  of that size expected),  the answer
is about 3 km for the evaluated  systems, tier 10 years.  Pushing this limit down to -1 km would
require a Herculean effort. Thus we must accept  some level  of incompleteness.  The systems
evaluated can yield  completeness in the r~ge 80-90°/0 or better, especially  if all me used in
concert.  This level  of completeness should reduce the threat from collision  by an undetected
MA to less than that posed  by impac~  from long-period comets,  so in that contem, we can
declare these systems  capable  of achieving the Spaceguard goal of reducing  the hazard of asteroid
collision by an unknown object to beiol~-  hat from comets.

me most important lesson  which emerges  from this analysis is that the best surve>’ mategy  is
to cover the entire accessible  sky every month, sacrificing whatever magnitude  limit is necessary
to accomplish  this. A very positive result is that if that strategy is followed,  adopting  reasonable
and even conservative limit on sky obsen-ability, it is possible to obtain  reasonable  completeness
in ten years, including  objects which never quite reach out to the orbit  of the Earth and hence
never come to opposition. Thus the ability to observe closer to the sun or to remove horizon
limitations is not a sufficient justification  in itself to move to a space-based  survey  system.

Reproduced  froln the “Report of the Near-m Object Survey Working  Group,”  NASA  Solar System
Exploration Division, June 1995.



 



CCD Sc-g for the Discovery of Comets and Asteroids

T. Gehrels,  R Jedicke,  R S. McMillan,  M. L. Perry, J.V. Scotti, T. Bressi
Space Science Building, University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona 85721

CCD  scanning was developed at the 0.9-meter Newtonian telescope of the Steward Observatory
of the University of Arizona. ~ree CCD systems of increasing performance  have been in
operation since 1981. Presently, about 70,000 observations are made a year which includes
astrometry  for about 25 near-Earth asteroids. A new altitude-azimuth folded prime focus
Spacewatch  Telescope of 1.8-meter aperture is being built.

The general goal of our work is to obtain magnitude-frequeney relations  for various populations of small
bodies  in the solar system. The work is a sequel to photographic  surveying of the solar system at the Yerkes,
McDonald, Palomar and Leiden observatories, but it is now done with CCDS,  charge-coupled devices  (Gehrels
1991, Scotti 1994). The work is presently  done at the 0.9-meter Spacewatch Telescope  while a new 1.8-meter
reflector is being built. During the bright part of each lunation,  centered on full moon, the telescope is dedicated
to the detection of planets  of other stars (McMillan et al., 1994).

Spacewatch CCD Scanning

Before  Spacewatch, the discovery  of near-Earth  asteroids was done with photographic  cameras so slowly
that  it might  have taken a century to find the 1,700 Iargest  comets  and asteroids that  are dangerous to life on a
global scale. In 1981 we set out to develop new techniques with electronic detectors and fast computers to
increase the discovery  rate. The new techniques were first developed  on an existing 0.9-m telescope that  the
Steward Observatory had made available; we now call that  the Spacewatch Telescope.  The automatic  detection
required some eight man-years of computer programming. Three consecutive  scans are made of the same strip of
the sky; the moving objects are identified from comparison of the repeated scans. The instrumental
developments have attracted  wide attention  as have our discoveries. During a clear winter  night some 600
moving objects  are found, which are mostly  asteroids in the main belt between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter. On
average, about one in 900 of such discoveries will yield an object that  might  come close to the Earth. The
distance from the Sun is distinguished  from the reflex of the Earth’s  motion, as is shown  in Fig. 1, which works
well in directions  opposite  to that  of the Sun.
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Figure 1. Plot of Ecliptic Latitude  and Longitude Rates



Figure 2. I. S-m Folded Prime Focus Spacewatch Telescope
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Figure 3. Pier,  Dome and Building at Kitt Peak



Summary of Results

Spectacular  discoveries have already been made. A grouping or family of small asteroids was found, of
about 10-meters’  size. The explanation  of the phenomenon is keenly debated among colleagues. Another
discovery  is of large objects, 100 kilometers, in the outer solar system, near the orbits of Saturn, Uranus and
Neptune. This population  had been predicted, but farther  out, near Neptune, as a source for comets and near-
Earth  objects  eventually, A sample of findings is shown in Table 1.

The present  rate of discovery  of near-Earth  asteroids is about 25 per year; it is still being improved.  In
1994, about 70,000  astrometric  positions were reported to the Minor Planet  Center in Cambridge, Massachusetts.
Our results have been reported and discussed in some 40 publications to date. The popular interest  in this work
is also considerable, with international  TV reportages and articles by science writers in various journals.

Table 1. Examples  of Discovered Obiects
Identtilcation Perihelion Aphelion Diameter

distance distance (km)
(AU) (AU)

1992 AE 1.24 3.20 3.30
1994 XMl 0.90 3.10 0.01
1993 EA 0.53 2.00 2.10
1992  BA 1.25 1.40 0.40
1991 VG 0.97 1.10 0.008
PIJedicke 3.80 7.80 .
1992 AD 8.70 32.20 140.00

1.8-m Spacewatch  Telescope

The new telescope has a lightweight fised-silica  mirror 1.8 meters in diameter.  The telescope design is
made by Larry Barr who has worked on large telescopes at the Kitt Peak, the Lick and Mauna Kea
Observatories. The telescope (Figs. 2 and 3) is of a new design that  we call a folded prime focus, which yields a
short, compact tube, a sturdy instrument  even in adverse  weather  conditions. The telescope is presently being
built in the University Instrument Shop.  This is an ideal situation in which the people  who will have to run and
maintain  it are close to the fabrication. Students are attracted to this new program of sky surveillance. We are
making a special facility, for generations  to come.

References
Gehrels, T. 1991, Scanning with Charge-Goupled Devices,  Space Sci. Rev., 58,347-375
Scotti, J. W. 1994, Computer Aided Near - Earth  Asteroid Detection: A Spacewatch Perspective,

in Asteroids,  Comets, andA4eteors 1993, A. Milani  et al. (eds.), 17-30
McMillan, R. S., Moore, T. L., Perry, M. L., and Smith, P. H., 1994, Long Accurate Time Series Measurements

of Radial Velocities of Solar-Type Stars, Astrophys. & Spac. Sci., 212, 217-280



 



Near Earth Object Search
With

Ground Based E1ectro-Optical Deep Space Surveillance System
(GEODSS)

John Darrah
Air Force Space Command

Detection of near-Earth objects (NEOS) includes the brod~ctions of identi~ing, characterizing,
and cataloging potentially threatening comets and asteroids. l%esefhnctions can be accomplished
for objects lurger than 1 km using a few dedicated 1 to 2 meter telescopes. However, the key
parameter to enabling such functions for the whole sky with any degree of speed is the search rate
of the instruments used to collect and process the data. Search rates of reasonable magnitude to
cover the wholes@ suggest the use of advanced CCD detector focal planes. The Air Force hhs
developed and is continuing to expkve such capabilities in upgrading their Ground Based Electro-
Optical Deep Space Surveillance System (GEODSS). Recently the Spacewatch Telescope on Kitt
Pe& operated by the University of Arizona with backingfiom the Air Force Oflce of Scientific
Research, has discovered and begun to exploring a new population of 10 meter to 300 meter
asteroiak which have a morejiequent arn”valrate of once in a thousand years and mergy eqw”valent
to upwarh of a hundred megatons. This changes broadlms the potential threat and illustrates the
need to&o consider a warning system for threats of a size that would incur regional &mage.

Development of the Ground Based Electro-Optical Deep Space Surveillance
System (GEODSS)

‘Ile United States Air Force has a relatively long history of advocacy, funding, technieal involvement and
operational experience with the types of systems essential to planetary defense. Front end technological capabilities
needed to effdvely perform such a mission include wide field of view sensm with mpid search capability,
techniques for identitjfing moving targets in a cluttered background, and a continuously updated data base of
positional and other information on all space objects. These are the same capabilities required and used by the Air
Force since the beginning of the space age. Initiated in response to Sputnik the Air Force space surveilkmce
program has maintained a worldwide network of sensors tasked to track the location of all manmade space objects.
The development of the cumm~ wide field-of-view optical search systems used by the USAF staxted with the Pmirie
Network Optics designed by Baker. These optics and technologies wem incorporated in the Baker-Nunn telescope
which the Smithsonian Astronomical Observatory designed for the tracking of satellites. The Baker-Num system
was turned over to the Air Fome in Colorado Springs to incorporate into their space surveillance system in 1961. In
1970 the Air Force started research and development (R&D) that led to the replacement of the Baker-Nunn optical
system with the Ground Based Electro-Optical Deep Space Surveillance System (GEODSS). GEODSS used the
Epsieon tube as a detector instead of film.

Large Format Charge Coupled Devices (CCDS)
Epsieon tube technology was and continues to be very successful in space surveillance applications. The

current GEODSS, which was designed to have very high search rates, is an interesting design, which differs from
most astronomical telescopes, mounts, cameras, and processors. The Air Force has invested nearly $200 million
since 1970 in this R&D effort. But the space surveillance task load continues to grow. Today, for example, the Air
Force space surveillance system processes approximately 50,000 observations each and every day and maintains
orbital parameters for between seven and eight thousand man-made objects in orbit around the earth. In 1972 the Air
Fome started the development of solid state detectors that led to large format Charge Coupled Deviees imaging
camems. These me the same devices used in spacecraft for detectm in the visible, infrared and x-ray bands. The Air
Force developed this technology and is testing it for incorporation in GEODSS as a potential modernization of part
of its global space surveillance system.

Efforts to develop commercial CCDS began after a 1981 review in Washington D.C. encoumged the
Spaeewatch Program to develop new CCD-scanning techniques on an existing 0.9-meter Newtonian telescope
contributed by the Steward Observatory of the University of Arizona. Surveying began in 1984 with a RCA 320X
512 CCD. Though useful for other tasks, it lacked the area coverage required to detect near-Earth asteroids. In 1988,
a 2048X 2048 Tektronix CCD was delivered and near-Earth asteroids could be found.



Near Earth Object (NEO) Search
Ili.s largeformat Charge Coupled Devices technology appears to have significant capabilities in searching

the whole sky for detecdng and tracking non-man-made objects such as asteroids and comets. l%e Spacewatch
surveying program ctumntly finds about 25,000 asteroids per year genemdng their astrometric positions good to +/-
0.5 amemnds. ‘l’hissurveying effort was the fmt to discover an endrely new population of smaller asteroids m the
10 metex to 300 meter range. The mass of these asteroids could impact with upwards of a hunched megatons of
energy. This defines a threat level below the global catastrophe that would occur in the case of sizable long period
comet but considemble enough to cause major regional damage particularly through tsunamis ifimpactoccursina
broad ocean area The asteroids in this size range am mom numerous and calculated to strike the earth with a
tlequency close to once every thousand years.

---

SPACEWATCH SPACEWATCH LONEOS GEODSS
I II

Figure 1. Near Earth object discovery rates for singie telescopes in
the northern hemisphere relative to Spacewatch I.

Conclusion: Future Possibilities
Theresaldngadvances in these technologies make it possible to envision a more automat@ production-

oriented cataloging than past and current efforts might imply. As shown in Figure l,the projected system
capabilities of a single GEODSS telescope upgxaded with CCD technology should have more than 20 times the
discovery rate of NE(Ys than the cument SPACEWATCH. SPACEWATCH is tie largest current contributor to
NEO dscovery. The Air Force is constructing anew, approximately four meter, very agile telescope (AEOS) on
Maui at a cost of approximately $120 million. TIds and its predecessor (STAR FIRE at Albuquerque) might also
have use in the chmcterw“ tion of NEo’s.

—



Space-Based Detection of Earth-Threatening Asteroids:
Sensor Design and Performance  Analysis

Thomas J. KarT and Arno Ledebuhr
Lawrence Livermore  National  Laboratory

Livermore,  California

We consider the prospects for space-based  electro-optic detection of Earth-
threatening  asteroids. Large asteroids with diameter >0.1 km, which have the
potential to cause significant damage to Earth’s biosphere, also are sufficiently
bright in reflected Sunlight to be detected from space at great distances from
Earth. We estimate the asteroid signal of reflected Sunlight, and the visible
background clutter in space from other sources distributed over the celestial
sphere. Very large asteroids  with diameter 210 km would be clearly detectable
from space at distances 210 AU, by small 0.5 m aperture visible sensors with
modem megapixel CCD arrays. A constellation of such sensors that repeatedly
scans over 4p steradians could detect, track and classify all large asteroids in
nearby interplanetary space and provide early warning of a potential
collision with Earth. A conceptual design is presented for the sensor satellite.



 



DoD Technology of Relevance to Planetary Defense

Dr. Stewart  Nozette
USAF Phillips Laboratory

Space  Experiment  Directorate
Alexandria,  Virginia

The 1994 DoD Clementine  mission met or exceeded its planned objectives,  except
one. Due to a software error it was unable to complete the demanding flyby of
the NEO 1620 Geographos. This capability must be demonstrated to allow
exploration  of a range of NEOS. The knowledge of physical properties gained by
such exploration  is a prerequisite to understanding any proposed deflection
method. The Clementine spacemaft is still operating in interplanetary  space, the
first DoD spacecraft to do so. This demonstrates that advanced lightweight
technology can perform at the distances and mission durations required for NEO
exploration. Plans and technology development for a follow-on to Clementine
are underway. It now appears feasible to develop a smaller (under 100 kg),
cheaper (under $20M), follow-on  spacecraft to flight qualify current (late 1990’s)
technology. The exploration  of NEOS remains a challenging test environment  for
the flight qualification  of the next generation of advanced space technology
under development by the DoD. To fully understand the detailed  properties of a
diverse range of NEOS a low cost capable spacecraft capability is needed. The
current status of the Clementine spacecraft  will be discussed along with a review
of on-going technology development and testing programs for the next
generation  of advanced lightweight DoD space technology. A series of low cost
NEO missions have been investigated  and will be discussed. These could
include NEO flyby and hard impact missions launched as piggyback payloads or
as dedicated payloads.



 



   

   
     

   
 

  

                
             

         
         

           
    

            
             

              
             

             
   

              
              

             
                   

         

                 
                 

             
               

              
            

       

             
             

                 
                   

               
               
                
                 

           
            



   

                  
          

              
                

            
       

 
 

         
               

          
             

         
               

         

      

                 
                 

              
              
                 

                
                  

                 
              

               

          
               

                
               
                 

                    
                 
                   

                

                  
                

                
                   

         

              
                 

          

               
                   

             



   

                  
                  

                
               

                
            

               
            

              
               

 

               
           

  

        

  

     

                 
                  
                

                 
                 
               
         

 
             

                 
 

        
                

   

           
             

               
                 

                   
    

                
                  
               

                    
                 

                 
                  

               
                  
                 

              



   

                     
                 

                  
    

               
                 
               
                 

              
                
         

                    
                 

                   
                

                 
                  

 

    

                 
                  

                
             

             
         

              
                

                  
                 

             
                 

                        

       
           

         
     

 
    

                   
               

    
 

                     
                

  
     

          



    

    

 

            
                   
               

               
          

                 
       

             
                    

                
       

             
                 

              
                 

                 
           

              
             

                  
                

       

       

                  
    

   
    

                  
      

             
                

               
               

               
             

                
       

            
                  

                  
    

                 
              
             

             
                

      



     

              
                

                
               

               
                 

                
            
                   
                

              

  

             
                 
                 

                   
                  

                  
                   
                 

                 
    

                
                 

               
                

              
        

               
                

                
             

           
           
                  

            
                

    

                  
                   

                  
               

                 
       

                  
                 

                    



   

                
                 

            

                   
                   

                       
               

           
              

                     
              

                
              
                

                  
                  

   

               
                   

               
                  

               
                

                
                 

               
                

               
      



Figure 1
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Figure 1: Low-AV, high-closing velocity interception. Interceptor orbita] periodis
slightly greater or less than one year in order to achieve phasing needed for
interception. Several NEO orbital periods must be available before Earth impact.
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Figure2: High-AV NEO rendezvous mission.  .



Figure 3
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Figure 3: Moderate-AV rendezvous  mission, using planatary flyby (in this case,
Venus first and then Earth).



Figure 4
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Figure4: ECA discovery completeness as
limiting magnitude V for the standard
bias-corrected model population examined,
throughout  the survey, even at faint V.
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functions of threshold diameters and
survey region (see text). In the
several large ECAS went undetected
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Figure 6
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Figure 6: Tunguska in Perspective





Figure 8
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Figure 8: These are radar images of asteroid 4179 Toutatis made during the
object’s recent close approach to Earth. The images  re~eal two irregularly  shaped,
cratered  objects  about  4 and 2.5 klometers (2.5 and 1.6 miles) i n average  diameter
which  are probably  in contact  with each other.
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Figure 10
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Figure 11: Basic elements of a Free Electron Laser. The accelerator must deliver 500 ampere pulses at 6 Mev
to generate 3 mm wavelength for the NEO radar application.



Figure 12: Compact,  all solid-state  electron  accelerator mo~ul~ de~eloped  b)
Science  Research  Laboratory. Inc. in a joint NAS}l-SDIO  project.  Six such
modules  \\ould po~ier the 3 mm ~~’atelength J\’EO radar.
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Technology for the Detection of Near Earth Objects

Grant H. Stokes
Lincoln Laboratory  Massachusetts  Institute  of Technology

Introduction
Since the launch of Sputnik in 1957,  the Department  of Defense  (DOD)  has invested considerable effort

developing  the technology  and operational  techniques  required  to conduct  surveillance  of earth orbiting  objects.
One major  thrust of the DOD effort has been the development  of techniques  needed  to discover  and maintain  a
catalog of all manmade  objects, with sizes above approximately  10 cm., in earth orbit. The technology  and
techniques  that have allowed Space Command  to populate  and maintain  such a catalog for over 30 years are
applicable to the current  issue of discovering  and maintaining  a catalog of natural  objects  that have the potential  of
impacting the earth. This paper examines  the current  generation  of detector technology  being infused into the
operational  space surveillance  network, and predicts  the performance  of such systems when applied  to the detection
of natural Near-Earth  Objects  (N EOS). The predicted performance  is then compared  with the performance
calculated for the proposed  Spaceguard  Survey  system consisting  of a network of 62.5  meter telescopes (Ref. I).

Currently  the United States maintains  a world wide network of ground-based  sensors  used to develop and
update the ephemerides  of all manmade  objects  in orbit around the earth. These sensors  include both radars  and
passive electro-optic sensors. The sensor  system of most interest for the detection  of NEOs is the Ground-based
Electro-Optical Deep Space Surveillance  (GEODSS)  system.  Each GEODSS  site has a complement  of40-inch  main
telescopes, currently  equipped  with Ebsicon detector systems. The GEODSS  were designed  to conduct  wide area
searches  for high altitude satellites and as such have many of the features  required  to conduct  NEO searches.
Considerably  improved  detection performance  will be achieved  when the detectors  are replaced with solid state
Charge-Couple  Devices  (CCDS) under an ongoing upgrade  program  discussed  in the next section.

Lincoln Laboratory Focal Plane Technology
In support of the DOD, Lincoln Laboratory  has developed  a series of progressively  more capable  visible wave-

length CCD focal planes. The CCDS are currently  fabricated  in the facility shown  in Figure 1. The Lincoln
Microelectronics Laboratory  is a class 10 clean room facility which is capable  of fabricating  devices  with features
smaller  than .25 microns. As shown in Figure 2, the first CCDS, developed  in 1977, had 40,000 elements  and readout
noise of about 50 electrons  at a readout  rate of 0.5 Mpixels/sec.  In order  to support  larger fields of view, successive
generations  of the CCDS were constructed  with more pixels and were abuttable to allow large focal plane arrays to be
built by constructing  a gap free mosaic  of several  CCDS. As the fabrication  process  improved,  the readout noise of
the CCDS declined  as well. The current  generation,  1960X2560 pixel, CCD has noise performance  better than 3
electrons  at 1 Mpixel per second readout rates. In addition, the CCDS have been fabricated to be largely blemish
free, containing  very few bad columns or pixels.

Figure 3 shows  the detail of the current  generation  1960X2560 pixel CCD. The focal plane is equipped  with 8
parallel  readout  ports to allow the 5 million pixel values to be readout  in about 0.3 seconds. In contrast  to most large
format CCDS now on the market, which read directly  out of the image array into the output port, the Lincoln
Laboratory  CCD is equipped with frame store buffers. These buffers are used to store the image outside of the active
area for the duration of the readout. This feature eliminates  the need for a mechanical  shutter  to define the exposure
because  the image is transferred  from  the image area into the frame buffer in about a millisecond.  As soon as the
image is transferred  out of the active area a new integration  may begin. The frame store locations  are identified  in
Figure 3.

The sensitivity  of the Lincoln Laboratory  CCDS is enhanced  by the very high quantum efficiency  achieved  over
a broad wavelength  band. As shown in Figure 4, when the CCD is appropriately  anti-reflection coated the quantum
efficiency  exceeds  90°/0 at peak and is above 20Y0  across  the entire interval between  400 nm. and 1000 nm. The
optical response  uniformity  of the CCD is also quite good as shown in Figure 5. In the visible range the uniformity
is better than 2Y0 with degradation  to about 10°/0 into the near IR band.
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Figure 1. Lincoln Laboratory  Microelectronics Laboratory.



CCD IMAGER DEVELOPMENT  AT LINCOLN LABORATORY

1977

1983

1988

1991

1992

100 x 400 PIXELS
NOISE -50 e-AT  0.5 MHz

420 X 420 PIXELS
TWO-SIDE ABUTTABLE
NOISE  -20 e- AT 1.0 MHz

420 X 420 FRAME  TRANSFER
THREE-SIDE ABU~ABLE
NOISE  c 6 e- AT 1.0 MHz

BACK-ILLUMINATED
RADIATION  HARDENED

1024 X 1024 FRAME TRANSFER
THREE-SIDE  ABU~ABLE
NOISE c 3 e- AT 1.0 MHz
BACK-ILLUMINATED
RADIATION HARDENED

WAFER-SCALE IMAGER

1994
1960 X 2560 PIXELS
FRAME TRANSFER
NOISE c 3 e- AT 1.0 MHz
BACK-ILLUMINATED
HIGH-YIELD PROCESS

Figure 2. Five generations of visib]e CCD devices developed at Lincoln  Laboratory  for DOD applications.



Figure 3. Detail  of 1960X2560  pixel CCD showing output ports and frame  storage locations.
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Figure 4. Quantum efficiency and a function of wavelength  for anti-reflection
coated 1960X2560  pixel Lincoln CCD.
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Figure 5. Optical response uniformity  of the current generation Lincoln CCDS.



Another  feature  of interest  for the detection  of NEO’s  is the deep well capacity of the CCD. This allows long
integrations  to be accomplished before  the dark current  tills the well. The Lincoln Laboratory  CCD has a well
capacity of 200,000  electrons  per pixel. For comparison,  when the CCD is cooled to -50 degrees  Centigrade,  the
dark current  per pixel is approximately  10.5 electrons per second. That means  that the dark current alone will take
several hours  to fill the well capacity.

The extremely  fine angular  resolution  afforded  by the large number  of pixels is demonstrated  by Figure 6. The
picture, taken by the 1960X2560 pixel CCD, shows  a house standing on Lexington  Green since the Revolutionary
War days. There is enough resolution  in the picture  to enlarge the sign on the front of the house and read the story of
a Lexington  Minuteman  wounded  at the Green  who dragged  himself  home to die in the doorway at his wife’s  feet.

The CCDS described above have been constructed  specifically to allow large portions  of the sky to be searched
to find dim, moving targets. As such, they have the best combination  of large format  and detection  performance  of
any CCDS that exist today.

GEODSS System
The GEODSS  system was deployed  in the early 1980s by Space Command  to conduct  world wide electro-optic

surveillance  of deep space objects (deep space object in the Space Command  parlance refers  to any manmade
satellite with an orbital period  longer than 255 minutes). Reference  2 describes  the details of the GEODSS  system.
The GEODSS  were conceived  as search sites capable  of searching  significant fractions  of the geosynchronous  belt in
a night.  As such, each site was equipped  with three, agile, wide field-of-view  telescopes. The main telescopes have
40-inch primary  mirrors  and a field of view of 2.1 degrees.

Using the current  Ebsicon detector,  the GEODSS  system specifications require  it to be capable of detecting
satellites with a limiting magnitude  of 16 when integrating  for 0.6 seconds with a 19.5 magnitude  sky background.
This capability is not sufficient  for productive  NEO searches.  However,  the GEODSS  telescopes, when combined
with the large format  CCD cameras  discussed  in the preceding  section will have considerable  NEO search capability
as discussed  in the next section.

Asteroid Detection Capability
The CCD detector and GEODSS  telescopes discussed  in the preceding  sections  have been designed  to detect

moving objects  in space. While they have been specifically developed  to detect satellites in earth orbit, they are also
well suited to the detection of natural objects  in heliocentric orbits. When compared  with manmade  satellites,
asteroids  and comets  are generally  seen moving more slowly, in the range from 0.1 to a few degrees/day,  and are
several magnitudes  less bright. Appropriate  modification  of the integration  times and velocity filters/detection
algorithms  employed  to detect satellites will allow sensors based on these technologies  to detect NEOS with quite
good performance.

In order  to have a basis for evaluating  the performance  of a GEODSS-based  NEO detection  system, some
standard  of comparison  must be established.  The defacto standard  in the NEO community  is the proposed
Spaceguard  system. The Spaceguard  Study (Ref.  1), concluded  in 1992, proposed  the deployment  of a system of six
2.5 meter  telescopes each fitted with a commercial  2048X2048  CCD detector.  Such a system is expected  to be able
to search 6000 square  degrees  of sky each month to a limiting magnitude  of22.  In addition, the telescopes would
conduct  follow-up  observations  to develop and maintain  a catalog of NEOs.  The proposed  system is estimated  to
achieve  detection of 90°/0 of the earth threatening objects,  larger  than 1 km in diameter,  in 25 years of operation.
Such a system was estimated to cost $50M (FY93)  to construct  and $ 10M per year to operate.

The specific  measures  of interest  to our analysis of the GEODSS  system capability is the Spaceguard  goal of
searching  6000 square  degrees  per month to a limiting magnitude  of 22. This establishes a convenient  basis on
which to compare  the capabilities of search systems.

The sensitivity  of a system consisting  of a Lincoln Laboratory  CCD mounted  on a GEODSS  telescope is shown
in Figure 7. The graph  indicates  the limiting magnitude (for SNR=4) achieved  as a function of integration  time. The
top line indicates  the performance  expected  in the absence  of the moon, while the lower line indicates  the
performance  for periods  of full moon with the sensor  looking 45 degrees  away from  the moon.  The parameters used
in the estimate of the performance  are provided  in the figure.  As is indicated in Figure 7, on dark nights the system
is capable  of detecting objects with a visual magnitude  of 22 with less than 100 seconds of integration.



HIGH SPATIAL RESOLUTION
ACHIEVED BY 1960X  2560 PIXEL CCD

Figure 6- Image of house on Lexington Green demonstrating the high spatial
resolution achieved by the 1960X2560  pixel CCD.
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Figures 8 and 9 give a feeling for what this detection  performance  means when applied  to the detection of
asteroids.  Figure 8 (derived  from  Ref 1) provides  the spectral  characteristics for various classes  of asteroids.  This
combined  with the detection performance  shown  in Figure 7, yields the minimum diameter asteroid that the
GEODSS/CCD system can detect at a distance  of 1 AU. As shown in Figure 9, the minimum diameter is between
about 100 meters  and 300 meters  depending  on the asteroid’s  spectral  class. Figure 9 also shows  the effect  of
changing the short pass cutoff filter wavelength.  The short pass cut off filter is used to remove  the short wavelength
light scattered by the atmosphere.

The limiting magnitude  versus integration  time, along with the other characteristics of the GEODSS  telescopes
has been combined  in Figure 10 to indicate  the search rate which could be accomplished  by the GEODSS/CCD
system as a function of limiting magnitude.  The figure indicates  the search rate for a system of either one or two
GEODSS  main telescopes and assumes  three integrations  will be needed  for each field of view to detect the moving
targets. The analysis  assumes  that the observing  site will provide  1000 hours/year  of good observing  conditions.
Under these conditions,  a system consisting  of a single telescope is capable  of searching  about 1500 square degrees
per month to a limiting magnitude  of22.  This analysis would indicate that 4 of the 1 meter  GEODSS  telescopes
equipped with the Lincoln Laboratory  CCD detector could search the 6000 square degrees  per month as outlined in
the Spaceguard  Study.

Figure 10 also indicates  that a system consisting  of two telescopes could search the equivalent  of the entire sky
each month to a limiting magnitude  of greater than 20.5. A search that covered  the entire sky each month could be
effective  at finding smaller nearby objects  which move faster  and would likely have a higher initial discovery  rate
than deep searches  covering  smaller portions  of the sky.

Lincoln Laboratory Field Tests
Lincoln Laboratory  has conducted  a series of field tests to demonstrate  and validate the performance  of the

detector systems for space surveillance  applications.  These field tests have generally  been focused on applications
involving manmade  satellites but, some data on natural objects  has been collected. A discussion  of the test series
and the results obtained has been published  in Ref. 3. This discussion  will provide  a top level overview  of the
historical  test efforts and will describe  an upcoming  series which will test the latest large format  CCD in a GEODSS
telescope.

The historical tests of the CCD detector systems have been conducted  using the facilities of the Lincoln
Laboratory  Experimental  Test System (ETS) site located on the White Sands Missile Range near Socorro,  New
Mexico. The ETS is the prototype  for the GEODSS  systems. The primary  telescopes at the ETS are the 3 l-inch
polar mount Cassegrain  telescopes shown in Figure 11. In September  1992 tests were conducted  at ETS using a
420X420  pixel focal plane in both front- and back-illuminated  configurations.  Data were acquired  on several  known
asteroids  via a small scale search at opposition  as well as via observations  directed at known objects.  In May 1993 a
camera  system based on the next generation  1024X1024 front illuminated  pixel CCD was tested at the ETS. Several
known objects were observed  including 114 Kassandra  as shown  in Figure 12.

The system detection  performance  during these tests was quite good Figure 13 displays the detection
performance  for objects (stars)  of known  magnitude.  Data from  both front-  and back-illuminated  CCDS are included
in the figure which shows  the integrated  signal as a function of the magnitude  of the observed  object for a given
integration time. The dimmest  cataloged object observed  had a visual magnitude  exceeding  20. This measurement
validates  the performance  of the detector system for quite dim objects.

During the summer  of 1995 the latest generation  of CCD camera  will be taken to the ETS and installed  on a
GEODSS  40-inch telescope for a series of tests related to the GEODSS  Upgrade  Program.  These tests will employ a
back-illuminated  1960X2560 pixel CCD in a step stare search mode. As an adjunct  to the main tests, we plan to
conduct  a series  of observations  specifically tuned to determine  the system performance  for the detection  of NEOs.
These measurements  will include demonstrations  of the detection  capability of the system as well as the acquisition
of multi-frame  data sets suitable  for detection algorithm  development.  In addition  we hope to conduct  rudimentary
operations  of the system in the NEO search mode to gain experience  with any operational  issues  that are involved.

Conclusions
DOD-developed  Space Surveillance  technology  has been reviewed  for its applicability to the detection of

NEOS.  Detection  systems developed  for the upgrade  to the GEODSS  system have been examined  and found  to
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GEODSS / CCD SEARCH RATE VS LIMITING  MAGNITUDE
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ASTEROlD DETECTION  EXPERIMENT

31 INCH
POLAR MOUNT
CASSEGRAIN
TELESCOPE
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EXPERIMENTAL
TEST SITE

Figure 11. Experimental  Test System telescope used during
historical  field tests including asteroid detection experiments.
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provide  detection performance  using 1 meter telescopes which rivals the performance  expected from  the Spaceguard
system which proposes  using commercial  CCD detectors on six 2.5 meter telescopes. A system of four upgraded
GEODSS telescopes could search  6000 square  degrees  per month to a limiting magnitude  of 22, which is the
Spaceguard  goal. Alternately, two upgraded  GEODSS  telescopes could search  the equivalent of the entire sky once
per month to a limiting visual magnitude  exceeding 20.5.

Field test validating the performance  of predecessor versions  of the detections system have shown  the expected
performance  on natural  objects. A new series of field measurements  are planned  for the summer  of 1995. The goal
of the new series is to validate the performance  of the system containing  the latest version of the Lincoln developed
CCD for NEO detection and to develop operational  experience  conducting  NEO searches.
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The Orbits  of Asteroids That
Impact Earth and

Groundbased  Detection Strategies
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Searches for Earth-Crossing asteroids (ECAS) have concentrated towards the solar opposi-
tion region. This produces selection eflects that are evident in a published analysis of the
search effectiveness  of the proposed Spaceguard system (Morrison 1992), which will also
concentrate its search there. This analysis  shows that Spaceguard will recover 90% of all
known ECAS but fewer than 50% of the Atens (asteroids with semimajor  axes less than
1 A. U. that cross the orbit of Earth). This strongly suggests that Atens are under- rep-
resented among known ECAS and that Spaceguard may find significantly fewer than 90%
of all ECAS. If the orbits of the ECAS were completely  therm alized in close encounters
with Earth, half the ECAS would be Atens, which is certainly the upper limit. When Atens
impact Earth, they approach  it from the direction of an angular cone that is centered on
the third-quarter moon (the direction of the Earth revolution around the sun). Among
ECAS that will hit Earth within the next 300 years, we find that a sizeable fraction of Atens
and Apollos with small semimajor  axes would be missed by searches that are confined to
the solar opposition region. Any groundbased survey needs to cover as much of the sky as
possible. A large fraction of the asteroids that will hit Earth during the next 300 years will
make close approaches to Earth before impact. We find that they become bright enough to
be detected with small telescopes at these close approaches,  but they ofien appear in direc-
tions that are far from solar opposition. One quick fix would be to add a battery of small
telescopes to the Spaceguard survey that would cover the entire sky (except near the sun)
every night. Such a battery would also be very effective in finding asteroids as small as 100
meters  in diameter during the final two weeks to impact.

Introduction
This  conference  has shown the danger  of impacts  by Earth-crossing  asteroids  (ECAS). Asteroids  60

meters  in diameter and larger  can destroy  large cities  by airblast,  by 200 meters  in diameter they produce
substantial regional  impact damage  as well as tsunami that can devastate the shore lines of entire ocean
basins,  and by 1 km in diameter they may, in addition,  perturb the atmosphere  enough  to produce  global
mass extinctions (e.g., Hills and Goda  1993).

In this paper we examine  strategies  for detecting  ECAS that may hit  Earth within  the next  few years.
We wish to detect asteroids  down to 60 meters  in diameter  in sufficient time to allow them to be deflected  or
destroyed  before  Earth impact.  A week is sufficient warning  to allow a single rocket  equipped  with a nuclear
explosive (using existing  rocket  boosters  and nuclear  explosives) to deflect from Earth impact an asteroid
with a diameter up to 1-2 km if such a rocket  were on standby  for this purpose  (Canavan  1992,  and Canavan
& Solem 1992; Arons  and Harris  1993). To deflect  a larger  asteroid  requires  a lead time of months  to years
even if rockets  to deflect  it were on standby.

These lead times suggest  that objects less than about 1 km in diameter  need only be detected  a week
or two before impact as part of a terminal  defense system.  Larger objects need to be detected  up to several
years before impact.  In the next section we shall discuss  the orbit characteristics of asteroids  that are within
a few orbital  revolutions of Earth impact. In the section after that we determine  the detectability  of small
asteroids  in the final weeks before impact. Next,  we discuss  the detectability  of larger ECAS in the final few
years before their impact.  This last section is the main thrust  of the current  paper.

1 Now at the University of Maryland



Orbits of Asteroids that Impact Earth
The orbits  of asteroids  that impact Earth were  determined by Hills and Leonard  (1995). We briefly

summarize their results.
The orbits of all asteroids  that suffer  head-on collisions  with Earth can be mapped  in geocentric

coordinates  by their impact speeds  prior to gravitational acceleration by Earth and by their positions  on the
sky at a given  time prior to impact as seen by a hypothetical  observer  at the center of Earth.  Two angles
are needed  to specify  the position  on the sky, so three parameters  are required to specify  the final trajectory.
For an object  of a given  size and composition,  the impact speed  determines  how much damage it can inflict
(Hills  & Goda 1993). Its position  on the sky determines  how readily  observable it will be prior to Earth
impact.

If we treat Earth’s  orbit ~ circular, these three geocentric parameters  determine  three heliocentric
orbital elements:  the asteroid  semimajor  axis, a, eccentricity, e, and inclination to the ecliptic,  i. The
argument of perihelion,  w, is also known from a and e through the equation of an ellipse,

a (1 – ez)

r = 1 + e cos (f)
(1)

because at impact with Earth r = 1 AU, so the orbital phase or true anomaly f = w or (2 n – w). A fifth
orbital element  T, the time of perihelion  passage,  is determined  by the time of impact and the time the
asteroid took to go from perihelion  to impact, which is known from a, e, and ~. The time of year of impact
also determines the sixth orbital element  Q, the angle of the ascending  node, since Earth crosses  the line of
nodes at impact.  We first specify  the orbit of the ~teroid in geocentric coordinates  and then transform to
heliocentric coordinates  to determine  its position relative to Earth in the days and years before impact.

Asteroid  collisions should be equally probable throughout the year if the orbit of Earth were circular,
so in a statistical  evaluation  we may ignore the orbital elements  O and T. We need only consider the three
heliocentric orbital  elements  a, e, and z (because w is known from a and e for Earth impactors)  or the three
geocentric  parameters:  relative  impact speed,  V.el, and the two angular  coordinates  giving the direction  of
approach  of the impactor at some specified time prior  to impact.  Specifying all permitted values  of either
set  of three parameters provides  an equally  satisfactory  mapping  of all possible  asteroid  impactors.

The true distribution  of orbits of Earth-crossing asteroids  (ECAS)  is not well known;  e.g., their observed
distribution  is consistent with up to half them being burned-out comets (cf, Wetherill  1988), which have
initial  orbits  that differ considerably  from that of classical  asteroids.  The orbit distribution  of ECAS  detected
to date may be highly biased.  Asteroid  surveys  have tended  to be confined to near solar opposition,  so the
cone in which asteroids  are discovered tends to be elongated towards  opposition.

Using  a geocentric  coordinate  system  to map the distribution of impacting  asteroids  is simpler  than
using a heliocentric one. It may also provide a more natural way of estimating the frequency of asteroids
in various  permitted  orbits. Most asteroids  make several  close approaches  to Earth before impact;  e.g.,
an impacting  asteroid will have passed within 2R@ of Earth about 3 times  before its impact (ignoring
gravitational  focusing).  Such a close encounter tends  to rotate the velocity  vector of the asteroid  without
affecting its speed,  Vret, relative  to Earth,  so a succession  of close encounters  tends  to randomize its direction
of approach to Earth.  If an Aten originated either M a short-period  comet or from the asteroid  belt, it suffered
at least one close encounter with Earth to have had its orbit shrunk below 1 A.U.

If an asteroid has an Earth-approach  speed  Vrel  < Vc ~ (21/2  – 1) V@ = 12.3 km s-l, where  V@ = 29.8
km s-l is the orbital speed  of Earth around  the sun, then it is in a bound orbit around  the sun for all possible
directions of approach to Earth impact. Repeated  close encounters  with Earth would tend to cause such
low-impact-speed  asteroids  to evolve towards  a near-isotropic distribution  of impact directions with respect
to the moving Earth.  At approach speeds  V,el > Vc, there has to be a deficiency of objects  that approach
Earth from directions where  they would be in hyperbolic  orbits around  the sun. This zone of avoidance is
an angular  cone that points away from the direction of Earth’s orbital motion around  the sun. Objects  are
in this cone if they approach Earth from an angle, 0, that is more than
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away from the direction of Earth revolution. This cone of avoidance increases  rapidly with increasing VTel.
For a given  approach speed,  Vrel, the minimum semimajor  axis, a, of an impacting  ECA occurs at O = O

for prograde asteroid orbits (Vrel < V8). Within some critical  O = 61, a < a@ = 1 AU, so these  ECAS are
Atens.  We find that

()1 Vrel
’91 = COS-l  –—

2v@ “
(3)

Objects  with 82>0>01 are Apollos,  ECA in bound orbits with a >1 A.U.
If the distribution  of impacting  velocities is isotropic  except in the forbidden  zone, where  the ECAS

would be in hyperbolic  orbits, then the fraction of impacting ECAS that are Atens is 0.4-0.5 for most impact
velocities. While  this is undoubtedly  an upper  limit,  it points out that Atens may be under-represented
among known ECAS. This may be the result of the tendency of observers  to concentrate  their searches near
solar opposition.  Computer  simulations  of the expected  search characteristics of the proposed  Spacequard
survey (Morrison  1992), which is similar  to the search strategies  used by most observers  today, shows that it
would miss a substantially  larger fraction of Atens than other  NEAs. The degree  of under-representation of
Atens can only be resolved  by observations.  We suggest  that observers  devote some of their telescope  time
observing  near the direction of Earth’s revolution around  the sun at O = O (approximately  the direction of
the third-quarter  moon).

Detectability of ECAS During Their Final Few Days to Impact
The detectability  of asteroids  during  their final days to Earth impact was considered in Hills and Leonard

(1995). We briefly  review  that work.

Magnitude
The apparent visual  magnitude, V, of an asteroid  depends  on its distances  from Earth, d, and sun, r,

diameter, D, visual  Bond albedo,  A, and reflection  phase  law, @(a). Phase  angle a is the angle between  the
sun and Earth on the sky w observed  from the asteroid.  Here ~ is the flux density  of the asteroid  at phase
angle  a in units of its maximum  value at a = O. We assume  that the asteroid  is spherical  and that @m(am)
obeys  the lunar phase  law given by Allen (1974). We find that the visual  magnitude  of the asteroid  is given
by the equation

‘=-5010gl”[(1:;::;5)( 3.4i0:los)(0:Y:Y)l

(. )–2.5 loglo ~ + AV(a) – 5.0 log (D/104  cm) – 2.5 log (A/O.2) – 12.73, (4)

Figure 1 shows V versus angle from the sun, 9., for model asteroids  with D = 100 m and A = 0.2 that
approach Earth at 10 km s–1 at 10 days to impact. The reflected  light from an asteroid  is weak for small  O@
due to the phase  effect;  it would look like a crescent  moon if observed  with a sufficiently  powerful  telescope.
Objects  that approach from the anti-solar  direction have V ~ 16. Asteroids  that approach  at right  angles
to the sun have V ~ 18 while those  within  30° of the sun have V <21,  which makes their detection very
difficult.

The infrared  N-band, as defined by Allen (1974), is centered  at 10.2 pm,  which is near  the peak  of the
thermal spectrum for asteroids  near  Earth. We assume  that the asteroid  is rotating rapidly  enough  that its
surface  radiates uniformly  in the infrared.  The  phase  effect is not relevant  in this case. We also assume  that
the asteroid  radiates as a black body, so its spectrum  is determined  by its effective temperature,  Teff.  We
adopt  our visual Bond albedo,  A = 0.2, for the bolometric  albedo.  We use D = 100 m for our standard
“small” asteroid.

Figure  2 shows the apparent N magnitude  versus angle from the sun of 100-m asteroids  that approach
Earth at 10 km S-l at 10 days to impact.  In contrast to visual  magnitudes,  the asteroids  are  brightest in
the N band  if they approach  from the solar direction,  because  they have the highest  effective temperatures.
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Figure 1. Magnitude V of the intruding asteroid as a
function of angle from the sun. The model asteroid has
diameter D = 100 m, albedo A = 0.2, and obeys the
lunar phase law. It approaches  Earth at 10 km s-l and
is observed at 10 days to impact.

Therefore,  infrared  telescopes  may be the most  effective ground-based  means  of detecting impactors  that
approach  Earth from within  30” of the sun.

Parallax
The parallax, in radians,  of an asteroid  at distance,  d, from Earth when viewed  over a baseline  of one

Earth radius,  R@, is simply

~ – R@
d“

(5)

Unlike the proper  motion,  the parallax steadily  increases  in the final weeks prior  to impact.  An asteroid  that
is one to two weeks away from Earth impact  has a small  proper  motion,  a large parallax,  and  is becoming
brighter.

At a 10 km s-l impact speed  and 10 days from impact,  the objects  are at a distance  of about 8.6x 106 km
= 0.058 AU = 22 times  the distance  to the moon. Their  parallax  for two observers  at a projected separation
of 1 R@ is about 150 arcsec = 2.5 arcmin,  which is readily  resolved with  wide angle  cameras.  If an asteroid
100 m in diameter or larger  hits Earth every 300 years (Shoemaker  et al. 1990,  1991), then about 6000 such
objects  pass within  0.058 AU of Earth each year.

Geocentric  Proper Motion
The geocentric  proper motion of an asteroid  is found  by subtracting  from the position  vector  of the

asteroid relative  to Earth at the desired  time to impact the corresponding  vector from a few minutes  earlier.
The angle between  the two vectors divided by the elapsed  time yields  the proper motion.

Figure 3 shows daily geocentric proper motion p versus angle from the sun 00 for asteroids  that approach
Earth isotropically  at 10 km s-l at 10 days to impact. The maximum v is small. We note the relatively
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Figure 2. The apparent N magnitude versus angle from
the sun of 100-m asteroids that approach Earth at 10
km S-l at 10 days to impact.

narrow range of p in Fig. 3 at each value of @a. The  minimum  VS occurs  at Oa = 0°, 90° and 180° while the
maximum  ps of about 300 arcsec day–1 occur  near  @a = 45° and 135°. The  values of ~ are sufficiently  small
that in a typical 2-minute  CCD exposure  an asteroid  moves  less than 0.4 arcsec,  so its CCD image  appears
nearly  stellar. To detect the proper  motions  of these  asteroids,  we need to observe  them a few hours  to a
few days apart.

An observer  on the rotating Earth sees an additional  proper  motion  due to his own motion  that is
superimposed  on the geocentric  proper  motion. The maximum  reflex proper  motion  due to rotation can
be comparable  to the maximum  geocentric  proper  motion  at 10 days from impact.  Because  of the vector
nature of the geocentric  and  reflex proper  motions,  there  may be portions  of the sky where  the total proper
motion  vanishes  when these  two components  are added  together.  The  maximum  summed  proper  motion
is low enough  at 10 days to impact  that the typical  movement  across the CCD in a 2-minute  exposure  is
less than 1 second of arc, so the image remains  stellar.  The  reflex proper  motion  resulting  from rotation
becomes  increasingly  important as the object  approaches  Earth. The  additional  proper  motion  due to the
finite  impact parameter of the object  also becomes important as it approaches  impact.

Search Strategies  for Impacting Asteroids
We have seen that the proper motions of asteroids  during their final days to Earth impact are small  and

may even vanish in certain parts of the sky, so they may be missed  by conventional surveys  that rely on large
proper motions to flag promising candidates.  However,  their parallaxes  are easily  detected  with wide-angle
(low-resolution)  telescopes  observing over a baseline of a few thousand kilometers.  The major  challenge  is
to correlate, in near real time, pairs of images  from two or more sites to find promising candidates  that
would then be observed for proper motions. A large parallax  and a low proper motion indicates  a promising
candidate,  whose orbit would then be determined by further observations.

Relatively  small  telescopes are adequate  to observe  asteroids  100 m or more in diameter during their
final days to Earth impact.  A 5-inch,  f/5 telescope would reach a saturation magnitude of 17.7 in a 2-minute
exposure using the Spacewatch CCD array, which would cover a field x 5° across.  This limiting magnitude
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Figure  3. The  daily geocentric proper  motion  p versus
angle from the sun of asteroids that approach Earth
isotropically  at 10 km S–l at 10 days  to impact.

will  allow  detection  of a 100-m diameter  asteroid  10 days from impact if it approaches  Earth anywhere  in
the hemisphere centered on solar opposition.  A 10-inch, f/5 telescope would reach a limiting magnitude  of
19.2,  which would allow it to detect  these asteroids  if they approach farther than 70° from the sun while
a 16-inch,  f/5 telescope  would detect them farther than 40° from the sun. A 36-inch,  f/5 telescope  with a
limiting magnitude  of 22 could observe them if they approach no closer  than 25° to the sun, which is about
as close to the sun as twilight  would allow observations  under the best  of circumstances. Alternatively, to
reach the desired  limiting magnitudes, we could use larger telescopes,  e.g., l-meter,  that are rapidly scanned
near opposition  and more slowly scanned  closer  to the sun.

Detectability of ECAS During Their Final Few Years to Impact
Objects  larger than 1 km in diameter  need to be detected  months to years before impact to allow time

for deflection  away from Earth.  Proposed  surveys for finding  them, such as Spaceguard  (Morrison  1992), will
attempt  to find all ECAS of this size rather than just those  that will hit Earth in the next few years. They
plan to concentrate  their search towards  solar opposition,  as have most surveys  to date.  This limitation in
sky coverage may produce  severe selection effects,  as is evident  in the preliminary analysis  of the detection
capabilities  of the Spaceguard survey  (Morrison 1992). It showed that the survey  would find 90Y0  of all
Near-Earth asteroids (NEAs)  larger than 1 km in diameter  after 25 years of searching  if undiscovered NEAs
have orbits similar  to those of known ones. However,  the survey  would find only about 50% of the Atens,
ECAS with semimajor  axes less than 1 A.U. Since etistzng  surveys  such as Spacewatch concentrate  their
search towards opposition,  they are likely to suffer  the same selection  effect,  so Atens  are under-represented
among known ECAS.

ECAS that will hit Earth in the next few years should  be easier  to detect than other ECAS because they
approach much closer  to Earth. Any ECA, which is defined  to have its perihelion  (closest approach to the
sun) within the orbit of Earth and its aphelion  (farthest  distance  from the sun) beyond it, can eventually
hit Earth.  When impact occurs, the distance of the ECA from the sun equals that of Earth at one of the
two points where  the orbit of the asteroid  intersects  the orbital plane of Earth (the nodes).  For a given



ECA this happens at two different  values of the argument  of perihelion,  the angle at the sun between  the
mcending  node and the perihelion  of the asteroid.  In a purely two-body  problem, this angle is invariant, but
perturbations  by the planets  cause it to precess  (rotate)  by 27r radians on time scales of about 2x 104 years.
Twice per precession cycle, or about every 104 years, the distance from the sun at the node equals  1 A. U.,
so the ECA can collide with Earth if the orbit phasing  permits it. The mean time to a collision is about
2 x 108 years, so the orbit of the asteroid  intersects  that of Earth about 2X 104 times  before the asteroid
collides with Earth.  The mean closest  approach of the ECA to Earth during each orbit crossing within the
precession cycle is about  (2 x 104)li2R e = 141RQ = 2.3 times the distance to the moon = 0.006 A.U. If
the object is destined  to hit  Earth, we expect  close approaches  of this  order  during  the orbit revolutions
immediately  proceeding  the one that leads to impact.  The  object  will be much brighter  than average  during
these  close approaches.  During  the remainder  of the precession  cycle, the ECA orbit  does not  pass  nearly  as
close to Earth especially  if its perihelion  lies well inside the orbit  of Earth and its aphelion  lies well outside
it. ECAS in such non-intersecting  orbits are much harder  to detect,  but  they are of no immediate  danger  to
Earth.

These  orbit intersections  within  the precession  cycle of the line of apsides  are times  of crisis for Earth.
The  close approaches  during  these  times  make the ECAS easier  to observe, but they also make  their orbits
much more chaotic.  We need to detect all objects  that are in near-intersection  orbits  with Earth and
then track them sufficiently  well to assure  that they will not  hit  Earth before precession  again  causes their
orbits to diverge from that of Earth. In this paper  we examine  the observability  of objects  in near  Earth-
intersection  orbits.  If we define an Earth-intersecting asteroid  (EIA) as one whose orbit is within  +-200
years  of intersection  with  the orbit  of Earth due to planetary perturbations, then EIAs constitute about
(2*200)/(20,000/2)  = 4’% of the ECA population.  If there are 2000 ECA with  diameters  exceeding  1 km,
then there are about 80 EIAs with  such diameters.  There  should  be nearly  105 EIAs with  diameters  exceeding
100 meters.

Orbital precession  assures  that a representative  sample  of Earth-crossing  objects  are  now in orbits that
pass near  Earth. (These  EIAs are, fortunately,  the easiest  ones to explore  in detail including  with the use
of space  probes.  ) There  is no hidden  ensemble  of objects  that may eventually  hit the Earth, unless  they are
very rare.  An extreme  case of such a rare  object  may be Comet  Hale-Bopp.  It is reportedly 10 times  the
size and 1000 times  the mass of Comet  Halley  or of the impactor  responsible  for the demise  of the dinosaurs.
This  object may be massive  enough to sterilize  Earth. Fortunately,  the chance  of such an object hitting
Earth is very small.  A normal  long-period  comet  hits  Earth every 108 years (e.g., Hills 1981)  with about
5 such comets  intersecting  the orbit of Earth each year. If this  is the comet  of the century,  it is about 500
times  rarer than the average  long-period  comet,  so such an Armageddon  comet  would hit  Earth about every
5X 1010 years.  Since the dawn of life on Earth, there has been about a 10’% chance  that such a comet  would
have hit.  Except for such masive  long-period  comets,  we should  find a representative  sample  of the various
types  of Earth-impacting objects  among the current-day  EIAs.

In this paper we consider  the detectability of ECAS that will impact  Earth in the next  few years.
We show that the currently proposed  searches  will systematically  under-discover  Atens  and will not  find
Apollos  as efficiently  as they could. We show that these  deficiencies can be corrected  by changes  in observing
strategy.

Test Orbits
To study  the observability  of Earth-Intersection Asteroids (EIAs),  we considered an ensemble  (usually

10,000) of them having a fixed impact velocity  with respect  to Earth. We used Monte Carlo sampling to
place them isotropically, except for the forbidden zone corresponding  to those  in hyperbolic  orbits, on a
shell centered on Earth at 1 day from Earth impact. We found  the heliocentric orbit of each and ran it and
the orbit of Earth back through time for several years to find the position  and magnitude of the EIA with
respect to Earth prior to impact.  We took our standard  asteroid  to have a diameter  of 1 km, an albedo of
A = 0.2, and a lunar phase law. The results are trivially scaled  to other albedos and diameters.

To sharpen  our intuition, we shall consider  the detailed  observational properties  of a few representative
impactors  from the ensemble  before looking at it statistically.  Column 1 of Fig. 4 shows the magnitude and
angle from the sun of typical  Atens  that have impact velocities of 15 km/s prior to gravitational  acceleration
by Earth while Column 2 shows their position on the sky. Fig. 5 shows representative  Apollos.  The points
in both plots are given at one-day intervals for the final 104 days prior  to impact. Column 2 of each figure



is a Mercator  projection  in which the vertical axis is the angular distance  from the north ecliptic  pole. The
horizontal axis is the angular  distance in the ecliptic plane away from the instantaneous  direction of Earth’s
motion  around the sun. The sun is always located  at ecliptic longitude 90° (and polar angle  90°) while the
solar opposition  point is at ecliptic latitude 270° (and polar angle 90”).
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Figure  4. Column  1 shows the apparent V magnitude  and angle
from the sun of typical Atens  that have  impact velocities of 15
km/s  prior to gravitational  acceleration by Earth.  Column
2 shows the positions of these objects  on the sky. The  data
points are at one-day  intervals  during the final  104 days to
impact.



The loops to brighter  magnitudes  shown in Fig. 4 and 5 occur during close approaches to Earth. The
objects  can be very bright  during these close approaches  especially the Atens,  which can reach magnitude  10
during some close approaches as shown in Fig. 4. We see that most Atens  do not approach near enough to
the solar opposition  point to be found by existing and proposed  ECA surveys despite their becoming  quite
bright during these close approaches.  When  the Atens  are 180° in ecliptic longitude away from the sun, they
tend to be near the north or south ecliptic poles.  This is due to their being relatively  close to Earth at these
times, so they tend to have a high ecliptic latitude even if they have a relatively  small  orbital inclination to
the ecliptic.  While  Apollos  can produce loops that dip down to comparably  bright magnitudes,  they make
fewer revolutions around the sun per unit time than the Atens,  so there is less probability  of catching them
when they are exceptionally  bright. We note that the loops do not occur when the Apollos  are near solar
opposition,  so to detect  them when they are bright  requires a survey that scans most of the sky. Apollos,
with diameters of 1 km and albedos of 0.2, are generally  about magnitude 18 during a typical close approach
loop.

The last pair of plots in Fig. 5 is that of an Apollo  that hits Earth on the first pass after observations
begin rather  than making several close approaches  before it impacts.  It is typical of long-period  Apollos  and
long-period  comets.  We note that it is very faint until the final few months.  It approaches the threshold
of detetectability  of magnitude 22 (characteristic of the proposed  Spacequard system and typical  of larger
ground-based  systems) at an angular distance  of about 110° from the sun or 70° from opposition  and never
strays  very far from it until impact. This is well outside the observing window centered on opposition
proposed  for Spaceguard or carried  out currently by existing  surveys  such as Spacewatch.  Such surveys
would clearly miss the object.  It points out the desirability  of a survey  that covers  the entire sky to faint
optical  magnitudes.

Probability  of Detection
Fig. 6a shows the probability  of detecting  an ensemble  of Earth-intersecting Atens with impact velocity

15 km/s during the interval  from 104 to 103 days to impact. It shows the fraction of objects  detected  by
a survey that observes all the sky farther than a certain angle from the sun to a given limiting magnitude.
A detection  is assumed  if the object  is visible  for 5 or more days in the observing window.  The limiting
magnitudes of the surveys  are 14,16,18,20,  and 22. The near superposition  of the surveys  for all limiting
magnitudes onto one curve shows saturation, so that any survey  with a magnitude limit of 14 or fainter
would equally be able to detect  the objects. The main limit is the geometric one. A survey limited  to
45° of opposition  would only find about 0.4 of the Atens while one that extends to at least  90 degrees
from opposition  would find them all. The lack of dependence on magnitude is due to the loops to brighter
magnitudes shown  in Fig. 4, which occur in close approaches  to Earth. The importance  of close encounters
is evident by the contrast with the discovery probabilities given in Fig. 6b where we have taken the same
objects  as in Fig. 6a and randomized their arguments  of perihelia,  so they more closely resemble  the general
Aten population  rather than just those  Atens  that hit Earth. We note from Fig. 6b that a survey to find
all Atens will not be complete  unless  its limiting magnitude is at le~t  18 rather than 14. The survey is also
not complete  unless it extends farther than 90° from opposition.

Fig. 7a shows the detection  probability  of Earth-intersecting Apollos  with impact velocities of 15 km/s
when observed 1000 to 10,000 days to impact. The situation  is not as favorable  as for the Atens.  An all-sky
survey would find fewer than 6070  of the Apollos  if its limiting magnitude is 14 and under  90Y0 if it is 16, At
magnitude 18 about 98Y0 would be discovered. Even allowing for albedos  much darker  than 0.2, it is likely
that a survey  with  a magnitude  limit  of 20 would find at least  98Y0 of the objects  with diameters greater
than 1 km. This survey  would have to cover the entire  sky farther  than 90° from the sun. Fig. 7b shows the
detection probabilities  if the line of apsides  of these  objects  were rotated by random  amounts  so that they
represent  better the general  ECA population.  Again, a survey would find a smaller  fraction of objects  than
if only Apollos  with Earth-intersection orbits were considered,  but the differences  are not as large as they
are for Atens.

Long-period  objects,  1 km in diameter,  such as the last one shown in Fig. 5 cannot be detected  1000 days
before impact  at a limiting magnitude of 22. That object does  not approach the threshold  of magnitude 22
until the last few months to impact,  and it only reaches magnitude 14 during the last two weeks to impact.
Such objects  can only be detected  years to impact by going to much fainter than magnitude 22, as is evident
from the last plot in Fig. 5. Because  of such objects, even the faintest survey  does  not reach unity in Fig. 7a.
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for representative  Apollos.

Because the sky background is about 22 magnitudes/( arc sec)2,  the only practical way of going to fainter
magnitudes is to observe from space where the diffraction limit of even moderate aperture telescopes  is less
than 1 sec. This suggests  a strategic plan where the initial all-sky surveys  would only go down to magnitude
18-20, but would cover  the entire sky a few times  a week. This would find more than 90Y0 of the Earth-

crossing asteroids  in Earth-Intersection  orbits. It does  not make much sense to go down much further  than

this at high marginal cost unless the survey  addresses  the detection  of long-period  comets,  which, like the
last object  in Fig. 5, needs to be detected  at much fainter than magnitude 22 to be found years to impact.
A wide-field 2-meter space telescope would go down  to magnitude 27 before  sky saturation, which would be
adequate to detect  these objects a few years to impact. This would require long exposures on each field, so
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Figure  6. Here  6a gives  the probability  of detecting  an ensemble  of Earth-
intersecting  Atens  with impact velocity 15 km/s during the interval from
104 to 103 days to impact.  The  probability  is the fraction of objects  detected
by a survey  that observes all the sky  further than a given angle from the
sun to a given limiting magnitude.  A detection  is assumed if the object  is
visible for 5 or more days in the observing  window. The  limiting  magnitudes
of the surveys are 14,16,18,20,  and 22. The near superposition of the
probabilities  onto one curve shows that any survey to limiting  magnitude  14
or better would be equally able to detect these objects.  Here  6b estimates
the probability  of detecting  the general ECA population  of Atens.  This
was  found by randomizing  the arguments  of perihelia of the objects  used in
constructing  Fig. 6a.
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Figure  7. Same as Fig. 6 but for Apollos  rather than Atens.  The  curves are
for limiting  magnitudes  14, 16, 18, 20, and 22. Unlike Fig. 6, it shows that
the surveys  are not complete  at the brighter limiting magnitudes.

it would only make, say, annual observations  of each field.  Two or three exposures on each field separated by
a few days  would be enough to show the proper motion of these distant  objects. Likely objects  would then
have to followed  with another  space  telescope to determine  the orbit. The second space  telescope  would not
have to have a wide field, unlike the discovery telescope. It could probably  do this follow-up work as part of
its other activities.

To discover more Earth-Intersection  asteroids,  particularly Atens,  with present equipment, such as
Spacewatch, it may be desirable  to use it during the bright moon, when it is not currently used. It can do



very rapid  scans  to magnitude 16-18,  which is well above the sky background  during  the full moon,  so the
telescope  will not  be hampered  by moonlight.  During  these  times  the telescopes  should  look at the part of
the sky far from opposition,  which is then occupied  by the (near)  full moon. The  change in procedure  would
not  reduce  the current discovery rate of these  telescopes  at opposition,  but it would allow additional EIAs
to be detected far from opposition,  at some increase  in manpower.
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Tracking and Characterization of NEO’S
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Both the mass and orbit must be known to assess  the threat  from a given NEO. The orbit and
position define the velocity so the uncertainties in the momentum and energy  are dominated by how
accurately  the mass can be estimated. The mass, in turn, is the product  of the volume and densi~
of the NEO. Because NEO reflectivity  can varyfrom  about 2 to 50V0, simply measuring brightness
and assuming reflectivi~  results in a diameter estimate  with a factor  of two uncertainty.  This leads
to a factor of eight uncertain~  in the volume. Asteroid  densities are believed to vary from about 2

3 Adopting.to 7 g/cm . a mean density  introduces  another factor  of two uncertain~  into the mass.
Thus,  the total uncertam~ in the momentum and impact  energy,  due to the individual  uncertainties
in the diameter and densi~,  can be as large as a factor of sixteen. The taxonomic class of an
asteroid can be deterrninedfrom  visual photometry.  This constrains the mineralogy of the object  and
reduces the uncertainty  in the density  estimate. Size estimates  based on visual  photomet~ and
infrared radiometq  are accurate  within  10Yo. We describe  an observational  program which uses the
demonstrated  capabili~  at AMOS to obtain accurate  astrometry necessary for orbit determination,
photomet~  for classification,  and the ongoing upgrades  to the AMOS  facili~  to provide the
observations  required to determine  the physical parameters discussed above. These observations
reduce the total mass uncertain~  to about 50Y0.

Introduction

Physical characteristics  of NEOS
Risk assessment  of threat NEOS  is hampered by a lack of knowledge  regarding their physical properties, in

particular their mass  and composition. In order to assess the threat from a given NEO,  one must know both its orbit  and
its mass. For a given velocity, the energy and momentum of an NEO is proportional  to its mass,  i.e., to the product of its
volume  and density. In order  to choose the appropriate  mitigation strategy,  knowledge of the NEO’S  composition
(carbonaceous?, iron?),  dynamics (spin rate and pole orientation), and structure (shape,  cohesiveness)  are also required.

We will estimate the mass  uncertainties with and without knowledge  of the size and taxonomic class of an NEO
under the assumption that the ”NEO’s are either asteroids or have surface  reflectance  and thermal properties similar to
those of asteroids. We describe a program  using  the AMOS  facilities to obtain astrometry for orbit determination and
multicolor photometry for taxonomic classification. Future upgrade  to provide infrared  radiometry are explored.

NEO mass  and composition
Because the reflectivity of an asteroid can vary from a few percent to as high as fifty percent, simply  measuring its

brightness  and assuming a reflectivity results in a diameter estimate with about a factor of two uncertainty. This leads to
a factor of eight uncertainty in its volume.

Asteroid densities are believed to vary from about 2 to 7 g/cm3. Assuming a density  of 3.5 g/cm
3, introduces

another  factor of two uncertainty into the mass. Thus, the total uncertainty in the impact energy  and momentum, due to
uncertainties in the diameter  and density, can be as large as a factor of sixteen.

As was demonstrated  in the Phillips Laboratory (GPOB)-supported  IRAS Minor Planet Survey  (Tedesco, 1992,
1994), asteroid diameters  can be determined to within less than IOYO uncertainty if both a visual  brightness and a single
thermal  infrared  flux are known.  Additionally, if a taxonomic class can be determined, then the density can also be
constrained.  For example, the density of the “carbonaceous”  classes is b Iieved to be about 2.5 * 0.5, that of the “stony”

5
classes about 3.5 * 0.5, and that of the “metallic” classes around 7 g/cm . Thus, assigning an asteroid to one of these



three broad  classes reduces the density uncertainty to about 1570.  Hence, in cases where both the diameter  and
taxonomic  class  are known,  the total uncertainty in the mass can be reduced to about  50Y0, i.e., to about  370 of the
uncertainty  in the absence of such data.

The Phillips Laboratory program

Background
While many organizations have expressed an interest to participate in the discovery phase of PDI,  few have

proposed  the requisite follow-up observations and no group  has the unique  combination of facilities and expertise to
obtain accurate position measurements  and to analyze and classify the objects discovered by means of observations at
different wavelengths. The Geophysics (GP) and Lasers and Imaging (LI) Directorates  have such facilities, expertise,
and interest to do such follow-up observations and analyses.

The Backgrounds Branch (GPOB)  in the Optical Environment  Division of the Geophysics  Directorate,  Phillips
Laboratory  has a mission to determine the general  nature and detailed character  of the backgrounds against which an Air
Force electro-optical system must operate.  This is accomplished by conducting field measurements  and surveys  of the
transmission and emission  of the atmosphere  as well and the radiance from the celestial background. Under the celestial
background  effort,  the branch has long been interested in asteroids as a major component. Because of their low
reflectivity and high infrared  emissivity, asteroids are a source  of infrared  clutter and false targets of interest to the
midcourse surveillance community. The PL/GP predecessor  organization, AFCRL, provided the first realistic
predictions of the magnitude of the asteroid problem for a space based infrared  sensor (Murdock, 1973).  This analysis
was concurrent  with the first infrared  detections and limited survey  of asteroids from  space by the AFCRL/AFGL  rocket
borne sky surveys  (these  are unpublished, reference is given to the later article by LeVan and Price, 1984).  PL/GP later
sponsored  the retrieval of archived asteroid measurements  obtained  by a NASA survey  satellite (IRAS)  and had them
reanalyzed to produce the currently used database of asteroid sizes. These analyses have been codified into a model
which has been incorporated into a Celestial Background Scene descriptor which  provides the position and brightness of
any of the known, numbered asteroids,  for a specified date and predicts  the statistical distribution for the fainter,  as yet to
be discovered, objects. The GP interest in the planetary defense initiative is a natural consequence  of previous
experience and contribution to the overall objective of understanding the distinguishing factors which separate the
asteroids  into different populations.

Analysis sponsored by GP has led to the ability to accurately determine the diameter  and taxonomic class of an
asteroid.  As noted above, this is important to planetary defense because one must know both the orbit  and size in order
to assess  the threat from a given NEO.

GP is engaged in or associated with current efforts  to detect and classify asteroids.  The astronomy experiments on
BMDO’S Midcourse Space Experiment  are the responsibility of the GP principal investigator. There are two of these
experiments to measure asteroids: One is to obtain  the ultraviolet through  infrared  multicolor observations necessary to
classify  and determine the physical parameters  of selected known objects;  another is a target of opportunity experiment
specifically for follow-up characterization  of NEOS.  Another experiment uses the European Space Agency’s Infrared
Space Observatory (1S0) to discover faint asteroids. The NEO observations directly support the PDI objectives.
Observations of main-belt asteroids indirectly support  PDI through  analysis of the characteristics  of the general
population  of asteroids with NEOS  as a defined  sub-class.  The GP interest in the Planetary Defense Initiative is a natural
consequence of previous experience and contribution to the overall objective of understanding the distinguishing factors
which  separate the asteroids into different  populations.

The mission of Phillips Laboratory’s Air Force Maui Optical Station  (AMOS), part of the Maui Space Surveillance
Site (MSSS),  is to conduct research and development of new and evolving electro-optical  sensors, as well as to provide
support  for operational missions defined by US and AF Space Command. In addition,  AMOS also provides experiment
support  to a wide variety of military and civilian organizations in diverse  fields.  This support  has included the Strategic
Defense Initiative Organization (SDIO)  and its successor, the Ballistic Missile Defense Organization  (BMDO), the
National  Aeronautics  and Space Administration  (NASA),  the Jet Propulsion  Laboratory (JPL),  and many universities.
Typical  AMOS  visiting experiments  include:

● support  for tactical and strategic missile launches out of both Vandenberg  and Kauai
. detection and tracking of orbital debris
● observations of shuttle and satellite special operations
● atmospheric physics
● space sciences and astronomy



Recent and historical experience  in all of the above missions  has given PL/LIMM expertise  in those  areas necessary  to
support  the PDI in general,  and to provide  PL/GPOB with the data to derive  the physical characteristics  of NEOS.

AMOS telescopes  include a 1.6 meter telescope, an 80 centimeter  Beam/Director  Tracker, and a 60 centimeter
Laser Beam Director. The Maui Optical Tracking and Identification Facility (MOTIF) includes twin 1.2 meter
telescopes on a common mount. The JPL CCD camera, currently used in support of NEO observations, is mounted on
one of the 1.2 meter telescopes. An automated filter wheel containing Johnson  U, B, V, and R filters plus an Eight-Color
Asteroid System x filter (c~, Tedesco, et al., 1982) will replace the single-filter holder in the JPL CCD camera in July
1995. GEODSS  includes two main 1 meter telescopes and an auxiliary 40 centimeter  telescope. A major upgrade  to
AMOS  will be the Advanced Electro-Optical  System (AEOS),  a 3.67 meter telescope scheduled for first light in 1997.
AEOS will have seven coud~ rooms for various  experiments,  as well as bent Cassegrain positions located on the mount
itself.

Sensors  associated with these telescopes include  a wide range of detectors and visible through infrared imaging
arrays.  The 1.6 meter telescope has a Compensated  Imaging System which has been operational since 1982. The new
AEOS will also incorporate an adaptive optics system for atmospheric turbulence compensation.  Recently completed is
the AMOS  Daytime Optical Near Infrared  Imaging System  (ADONIS),  capable of extending the AMOS imaging
capabilities to 24 hours  per day. These adaptive optics systems allow AMOS  to take photographs with outstanding
clarity,  close to the diffraction limit, in spite of the severe problems of dealing with atmospheric turbulence,

GPOB and LIMM contributions to PDI will be along the following lines:
. LIMM will do timely  follow-up  astrometry and multi-color photometry subsequent to discovery of a Near Earth

Object.  This capability is the result of the unique  environment at the MSSS, which  must respond rapidly  to
short  notice tasking by the Air Force. This rapid response is not possible for most civilian observatories  using
large optical telescopes.  LIMM is active in the search for, and follow up of, NEOS, routinely sending
astrometric and photometric data to both the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) as well as to Dr. Brian Marsden
of the Minor Planet Center.

. GPOB has the experience and expertise to interpret the photometry and radiometry and accurately derive  the
physical characteristics  of the object.

Orbits
LIMM has used the JPL camera  in a single visible spectral band on the 1.2 m telescope for more than a year in

support  of the JPL visiting experiment. Rapid and efficient procedures  have been developed to acquire and track the
designated NEOS.  LIMM is obtaining positional accuracies  of less than 1 arc second,  using  the Hubble Guide  Star
Catalog and the astrometry routines with the astronomical software  package IRAF.  The photometry is calibrated to about
2 percent,  allowing reliable determination of light variations with time.

Taxonomy
AMOS  will accurately measure the astrometric positions of NEOs discovered in the search programs and obtain

multicolor photometry on them. We will analyze the multicolor photometry  to ascertain the taxonomic classification, and
to improve  the accuracy in estimating tbe size and mass of the object. This will be a collaborative  effort between the Air
Force Phillips Laboratory’s  Air Force Maui Optical Site (Directorate LIMM) and the Geophysics Directorate
(GPOB).

Taxonomic classes can be determined, to first-order,  from multi-color photometry alone. As shown  by Tedesco et
al. (1989),  measurements  in the U, V, and x filters, plus an albedo determined from  radiometric  or polarimetric
observations, results in a classification into one of a dozen or so broad classes.

Of the approximately 300 NEOS discovered to date about 50 have multi-color photometry and about 40 measured
diameters and albedos.  The reason for the small fraction of NEOs  with physical  observations is the difficulty in
obtaining the requisite measurements.  Unless an observer interested in NEOS and fortuitously at a telescope equipped
with the appropriate instrumentation, during,  or within a month  or so, of the discovery it is not possible to obtain an
observation  until the NEO once again makes a close approach  to the Earth. This very often does not happen  for many
years. Even if such an observer is ready to make the observation it often happens  that, either the orbit  is not yet known
accurately enough  to find the object, or poor weather,  result in no observations being obtained.  This is true of the
astrometric follow-up as well. The AMOS  program  is designed to overcome these obstacles.

Sizes
Radiometric  observations at 10 ~m, using  the AMOS  1.6 m telescope will, when combined with the visual

photometry from the 1.2 m telescope, provide the data necessary  to determine the diameter  and albedo.



The AMOS NEO program
The AMOS program is unique  in that there are multiple  co-located  telescopes each performing  a specialized,

coordinated  function.
The tasks necessary to fulfill the PDI charter maybe  summarized as follows:
1) Search and Discovery
2) Astrometnc  Follow-up
3) Physical Characterization

a) visual photometry/spectroscopy
b) infrared  photometry and/or polarimetry

The AMOS program  is the only one with all of the following coordinated systems:
I ) Search and Discovery

CCD-equipped  Maui 1 m GEODSS search instrument
2) Astrometric Follow-up

MOTIF 1.2 m telescope with CCD camera (orbit  refinement)
3) Physical Characterization

a) visual photometry/spectroscopy
Multi-color  (U, V, x) photometry with the MOTIF 1.2 m (taxonomic  classification)

b) infrared  photometry and/or polarimetry
IR (10 ~m) capability with the MOTIF 1.6 m and, eventually, the AEOS 3.67 m (size and albedo)

Phillips Laboratory Development  Strategy
Current Capabilities  (mid-  1995)

1 m Maui GEODSS for detection. (JPL NEAT program.)
MOTIF 1.2 m telescopes for follow-up. (800x800  JPL CCD camera  with U, V, and x filters.)

Near-Term  Plan (FY 1997)
Replace the JPL CCD camera  on the 1.2 m telescope with a three-channel CCD camera  for simultaneous  U, V,
and x photometry.
Acquire a sensitive VLWIR (10 pm) radiometer  for the 1.6 m telescope.

Long-Term Goals
Expand  follow-up observations by AMOS to other Phillips Laboratory sites at Malabar, Florida and
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Enhance follow-up observations  at AMOS  through  the use of larger aperture telescopes  (e.g.,  3.67 m AEOS)
and new instrumentation (e. g., a polarimeter).

Summary
The program  described here has already begun to produce results.  LIMM routinely sends  astrometric  data to Dr.

Brian Marsden  of the Minor Planet Center, and AMOS was commended in a recent NASA report for the first follow-up
of a Near Earth Object by a military telescope.

In the process of obtaining follow-up observations, uncataloged objects  are routinely detected in the instrument field
of view. Asteroid 1995KB, for example, was discovered at AMOS  during  routine operations.

The program  will enter phase 2 in July 1995 with the addition  of a multi-color photometry capability.
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Long period  comets, particularly  at solar elongations  less ttin 90 degrees, can cross the orbit of
the Earth and therefore are potentially hazardou to the Earth. However, the number and sizes of
these objects are not known. No automated  eflort has ever been made to carry out a systematic
search for these comets.  A team at Lawrence  Liverrnore  National  Laboratory  is constructing an
array of small wide-field-of-view  telescopes in an attempt to search for these faint comets within
a year. The system consists of an array of 10 cm aperture refractive lenses each viewed  by a
2048 x 2048 CCD camera. Each camera has a 5.3 x 5.3°field of view. A system of 4 such
cameras  can survey  the entire night sky in one night.  Based  on the pe~ormance  of a single
camera prototype,  we expect  the system to be sensitive  down to Mv - 17, which is a full 6
magnitudes deeper sensitivity ttin achieved by dedicated amateur comet hunters.  This paper  will
describe  the pe~ormance  of this telescope system and plans  for implementing  this system at
Lowell  Observato~.

Introduction
The search  for earth-crossing  objeets  has beeome  a very  active  field in the last several  years.  Earth-crossing

objeets  consist  of -60%  asteroids,  -20% long period  comem  and -20% extinct  comets  (Shoemaker,  1995). There  are
many programs searching for earth-crossing  asteroids.  These telescopes have 1-2 meters of apertures but very
small  fields  of view.  To maximize the discovery  rate for new asteroids  thew programs  concentrate  their searches  on
the region  of sky near the ecliptic  at opposition.  However, this biased  scanning  strategy  prevents  discovery of higher
inclination  comets. Furthermore,  the dynamics of Earth-cossing  asteroids in the final weeks before their impacts
with Earth show that they are bright (Mv c 16) and at very small  solar  elongation  (Hills, 1995).  In order to discover
high inclination  objects  and objects  at small  solar  elongation,  a systematic  survey  of the entire available sky has to
be performed each night. Such a survey  is within  the reaeh of automated,  small  to modest-sized  telescopes  with large
fields of view.

In the past decade,  experiment aimed at detecting near-Earth asteroids have been increasingly  adding  to the
catalog of known comets. The Palomar  Planet-Crossing Asteroid  Survey (PCAS) and the Spacewateh program are
described  by Carusi et. al. (Carusi, 1995). PCAS, whose primary aim is the deteetion  of asteroids  in near-Earth
space, has been in operation  for nearly 20 years and uses  the 0.46 m Palomar  Schmidt  telescope.  The PCAS
observations  occur  in dedicated  campaigns  spaced throughout the year. The teehnique  involves taking pairs of
photographs, covering 56 square  degrees,  of selwted star  fields,  spaced  45 minutes  apart, then examining them with
a custom-designed  steramicroscope  for evidence of obj~ts that have moved  against the stationary  star  background.
The team ean obtain  betw~n  50 and 60 images  during  a good night  (representing 25 to 30 star fields.) The use of
hyper sensitized  Kodak 4415 film and 4 to 6 minute exposures  achieves  a limiting  magnitude of V=17.5.  The team
also manages to do follow  up observations on 30 to 50 objwts for improved  orbit determination.  To maximize their
sensitivity  to asteroids,  the team limits  its  observations to the 107o of the sky near the ecliptic,  which  is the most
favorable part of the sky to scan for new asteroids. Due to the experience  and dedication  of the PCAS team the



current  annual sky coverage amounts to 40,000 to 50,000 square degr=s  per year.  Current  plans are to upgrade
PCAS by adding  a CCD (Charged Coupled  Device)  camera.

In 1991  a CCD based near-Earth object  search  -e operative  at the 0.91 m reflector  at Kitt Peak. This was
the Spacewatch  program. The liquid-nitrogen  cooled detector  has 2048 x 2048 pixels  and achieves  a limiting
magnitude of 20.5 with a 146.53  ~ond integration  time. This search  is also limited  to regions  around the ecliptic  in
an effort to increase the likelihood  of finding  Earth-crossing asteroids  with limited  sky coverage.

More ambitious  searches are under construction or consideration.  The Spaceguard program plans to develop
instrumentation  to search the 6000 square degrees centered  on the ecliptic  at opposition  down to magnitude 22,
again concentrating  on near-Earth  asteroids.  The Lowell  Observatory  Near-Earth  Object  Search (LONEOS) is
currently instrumenting  a 58 cm Schmidt  with a four-chip CCD camera.  LONEOS is designed  to provide
information  that can be exported to Spaceguard.

Because  of the limited  inclination  mverage,  current  and planned surveys are not optimized  to find comets
(Shoemaker, 1995). Furthermore, it is unlikely  that the current and planned  surveys  will be quickly  extended due to
the expense of duplicating  the large telescope  systems  in order  to survey larger areas.

Optimal sensitivity  to wmets obviously  requires a dedicated system  that automatically  surveys  a large  portion
of the night sky, and can quickly and automatically  rmognize  new objects. Automated target  rmognition  requires
CCD imagers whose digiti  output  is directly compatible  with computer  processing.  The high costiarea  of CCDS
demands that short focal length optics be used in order to cover a significant  fraction of sky each night with a
minimal  number  of CCDS.  However, the short focal  length  requirement  conflicts  with attempts  to increase the
effective  aperture.

Current  and planned search experiments are resorting to very large  format custom  CCDS to obtain  the largest
field-of-view per image.  This allows them to exploit meter  class  optics  for maximum sensitivity  to asteroids  near the
ecliptic.  The resulting  compromise emphasizes  sensitivity  over search  area and revisit  time.

An alternative  approach which  emphasizes search  area and revisit  time over sensitivity  uses arrays of moderate
aperture  telescopes.  We have found that modest  cameras  consisting  of good-quality,  commercially  available
telescopes,  mounts, and CCDS can achieve  sensitivities  comparable  to the PCAS program. Moraver  the use of
commercially  available  components significantly  reduces  the cost per camera. In this paper we show how a modest,
fully-automatic,  low-cost  instrument  can be built  that can survey  the entire available  night sky on a weekly basis
down to magnitude  17. We call the system FOCSE for Fast Optical  Comet Search  Experiment.

We have put together a collaboration  from Lawrence Livermore National  Laboratory (LLNL), the University  of
Michigan, and bwell Observatory to implement and operate  the FOCSE system.  The collaborators  from LLNL and
the University  of Michigan  have previously  collaborated  on an automated  telescope  project  (called  GROCSE
(Akerlof, 1993)  for Gamma Ray Optical  Counterpart  Search Experiment)  located  at LLNL to -ch for optical
counterparts  of gamma ray bursts.  me collaborators  at Lowell bring their experience with the PCAS program to
FOCSE.

Fast Optical Comet Search  Experiment (FOCSE)
Figure 1 is a schematic  of the proposed FOCSE system to be sited  at Lowell Observatory. It consists  of one or

more sets  of two 10 cm aperture f/3.3 telescopes  mounted on a common mount protected  by an automated  clam
shell. Each telescope is viewed by its  own 2048 x 2048 pixel  CCD with independent image acquisition  and storage
systems.  A host  computer operates the mount  and sequences  the imagery.

The combination of focal  length and image  format that we have chosen  resul~ in a 28.1 square  degree field-of-
view. The system requires  120 seconds per image including  slewing time, integration  time (100 SW), and
transferring  the image to disk. This results in 240 images  centered on 120 star  fields  (two images per field)  per
camera per 8 hour night. A single  camera, therefore, surveys  3370 square  degrees per night. The four camera system
proposed in this  paper would survey  13,480 square degrees  in 8 hours which  is about  one half of the tQtal available
night  sky. Thus the system  would revisit each star-field  every two nights.

FOCSE Hardware
The FOCSE telewopes  are manufactured  by Tele Vue. The telescopes  are a modified version of Tele Vue’s

commercial  10 cm aperture,  f/5.4 Genesis telescopes.  The modification consists  of adding  3 new optical  elements
that shorten the focal  length  to f/3.3 and changing the spacing  of the objective  to better  match the CCD spectral
response. With a 2048 x 2048 CCD imaging  device having  15 pm x 15 pm pixels  the toti field of view is 5.3° x
5.3° with each pixel subtending  9 arcscc.  This semi-custom  lens is mmmercially  available  at low cost and its  optical
quality is sufficiently  high for our search, as proven in our prototype system  (see the section  of FOCSE Prototype
System  Performance).

The focal  plane is a low noise  Loral 2048 x 2048 pixel CCD with 15 ~m x 15 pm pixels. Using a modified
Loral CCD evaluation boards  we measured the readout  noise  level to be c 50 el~trons at room temperature.  We are



constructing new analog and digital  camera boards  which are much  lighter,  consume less power, have lower readout
noise,  and incorporate  athermd- electric  cooler to allow longer  inte~-tion  times.

II JI
I Camera Data to Acquisition Computers

Figure 1. FOCSE Four Camera System and Weather Protection Clam Shell

Extensive laboratory calibration  (Park, 1990) will be applied  tQ produce the best  processed images  for extracting
low signal  to noise  ratio objects.  Pixel by pixel sensitivity  and dark current calibration will remove the focal  plane
array (FPA) non-uniformity,  fixed pattern noise,  dark noise  etc. at any integration time settings  and any ambient
temperature  conditions.  This pixel by pixel  image  calibration  method  gives  more precise results than the tradition
dark image  subtraction  and flat-field  division  at one given setting.

The robotic mount is manufactured by Epoch Instruments.  It is of equatorial  design  and has separate motors  for
rapid slewing  as well as tracking at earth rate. The mount can handle  -50 lbs of load and the tracking  accuracy over
100 w is better  than 1 arcsec. The base size of this mount is only 16 “ x 16” making it easy and affordable  to
construct  a concrete base at the observatory  site.

FOCSE Data Acquisition System
The data acquisition  system  is sketched  in Figw 2. The camera digital  and analog  control  elwtronics,  including

a 14 bit digitizer,  are in the camera back plane.  The digitized  output,  along with pixel, horizontal,  and vertical  sync
signals,  are serialized  then transmitted  to the SPARC image acquisition  computer.  Our custom frame buffer
generates  control  signals for camera  gain and integration  time and transfers the images dir~tly  to the SPARC
DRAM where it is accessed by the progmrn then stored  on the harddisk.  The individual  image  acquisition  ~Us are
linked via ethernet  to a main  host computer  (SPARC 10) which  communicates  over the internet,  reads the UTC
clock, controls  the Epoch mount through  an RS232 interface,  archives the images  taken at night,  controls  the clam
shell (the telescope  housing)  and monitors  the weather condition.

FOCSE Prototype System Performance
We assembled  a prototype camera  with an f/3.3 Tele Vue lens and a Loral 2048 x 2048 CCD read out with

Loral’s readout electronics.  This “prototype”  system  was used to acquire imagery of M44 (Beehive) with 5 ~ond
integration  time.  Figure 3 shows a 0.64 degree portion extracted  from the resulting  images with identified  star
magnitudes  marked on it. Mv >14 stars  are easily  recognized in this  image  as expected from our radiometric  model
of the CCD and telescope.

It was not possible  to integrate  for 100 seconds  (the nominal FOCSE integration  time) with this prototype
&use of the design of the readout electronics  and the tracking  stability  of the mount used for the test. Since the
radiometric  model corr~tly  predicts  the performance  at 5 second integration  time we used it to predict  the
performance  at 100 wends integration  time. The model  follows the method outlined  in Rieke (Rieke,  1994),



including  estimates  of all noise sources. The source was approximated  as a blackbody  of temperature  5800 K
(reflected  sunlight)  with visurd magnitude,  zenith angle,  and integration  time as input variables.  Bolometric
co~tion and wavelength-dependent  atmospheric  transmission  loss values  listed  in Allen  (Allen, 1973)  were used.
Wavelength-independent  instrument  transmission  losses  of 2% per each of the five lens elements and an additional
2% loss  due to particulate  on the single,  exposed objective  were assumed.  The wavelength-dependent  quantum
efficiency of the Ural CCD is based on our measured values, which  conform  closely to specifications.  Atmospheric
and optics  transmission  losses  were multiplied  by the sensor  response  to yield  total  atmosphere/instrument
throughput  efficiency. me input  power from the source  at the top of Earth’s atmosphere was converted to number of
photons, then multiplied  by the atmosphere/instrument  throughput  efficiency to yield the total signal,  in terms  of
photons/s,  then integrated over all wavelengths  to generate the total  photon  rate.  me total signal  was divided  by the
numbr  of pixels  for a point  source, which  was determined from the root-sum-square  of the intrinsic  spot size (e 1
arcs~ond), the pixel  size (9 arcseconds),  and the seeing (in the model, swing was fixed to 3 arcseconds).  The
following per pixel noise sources were included:  shot  noise,  readout  noise (measured at 50 e- rms per pixel per
frame), as measured  dark current, out-of-wavelength  band rejection,  fixed pattern noise residual  (set to 0.2% of
sigrad),  and sky background (set to mVsky = 22.0 for a dark site). The per pixel signal-to-noise  ratio (SNR) was
multiplied  by the square root of the number of pixels subtended  by a point source  to yield total SNR at zenith,  as
plotted in Figure 4. The FOCSE instrument thus penetrates  to better than 17th magnitude  with SNR = 5 at zenith.
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Fgure 2. FOCSE data acquisition system.

FOCSE Software
The FOCSE software is comprised of three  main parts,  the data acquisition  and image  processing software  that

runs on the image acquisition  computers,  the software running on tie  on-line host computer,  and the long term
analysis  software that runs  on computers  at LLNL.

The data acquisition  and image processing  software runs  on the image acquisition  computers  (SPARC 2s).
When signaled  by the host computer,  the image acquisition  software clears the CCD then starts  the 100 second
integration.  During integration  the software  analyses  the previous  image. First the pixel-by-pixel  calibration  equation
is applied to the image to eliminate  the effects of dark current and pixel sensitivity  non uniformity.  The corrected
image is passed to an image processing algorithm  that identifies  all star-like  objects  in the image.  This algorithm  was
developed as part of LLNLs work on target recognition for ballistic  missile defense. The algorithm computes the
image mean and sample deviation  then thresholds  the image  at the level of the mean  plus 3 x the sample deviation.
A connectivity  algorithm is used to associate  all pixels  above the threshold into connected,  star-like  objects and
compute the centroid, moments, and intensity  of each object.  The centroids are converted into RA and DEC. The
information  on all obj~ts  found in the image is stord in a table on the hard disk along  with the image.  If the image
is a repeat of a previously  imaged  star-field,  the program  compares  the absolute  positions  of the objecw with those of
the previous image searching for objwts that have apparently  moved.  These objects  are flagged and a notification  is
sent  over the network to the host  computer for further action such as scheduling  follow-up  observations  that night.
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Figure  3. Highly  magnified  portions  of imagery  near M44 taken by
prototype FOCSE camera utilizing the 330 mm focal length f/3.3 Tele Vue
lens and bra] 2048 x 2048 pixel CCD imager. The field of view of the 256 x
256 pixel partial image reproduced here is 0.64 degrees. The magnitudes of
stars identified in the Guide Star catalogue  are marked.
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When the 100 =ond integration  time has passed,  the image  acquisition  computer transfers  the image  to its  memory
for subsequent  analysis.

The software running  on the host  computer  (SPARC 10) initializes  the system, chwks the weather, and opens
the clam-shell.  It positions  the Epoch mount for each star-field  and signals  the image acquisition  computers to begin
imagery or re-imagery.  When the observations  are complete for the night,  the host  computer  closes  the ctam-shell
and begins archiving the imagery and tables  stored  on the image acquisition  disks. The tabuk and image data are
stored  on a 17 GByte tape archival  system.

The host also maintains  a database of all objects found.  The database  is indexed by the RA and DEC of all
objects found by the image acquisition  computers. The host  takes the entries  from the image acquisition  computer
and associates  them with previous entries  according to their positions.  New objects,  or objects that have moved  are
flagged.

There is a lot of flexibility  on how the host  responds  to moving  objects  identified  by the data acquisition  system.
We envision  that initially,  frames containing  moving  objects  will be examined  by physicists  for identitcation.  Later,
as we become  more confidant  in our system,  the host may send coordinates  of suspicious  objects  to other
instruments  over the internet.  The host could  also schedule  additional  observations  of suspect  star-fields
automatically.

Long term analysis  at LLNL involves  looking  through  the host object  table for interesting  obj~ts  that have
changed their  characteristics.

Site
We have chosen the Anderson  Mesa complex  at Lowell Observatory  as the site for the FOCSE system.  The site

has good wing, and a large  flat field that can accommodate observations  down to within  20 degrees  of the horizon.
The site offers room for future  construction  of additional  FOCSE telescopes  to improve  throughput.

Summary
We have shown that a dedicated 2x2 array of small  telescopes  can be used to search for long period comets  in

high inclination  orbits.  The systems  makes  maximum use of low cost  commercially available components resulting
in a system that can kome operatioml  on time scales of one year.
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Infrared Detection and Characterization  of

Near Earth Objects

S.D. Price and M.P. Egan, Phillips Laboratory
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Infrared detection  from  space oflers an invaluable  adjunct to the ground based visible  searches for
the discovery and characterization  of Near Earth Objects  (NEOS). An infrared NEO survey
compensates for the bias of visible  searches to preferentially  discover high albedo objects.
Additionally,  visual  to infrared spectral signatures  of NEOs are markedly diflerentfrom  those of
the large majority of stars. This provides the basis for a bulk filter that significantly reduces  the
onboard signal  processing  required  for target acquisition  and track. Infrared  observations reduce
the uncertainty in estimating the size, and subsequently the mass, of an NEO. A geometric albedo
must be assumed in order to calculate  a diameterfrom  the single  band visual photometry  obtained
during  discove~ or follow-up  astromet~.  The estimated size is thus quite uncertain  owing to the
factor of 20 range in NEO geometric albedos. The modeling assumptions needed to convert an
infrared  observation  into a diameter are more tightly  constrained.  An infrared observation
combined with visual photometry  provides  the requisite  information  to accurately determine both
the albedo  and size. Since the estimate of the NEO mass depends on volume, the determinations of
NEO mass from infrared derived diameters are about an order of magnitude more certain  than
estimates  from  visual photometry.

Introduction

Passive thermal emission from objects located in the inner solar system peaks in the mid-infrared  (defined to be
between 5 and 35 ~). This is the natural consequence  of the object being in thermal  equilibrium  with the incident
sunlight.  Objects of low reflectivity, or geometric albedo,  which makes them difficult to detect in the visible, absorb
most of the incident sunlight.  The resulting characteristic  temperature  and the high infrared emissivity of an NEO
produces a spectral energy distribution that peaks in the mid-infrared. The three idealized models commonly  used to
describe the thermal emission from an airless body are discussed below. Each of these models produces the subtle
effeet that the emission is either independent of phase or the phase function falls off much less steeply than the visual.
This means that detecting NEOS at large phase angles in the infrared has inherent advantages  over visual surveys.

The apparent  magnitude of an NEO is a function of the brightness of the sun, its heliocentric  distance, the Earth -
NEO distance, the size of the object and its reflectance  properties through the albedo and phase. Orbital parameters
provide accurate  distances  and the phase curve can be measured  or reasonably assumed. That leaves the geometric
albedo coupled with the projected area as the remaining  unknowns.  The geometic  albedo and the size of the object can
be accurately uncoupled using visual and infrared observations.

NEO brightness parameters

Near  Earth Asteroids  (NEAs) and come~ have a wide range of physical characteristics,  the most important  of
which (for  the present  discussion) are the reflectivity  and thermal properties. We provide detailed background to
support our choice of parameters  in estimating the detection thresholds.

Albedo
Veeder  and Tedesco (1992)  have determined  geometric  albedos for small (diameter  less than 40 km) main belt

asteroids from radiometric  observations. Based on this albedo distribution and the assumption that the NEAs originate in
the main asteroid belt, we infer that the distribution of NEA geometric  albedos has a broad peak between  0.04 and 0.2
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with a long tail to the high reflectivity and some objects with an albedo as low as 0.02.
Wetherill (1988)  calculated  that enough asteroidal fragments  from collisions in the asteroid belt interior to 2.6 AU

1( . . . are perturbed into Earth crossing orbits as a consequence  of the 3:1 Jovian commensurability  resonance  at 2.5 AU
and the v~ secular  resonance  in the innermost  asteroid belt” to account for the currently estimated number of NEAs.
Roughly  20-25%  of the NEAs come from the inner asteroid belt near 2 AU with the remainder  from the center of the
belt. Tedesco and Gradie (1987)  point out that NEAs also could originate near the 5:2 commensurability  resonance
further out at 2,8 AU. Indeed, Shoemaker  et al. (1990)  identified 7 of the 90 or so Earth crossing objects with Jovian
commensurabilities,  one at 4: 1 (near the Vc resonance  at 2 AU) 3 each at the 3:1 and 5:2 commensurabilities.  Wetherill
(1988)  also raised the possibility that a significant minority of NEOs could be devolatilized (short period) comets.

Tedesco and Gradie (1987)  corrected  the visual bias for NEAs with C and S class taxons and concluded that tie
resulting numerical  ratio was more nearly what is found  in the asteroid belt near 3:1 and 5:2 cornmensurabilities  than at
the inner boundary  at the 4:1 commensurability  which is dominated by the high albedo E class (Gradie & Tedesco,
1982).  Luu and Jewett  (1989)  modeled the discovery bias of NEA’s using Monte Carlo techniques and found  that the
factor of 5 to 6 bias against discovering low albedo objects was large enough to account  for the observed overabundance
of bright albedo asteroids. They concluded that the C class asteroids with a mean geometric albedo of-0.05  should  be
about as populous among the NEAs as the more reflective  S class (mean geometric albedo of 0.2). However, Wethenll
(1988)  predicts an enhancement  of high albedo (p > 0.3) E class NEAs originating at the 2 AU resonance.  On the other
hand, devolatilized comets among NEOS  have low albedos (p - 0.05)  and augment  the dark population. Following what
is universally assumed  in the literature, we adopt the mean albedos for the C and S classes to do comparisons.

The energy balance giving rise to the infrared flux requires an estimate of the bolometric Bond albedo.  The Bond
albedo,  A, is the product of the phase integral, q, and the visual  geometric  albedo, p,, (A= qpv).  q is obtained by
integrating over the IAU adopted visual phase function and is given by the simple expression q = 0.29 + 0.684*G
(Bowell, et al., 1989).  Values of Grange  from O to 0.5 but, in the absence of a measured  value, 0.15 is used. Thus,  q
ranges from .3 to .6 with 0.39 being the default value. More specifically, low albedo asteroids (p, -0.05,  C class for
example) have a mean value of G of about 0.12, moderate  albedo asteroids (p, -0.2, S class for example)  have a mean
of about 0.25 and high albedo asteroids (p, -0.45, the E class dominant  at 2 AU for example)  have <G> -0.4. This
corresponds to mean Bond albedos of 0.02, 0.09 and 0.25. In lieu of any information on the matter, the bolometric Bond
albedo is assumed to be equal to the Bond albedo herein defined.

Apparent  visual magnitude  and energy distribution
Jewett and Luu (1989)  provide  a formula for the apparent  visual  magnitude  of an asteroid:

mV = mv(sun)-2.5  log
[

p[D/2]2  f
2.24xI016R  ‘A 2 )

(1)

where  m<sun)  = -26.74 is the apparent  solar  visual  magnitude,  p is the geometric  albedo,  D is the asteroid diameter  and
f is the simpler version of the Lumme-Bowell-Harris  phase function (Bowell et al., 1989):

-3,33 [ti:)0- -I,87(34U;)1=

f = 0.8S0 + .15e (2)

Bowell et al. (1989)  found that  this phase function  is valid  to at least  120°.
The visual  flux is obtained from the zero point flux of 3.72x10-12  W cm-2 pm-l.  The solar spectrum is approximated

by a 5800 K blackbody,

H(A)  = BB(L,5800K) -’210 -o.4mv
* 3 .72xI0

BB(O.55pm,5800K)
(3)

Infrared Spectrum
A number of thermal models  have been developd  to account for the infrared radiometry. The models assume that

the object is spherical and, if the body rotates at all, the object’s equator is in the Sun-Earth-asteroid  plane (unless the
pole of rotation is known).  ’ The characteristic  temperature  of the emission is determined by the energy balance that
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requires the absorbed energy to be equal to that radiated. There are three idealized models that are used to account for
the thermal emission of an airless body in space:

1) The “standard”  thermal model (Lebofsky and Spencer,  1989)  is widely adopted, at least for main belt asteroids.
This model assumes that the surface is in instantaneous equilibrium with the solar insolation. The model applies to the
situation where the surface temperature  equilibrates to changes in a time much shorter than the rotation period. Thus,
the object may not be rotating, is rotating very slowly or has a surface of low thermal conductivity. The temperature
distribution varies as T~ COSM  e , where T~ is the subsolar temperature  and O is the angle between the subsolar point and
the point in question as measured from the center of the body (the temperature  is zero for 6> Tc/2)

2) The isothermal constant latitude model has been found  to be more representative  of a few Earth crossing
asteroids. (Lebofsky et al.; 1978, 1979).  In this model, the surface is assumed either to have high thermal inertia and/or
the object is rotating rapidly. The result is a temperature  that is constant along a given latitude. The temperature  profile
is maximum, with TM, in the equatorial plane and decreases  with latitude as T~cos”~.

3) A highly conductive body such that the entire surface is at a single temperature. This applies to no known
asteroids but is often used to approximate  the infrared emission from man made objects orbiting the Earth. This model
underestimates  the infrared flux from NEO’S.

Each model has a characteristic  temperature  which  is given by:

[1T= ( 1 -A)w “4
gcaR ~

(4)

where:
T = T=, the subsolar point temperature  for the standard model
T = TM, the maximum  (equatorial) temperature  for the isothermal latitude model
T = Tc, the constant temperature  model
A is the Bond albedo (0.019  for C types, 0.09 for S types and 0.25 for highly reflective asteroids)
W/R* is the solar flux at the distance  of the asteroid (R); W is the solar constant (.1373 W cm-2)
a is the Stefan-Boltzmann  constant (5.6698  x10-*2 Wcm-2K4)
g is a geometric parameter  which

= v (0.756)  the beaming factor in the standard model
= x for the isothermal latitude model
= 4 for the constant temperature  model

~ = the infrared emissivity (0.9)
me geometry  for the standard model requires g be equal to one. However, the radiation from craters  is

preferentially  scattered in the sunward direction (Spencer, 1990)  and while the model assumes it is too cold to do so,
emission from the dark side of the asteroid contributes to the infrared flux.  These effmts are accounted for by a beaming
factor ~ which  modifies the surface temperatures  by l/q M and an empirical phase function of -0.01 mag/deg. The
infrared emission from an asteroid of diameter, D, heliocentric distance, R, and distance from the Earth, A, is given by:

X12

BB(A) = , BB(A,T~~cos%O) 2sin0cos8 dO standard model
o

Zn
. , BB(A,T~oe%+)  2COS+  d+ isothermal  constant

s JB(A,TC) isothermal  model

To a good approximation, the infrared magnitude is given by:

mtr w -2.5  logH(A,A#)  -30.25 -9.510g A

(5)

latltude  model

(6)
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The isothermal  constant latitude model is phase independent as is the isothemal  case. Significantly, the infrared
phase function falls off less steeply with phase angle than the visual function given in Equation (2).

Influence of asteroid parameters  on flux
It is obvious from Equation  (1) that the visual  flux is directly proportional  to albedo.  All other parameters  being

equal, a C class asteroid is about 4 times (1.5 mag.)  fainter than an S class. There is a second order effect  in that C class
asteroids have neutral optical colors, that is, the reflectivity is independent of wavelength, while S class asteroids have
reddish colors.  The long recognized consequence  is that, if C and S class asteroids are equally numerous, any magnitude
limited visual survey  of NEOS will be strongly  biased against detecting the low reflectivity objects.

Because the characteristic  temperature  varies as the one-fourth power  of the absorptive, emissive and geometric
properties of the object in Equation (4), these factors influence the temperature  weakly.  There is only a 6V0 difference in
the characteristic  temperature  in a given model between the darkest  (C’s) and most reflective  (E’s)  classes of asteroids.
There is only a 6% difference in T between the isothermal model and the isothermal latitude model arising from  the
respective  values of the geometric  parameter,  g. The sub-solar temperature  for the standard model is some 40-45Y0
higher than the other models. The characteristic  model temperature  has a somewhat  stronger dependence  on
heliocentric distance, T a R-%,

The infrared flux is given by the nonlinear blackbody function  of temperature and wavelength. The flux is very
sensitive to temperature  on the Wien side of the blackbody peak. Such is the situation in the mid-infrared for objects in
the main belt (Apollo and Amors at aphelia). Here, there are significant differences  between the fluxes predicted by the
standard and isothermal latitude models. Marsden (private communication)  proposes that a good NEO survey strategy
would  be to observe the NEOS  at aphelia, when they are moving slowly with small phase angles.  Figure 1 shows the
spectral energy distributions for C type asteroids 1 km in diameter  at opposition 2 and 2.9 AU from the Sun, the region
encompassing  the Jovian commensurabilities  from which the NEOS  originate. The upper curve to each energy
distribution is from the standard model while the lower is from the isothermal  constant latitude model.  Also, shown are
the IOth and 20th magnitude curves.  The infrared flux from the standard thermal model is about the same as the visual
flux with the consequent m, -mu> 10 to 11. The visual flux would  be 4 times (1.5 mag.)  greater  for an S class asteroid
but the decrease  in infrared flux would be barely distinguishable in the Figure.
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Figure 1 Spectra measured at Earth from 1 km diameter C class
asteroids  2 AU and 2.9 AU from the sun. STM refers to the
“standard”  thermal model of Lebofsky and Spencer (1989). ILM
refers to the isothermal constant  latitude model. IOth and 20th
magnitude curves are plotted for comparison.

If the temperature  is high enough andlor  the wavelength long enough,  the blackbody function approximates  the



Rayleigh-Jeans  energy distribution which  is proportional to temperature. There is not much difference in the fluxes
predicted by the different  thermal models. This is the situation in the mid-infrared for NEOS interior to the Earth’s orbit,
Interior to the Earth’s orbit  the phase function becomes significant. To demonstrate  this we examine the scenario posed
by Hills and Leonard (1995).  Figure 2 shows  the apparent brightness of a 100 m object, 10 days from impact  with the
Earth and traveling at a relative speed of 10 km/see. Since the stated objective of Hills and Leonard was to detect “most”
objects we use a C class geometric  albedo of 0.05 for the visual fluxes and the E class bolometric bond albedo of 0.25
for the thermal model. Figure 2 does, indeed, confirm the Hills and Leonard observation that the infrared is better at
detecting NEOS at large phase angles (small solar elongations). The fluxes predicted using the standard thermal  model
and the isothermal constant latitude model  are roughly a factor of two higher than that from  the isothermal  (conductive)
model  used by Hills and Leonard.
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Figure 2 Brightness  of a 0.1 km diameter asteroid as a function of
solar elongation angle. The visible (0.55 ~m) curve assumes C
class albedo, while the IR (10.6  pm) curves assume E class. The
right hand y-axis is scaled  for visual and IR apparent  magnitude.

The main  points  in this section are:
● The majority of Near Earth Objects  likely  originate  in the main  asteroid  belt. Their taxonomies,  reflective  and

absorptive properties  should  reflect  that  of their  origins.  Therefore,  a large number, if not the majority,  of
objects will be of low reflectivity.

. The large proportion of highly  reflective  asteroids among the known  NEOS is due to a discovery bias that
visual surveys have against dark objects. This bias has been estimated  at 5:1. One must use a geometric
albedo representative  of the low reflectivity objects in estimating the visual survey  performance  required to
detect the majority of objects down to a given size.

● The visual phase function is steep for phase angles greater than 90°, making visual searches difficult interior to
the Earth’s orbit.

● In the infrared, the assumed or adopted parameters  have a weak influence on the mid-infrared flux. An infrared
survey  will be only slighdy biased against the minority of objects whose observed mid-infrared flux is
consistent more with the isothermal constant latitude model than the standard model. An infrared survey  is
invaluable in compensating  for the low reflectivity bias of ground  based visual searches.

. The infrared phase function is nonexistent or weak compared to that in the visual.  An infrared survey  would  be
advantageous  in discovering objects at large phase angles.

The Infrared Advantage



Background
Infrared  observations from the ground must be made through  the atmosphere.  Atmospheric absorption limits the

observations to “window” regions. Emission from both the atmosphere  and telescope create a photon noise which is the
ultimate limit to the performance  of an infrared  detection system. -Variations  in the atmospheric  emission and absorption
can produce  a much larger “sky noise.” These sources  of noise are reduced by using small instantaneous  fields of view
and, in some cases, beam switching. Beam switching consists of alternatively viewing two adjacent areas of sky, one
containing the field of interest, the other a blank field. Differencing the two fields cancels out the variations in
atmospheric emission which is correlated. The closer the two fields the higher the correlation. Small instantaneous
fields of view and the current limits to focal plane device format (256x256  pixels) make ground based,  large area
infrared searches for NEOS impossible.

A space-based  system does away with atmospheric  problems. Furthermore, the vacuum of space permits the
optical system and focal planes to be cooled to a temperature  where self emission is no longer a limiting factor. Price
(1988)  provides a historical review of surveys including the space-based efforts up to and including the Infrared
Astronomical  Satellite (IRAS).  The first space based mid-infrared detections of asteroids were made during the AFGL
probe  rocket survey;  LeVan and Price(1984) published information on the subset of asteroids for which far infrared
observations were obtained. By far the largest mid-infrared asteroid survey  is “me IRAS Minor Planet Survey’
(Tedesco, 1992)  which contains measurements  on more than 2,000  asteroids. While the IRAS survey  strategy provided
for revisiting an area of sky within hours  after it was surveyed  and, therefore, could detect object motion, it did not have
the continuous revisim necessary for identification and track. Thus,  IRAS requires that the asteroid have a known,
reliable orbit  in order to identify it by means of a position match. The IRAS Minor Planet Survey  has about a 10-1590
efficiency in detecting the higher numbered asteroids (Tedesco, et al., 1992).  Thus,  an additional 300 or so detections
lurk in the IRAS data based on the increase in the numbered minor planets since mid-1991  when the known minor
planet input catalog was frozen for the IRAS Minor Planet Survey.

Currently, there are three major  infrared experiments  either manifested for flight or being constructed. The Infrared
Space Observatory  (1S0) is an observatory class experiment  with small (3 arcmin) fields of view designed to obtain
spectroscopy, photometry and small area imagery. The optical system has a 0.6 m primary aperture and super-critical
helium for an 18-month  lifetime. The Wide-field Infrared Experiment  (WIRE) is a NASA sponsored “MIDEX”
program designed to obtain very sensitive imagery over a few tens of square degrees in two mid-infrared spectral bands
during a 4-month mission. WIRE has a 0.3 m optical system with two128x128  arrays with diffraction sized pixels. The
SPIRIT III instrument  on the Midcourse  Space Experiment  (MSX) has a one-third meter  unobscured  optical system
cooled with solid hydrogen (Mill et al., 1994). MSX has several experiments  planned to survey  several hundred square
degrees with the line scanned arrays.

Feasibility
The Space Infrared Telescope Facility (SIRTF)  is a meter class instrument which is currently supporting technology

development  in all areas of space based infrared technology (Werner and Bothwell, 1993). Edison (Thronson,  private
communication)  is a design concept for a 1.7 meter instrument which makes full use of passive, or radiative, cooling for
an extended lifetime.

~us, given the technology both demonstrated  and in hand, most of the hardware capability for a space based
infrared survey  for Near Earth Objects is extant. In the near future,  more sensitive focal planes will be developed as will
sophisticated hybrid (active plus passive) cooling for an extended lifetime. We estimate the following reasonable
physical characteristics  of such a system.

Sensitivity and spatial resolution drive us to a large optical system.  A one meter telescope is well within current
technology. Furthermore,  we select an unobscured aperture not only for the clear collecting area but for the superior off-
axis rejection when operating at relatively small angles to a bright source,  the Sun or Moon for example. We propose
two mid-infrared  spectral bands, 6-14P and 17-25~.  A third visual CCD provides visual - infrared color
discrimination  between stars  and NEOS.  The optics should be diffraction limited at 12 ~ with the pixels sized to
2.44*(12 ~)/1 m, i.e., 6“.

Focal plane manufacturers  list current device capability as <150  noise electrons at a 10 Hz sampling rate. The
noise electrons per second is given by:



N, = ~
noise  eIectronslsample

t, secondslsample (7)

To get the equivalent photon flux, this expression has to be divided by the quantum yield, the efficiency of the
detector in converting photons to electrons. This quantity is usually taken as a constant, 0.9. The efficiency is actually a
function of wavelength, q(k) [note the rI parameter  is redefined] and is the factor that causes the relative response curve
to depart from  the ideal I/AP variation. The number of photons per second equivalent to the noise electrons in Equation
(7) is

Nph = ~ photonslsoc.
t*q (A)

The equivalent total power  in the noise is NP~hv and

NEP = NPhhv

Normalizing to AD:

em hc
= — — watts

f#q(A)  A

en hc ~~(A> ‘P
NEP = —— —“1

t,q(A) A* O(A) A

(8)

(9)

(lo)

The inverse of the quantity in brackets is the relative response of the detector, designated RD. Note that since R~ is
a function of wavelength  the NEP is an inverse function of wavelength. A peak wavelength of 23 ~ is representative
for Si:As BIB detectors. The peak wavelength corresponds to the energy between the valence and conduction bands in
this material. Longer wavelength  response arises from impurity energy levels lying above the valence band.

Assuming the rather modest  device improvement  in the near future  will produce readout noise of 100 noise
electrons for a 10 msec sample interval, the NEP becomes:

NEP =
100 2XI0 -’9 ~ -1

watt
0.01-0.9  23 D (11)

. 10-’6 Rjl watis

The noise equivalent flux density (NEFD)  at wavelength, A, is the NEP given in Equation (11) divided by the
effective collecting area:

NEFD =
NEP

W cm
ACrM~f~a (12)

where:
AC= 7854 cm2 and is the collecting area of an unobscured 1 meter  optical system.
~~ = the total reflectivity of the mirrors  in the optical system
z~ = the transmission  of the filter and dichroic.
Te = the energy from the point response function encompassed  by a pixel.

The spectral NEFD is obtained by dividing Equation (12) by the response weighted spectral bandwidth



For nominal values for the ~ ‘s, the response weighted bandwidth (the integral in the denominator) and equal intensity
effective wavelength  are about 2.2 ~ and 10.5 ~, respectively,  for the 6-14 ~ spectral band and about 5 w and 21
p, respectively,  for the 17-25 ~ band. The single sample sensitivities are, therefore, 6X10-21 and 2X10-21 W cm-2  pm-l
at 10.5 and 21 ~, respectively.

me focal planes baselined for the sensor are line scanned arrays  with eight columns in the scan direction, four on
either side of a half pixel offset.  On board signal  processing will use a matched filter tuned to the nominal point
response to eliminate low frequency background (e.g. zodiacal emission) and increase the signal to noise.  With a 4
samples per pixel scan rate the “visibility” of the tuned filter and the time delay and integrate of the 4 in line pixels
increases the point source detection sensitivity by a factor of 4.4. We adopt a signal  to noise threshold of 6 for detection,
a common value used for infrared systems.  The detection threshold for our system is, therefore, 8X10-21 and 3X10-21  W
cm”2  pm-l at 10.5 and 21 p, respectively.  (These fluxes correspond to the respective  infrared magnitudes  of-10.5 and
-7.)

We see, from  Figure 1, that the system can easily detect the 1 km diameter  asteroid at 2 AU, At 2.9 AU the system
would  be limited to detecting objects with diameters  greater than 2.5 km. The system would  have no problem detecting
the 100 m object in the scenario given in Figure 2.

Summary

The known  Near Earth Objects are predominately  highly reflective. There is a discovery bias inherent in visual
surveys  against dark objects. For a given size, the dark objects are at least a factor of four  fainter in the visual than those
with high albedo.  Various analyses argue that the population of dark objects among the NEOS should beat least as great
as the highly  reflective objects. The difference in the infrared  fluxes  from  high and low albedo objects is relatively small,
with slightly more flux coming from the dark object. A 1 m class space based infrared NEO surveillance capability is
within the current state-of-the-art  technology. Such a system would  be an invaluable adjunct to the ground based visual
survey  to compensate  for the bias against the smaller, dark objects and to monitor the region at relatively small solar
elongations.
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NEO Dynamical  Properties,  Orbit Determination,  and Impact
Prediction

Dr. Edward L Bowell
Lowell Observatory
Flagstaff, Arizona

I will describe  the geography of the asteroid and comet regions, together with the
flux of near-Earth objects (NEOS) crossing the orbit of the Earth.  Because the
discovery rate and flux of Earth-crossing  asteroids (ECAs) is about an order of
magnitude  larger than that of Earth-crossing  comets (ECCS), it is the former
objects that predominate in orbit determination and hazard evaluation.
Newtonian or relativistic force models  accurately  explain  the motions of ECAs,
but some comets exhibit activity due @ vaporizing ices that requires the use of
nongravitational forces to model their observed motions.

Orbit determination  begins at the moment of discovery,  and orbits are refined as
the observational  arc lengthens. Most NEOS are discovered  by virtue  of their
unusual sky-plane motion. Apparent magnitude  and sky-plane  motion provide
a very rough measure of an ECA’S size and distance;  then parallax+ven on the
discovery night-can be used to certify nearby objects.  As a rough rule, and
when only optical  astrometry is available,  the accuracy of orbital  elements-and
hence of positional prediction—increases as the square or cube of the orbital arc
length. Radar delay-Doppler  measurements,  hitherto available only for close
Earth approaches,  can improve ephemeris  prediction by several  orders of
magnitude. For an orbit that is uncertain on the timescale  of a century, a useful
measure of an NEO’S potential hazard to Earth is the minimum orbital
intersection distance  (MOID) between the NEO and the Exth and other planets.
MOID is thus a measure of the closest possible planetary approach of an NEO
that is not in resonant motion.  Empirically, I have found that NEOS (excluding
long-period and some other comets) having MOIDEarth  c 0.05 Au sho~d be
regarded as potentially hazardous because MOID can change, due to planetary
perturbations, by a few hundredths  of an AU per century. Most NEOS for which
MOIDJU@t=  <1 AU are likewi= potenti~ly hazardous” TYPicflY (dePending on
discovery circurnst~ces), MOIDEarth  and its evoIution over a centu~  can be
reasonably  well determined for an ECA only 10 days after discovery, thereby
providing a powerful filter for discriminating NEOs requiring  follow-up on the
basis of their potential  hazard.

Accurate long-term  ephemeris  andEarth-approach  predictions can only be made
when multi-apparition orbits are available.  For ECAS and some ECCS observed
at several apparitions, one can generally predict Earth approaches several
centuries hence. Exceptions are asteroids Iike (U40) Hathor,  that make close



planetary approaches (during which they are gravitationally scattered) on
timescales  of decades, long-period  comets and comets exhibiting
nongravitational  motions, all of which require frequent monitoring. An NEO’S
Earth-impact probability can be estimated  on the basis of the Bayesian  a postmiori
probability density,  from the six-dimensional integral  of the (stochastic)  orbit for
the time interval of interest  by using,  for example, Monte Carlo modeling. The
Earth-impact probability,  together with the kinetic energy of impact,  can then be
used to derive a value  of the so-called NEO hazard index,  an easily understood
parametrization that is being designed for public dissemination.



Physical  and Chemical  Properties

John  S. Lewis
LPL, University of Arizona

Tucson, Arizona

of NEOS

The physical  and chemical consequences  of comet and asteroid impacts are strongly
dependent  on the physical  state, chemical composition, and entry conditions of the
impacting body. Knowledge of the physical properties of asteroidal material is nearly
nonexistent,  being limited  to radar data showing the dupliaty of a handfti’ of NEAs,
imaging of two Belt asteroids by Galileo on its way to Jupiter, and thermal data that
generally requires the presence of regolith on large Belt asteroids.  The densities,
porosities, and crushing strengths of a number of individual meteorites from several
different compositional classes  have been measured in the laboratory, and crude
extrapolations  of the crushing strength from measurements  made on specimens  the
scale of a kilogram can be done using a Weibull strength law. Cometary material
probably exhibits  at least three different strengths,  associated with the surface lag
deposit of fluffy dust (weak cometary meteors), gravitational bonding of large
structural  blocks (near-zero physical “welding” strength), and crushing of these massive
permafrost blocks (strengths  comparable to sedimentary rocks). Our lack of first-hand
evidence  regarding  the structures and strengths of small asteroids and comets is a
serious limitation  on our ability to model entry or interdiction  behavior.

The chemical composition of the impacting body is important in several  respects. On
Earth, the sulfur  content of the impactor is highest for those bodies that fragment most
readily at high altitudes, the carbonaceous  chondrites.  Massive  injection  of sulfur
occurs at high altitudes, where formation of sulfur dioxide and oxidation to stifuric
acid are critically important. Sulfate aerosols generated in the stratosphere  may have
devastating short-term climatic  effects which would be devastating to agrititure for a
few weeks, but which would not be capable of produang a global  extinction signature
that would be discernible in the paleontological record. Massive  sulfur injection
represents  a selective threat to civilization, not to species diversity. Co-injection  of
water along with sulfur help in the rapid formation of massive  sulfuric acid aerosols.
Injection of platinum-group metals  is already recognized as an important (albeit highly
variable and over-rated) marker of large impacts.  On other planets, injection of water
and other volatiles may be the most important chemical effect, pointing to possible
influence  of cometary  impacts  on the early biosphere of Earth.

The interaction of orbital parameters, entry velocity,  entry angel,  size-dependent
crushing strength, and chemical  composition governs the deposition profiles of energy,
momentum, mass, and sulfur in the terrestrial atmosphere. MOnte  Carlo simulations
are uniquely suited to modeling these multidirnension~ interactions.



 



Space Protection  of the Earth:
Concepts and Approaches to the Development

VA. Simonenko
Institute of Technical  Physics

Snezhinsk,  Chelyabinsk Regiom Russia

A set of general demands to a system for Space Protection of the Earth (SPE) with
wide opportunities is presented. It includes categorization of near-Earth objects
(NEO) on lead time, type of NEO’S orbits, ’angles and velocities  of approach,
NEO’S shape and overall properties, constituent  matter properties  etc. The
possible structure of the SPE system on the base of existed and near-future
technologies  is discussed.

Depending  on quantitative  values  of main defining parameters of threatened
impact,  NEO’S orbital movement and internal properties, demands  for means of
action upon assailant  object are discussed. For the most probable methods of
action (kinetic projectiles and nuclear explosions, it is presented and analyzed
possible regimes  of applications. The essential  aspects for future studies of these
regimes, possible results and their consequences for the Earth and space
environment are illuminated.

It is discussed  the demands  for the launch and ejection subsystems,  for delivery,
guidance  and terminal navigation components. Main attention is devoted to
desirable  directions for modem and near-future experimental  and theoretical
research.  There are among them overall and matter properties of NEOS, physical
and mechanical processes for various regimes  of action upon them, more reliable
description  of consequences of deflecting or shattering  actions.

Possible experimental programs for direct study of NEO’S properties  as a whole
is presented. It is advisable  to have a conceptual outline of the SPE system, based
on the existed technologies, to invest into separate segments of the SPE be near-
future technologies development, to correct the SPE subsequently according to
this development, and to implement an active space experimental program of
NEO’S research. This program will provide additional testing of the SPE
perspective  segments and their interaction.

Essential attention ought to be devoted to soaal, political and educational aspects
to detection  and forecast of NEO’S threat and to balanced approaches  to tie SPE
system development. It becomes expedient to develop an international
coordination  of efforts on NEO’S threat forecast and the SPE conceptual
development.  This collaboration Will provide more efficient use of limited
scientific and technical resources.
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NEAR-TERM THREAT NEGATION CAPABILITIES ~
● Contemporary  Technology
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Cost And Benefits of Near-Earth Object  Defenses

Gregory H. Canavan
Los A1amos National  Laboratory

The value of defenses  against objects fi”om space  is evaluated by comparing  the losses expected
in their absence  to the costs  of defenses, ivhich indicates  that defenses  should  be technically  and
economically feasible  for most  threatening  objects.  Impact  frequency  data are converted  into
expected losses from objects of given diameters,  and that into the marginal benefits of defenses.
The marginal  cost of search and deflection  are estimated and equated to determine  the sizes of
objects that can be negated effectively.  For objects detected  long  before  impact,  the analysis
determines the optimum  sensor size and cost. The programs  for long and short period object
search and interception have common  technological features  that make them essentially  two
phases of a single program.

Introduction
Historical  evidence on the frequency and destructiveness  of comet and near-Earth object (NEO) impacts

can be used to estimate  the damage future impacts  are likely to produce,  which suggests  average  losses  of roughly
$0.5 Biyr, dominated  by the largest  objects. It is also possible  to use data from defense  programs  and studies of the
last few years to make parametric estimates  of the cost of se,arch and interception,  which are the major components
of a defense.  The cost of search  dominates  for small objects  and long ranges,  while  the cost  of interception
dominates  for large objects  with short  warning.  For an object  of a given size, it is possible  to determine  optimal
combinations  of search  and interception  that ,are not overly sensitive  to uncertain  cost and performance parameters.

The calculations  are simplest  for long-period  comets  (LPCs),  which are analyzed explicitly.  Equating  their
marginal benefits  to the marginal  costs  of optimized  defenses  indicates  that defenses  are cost effective for LPCS or
other objects  detected  on final approach  up to = 7 km in diameter.  This resul~ and the technologies  required to
realize it, are reasonable,  relevant,  and weakly  dependent on model  parameters.  The maximum size is insensitive  to
search  cost; the maximum di,ameter  is insensitive  to interception  costs  as well.

These results  m extended  to objects  that make  many passes  through the inner  solar system  before
approaching  the %th. The detection  rate is shown to depend  primarily  on the number of detwtors  in the focal
planes  of the search  sensors  used, whose optimization  leads to systems  somewhat larger  than those currently
contemplated.  Such detection  should  be highly cost  effective  with or without  interception  capability.

Current levels  of technology,  if not of integration,  could address  most  threats.  For most,  search  and
interception  should  be not only feasible  ,and affordable,  but cost  effective.  Technology  assessments  and integration
studies  could  establish  the feasibility  of defenses  within a few years.  While only nuclear explosives  are generally
cost effective  with to&~y’s technology,  non-nucle,ar  concepts  could have a wider role, given advances in propulsion
and se,arch.  Optimal  combinations  of detection  and interception  w such that defenses  against  LPCS could arguably
be developed  over a period of a decade  for expenditures  modest  compared  to expected losses.

Expected losses from NEO impacts
Estimating  the value of NEO defenses is a new and still somewhat  controversial subject. The fust

evaluation,  presented at the NEO Interception  Workshop, was b~ased hargely  on the information presented there.
While  the Proceedings of that meeting  was in preparation,  newer data from the Spacewatch  NEO search  bwame
available,  which indicated  a much larger  contribution  from = 5 to 50 m NEOS. Additional  Spacewatch  data at the
University  of Arizona and Erice meetings  led to further  modification  of the conventional  “Shoemaker  curve” shown
in Fig. 1. The main  feature  of interest  here is that the curve contains  four rough groups  of NEOS, which are
distinguished  by the power law, n, in the dependence  of their collision  frequency,  f, on ~0 diameter,  D-n. For
D c 50 m, n is unknown  but = 6. For 50 m c D c 200 m, n = 8/3. For 200 c D <2 km, n = 2. For D >2 km, n = 3.

These collision  frequencies  are converted  into expected  losses  by multiplying  f for each D by the loss
expected from the impact  of a NEO of that di,ameter.  The loss generally  takes the form of an area of destruction  that
depends  on the NEO’S mass  and energy,  which can be converted  into a fraction  of total value  distributed  over the
%th’s  surface  through a phase-space argument.  Integrating  over diameters  up to D gives  the result shown  in Fig. 2
(Canavan,  1994).  Briefly,  NEOS from = 5 to 50 m retake a contribution  of = $6M/yG  those from = 50 to 200 m make
another  contribution  of=  $6M/yr; those from = 200 to 2 km m,ake a contribution  of = $100M/yr;  and those larger



than = 2 km make a contribution  of = $400M/yr.  Expected  losses  are dominated  by the infrequent but devastating
impact  of very large objects,  which account  for 80% of losses.

Some sensitivities  should be noted. The= $6M/yr  contribution  from 5 to 50 m NEOS is based on the
assumptions  that the Spacewatch  collision  frequencies  tare no more than an order of magnitude  greater than the
Shoemaker curve,  that only 6% of the smatl  NEOS m metallic,  and that the 94% that are stony break up during
entry without damage.  Should the fraction  of metatlic  NEOS prove larger,  their  contribution  would increase
accordingly.  If each of these assumptions  was in error by a factor of 3, the contribution  from small NEOS could
approach  that of= 200 m group. Conversely,  should the number of NEOS in this  group-or  the damage they
produc+be  refined  downward by such ,amounts,  the losses would decrease  to insignificant  levels.

The $6M/yr  contribution  from 50 to 200 m stony asteroids  is from damage on the ground due to shock
waves  from NEOS that break  up tens  of kilometers  higher  (Chyba, et al., 1993). While this has only been an active
area of research for a few years, it appears  unlikely  that the losses from this group could  be much greater  than those
shown,  and they could  be significantly  lower. The $100M/yr  contribution  from = 200 m to 2 km NEOS largely
represents damage by tsunami  generated  by asteroids  that impact  in oceans.  Without tsunami,  the losses  from this
group would scale  much like  those from smaller  NEOS and lead to a similar contribution  (Canavan,  1994).  NEO-
produced  tsunamis  have been studied  little  (Canavan,  1994).  Although it is not clear that the historical  record
supports  even the level of damage  estimated,  the concentration  of population  around coastal  areas  that have become
heavily  populated  in modem times could m,ake the damages  much larger than those estimated  above.

The losses  from large NEOS are only rough bounds derived  from the conventional  assumption  that NEOS
larger  than 1 to 2 km can cause  global damage.  There are suggestions  that even smaller  NEOS could cause  global
damage, but the arguments for even the harger values are largely qualitative,  and not necessarily  consistent  with the
paleontologicat  record. The values shown follow from the following  calculation,  which both illustrates  the method
and is useful  below.  The Earth’s gross product  G is = $20T/yr.  Thus, if the damage from a several  kilometer  NEO
persisted  for a time of T = 20 years, the total loss would be about  TG = $400T. The impact  frequency  of NEOS with
D greater  than= 3 km is roughly  f = K/Dn, where from Fig. 1, n = 3 and K = 10-5 km3/yr.  The losses  from NEOS
with diameters between 2 km and D is

L = j 2 D dD GT (-df/dD)  = GT[f(2) - f(D)]  = GTK(l/23 - liD3). (1)

The expected  annuat  loss from NEOS widl 2< D c 3 km is= $400T x 10-5 km3/yr (1/23 - 1/33)= $300M/yr,  which
is roughly  the increment between the “sub-global”  <2 km and “global”  3 km contribution  shown in Fig. 2.

Each factors  in this  estimate  is uncertain.  The collision frequency  of large NEOS is uncertain  by about  a
factor of two. The time persistence  of the destruction  is uncertain  by about  an order of magnitude.  The expected loss
is uncertain  by several  orders  of magnitude.  The loss of production  is used above to denominate  losses,  but it is only
a surrogate  for value losses  that ,are more difficult  to quantify.  Moreover,  these losses  are sensitive  to the time for
preparation  available  before impact.  If a NEO of this  size hit without  warning  or pre~ation,  the devastation  could
be global and total. If there W* adequate  warning and preparation,  the above  estimate  of losses  should  be
reasonable.  If there were adequate  defenses,  losses could be minimal.  The fwst case corresponds  to living in an
uninsured  house and hoping there is no fire.  The second  corresponds  to building  a spare house as insurance.  The
third corresponds  to protecting  the house from fire.  The first is simply foolish. Whether the second  or third is
preferred depends  on the costs  of the defense  relative  to the losses estimated  above, which is discussed  below.

Benefits of defenses
Integrated  losses  alone do not determine  the value of defenses.  Deployment decisions  are made on the basis

of marginal  economics.  Since the benefits  of defenses  are measured  by the losses they preven~  the value of NEO
defenses  is determined  by the marginal  benefits  curves  of Fig. 3, which are produced  by differentiating  the integral
loss curve  of Fig. 2. There are four segments,  corresponding  to the four groups  of NEOs discussed  above. The first
starts  at=  $lM/yr-m at 5 m and falls to = $lOWyr-m at 50 m. The curves  for 50 to 200 and 200 to 2 km NEOS fall
from = $0.lM/yr-m to $0.OIM/yr-m.  The curve for large NEOS falls  from = $4M/yr-km  at 2 km to = $lOM/yr-km  at
8 km. The calculation  of the marginal  losses of small NEOS is intricate;  for large NEOS it is simpler.  For them, Eq.
(1) gives  the integral  losses,  and its derivative  gives the marginal  losses  due to NEOS of diameter D

L’= GT (-df/dD)  = 3GTK/D4, (2)

which explains  the strong S1OPC of the m,arginal  benefit curve and reinforces  their  sensitivity  to uncertainties  in the
extent and duration  of the damage.



Detection
Detection is a significant fraction  of the cost of defense.  It varies  strongly  with technology  and basing,

varying from perhaps  a few $M/yr  for se,arch over centuries  with existing  ground-based  telescopes  through a few
$lOM/yr for search  over decades  with improved  ground-based  telescopes  to a few $100M/yr  for rapid search  with
space-based  sensors  for objects  on final  approach.  The first is underway,  productive,  and running efficiently  with
modest funding. This section  discusses  the scaling of the latter  two. Both require  adequate signal to noise  for
detection,  and both depend  on recent advances  in harge  format  charge-couple  detector (CCD) fwal plane  arrays,
which provide high sensitivity  over wide fields of view (Canavan,  et al., 1994).  In the next decade it should  be
possible  to build  arrays  with a few tens  of millions  of detectors  with high quantum efficiency (Q) throughout  the
visible  and near infrared  and very low dark cuments and readout  noises  for a few cents  per detector (Wood,  et al.,
1994).  Under those conditions  the signal, S, required  to achieve  a given signal-to-noise  ratio (SNR) is approximately

Sreq = d(SNR2B/Qt), (3)

where  t is the exposure time and B is the background,  which can be approximated  as B = B“A(32,  where  A is the
sensor  aperture  area e is its pixel diameter,  and the constant  B“ = 0.25/m2-arcsec2 for space-based  systems  and
about  2.5 times  that for ground-breed systems.  The signal received  by a sensor  of aperture  A from a NEO of
diameter D at ranger near opposition  is

Srec = JAD2/r2(l  + r)2, (4)

where  J is a Conswlt.  @Uating sreq and Srec specifies  the sensor needed.  That is done below,  after a discussion  of
the proper choice of exposure  time.

Rapid search
Rapid  search  is appropriate  for either  an improved  ground-based  system or a fast-response  space-based

system,  both of whose  detection  rates  are maximized  by choosing  an exposure  time such that all of the accessible
sky is covered once before any area is covered  again (Canavan,  1995). For a ground-based  system,  that requires
searching  at a rate of W’ = 130 degree2/hour;  for space-based  systems,  the search  rate could be somewhat larger. For
a sensor  with a field of view (FOV) of w, full  coverage  in time t means that t must satisfy  w/t= W’, or t = w/W’. me
exposure time for rapid wide-area se,arch is quite different  than that for earlier NEO searches,  which maximized  tin
order to search  to the largest  magnitude  possible  with a given sensor. Wide-area search sacrifices  limiting  magnitude
for broader coverage.  More can be said about  the details  of rapid search  (Harris,  1995),  but that is all that is needed
for this  assessment.

Ground-based search
Ground-based signal requirements  are determined  by substituting  t = wiW’ into Eq. (3) and equating  the

result  to Eq. (4) to produce

Sreq = 4(SNR213’’A92W’IQW). (5)

It would be difficult  to improve  the SNR = 4 or Q = 0.8 of current  sensors.  And 0, which is set by atmospheric
seeing, cannot be greatly  improved  without  degrading  FOV. Thus, Sreq essenti~ly  scales  as ~(~w).  However> A
and w are not independent.  For optics  of a given f number,  f#, detector  pitch, p, and number of detectors  in the focal
plane,  N, the FOV scales  with aperture  area as w = Np/f#A,  so that A/w a A2/N, so that Sreq a M~N in terms of the
fundamental  sensor parameters A and N. Equating  this  result  to Srec, simplifying,  and squaring  the result  produces

N a [r(l + r)/D14. (6)

Note that the aperture area A h,as canceled  out. For rapid search, what  matters  is the number of detectors.  To f~st
order, the cost of the ground-based  sensor  is proportional  to that of its focal plane, which is proportional  to the



number of detectors N. Thus, the cost of a ground-based  se,arch system capable of detating NEOS of diameter  D at
range r is proportional to N and hence

Cground  = G[r(l + r)/D14, (7)

where  L is a cons~lnt. L could  be estimated  from the parameters  in the equations  above; however, given the
uncertainties  in their  values  it is perhaps  as well to estimate  L from current systems.  Spaceguard  sensors  intended  to
search  for 1 km NEOS at = 2 AU were intended  to have 10 year  c,ampaign  costs  of about  $1OOM (Morrison,  1992),
which gives  a value of L = $100M/64  = $0.1 M-km4/AU8.  The defense  GEODSS system  appears  to give similar
costs. This value of L is used to construct the plot of Cground versus r for D = 2 km NEOS shown in Fig. 4. The
solid squares  are the ground-based  detection  system costs, which ,are = $1OOM at 3 AU and $20B at 6 AU. The
former is about  the same as that for the 1 km NEOS at 2 AU used to estimate  L. The latter  provides  a rough bound
on the ranges that can be used, in that at a nominal  discount  rate of= 5%/yr, this  $20B total  expenditure  would
correspond  to an annual  expenditure  of about  0.05/yr  x $20B = $lB/yr,  which is more than the expected annuat
losses  to I,arge NEOS. But within this  range of 3 to 6 AU, ground-based  detection  should be able to support
affordable defenses.

Space-based search
Spaced-based  search has an added  degree  of freedom because  in space, seeing does not limit  the pixel  size,

so that (3 can be made much smaller.  If the optics scale as diffraction  limited,  t32 = 12/A, B = B“X2, and

Sreq = 4(SNR2B’’X2W’1QW)  a d(A/N). (8)

Equating  this  to Srec produces

NA a [r(l + r)/D]4. (9)

For space-based  systems,  A does not cancel  out, so both N and A can be varied to maximize  range.  Costs  typically
vary as Cspace = nN + aA, so optimization  is accomplished  by the choice  A = (n/a)N,  which gives  Cspace = 2nN> so
that  NA a N2 a C$pace2,  which produces

Cspace  = G’[r(l + r)/D]2, (lo)

where  L’ is again a constant to be estimated either by aggregating  the parameters in the model or from related
satellite systems.  While there is no directly relevant scaling b,ase, defense  experience suggests  that satellites of this
complexity could be built for a few $1OOM. Thus, L’ is evaluated from the premise that a system for detecting 2 km
NEOS at 2 AU could be built for $1OOM, which gives L’ = $100M[21612  = $1OM.  That value is used to construct the
curve of Cspace as a function  of r for 2 km NEOS shown by tie open squafes  in Fig. 4. From its ~nchmark $1OOM
at 2 AU, where  space search costs about 10 times as much as ground-based  search,  the curve rises  to $lB at 4 AU
and then to= $1OB at 8 AU. At the latter  it is about  l/10th the cost of the ground-based  system,  which indicates  that
space-based  systems  could have application  at longer  mnges.  Detailed  studies  could  refine these costs,  but the main
observation  needed  here is that  space-based  detection  appea to have higher costs  for shorter  range  systems,  which
is compensated  by weaker scaling on range  that produces  lower costs  at the longer ranges  of interest  for large NEOS.

Interception
To m’ake use of the marginal  benefit  and se,arch cost curves  derived  above to optimize  defenses,  it is

nwessary to have the corresponding  marginal  costs curves for negation  mechanisms  and some knowledge of the
ranges and warning  times for which they tare applicable.  Figu~ 5. shows the ability  of various  interception
technologies  to negate  10 m to 100 km NEOS given reaction  times of months  to millennia (Canavan,  et al., 1993).
The top line,  indicated  by d,ark squares,  is the deflection  capability  of nuclear explosives  on interceptors  with the
high specific  impulses  and thrusts of nuclear rockets,  which represents  roughly  the maximum capability  of current



technology.  Given  reaction  times  of ye,ars, this  combination  could negate  NEOS several  tens of kilometers across;
given centuries,  it could  negate  NEOS several  hundreds  of kilometers  across.  The diameter  this combination  could
deflect increases  by a factor  of=  20 as the reaction  time,  t, increases  by a factor of l~; thus,  the scaling  is roughly
D et tl/3. It also depends  on the interaction  technology  and coupling  efficiency,  as discussed below.

The second  curve  shows the capability  of nuclear explosives  on conventional  rockets,  which  merges with
the top curve  for reaction  times of a few decades  or longer, but falls a factor of 2 to 3 below it for times  of less than a
year. The third curve  is for nuclear explosives  on conventional  rockets  using standoff explosions,  which wastes
energy,  but improves  the symmetry  of energy deposition  and reduces  the danger of fragmenting  or spalling  the NEO
(Ahrens,  et al., 1993).  The fourth curve is for kinetic energy  payloads  on high specific  energy  rockets.  The fifth is
for kinetic  energy impact  with conventional  rockets.  The bottom curve  is for mass  drivers—mechanized  conveyor
belts that throw material  found on the ~0’s surface  and throw it into space  to generate  recoilar  other low-thrus~
high-efficiency  deflection  technologies  of this  type (Melosh,  et al., 1994).  While  they have too little thrust  to address
NEOS larger than= 100 m with less  than a few years w’arning,  with a few centuries  warning,  they could  deflect=  10
km NEos.

The basic  scaling  can be understood  from the requirement that given a time t to react,  the defense must  give
a NEO on a collision  course  a deflection  velocity  just  l,arge enough to cause  it to miss  by the Earth by at least  its
radius.  To do so, the interceptor  delivers  a final  payload  mass  Mf, whose specific  energy  density,  @, depends  on the
concept.  For nuclear explosives,  @ = 2 Megaton  (MT)/tonne  = 9X1012 Joule/kg.  For deflection  by the kinetic  energy
in head-on  impacts,  the specific  energy  is the NEO’S = (30 km/s)2/2,  which is = 100 times the specific  energy  of
conventional  high explosives,  but = 10-4 times the specific  energy of nuclear  explosives.  The energy  release  M@
ejects a mass  Me at a velocity  ve, whose recoil  imparts  an incremental  velocity  Av = Meve/m to a NEO of mass  m.
Conservation  of energy  gives the energy  imparted  to the ejecta  as Mm = Meve2,  so that Av = M@/mve.  For Mf = 10
tonnes  of nuclear explosives  and ve = 100 m/s, Av = 75 m/s for a D = 2 km NEO. That would deflect it by an Earth
radius,  ~, if applied  at range  r = Re v/Av = 0.02 AU, although applying  the whole impulse  in one explosion  could
lead to fragmentation.

The displacement  depends  on when and where this  deflection  is applied  in the NEO’S trajectory.  The
displacement  can be written as 6 = kAvL where k is a numerical  parameter.  For deflection  many orbits  prior to
impac~  k = 3-5 is appropriate,  but for L~s and unobserved  ~Os, detection  occurs  on first  approach,  most of the
response  time is used for interceptor  fly out, and k = 0.1 is a more appropriate  value  (Ahrens,  et al., 1993).  The latter
is used for the calculations  below,  although k is c,arried as a parameter for discussions  of sensitivity.  For defense of
the whole  Earth,  it is necessary  that  6 = Re, which gives

Mf = Remve/@kt, (11)

which produces  the domin,ant  seating of Fig. 1. For a fixed Mf and ~0 density,  p, D = ($ktMf/&pve)l/3  Thus, atl
concepts  scale  bmically as tl/3, atthough  that is modified  by k, which transitions  from = 0.1 to = 5 in the interval
from a few years to a few decades.  Nuclear explosives  achieve  the largest  D because  they have the largest $ by a
factor of= 104. Nuclear propulsion  increases  k by about  an order of magnitude  at short  t, because  conventional
rockets  fly out at 107o of the speed of the NEO, spend  90% of their time in transit, and make use of only 10~0 of the
detection  range  for deflection.  Nuclear rockets  can achieve  velocities  comparable to the NEO’S and intercept  it
midway.  The ejection  velocity  ve is an important  but poorly-defined  parameter,  which varies  from = 0.1 km/s  for
deeply  buried  bursts  through = 1 km/s for surface  bursts  to = 10 km/s for standoff explosions.  Thus, it is a measure
of the efficiency  of nuclear  coupling,  which produces  a factor of= (100)1/3  = 5 variation  in D. Since the precise
value of ve is not known  and varies  with the concept  and application,  the calculations  below assume  the ve
appropriate for shallowly  buried burst and c,arry ve as a parameter  for sensitivity  discussions.  Thus, Fig. 5 represents
an upper  bound on most  technologies,  a signific,nnt  extrapolation  of propulsion  and penetration,  and a somewhat
optimistic  value of coupling  efficiency.

In space,  mass  is directty  related  to cost, so Mf can be converted  into a rough estimate of interceptor cost.
An interceptor payload  of Mf= 10 tonnes would require =30 tonnes  into deep space  and = 100 tonnes  into low-
Earth orbi~ which is about  the limit  of what a fully  integrated  international  effort could  now produce.  Such a booster
could  cost on the order of $1OOM. The upper  stage and controls  for rendezvous  could cost  another= $1OOM. The
nuclear explosive  could  add = $1OOM  more. If life-cycle  operational  costs  were roughly  equal  to the total cost  of the
booster,  payload,  and controls;  the total cost for the interceptor  might  be about  $500M, or $50M/tonne  of payload
mass.  Assuming  that these values  could be scaled continuously  to other  masses  gives an interception  cost of Cint  =
BMf= BRemve/@k~ where  B = $50M/tonne.  This is of course  just  the cost for the booster,  upper stage,  controls,  and



explosives,  but adding  a fixed cost  for the ground system and control  would increase  negation  and total costs,  but
would not affect the optimization  in below.

Cost of defense
The dominant variable  hardw,are costs of defense  ,are those for search  and negation.  The former are

bounded  by the estimates  above for search from ground and space. As the results  are not overly  sensitive  to the
details  of the detection  model or costs, they zssume  a cost for detection  of the form of Eq. (10), i.e, that for space-
based search,  which appc.ars appropriate  for large  NEOS and LPCS. The cost for negation  is taken to be that for
nucIe~  explosives  on conventional  boosters,  i.e., the nominal  Cnegate = BMf  with B = $50M/tonne.  The total  cost
of defense is the sum of the costs  of detection  and deflection,  which is

C = Csemch + Cint = A[r(l + r)/D]2 + BMfs AIvt(l  + vt)/D]2 + B@ve/@kt, (12)

where  detection  range  r is replaced  by detection  time t = r/v. Note that A is nof the sensor  apertu~,  which has
already  been integrated  into it, but a parameter that is A = $50M-km2/AU4.  That vatue, which is about  5 times  the
value in Eq. (10), is chosen  for a certain  degree  of conservatism  and for consistency  with earlier work (Canavan,
1994).  Figure  6 shows  the total cost C for nuclear  deflection.  For short tfines  and small  D the total costs  are= $1OM,
which is too small  for the model  to be accurate.  For large diameters  they rise to = $1OOB.  For long times, the total
cost is dominated  by the cost of detection,  which increases  as t2, and is largest  for small NEOS. At 1 year, for 0.1 km
the total costs  are = $IOOOB; by 10 km they drop to = $1OB.

There is a progression  in minimum-cost combinations  that increases  from a = $1OM system to detect and
deflect 0.1 to 0.3 km NEOS with 0.01 yetar  warning,  through a = $1OOM  system that could  detect=  1 km NEOS with
0.1 yea warning,  to a = $lB system that could  detect  and deflect= 3 km NEOS with 0.5 year warning.  Of greatest
interest  here is that for a given D, at short times, the costs  for deflection  dominate,  while  for long times,  those for
detection  dominate;  thus, the totat  cost exhibits  a minimum  somewhere  in between.  For D = 3 km, at t = 0.01 year, C
= $1OB.  C then falls to = $300M at = 0.25 ye,ar before  rising again to = $1OB at 1 year. For D = 1 km, the minimum
is= $50M at t = 0.06 year; for D = 10 km it is = $5B at = 1 year. The time that produces  the minimum total cost of
defense can be determined  by differentiating  Eq. (12) with respect  to time and setting the result  to zero. The result is
shown in Fig. 7 as a function of D ,and $. For D less  than 10 km and the@ of nuclear explosives,  the optimal
detection  times are less  than a year. For the smatler  @ of kinetic  and other concepts,  the times reach  a year at much
smaller  diameters.  For nucie.ar energy  densities  there is a break in the scaling at about  3 km. For r >>1 AU, i.e., t>>
1/6 year, the optimum  time is approximately

topt ~ (BRemveD2/4@kA@)  1/5, (13)

which scales  as (mD2)1/5  a (D3D2)*/5  et D, as seen from 3 to 10 km in Fig. 7. It also scales  atmost inversely  on
NEO velocity  v, which is of interest  with respect  to defenses  against  LPCS, whose velocities  are generally  higher
and more variable  than NEOS. In this  limit the nucle~af  topt is rclatively  insensitive  to most o~er Parameters.  An
exception  is advanced  interceptors  with much higher  fly out velocities,  which could  increase  k from = 0.1 to = 3.
That would reduce  the optimal  detection  time by about  a factor  of 301/5=2. For a 10 km NEO that would  reduce
the optimal  detection  time and range from about  1 year and 6 AU to 1/2 yeaf  and 3 AU. When bpt substitu~d  back
into  Eq. (12), it gives the optimized  (minimum)  total  cost,  Copt, which is shown in Fig. 8 as a function  of D and 0.
The costs  vary from a few $1OM for nuclear  deflection  of 100 m NEOS to = $lT for nonnuclear deflection  of 10 km
LPCS. For nuclear deflection  of 10 km SITS, the optimal  cost is = $lB. For ~pt  large,

Copt = 5(A/D2)1’5(BRemvev/@k)4’5, (14)

which scales  as D-y5m4/5 cx D-2/5 (D3)4/5  a D2, which is swonger tian tie D4/3 scaling for smaller  D. Copt
depends  weakly  on detection  costs through A1/5; more strongly on deflection  costs  through B4/5. Thus, 20% of the
totat  cost is devoted  to detection  and 80% to deflection  just  due to the scaling of search  costs. ToM costs  are ahnost
linearly  sensitive  to NEO and coupling  parameters.  Based on the expected  losses  of a few $100/yr  given above,  it
would appe,ar that the costs  for kinetic  energy deflection  are acceptable  for LPC diameters up to = 10 km, which
covers the bulk of the threat. Kinetic  energy deflection  would only appear affordable  to diameters up to a few
hundred  meters.  Note that Coot  scales  m k4/5; thus,  the 30-fold increase  in k possible  with advanced  interceptors.,
could reduce the total  cost  of intercept  by a factor  of 304/5  = 15. For a 10 km NEO that would  mean a reduction to =



$1OOM. For the analysis  that follows,  the IeSUlt needed is the rnaf~inal cost of optimized  defenses.  Copt an be
written as HD2, where H contains  the parameters  of Eq. (14) and is roughly  $20M/km2  according  to Fig. 8. The
rnwginal  cost is produced  by differentiation  x Copt ‘ = 2HD. This gives the total  cost of defenses;  the equivalent
annuat  expenditure is determined  by multiplying  it by the appropriate  discount  rate,  i, so the annual  marginal
expenditure  is iCop~  = 2iHD. For efforts  of national  importance,  the conventional  discount  rate is i = 5%/yr. For D =
10 km, tiese operations produce Copt = $20M/km2  (10 km)2 = $2B, ~pt’ = 2 x $20MM2 x 10 km = $400M~,
icopt = 5~0/yr  x $2B = $1OOM,  and an annual  marginal expenditure  of icop~  = 590/yr X $400M/kIn  = $20w-Yr.

Effectiveness of optimized defenses
Figure  9 adds these marginal  costs for defense  to the m,arginal benefits  derived  e,arlier. The bottom  curve is

for nominal  costs; the other  two are for costs 10 and 100 times higher  to illustrate  sensitivity.  The bottom  curve
shows that defenses would be highly cost effective  for NEOS with diameters  up to = 7 km, where  the marginat  cost
and benefit curves  cross. Figure  2 shows that  defenses  good to = 7 km would prevent  essentially  all of the =
$500M/yr  expected  damages.  From the results  of tile previous  section,  such defenses should  cost= $20M/km2  x (7
km)2 = $lB, or = 5%/yr  x $IB = $50M/yr;  thus,  their net benefit  would be = $500M/yr  - 50M/yr = $450M. Note that
this  $50M/yr  expenditure  from m,arginal  economics  is a small  fraction  of the amount  estimated  from average costs
and benefits.

It is possible  to derive  analytically  t!le NEO diameter  at which the marginal  benefit and cost curves  cross.
Equation  (2) gives  the former  as L’ = 3GTK/D4, where GT = $400T and K = 10-5km3/yr  for large NEOS. The latter
is iCopt ‘ = 2iHD. Equating  the two gives D = (3GTK/2iH)1/5  = 7 km. Because  of the exponent  of l/5th,  this
combination  of p,arametem  would have to ch,ange by a factor  of 30 to ch,ange the crossover diameter by a factor of
two.

The curve  indicated  by closed  diamonds  shows that defenses  with costs 10 times  nominal  would still be
cost effective  against  essentially  all small  NEOS and harge NEOS up to = 3.5 km in diameter.  Figure  2 shows that
defenses  to 3.5 km would still  prevent= $400M/yr  of the $500M/yr  expected  damages.  Even partial  defenses  could
negate  80% of the threa~ and they would negate  the most  likely portions  of it. From the scaling  above,  such defenws
should cost  = $20M/km2-yr (3.5 km)2 = $250M/yr.  However,  the curve for 100 x nomiml costs  lies targely  above
the marginal  benefit curves.  It does cut the 5 to 50 m NEO curve about  midway,  indicating  that defense might  still
be cost  effective up to about  20 m diameters,  but Fig. 2 indicates  that would only justify  an expenditure  of = $7M/yr,
or a total investment  of about  $140M. It is difficult  to envision a defense  based on current technology  for that
amount.

This discussion  can be extended  to study sensitivities  to the specific  energy  of the deflection  technology
used. The costs  of optimized  defenses  scale as l/@4/5 for D barge NEOS. The specific  energy  of kinetic  energy is =
10-4 times  mat of nuclew explosives,  so kinetic  energy would increase  the cost of defenses  by a factor  of= (l@)4’5
= 1000. That would increase  the m,arginal  costs another  factor  of 10 above the top 100x cost  curve  on Fig. 9, which
would be prohibitive.  In some  circumstances  it might  be appropriate  to pay that  penalty  to avoid  nuclear explosives,
particularly  the defenses  could be built for the ,assumed scaling costs  of = $50M/yr  for small  NEOS. However,  the
scaling  of defenses  at smatl  D, w!lere  interceptor  overhead  is a harger fraction of payload,  is much less  certain  than
their scaling at large D. Thus, alternative  a~d advanced  concepts  could play important  roles  in detection,
interception,  and deflection.

Search over extended periods
The discussion  of the previous  section applied  to se,arch for objects  detected  on tinat approach.  For them,

defenses  would have to operate  in months  to ye,ars; hence, it is necessary  for their  sensors  to see as far as possible  to
maximize warning  time to minimize  interception  costs. For objects  that pass close enough to the Earth for detection
a number of times prior to impac~ it is possible  to use a more efficient search over an extended  period of time,
waiting  for the NEO to come close to the Earth,  and hence to the sensor, to minimize  search costs. Even for
extended search  from the ground, the detection  rate is maximized  by rapid, wide-area search (Canavan,  1995),  the
requirements  for which <are determined  by equating  Srec from Eq. (4) to Sreq from  Eq. (5) and Using  w’ a N/A to
produce

D a r(l + r)/N1/4, (15)



for the minimum diameter  NEO that can be detected at r,ange r by a sensor with N detectors. For extended search,
the detection rate R is proportional  the product of the se,arch mte wlt = W’, and the integral  over the volume
containing detecklble ~Os, which is

R a W’~ dr r2 (M/D[n), (16)

where M/Din is the density  of detectable  N>OS at r, M is a constan~  and m = 2 for most  NEOS. Substituting  from
Eq. (15) produces

R a ~ dr #M/[ r(l + r)/N1/4]2  u dN, (17)

While it is possible to estimate the constant in this proportionality, it is adequate to use the current estimate that
rapid search with N = 4 million detectors (4Mdet)  s!lould  achieve = 90% completeness  in 10 years, which is
consistent  with R = g~N, where the constant  is g = 2/(10 r x 2~Mdet)  = O.1/yr-dMdet. The time rate of increase  of

Jthe loss is dL/dt  = GTfe-Rt, where  fe-Rt = 10-6/yr x e-g ‘t is the collision  frequency  of all large NEOS that have
not been detected  as oft, so the cumulative  loss  after t years is

L = GTf(l - e-Rt)/R, (18)

which is shown in Fig. 10 as a function of time for N = 1 to 16 Mdet. For N = 1, the curve increases  sharply  until t =
10 years. It subsequently  rolls over, but the $2.5B loss  after 10 years is till  about  65% of the GTft = $400T x 10-6/yr
x 20 yr = $4B that would occur without  any search.  For l,arger N the curves  level off earlier at a lower values.  For N
= 4 the curve levels  off at = $2B by t = 20, where  the curve for constant  N is about  parallel  to the $2B isocontour,  so
that increasing  t would not increase  L. For N = 16, L levels  off at = $lB, which is only 12% of the loss without
search.  It becomes parallel  to the isocontour  by about  10, illustrating  that l,arger N permits  shorter  searches.  The
benefit of search  is the difference  between  the loss  without  and with it, which is

U = GTf[t - (1 - e-Rt)/R], (19)

which is shown in Fig. 11 as a function of t for N = 2 to 64. The bnefits  are about  $lB after 7.5 years  for N = 2, 5
years  for N = 64. Thereafter, the loss contours  show more gradient  in t and N, reaching  $4.5B for N = 2 and $7B for
N =64 at t = 20 years. This gradient  favors  I,arge  N, for which U increases  more rapidly.  In all cases,  the linear
growth of benefits  after a decades  results  from [he fact that  most  threatening  objects  are found after the first  decade,
so that the benefits  are essentially  equal to the losses in the absence  of search.  The marginal benefits  are given by
differentiating  U, which produces

dU/dN = GTf[l/R2 - (1/R2 + t/R)e-Rt]g/2~N, (20)

which is shown in Fig. 12 as a function N for search durations  of t = 5 to 25 years. While  there is a significant  sp~ad
in marginal  benefits  at N = 2—i.e., $1OOM  for 5 ye,ars to 600M/Mdet  for 25 years-it  decreases  to a factor of 2 at N
= 10 and 10% at 64 Mdet. All of the curves  fall more sharply as N increases,  reflecting  the diminishing  marginal
utility for improving  on se,arches  that  are already  more than adequate.  At large N the slope approaches  -3D because
the exponential  term in ~. (20) is small, so that dU/dN = GTfg/2R2dN et l/N3/2.

The cost  of ground-based  search ,are roughly bounded  by current university  programs,  the Spaceguard
proposal,  and dle possible  Air Force GEODSS program  at roughly  $1OOM  for a 10 year campaign.  That cost  should
be roughly  proportional  to the cost  of the sensor  used, which in turn should be roughly  proportional  to its number of
detectors  in it. If detection  and w’arning  alone are adequate  to avoid most  of the loss  from a large NEO, the cost  of
search  and hence  of defense can be approximated  by C = nN, where n = $100M/4Mdet = $25M/Mdet.  From Fig. 12,
this  m is equal  to dU/dN  at N = 13Mdet fort= 5 and =20 Mdet fort= 10 to 20 years. For the latmr, the cost  of an
optimal  search  would be about  $25M/Mdet  x 20 Mdet  = $500M, which is about  5 times the size of the currently
proposed  program.  From Fig. 10, the residual  losses from such a search would be = $lM. From Fig. 11 the benefits
would be = $3B, so the net benefit would be= $3B - 0.5B = $2.5B.

For an indication  of sensitivity,  for these conditions  a 4 Mdet sensor  would cost  only $1OOM, but would
only have benefits  of $2.2B, for a net benefit  of $2.1 B. A 64Mdet  sensor  would have benefits  of= $4B, but would
cost  $1 .6B, for a net benefit of $2.4B. Thus, there is a l,arger penalty  for undersizing  the sensor  than for oversizing  it.
The sensitivity  to detector cost can also be seen dircc(ly. From above, for large N and L dU/dN = GTf/2gN3/?  thus,
for dC/dN = n, rn.arginal equality  gives N= (GTf/2gn)Y3. That means  that as the cost  per detector falls, the number



of directors increases almost inversely,  which means  that the total  cost of the sensor  varies  as Nn a nl/3, so if the
advance  of technology  continues  to decrease  the cost per detector  rapidly,  future  search  systems  will become much
more capable but no more expensive.

An important assumption  in the anatysis  above is that w,arning alone would be enough  to avoid  catastrophic
losses.  Given  the presence  of some auxiliary  sys(em  to handle  objects  that m detected  only on final approach,  that
assumption  seems  reasonable.  Ilowever, if a modest  capability  to deflect objects  seen many  orbits  prior to impact is
requi~d,  its cost  c,an be roughly  estimated  from the e,arlier results.  The costs  for deflection  fall rapidly  with warning
times on the order of the search times discussed  above. They are likely to fall to levels  determined  by overheat
rockets,  and extemats  more than interception  technology.  Assuming  that a interception  mission  could  be mounted
for a cost of a few $1OOM, those COSIS  would not upset the overatl assessment  of feasibility  established  above,  and
would not impact  the marginal  analysis  at all. The costs of defenses  would be added  to C and should  not be
explicitly  dependent on N. Thus dC/dN  would remain  at n, so the optimat  number of detectors,  and hence the cost  of
search,  would not change.  The main effect is that the tottat  cost  is increased  by the cost of the interceptor.  But even
interception  costing  $lB would only reduce  the net benefit  from $2.5B to $1.5B. Thus,  the extended  search  appears
highly  cost effective with or without  defenses.

Relationship of extended and rapid searches and defenses
Defenses against NEOS and objects  that can be detected  many  orbits prior  to impact  primarily require

competent  search  for periods  of a few decades.  Some interception  capability  would be useful,  but it should  not be
difficult  or expensive  to provide  due to the efficiency  of deflection  long before impact.  The search  required can be
provided  by ground-based  telescopes,  atthough  they should be somewhat  more capable than those currently
envisioned.  Defense against LPCS and other unobserved  objects  requires  rapid search  and ready interception,  which
suggests  space-based  sensors,  and harge-scale  nuclear deflection  capability.  On the surface  there  is not a ready  match
between extended  and rapid se,arches  and the defenses  that support  them.

On a deeper level there does appe,ar to be. The extended  search  for NEOS is a tmnsient  problem;  one to two
decades  of competent  se,arch should reduce expccled  losses well below those expected from LPCS. Defense against
LPCS is a steady-state  response  to a threat  that can never  be eliminated.  The only possibility  is to reduce the losses
they produce.  For NEOS, improved  se’arch would be valuable;  for LPCS, it is essential.  Thus, there is need for
continuing  improvement  in se,arch to sup~rt  both these activities,  and any improvement in technology  or capability,
including  space-basing,  would help both. Since there  is no reduction  in the marginal  utility of more capable search
technologies,  search  is likely to be a key technology  whose progressive  development should be promoted for objects
of any size ,and period.

Interception  is a more complex  issue.  In the search for NEOS it is hoped that no objects  will be found that
threaten  the Earth,  or that if one is found that  is threatening,  its predicted  impact  time would be closer to a million
years th,an a decade.  But impact  times are distributed  uniformly,  so there is a probability  that an object  could  be
found that would require faster  response  and hence stronger  measures.  Again there are transient  and stead-state
problems.  There is currently  concern  about  impact  during the NEO survey, or on a time scale  too short  for limited
measures,  but after a few decades,  that concern  will merge  into the steady-state  concern  over LPCS, which clearly
take stronger  measures.  Thus, given the credibility  of cul~ent  assessments  that LPCS produce  large losses  and
deserve strong defenses,  the development  of such defenses  is inevitable,  and the only question  is the time scale  for
developing  them. Providing  them on the time scale of a decades  would also provide  improved  search  for NEOS, a
stronger backup  to the interception  technologies  intended  for the NEO search,  and expected average savings  from
defenses  against  LPCS comparable to those expected  from defenses  against  NEOS. Thus, the technologies  and time
lines for deployments  of the two elements  of an integrated  defense  would appear to be complementary in every  way.

Summary
There is now rough agl”eement on the impact  frequencies  of objects  of various  sizes,  theti  damage

mechanisms,  and the expected  losses  they produce.  There is also some agreement on the uncertainties  in
each, although  those uncertainties  tend to be greatest  for the l,argest objects,  which have the greatest
potential  for global effects and which tend to dominate  the expected  losses from impacts  of all sizes. Those
losses  are currently  estimated  as roughly  $0.5 B/yr,  but plausible  ,arguments  suggest  that they could  be an
order of magnitude I,arger. They ,are in any case strongly sensitive  to the amount  of warning  and extent of
defenses  available.

The decision  to deploy defenses  should be based on the equality  of benefits  and costs  at the
m,argin. The m,arginal  benefits  can be derived  from the estimated  losses.  The dominant costs  of defense are
those for search  and interception.  For the long ranges needed  for NEOS, space-based  sensors  appear



competitive  with ground-based  ones, both  appc,ar affordable,  and the m,arginal  costs  of each can be
determined with enough accuracy for ‘analysis.  Interception  costs  can also be paramaterized to about  the
same accuracy.  lIowever,  optima are much more sensitive  to them than to detection  costs-depending
ahnost  linearly  on most of the p,ammeters  of the boosters  and explosives.  The sum of the costs  for search
and interception  have a optimum  detection  time and range for any object  diameter that can be determined
analytically,  which permits  the analytic  determination  of the marginal  costs  of interception.  Equating  that to
the marginal cost  of search  determines  the optimal  defense  and its cost  for objects  of any size. Nominal loss
and cost  pammeters indicate  that defenses  should  be cost effective  for objects  up to about  7 km across,  a
result  that is only weakly  dependent on model  p,arametcrs.

For objects  that  pass close enough to the Earth for detection  a number of times prior to impact,  it is
possible  to use a more efficient search  over an extended  period of time by waiting  for the NEO to come
close to the Earth, and the sensor,  to minimize  se,arch costs.  Even for extended  searches  from the ground
the detection  rate is maximized  by rapid, wide-area  se,arch,  which to fiist  order depends  only on the number
of detectors  in the sensor.  Since the cost of the sensor  is also roughly proportional  to the number of
detectors,  that leads to an analytic  optimization,  which for current  detector  cost would lead to sensors
somewhat larger than those currently  envisioned.  The optima  have benefits  of several  $B per decade  and
costs  an order of magnitude  less;  thus,  they ,are highly cost  effective  and would remain  so even if modest
deflection  capability  w,as added. As detector  costs fall,  sensors  should become larger but cheaper.

Defenses against NEOS and objects  that  can be detected  many orbits  prior to impact  primarily  require
competent  search  for a few decades.  Defenses against LPCS and other  unobserved  objects  requires  rapid search  and
ready  interception  forever.  While  these requirements  differ, there is a fundamental  tie between them and the
technologies  that support  them. The extended  se,arch for ~Os is a transient  problem;  a few decades of competent
search  should greatly  reduce  expected  losses. Defense  against  LPCS is a steady-state  response  to a threat that can
never be eliminated.  For ~Os, improved  se,arch would be valuable;  for L~s, it is essential.  Thus, the~ is need for
continuing  improvement  in se,arch to support  both  activities.  Se,arch is a key technology  whose  progressive
development  should be promoted  for objects  of any size and period.

In the search  for ~Os it is hoped that no objects  will  be found that threaten  the Earth, but impact
times are distributed  uniformly,  so an object  could be found requiring  faster  and stronger  responses.  Again
there are transient  and stead-state  problems.  After  a few decades,  the concern  that the NEO survey  will find
a threat  will diminish  and merge  into  the steady-state  concern  over LPCS, which clearly  take stronger
measures.  If current assessments of LPC witl)stand review, the development of defenses  is inevitable,  and
the only question  is the time scale.  A time scale of a few decades  would provide  improved  search  for
NEOS, a stronger  backup  to the interception  technologies  intended  for the NEO search,  and large expected
savings.  Thus, the technologies  and time lines for deployments  of the two elements  of an integrated  defense
appear  complementary.

On the basis  of current technical  assessments,  it appears  that current levels  of technology,  if not of
integration,  could  address  most  threats  detected  either  many orbits  or only shortly  before impact.  On the basis  of
economics  estimates,  it appe,ars that they could do so cost effectively.  On the basis of the logic of the requirements,
it appears  that the required  se,arch programs  could grow progressively  from current  sensor  surveys  and that the
required intercept  capability  could grow from current  space probes  through modest  long-response  capabilities  to
those required  for fast reaction.  Moreover,  it would appear  that the programs  for NEO search  and LPC search  and
defense have in common  key technological  features  that  make them essentially  two phases  of a single  program.
These conclusions  should & tested by more technology  ,assessments  and integration  studies,  which could  establish
the feasibility  of defenses  within a few ye,ars.
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Optimal Trajectories for Interception
Asteroids

of Earth-Orbit-Crossing

Bmce Conway
Department  of Aeronautical& Astronautical  Engineering

University of Illinois
Urbana,  Illinois

Optimal  (minimum-time)  trajectories  are determined  for the interception  of
asteroids  which pose a threat  of collision  with the Earth. An impulsive-thrust
escape  from the Earth is used initially  to reduce  flight time but is followed  with
continuous  low-thrust  propulsion  because  of the significant  propellant  mass
advantages of electric  propulsion. The initial impulsive delta-v is no larger than
that used for a Hohmann transfer to Mars, e.g. that used for Mars Observer.

The  continuous  optimization  problem  is formulated  as a nonlinear  programming
(NLP) problem using  a method (referred  to aS “collocation”)  in which  the
differential  equations  of motion  are included  as nonlinear  constraint  equations  in
the NLP problem.  In this formulation  the NLP problem parameters  are the state
and control  variables  at dismete points. Polar  coordinate  are used  so that  the
state variables  are radius,  angle, radial  velocity,  angular  velocity,  and mass. The
control  variables  are the thrust pointing angles.  The optimizer  is also  free  to vary
the launch date (in the event that waiting might improve  the geometry  of the
intercept)  and the position  in Earth orbit at which the impulsive  delta-v  is
applied. The electric  motor thrust and speafic  impulse are assumed constant,
but as fuel is consumed the thrust acceleration  increases.

Initial results have been obtained only for the 2D case, i.e. assuming the asteroid
orbits in the ecliptic plane. The target asteroid is #1862 with a = 1.4711 AU and e
= .56016. A false initial longitude of the asteroid is chosen so that collision with
the Earth will occur in 90 days. With an initial low-thrust  acceleration  of 0.121
mini-g interception  occurs after a flight time of 84.6 days. Assuming an ISP of
1000 sec the  final thrust acceleration is 1.753 mini-g; thus approximately  11% of
the spacecraft  mass, after escape from the Earth, remains at interception  of the
asteroid.
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Asteroids  and comets  with trajectories intersecting the orbit Ot- Ewth  represent  a danger
to our planet. The possible  ways to prevent  a dangerous object ti-om colliding  with
Eath arc splitting  or deflecting  its trajectory.  For that purpose  nuclear  explosive devices
with power up to 10...20 megatons are proposed to be used. The report based on statistical
data processing embracing over 100 dangerous  asteroids gives a substantiation of”requtied
performances  of- the Space Rocket Interception Complex - the basic component  of the
Earth Protection System.  The calculated time of- interception and required initial velocity
depending on the time Ieii until collision and eifi’ciency of’ the available nucleu device
we presented. The report shows the possibility of’ creating an interception complex
consisting of” a space interceptor with a nuclew explosive device, a booster, a launch-
vehicle and supporting systems. The oflkred complex  is able to attack a dangerous object
up to several kilometers in diameter,  provided  the interceptor is launched several years
pn-or to prospective collision. For interception Oi- dangerous objects with diameter of-
0.5...1.0 km [he interceptor should launch approximately 0.5...1 years prior to collision.

Introduction
At present  scientific  and technical  experts  of a number of countries  intensively  discuss the possible ways

of development  of the Earth protection system to guard the planet against  asteroid-comet  danger.
In accordance  with the materials  of the International  Conference “Problems  of Earth Protection  Against

Collision  with Dangerous Space Objects” (SPE-94)  where  these problems  were discussed (September  26-30,
1994, Snezhinsk),  the system can be developed  by the international  community in the foreseeable  future on the
basis  of accumulated  knowledge and experience in the field of space-rocket, nuclear and common industrial
technologies.  The basic component of the Earth Protection System is the Space Rocket  Interception  Complex
(SRIC) for interception  of Dangerous Space Objects (DSO)  - asteroids and comet nuclei.

The report offered to Your notice gives a complex substantiation of required external perfomlances  of the
SRIC.

Dangerous space objecb
Asteroids  and comet  nuclei  with trajectories  intersecting  the orbit  of Earth represent  a danger to the

Earth’s biosphere.  Some asteroids approach  the Sun closer than Earth and, thus, pose direct  threat  of collision
with the planet.

For substantiation  of required performances of the SRIC the accepted  predicted characteristics  of DSO,
their mass and strength properties and space-time characteristics  of their  orbits are of decisive importance.  For
this purpose statistical  data processing embracing about 200 asteroids  was carried out. In the course of the
processing  it was assumed that the danger of collision with Earth is higher for those asteroids  that are closer to
the orbit of the planet  at the instant  of the processing. The results of the processing are presented  in Fig.1...6.
Fig.1...3  present  statistical  functions and histograms of distribution of asteroids’ diameters,  orbit inclinations
concerning the ecliptic  and periods of revolution around the Sun for a sample of 184 asteroids  with perihelia
below 1.33 a. u. Fig. 4...6 present  the same dependencies for a sample of 91 asteroids (from the aforecited
sample) that approach the Earth’s orbit closer than 15 mill. km.(0. 1 au.). In accordance with the premises
taken, in the near future collision  is possible with the asteroids having the parameters  presented  in Fig.4...6,
and in the more remote future - the ones presented in Fig.1...3.
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Table 1 presents  the results  of the dependencies analysis  for the near-term prospect  and Table 2- those  for
the long-term prospect.

Table 1. Basic parameters  of dangerous asteroids of the near-term prospect.

Level  of Diameter Inclination Period of revolutions

probability (km) (deg) (years)

F(x) = P{ X<X]=O.5 < 1.0 <8 <2.5

F(x) = P{ X<X)=O.9 <3.0 <25 <3.5

Pmax 0.5...1.0 0...5.0 1.0...1.5
3.0...3.5

Table 2. Basic parameters  of dangerous asteroids of the long-term prospect.

Level of Diameter Inclination Period of revolutions

probability (km) (deg) (years)

F(x) = P{ X<X)=O.5 < 1.2 < 11 <2.7

F(x) = P{ X<X)=O.9 <4.5 <32 <4.2

Pmax 0.5...1.0 0...5.0 3.0...3.5

In the course of the selection  of required performances of tie  SRIC it is reasonable  to take such predicted
characteristics  of DSO and their trajectories  that embrace the whole  range  of significant  characteristics,  as a
minimum  for the near-term  prospect, and the worked  out performances of the SRIC should  later provide the
solution  to the long-term prospect  problems,  for example  by way of increasing the system power perfomlances.

The space-time  trajectory characteristics  of the asteroids  like Ikar and Adonis  (periods  of revolution 1.117
and 2.76 years respectively,  inclination  0...25 deg.) are assumed to be the most appropriate predicted
characteristics  of DSO. Taking into account that among  known meteos @SO which have already impacted  the
Earth and reached  its surface) stone chondrites  are of absolute  majority,  as a DSO model  substance we will
consider  a stone  silicate  material  having  a density  of ca. 3500 kg/m3 and mechanical  properties close to those
of rocks  on the Earth’s surface. The most probable  diameter of dangerous  asteroids  is 0.5...1.0 km, though the
possibility  of collision  with bigger ones, 3.0...4.5  km in diameter,  should also be considered.

Possible ways of influence on dangerous space objech

The basic methods to prevent  dangerous  collision of DSO with Earth are the following:
o deflection  of a DSO trajectory to ensure its safe pass by Earth;

● splitting  or any other way of disintegration  into small fragments of no danger to the Earth’s
biosphere.

In addition to the objects that collide  with Earth directly,  the objects  “captured” by the Earth’s
gravitational  field when passing at a distance are also dangerous  to the planet.  Fig.7 presents a DSO capture
radius  depending on its  velocity  relative to Earth.  The DSO capture  radius  detel~nines  the maximum  initial
miss of the DSO, relative  to Earth considered as a point mass,  which  leads to its  fall onto Earth. If the miss is
greater  the DSO will not fall onto Earth, though its trajectory  will be curved  by the planet’s gravitational  field.

From the plot it is evident  that with increase in the DSO relative velocity  the value of capture radius
decreases  and from the values of 20...30 km/see and on asymptotically  approaches  the Earth’s radius. For the
predicted  parameters  taken (Ikar  and Adonis  type) the capture  radius  is about 7000 km. Thus the effect  means
efficiency  ( the amount of momentum applied  ) and the time of advanced  action  should  be determined  so as to
bring the DSO out of a range of 7000 km from Earth at the instant  of the prospective  collision.  It should  be
noted  that increase  in the intercept  range  leads  to essential  decrease in the required increment  of the DSO
velocity.  This principle  is of decisive importance for determination  of the SRIC parameters,  its  propulsion



system capabilities  of delivery  of the DSO effect means,  and for development  of appropriate  tactical
application  schemes.
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Figure 7. Gravitational capture radius (Rg) dependence
of a space object approach  velocity (V)

Practical  realization  of one or another  application  scheme will in many respects depend on to which extent
the information  services  of the Earth  Protection System @PS) are capable of timely warnin g about  the danger.
Effects  produced  on space objects  by nuclear explosive devices

Complex coordination  of the SRIC performances requires data on the DSO velocity increment caused by
action of effect  means. Nuclear explosive devices  are taken  as predicted effect means.  Their merit  is high
concentration  of energy in a nuclear charge,  which allows to use an interceptor  of comparatively  small mass
and dimensions.

The effects  produced  on a DSO by a nuclear explosion  are the following:
● the momentum  gained by the object  from the shock wave of the explosion  products and interceptor

fragments;

● reactive  forces caused by evaporation  of thin superficial  layer  produced  by penetrating  radiation;
● reactive forces caused by rock ejection  from the crater produced  by the explosion;

● shock waves initiated  by the explosion  within the body of the object.
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Figure 8. DSO velocity increment  (dV), produced
by contact explosion of a nuclear device
of various power (Q), depending  on diameter  (D)
of DSO with density of 3500 kg/m3.
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Figure 9. DSO velocity increment (dV), produced
by non-contact explosion of a nuclear  device
of various  power (Q), depending  on diameter  (D)
of DSO with density of 3500 kg/m3.



Fig.8 presents  the estimates  of velocity  increment,  gained  by an object  as a result of contact  explosion,
depending on the nuclear  device power.  The calculations  show that by way of contact  explosion of power
10...20 megatons  a velocity  increment  up to 1 tisec can be imparted to an asteroid 1.3...2.0  km in diameter.

Fig.9 presents  the values of velocity  increment,  gained by an object  as a result  of non-contact  explosion,
depending on the nuclear  device power.  In this case the altitude  of the explosion is accepted  so as to produce
the maximum  velocity increment.  The calculations  show that by way of non-contact  nuclear  explosion of
power 10...20 megaton  a velocity  increment up to 1 m/see can be imparted to an asteroid 200...300 m in
diameter.

Estimations  of the additional  velocities  imparted to DSO are obtained  using methods available  in SRC
which are assumed  to be further proved by specialized  organizations  in the next phase of research.

The nuclear  devices application  efficiency can be greatly improved by implementing  deepened  explosions
within the object  body. According to the estimation  given  by the Russian  Federal  Nuclear  Center  @FNC-
VNIITF) only 10...1370  of released  energy  spreads  into the object  interior  as a result  of contact  explosion,
with the rest of it dissipated  into the outer space.  With a nuclear charge  put at certain optimum depth  from
70...80 ~o to 100 Yo of the released  energy  goes into splitting  and ejection  of rock material.  Therefore in this
case approximately  7-fold  increase  in velocity  increment  of the DSO can be expected as compared with
contact  explosion of the same nuclear  device.

Tactical  capabilities  of nuclear  explosive devices  of preventing asteroids  from colliding  with Earth (tactical
interception  mode) are adduced in Fig.10. It presents the maximum size of rock asteroids with density of 3500
kg/m3 that can be brought at the required distance from Earth (about  7000 km) without destruction  depending
on a nuclear  device power, the method used (contact,  non-contact,  deepened)  and advanced action  time (the
time between  the nuclear  device explosion  and prospective collision  with  Earth).
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Figure 10. Maximum  diameter ( D ) of DSO that can be brought
at safe distance  from Earth  depending on NED power ( Q ), method
of its application  and advanced  action  time ( T ).

The analysis  of the presented dependencies  shows  that asteroids  belonging  to the most probable class (in
mass) witi diameter  of 0.5...1.0 km can be deflected from Earth by means of contact  explosion of power 5...20
Mt. In this case the advanced action  time can vary between 6...10 days and 80 days depending on the nuclear
device power. More powerful nuclear explosive  devices  (NED) allow lesser advanced  action  time. Bringing
larger asteroids (3...4.5 km in diameter) at safe distance from Earth requires  deepened explosions of powerful
NED and advanced action  time about  120 days.

The alternative  way of bringing  asteroids  away from Earth is strategic  interception  mode when the
interception  of a DSO is implemented  during several  revolutions  of the object around  the Sun. In this case the
required power of NED can be greatly reduced because of the longer advanced  action  time.

Required  parameters  of the space interceptor  delivery schemes
To obtain the predicted  values of initial  velocity and time of delivery of the space interceptor (S1) to DSO,

which make it possible  for tie SRIC to implement  tactical  and strategic  interception,  the computer  simulation
of the process of interception  was carried out. In the process  of the simulation  the trajectories  requiring the
least initial  velocities  were selected  from the whole set of possible  trajectories  of the S1 delivery to the
interception  point. Fig. 11...14 present the calculated  values of initial velocities  of the S1 and the time
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Figure 11. Required initial  velocity  (V) of S1 for
interception of an asteroid  of Ikar type depending
on advanced action time (T).
The upper plot - for the case of interception  of an
asteroid with orbit inclination  of 23 deg. The lower
plot - for the case of interception  of an asteroid
with an orbit lying in the ecliptic plane.
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Figure 13. Required  initial velocity (V) of S1 for
interception  of an asteroid of Adonis type with
orbit inclination  of 25 deg depending  on advanced
action time (T). The upper plot -
with maximum  duration of the interceptor  flight
limited by 3 years. The lower plot - with duration
of the interceptor  flight not limited.
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interception of an asteroid of Ikar type,
depending on advanced action time (T).
The upper plot - for the case of interception  of an
asteroid with orbit inclination  of 23 deg.
The lower plot - for the case of interception  of an
asteroid with an orbit lying in the ecliptic  plane.
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necessary  for tactical  interception.  These values  are given  for interception of asteroids of Ikar and Adonis type.
The values of required initial  velocities  and interception time are presented depending  on the advanced action
time.  Besides,  time of interception  is not limited by capabilities  of the EPS information services.  The results  of
calculations  for interception  of asteroids with diameter 0.5 . . . 1.0 km with the use of NED of power 5...20 Mt
are presented  in Table 3.

Table 3. Space-time  parameters  of tactical interception of asteroids with diameter
of 0.5...1.0 km with the use of nuclear explosive devices of various  power

NED Time of
power advanced Minimum  required velocity Time necessary for
(Mt) action (days) of the S1 (km/see) interception  (days)

5 15...80 11.3-12.1’ 11.6- 13.6b 11.6-15.5’ 200-630’ 200-760b 200-1000’
10...40 11.2-11.8’ 11.4-12.3b 11.4-13.4’ 140-420’ 140-420b 140- 660’

;: 6...20 11.1-11.3’ 11.2- 11.6b 11.2-11.6’ 80-200’ 80-200b 80- 200C

‘Ikar-type  asteroid (inclination  O deg)
brkar-type  asteroid  (inclination  23 deg)
“Adonis-type  asteroid (inclination  25 deg)

The analysis  of the presented  data shows  the following.  The use of more powerful NED for interception  of
asteroids of the most probable  class  (0.5...1.0 km in diameter) leads  to a decrease in the values  of required
initial  velocity of the S1 and the time needed for interception.It  appears  inexpedient  to use NED with power of
5 Mt, because  in this case interception  requires a long period of time (up to 1000 days)  and initial  velocity  up
to 15.5 km/see.  As far as these parameters  are concerned the use of NED with power of 20 Mt is the most
preferable.  Nevertheless  from the calculations  follows  that increasing  the initial  velocity  of the S1 to 14...15
krn/sec  makes it possible  to increase time of interception  in tactical  mode up to 1 year even with the use of
NED with power of 10 Mt.

The greatest  efficiency  according  to these  criteria  (lesser initial  velocity  of the S1 and lesser time of
interception)  can be obtained by using  NED with power of 20 Mt. In this case required initial  velocity  of the
S1 is not greater  than 12 km/see with time of interception  not greater than half a year.

As noted above,  it is more preferable from the energetic  standpoint  to implement  interception  of the
largest  asteroids of the near-term  and long-term prospects  (with diameter up to 3 km and 4.5 km respectively)
in the mode of strategic  interception,  performed at the intersection  point  of the asteroid and Earth orbits  in one
or more revolutions  of the asteroid around the Sun before its collision  with Earth.

Table 4 presents  initial  velocity  and time required  for interception  with the use of NED with powel- of 5
Mt, 10 Mt, 20 Mt.

Table 4. Space-time  parameters  of strategic interception of asteroids with diameter
of 3.0...4.5 km with the use of nuclear explosive devices of various  power

Diameter NED Time of Number of Initial
of asteroid power interception DSO revolutions velocity
(km) (Mt) (yearn)’ before collision” (km/see)’

3.0 5/4 3/1 11.2 / 11.2
i 214 1/1 11.1 / 11.2
20 2/4 1/1 11.1 / 11.2

4.5 5 9/7 712 11.1 / 11.5
6/4 4/1 11.4 / 11.2

;: 3/4 2/1 11.5 / 11.2

‘Initial  velocity of the S1 and time of interception adduced  in the numerator relate to interception  of asteroids
with Ikar-type trajectories,  and in the denominator - with Adonis-type  trajectories.

The presented  data show that using NED with power of 5 Mt leads to considerable  increase in time of
interception,  as compared with NED with power of 10 Mt and 20 Mt, which is inexpedient.

The estimations  also show that in one revolution around the Sun the asteroids of tie following size can be
intercepted  (see Table 5).

From the presented  data follows that the size of the asteroids that can be intercepted  in one revolution
before collision  with Earth exceeds the size of asteroids of the near-term prospect  for all considered  conditions
of interception  and NED with power of 10 Mt and 20 Mt. It should  also be noted that realization  of the S1
velocities  of 13...14 km/see can reduce the time necessary for interception of DSO by 0.5 years approximately,



Table 5. Space-time  parameters  and the maximum diatmeter of an asteroid,
intercepted  in strategic  mode in one revolution before collision,
for nuclear  explosive  devices of various power.

NED Time of Initial Diameter  of
power interception velocity asteroid
(Mt) (years)’ (km/see)’ (km,)’

2/4 11.1 / 11.2 2.4 I 4.4
1: 2/4 11.1 / 11.2 3.0 I 5.6
20 214 11.1 / 11.2 3.8 I 7.1
‘Initial  velocity  of the S1, time of interception and diameter of asteroid  adduced  in the numerator  relate to
interception  of asteroids  with Ikar-type trajectories  and in the denominator - with Adonis-type trajectories.

Interception  of large asteroids of the long-term prospect will require from the SRIC and the EPS
information  services  of advanced warning realization  of longer time of interception  (up to 7...9 years ).

Thus, the results  of calculations  show  that the whole  list of the problems  presented  to the SRIC  can be
successfully solved by realization  of tactical  and strategic modes of tie SRIC application. There are two equally
effective variants of the SRIC:

● The SRIC with initial velocity  of 14 km/see and NED with power  of 10 Mt;
o The SRIC witb initial  velocity of 12 ktn/sec and NED with power of 20 Mt.

Determination  of parameters of the space rocket interception complex
Adduced in previous paragraphs of the report conditions  of effective application  of NED for bringing DSO

at a distance  eliminating  collision  with Earth manifest  themselves  in respect  to the delivery means as
requirements  for the SRIC and determine its external parameters which,  in turn, determine  its internal
parameters  and characteristics  as well. The basic of these conditions are the following:

● the  necessity  to ensure direct hit of DSO by NED:,

o the necessity  to ensure high velocities  (up to 12...1[4  km/see);

● long interception time,

For the realization  of the adduced  conditions  the SRIC should  consist  of the following components:
. the space  interceptor  providing delivery of a nuclear explosive device to the specified point of the

DSO surface;
● the booster  providing  putting  the space  interceptor with required accuracy into the specified  trajectory

of flight  to DSO;
● the launch-vehicle  providing putting the space interceptor with the booster into low Earth orbit;

● the supporting systems of the complex.
When operating together  in space the S1 and the booster form the Orbital Impact Module (OIM).
The fuctional  scheme of the SRIC is presented in Fig.15.
The achieved level of development  of space-rocket  technologies allows to form an image of the SRIC

from the most developed and accomplished  systems, that enable tbe complex to solve the problems set to it.
For above considered  NED with power of 10 Mt and 1!0 Mt Table 6 presents mass parameters  of the S1,

the booster  operating on criogen components ( Hz +0 ) or having  electric propulsion systems, and mass
parameters  of the whole OIM. A circular  orbit with a~titude of 200 km is taken as the basic (initial)  orbit.

Table 6. Mass parameters  of the space interceptor,  the booster  and the whole
Orbital Impact Module  for NED of various  power

NED Initial velocity Mass of Mass of the Total  ~SS of
power (Mt) (km/see) the S1 (tons) booster (tons)’ the OIM (tons)a

10 14.0 9.5 55.5 I 2’7.0 65 I 36.5
20 12.0 17.6 42.4 I 33.4 60 I 51
‘Mass of the booster  operating on criogen  fuel Hz + 02 and corresponding  to this  booster total mass of the
OIM are adduced in the numerator, and the same parameters for the booster with Electric  Rocket  Propulsion
System (of TEM “Bars” type) - in the denominator.





According to our preliminary  estimations,  in the near-term prospect the space interceptors  carrying nuclear
charges with power  of 10 Mt and 20 Mt for contact and non-contact application  can be developed, as well as
the boosters on criogen fuel components for the SRIC of the first generation  that can solve  the problems of the
near-term  prospect.As  the OIM launch  vehicle  the “Energia”  (at present the only launch-vehicle  in the world
capable  of putting a payload of the required mass  into low Earth orbit) possesses  the highest  degree of the
availability.

The use of nuclear  energized  electric propulsion  systems  in the OIM makes possible an increase  in the
mass of the payload serving for interception,  which  allows  to provide energy  supply  for realization  of long
interception  time, that may be more preferable for interception of DSO of the long-term prospect,  especially
with the use for these purposes of alternative  high-efficient  non-nuclear effect means. The estimations  show
that the use of ERPS (Electric Rocket  Propulsion Systems)  makes possible delivery of the S1 with a mass up
to 42 tons (with a mass of the OIM about  100 tons) to DSO in the strategic  mode of interception.

Conclusion

The carried out research  allowed to form the image  of the SRIC, based on the up-to-date achievements  in
space-rocket  and nuclear  technologies,  that should  become a basis  for development  of the system for protection
of Earth against  asteroid-comet  danger.

This requires  synchronous  deployment  of scientific  research,  design and experimental  works for
development  of the basic  systems of the EPS - the SRIC and the information  services, and for creation of a
catalogue  of dangerous space objects and revision  of space-time, mass  and strength  parameters  of DSO.



Non-Nuclear  Strategies for Deflecting  Comets and Asteroids

I-LJ. Melosh
Lunar and Planetary  Laboratory

University of Arizona
Tucson,  Arizona

A number  of authors  have recently suggested  that  the only plausible  defense
against  large  Earth-threatening  comets or asteroids  is the use of very large
(Gigaton) nuclear  weapons. However,  it can be plausibly  argued  that  the mere
existence of an arsenal  of such Weapons constitutes  a danger  to humanity far
greater  than the threat  they are intended  to mitigate. We have investigated  other
means of deflecting threatening  asteroids. ~ partimlar, we have  found  a new
solar collector strategy  in which silicate and ice vapor  from a heated  spot on an
asteroid  or comet can provide  stificient thrust  to deflect even a 10 km diameter
asteroid  with  10 years advance  warning  using  a 1.5 km diameter  collecting
surface. Although  this concept  requires  further technical  development and
suffers from at least one important  problem (protecting  the solar collector from
the mass of gas and dust blown off the asteroid),  initial order of magnitude
estimates  suggest  that it could out-perform  nuclear  wepaons  on a per-unit-
weight  basis. More importantly,  the solar collector is big, fragile and slow,
making it difficult to misuse this technology as a weapon  of mass destruction.
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Mitigation of the NEO Impact Hazard
Using Kinetic  Energy

W. J. Tedeschi
Sandia  National  Laboratories

Kinetic energy impacts into an approaching Near-Earth object (NEO)  on an Earth-colliding
trajectory would be a very effective  mitigation defense technique  in some circumstances to protect
Earthfiom  the catastrophic eflects  of such a collision. The technology exists  today to project
kinetic energy over inte~lanetary  distances  and interact  with comet and asteroid  bodies to either
deflect or fragment  them. Technical  details of how kinetic  energy interacti  with typical  NEO
materials are presented,  along with some results from  recent world-unique  kinetic energy
momentum  deposition  experiments.  Qmlitah”ve  target response phenomenology are discussed on
cratering, momentum  deposition, momentum enhancement  factor, atifiagmentation. A review of
existing related htu in the open technical literature is also presented and inferences drawn
regarding the effectiveness  of using kinetic energy to mitigate NEO impactors. Details of an actual
Earth attempt  a ramming a NEO (comet PIGrigg-Skjellerup) with kinetic energy (the Giotto
spacecra~)  will be described, along with some valuble lessons  learned. Kinetic  energy also
provides a useful  testbed for understanding  the effects of other high energy sources  on NEO
materials. Future kinetic energy impact experiments and modeling opportunities are also
articdated.

Introduction
Compelling  evidence of a catastrophic  asteroid  impact  on the Earth 65 million  years ago (Alvarez  et al., 1980

and Sharpton  and W@ 1990) has given rise to international  discussions  about  the probability  and prevention  of
future impacts.  As a result  of several  recent near-misses  (Morrison,  1992 and Scotti  et al., 1991) and the comet
Shoemaker  Levy-9 impact  of Jupiter  in July 1994, considerable  international  attention  has foeused  on defining  the
impact  th~t and determining potential  hazard mitigation  defa schemes for the protection  of Earth against
planetesimal  impacts  (Tedeschi,  1994). Initial studies indicate  that  hyperveloeity  impact  is one of several favorable
schemes  for mitigating  the possibility  of Earth-impact by such bodies (Canavan  et al., 1992 and Wood et al., 1995).
A desirable  characteristic  for a defensive  engagement  would be to defleet  the approaching  body into a new, non-
threatening trajectory by some type of momentum  transfer or deposition. However,  fragmenting  the body into
numerous  pieces might  make the problem  worse, since some of the resultant  debris  might still possibly  be on an
Earth-impacting  trajectory.

While  there are some data on the fragmentation  of planetesimal-type  materials,  e.g., basaltic  reeks (Fujiwara  et
al., 1977) and ice (Kawakami  et al., 1983), nowhere can one find experimental  data on momentum  deposition  into
such materials  due to hypervelocity  kinetic energy impacts. Of course, planetary geophysicists  have been studying
this  type phenomena  for years, but they ean only infer the full-scale  response  of large  asteroids  to massive  kinetic
energy  impacts  (Heusen and Holsapple,  1990). Simulating  the macroscopic  change  in momentum  of such bodies  is
difficult  to do using modem shock-physics  computational  codes, e.g., hyties,  mainly due to inherent  numerical
limitations  (Anderson,  1987). Therefore,  a critical  need exists to obtain well<kcteti  hyperveloeity  impact  test
data on actual NEO materials  orNEO material  analogs for code calibration  purposes,  and to conduct asteroid impact
experiments  in space to affect  full-scale  target response  observational  opportunities.

The scientific  endeavors  associated  with geophysical  planetary  evolution also benefit  directly  from these types of
impact  tests.  Hypervelocity  impact  interactions  and their related catastrophic  effects  have traditionally  been invoked
as the major plausible  mechanism  that  determines the mass spectra  and veloeity  dispersions  during  planetary
accretion  and fragmentation  @artmann,  1978). Modeling such impact  interactions  can be very complica@
especially  when either  the target or impactor  are composed of natural materials  which in many cases  n
inhomogeneous  assemblages  of minerals  with faults, inclusions,  grain and phase boundaries,  and other  imperfections
which complicate  the material  response.  The response  of such materials  to hypervelocity  impact  spans a wide range
of material  behavior,  ranging from high impact  temperatures  and pressures,  where hydrodynamic  motion and
thermodynamic  effeets  predominate,  to the low pressure regions where the mmhanical  proWrties  dominate  the



process. In order to simulate such processes  using  sophisticated  computer  models it becomes  nwessary  to understand
the fragmentation  effects  of hypervelocity  impact  on related inhomogeneous  targets through experimentation  over a
range of loading conditions,  velocities,  and target  and projectile  materials. Results  from such experiments  can then
be used to test and validate  computer  models  for the simulation  of planetary  interaction  processes.

Why use kinetic  energy?
Kinetic  energy (KE) should be seriously  consided  for use in deflecting  or disrupting  threatening  NEOs for the

simple  reason  that it works. After all, kinetic  energy  is one of the fundamental  drivers  in the formation  of our solar
system; collisions  between  large bodies (and accretion)  have kn occurring for billions  of years. When two objects
collide there  is an equal, but opposite, “reaction” on the receiving  body caused by the incoming  body, and total
system momentum  is conserved.  The Second Law of Motion and the conservation  of momentum (HalIiday  and
Resnick,  1974) can therefore  be exploited  to do useful work on a NEO threatening  to impact  Earth.  Kinetic  energy
is inherent to all things in motion, i.e., 1/2 x mass x (relative  velocity)2  for non-~lativistic  relative  motions.  k
ability to project  kinetic energy (smart  payloads)  over in~rplanetary distances  (by rockets)  is well demonstrated,  e.g.,
the grand tour of the outer  planets  by Voyager, flybys of asteroids  Gaspra and Ida by Galila,  and Halleys  remet
flybys by several  international  spacecraft  probes. All the requisite  technologies  exist. All that remains  would be to
actually  use them someday  against  an approaching NEO threat, and to possibly  demonstrate  them against a benign
NEO to learn how to do such long-range kinetic  energy impact  projwtions  against  a new class of targets hitherto
unengaged  in the manner  described.

The conduct  of precursor missions would allow intelligent  technology  downselect  decisions to be made someday
in the event  of an actual emergency  when kinetic energy might  be called upon to protect  the Earth. The eff~ts  of
kinetic  energy against  NEO analog materials  are well understood  up to about  8 km/see  impact  velocity,  somewhat
understood  up to about  15 km/see,  and not so well understood  beyond  this. The physics  behind kinetic  energy
impacts  are shown in simple  format  in Fig. 1. The impactor  strikes tie NEO, crating a hydrodynamically  induced
crater  and internal shock waves (on microseconds  to milliseconds  timescales)  which propagate  into the target  (over
timescales  of many milliseconds  to as much as 1000’s of milliseconds),  ultimately  causing  some type of target body
response,  i.e., an induced velocity  (trajectory)  change due to momentum  deposition  on the one extreme  to body
fragmentation  and mass dispersion  on the other,

Ejccta
Deposition -> Interaction -> Target Response

Figure 1. The kinetic  energy coupling process into NEOS.

Critical  issues
There are three critical  issues  which need to be extensively  studiq if not actually  resolvd  before we can have

confidence  in the use of kinetic energy to reliably deflect  or disrupt NEO bodies. They are given here as:

1, How hard can we push a NEO?

2. How hard will a NEO let us push it?

3. What area NEOS material  properties?



Upon cursory  examination,  these thre issues may seem to be relati  and in fact they are. We obviously  can
“push” a given NEO harder and harder by either  increasing an impactor’s  mass or its  velocity.  It is obvious  that
increasing  velocity  buys  us more since kinetic  energy increases  quadratically  with increasing  velocity,  whereas  KE
only increases  linearly  with increasing  mass. Initially, lower  values of impactor  kinetic  energy relative  to the mass
of the NEO resulk  in the formation  of a small  crater on the targeg with some  target  body  material  blown outward
and the net result  being a change in target  momentum  (SW Fig. 1). At higher  values of impactor  (projectile)  KE per
target  unit mass,  i.e., E#t, the crater in the target continues  to grow in size. At some  point,  however, the @get
body will fragment  thereby identifying the limit of how hard a body will let us push it. Above a certain Efit
threshold,  commonly  called the fragmentation  strength or specific  strength  (Mcknight,  1991 and Heusen and
Holsapple,  1990),  where the largest  remaining  fragment  is less  than about  half the original  target  mass,  the target
fragments  into  a spectrum  of fragment  sizes  and dispersion  velocities.  This basically  leads into the third issue - that
of what  are the material  properties  of the target body.

A number  of target  parameters  ultimately will determine how hard we can push a NEO and how bard it will let
us push it, thereby defining  the need for NEO material  properties.  These  properties  can be fundamental  in natu~, or
derived. Fundamental  properties  of interest  include:  material  identification,  molecular  composition,  density, volume,
inheterogeneities  and inclusions  on both  micro- and macro-scales,  thermal and dynamic state, and three-dimensional
structure. Derived  properties  include tensile and compressive  elastic  and plastic  strength  regimes  - under both  static
(C1O1 see-l)  and dynamic (>108 see-l) loading  conditions  - and including fragmentation,  conductivity,  thermal
capacitance, and thermodynamic  (EOS - Equation of State) proWrties  under high pressure  and temperature  loading
conditions,  among others. An excellent  treatment  of the subject  of material  properties  is given in Remo,  1994.

NEO fragmentation  strengths
Table 1 contains  an approximate  listing  of ~0 material  impact  strength  regimes  (for  basalt  and ice only) as a

function  of Ml/Mt, the ratio of mass  of the largest  fragment  to the original  total mass,  i.e., basically  the net result
to the target  in terms of target mass dispersion. Catastrophic  fragmentation  can be defti  here as the case where
M1/Mt <0.5. Conversely,  for M1/Mt >0.5 the target is still considered  intact, but cratered.

Table 1. Experimental  fragmentation  strength  regimes  for rock and ice.

Lo~r C~ Fr~n ~
. .

Target Material Ep/Mt M,/~ EJMt M~Mt EJMt M~Mt

Rock (basalt) 0.07 0.9 3 0.1 10 0.01

Ice 0.01 0.9 0.05 0.1 0.6 0.01 ,
where: EP/Mt=Projectile  Energy/Target mass, J/gin; and ~/Mt = Mass largest fragment produced/target  mass

Other  fragmentation  strength data are shown in Fig. 2. It should be noted that the values in Table  1 are based on
limited experimental  data, and as such they should be considered  only  approximate,  with large  statistical  variation  in
going from material  sample  to material  sample. Nonetheless,  these values suggest  an upper limit on manageable
energy deposition  to rock and ice NEOS. Also, these values are considered  conservative  in that they could be high by
an order of magnitude  for a 1 km diameter  body due to slrain rate effects. At larger body sizes the strain-rate  shock
loading  of the material  is less (due to the effect  of scale) and therefore the material  failure level would be expected  to
be less.  Materials  are harder  to fracture  at higher  strain rates, than the levels  at which they fail for lower  strain rates.
Also, because  of the general  lack of obvious local inheterogeneities  in the “pristine”  laboratory  samples  (presumably
unlike the case in nature)  the target strength is considered “strength dominated”  and themfom, one would expect
target  fragmentation  strength to be less  in larger  scale real materials. To fwst  order, however, these data have &t
application  for estimating  target  responses  for KE impacts,  and perhaps for other high-rate  energy deposition
mitigation  schemes  as well.
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Figure  2. Experimental  rock and ice fragmentation  strengths,
Q=Ep/Mt vs. M1/Mt (Heusen  and Holsapple,  1990).

Modeling  kinetic  energy impacts
Ultimately  it will k neeessary  to computationally  model a kinetic  energy  intercept,  that is an impactor  striking

a particular target  NEO. It is impossible  for us to expat to be able to test full-scale  engagements  on Earth,  nor can
we expect  to do precursor  impact  experiments  in space on many conceivable  NEO bodies, if such missions  w even
conducted  at all. Therefore  some approach  is _ to allow us to confidently pdct (and assumably  control)  the
full-scale  outcome  of such engagements.  Much work has been done in empirically  “curve-fitting” existing  data sets,
thereby resulting in a crude first-order  approach which could be used to predict  engagement  outcomes.  The danger  in
this  approach is that the empirical  model  only applies  over the range of p-eters explored  and assessed  in its
underlying experiments,  and may not necessarily  apply  outside this  parameter  space, especially  when “sealing-up”
the engagement  parameters  many orders of magnitude in impactorand  target body size (and mass)  and perhaps up to
an order of magnitude  in velocity.  The pfed approach  would therefore  be to use complex  k-dimensional
hyticodes  operating on high-speed  computers  to predict  the outcome. Such an approach instills  an ine- level
of eordidenee  in the predicted  outcome  buse these simulation  * are replete with the ability  to model the
complex  temporal,  three-dimensional,  and physics-based  aspects of this  particular  type of hyperveloeity  impact
engagement.  However,  even hydrocodes  need appropriate  input  data and should  be validated  against  physics  data d
hopefully  a representative  engagement,  i.e., a preeursor  mission.

Impact  experiments
Impact  experiments  are necessary  to provide  both detailed material  property  data for predictive models,  and also

full-scale  data to validate  and verify the models against. Very little &t experimentation  has &n done in support
of the planetary  defense  mission. Some material  property  (Furnish and Boslough,  1994),  fragmentation  (Hartmann,
1977; Fugiwam  et al., 1978; and Davis and Ryan, 1990) and momentum  deposition  (Tedeschi  et al., 1994) data have
been collected.  But these data are certainly  incomplete  for this application,  and much more data are required  Much
related  work has kn done which could  serve as the basis  for our initial  understanding  of using KE to deflwt or
disrupt  NEOS. Examples  are many in the area of planetary sciences:  asteroid  belt collisions/evolution,  plane~
impacts,  ice and rock cratering and fragmentation,  and the recent comet  Shoemaker  Levy-9 fragment  impacts  of
Jupiter.  The military  mna  has also done much work, e.g., in shielding,  penetration,  and cratering,  and in the
development  of complex  three-dimensional  hytide-s,  e.g., Eulerian,  Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian  (ALE), and
Smooth Particle  Hydrodynamics  (SPH).

Momentum  deposition  uncertainties
Current analytical  and semi-empirical  impulse  deposition models may be underestimating  high velocity  impact

effects,  resulting  in underestimated  predicted  momentum  deposition  values. Figure  3 shows a comparison  of several
analytically  calculated  normalized impulse  parameters,  I* (Shafer et al., 1994),  for different  impact  velocities
wmpared against  some  world-unique  momentum  deposition experimental  data for reck, ice, and iron samples
(Tedeschi  et al., 1994). Observe  that  the experimental  data m up to a factor of four higher  than the calculations  at



the given impact  velocity.  It is interesting to note the monotonic  trend that the lower  density materials  have higher
I* values, ~is mend is probably  due to the effect  of target makrial phase change,  es~hlly  in the vapor  and ionized
plasma  states where  secondary  chemical  reactions  may even be possibly  occurring on sufficiently  short  timescales  to
be increasing  the apparent  momentum  deposition  to the target due to more energetic mass blow-off  effmts.
Obviously  these speculations  m preliminary  and more research  and analysis  are ~uti to provide a conclusive
basis  for this  hypothesis.  It is also interesting  to note that the iron data point identically  compares  with two of the
more realistic  analytical  momentum  deposition models. This is probably  so because the two models wm
formulated  and benchmarked  against  data from low velocity impact  tests  against  metal  targets,  where massive  target-
response  phase changes did not take place, i.e., solid  to liquid  or solid  to vapor. The analytic~  models in Fig. 3
most  likely have limitations  when extrapolated  to higher  impact  velocities  beyond  which they were validati  d
certainly  beyond the point of significant  phase-change  effects  in the target  material.
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Figure  3. Comparison  of analytical  non-dimensional  momentum  deposition
values,  I* (Shafer  et al., 1994), vs. world-unique  experimental  data (Tedeschi
et al., 1994) for kinetic  energy impacts  into NEO analog materials.

Kinetic  energy  versus nuclear energy
1t may be possible  to at least  study and model  the eff~tiveness  of higher-ram  energy deposition  nuclear

mitigation  technologies  (see Fig. 4) using KE impact  phenomenology  to partially  benchmark  complex  hy~
models in higher  energy state and phase change regimes. Of course, such models also have the ability  to model
other  types of energy  deposition  schemes  as well, e.g., lasers, microwaves, and mncentratcd solar energy.  Both KE
impact  and nuclear  explosive  energy deposition schemes generate high-pressure  shock waves  in the target material.
However, there are differences which  need to be examined and understood.  For example,  a KE impact  (of a “chunk”
of mass) would appear to the body as a quasi-pointsource  of deposited  energy just  below the surface, from which
shock waves would than propagate  radially  outward from the source region into  the body. Nuclear explosives,  on the
other  hand, could be applied  in two ways, i.e., stand-off  explosion  and sub-surface  penetration  or burial. me stand-
off explosion would generate  area shock-loading to the target  body, while  the sub-surface charge would appear as a
quasi-pointsource  of energy deposition,  like the KE impact  case. Therefore, kinetic  energy should be pursued
because  of its apparent  dual-benefit  in modeling other rapid energy deposition  schemes.  Also, KE does not have to
be a point  soume energy release  within the target body,  it has the marked  advantage  of being tailorable  in its
application  to the target  body. For example,  it is possible  for the mass  of the interceptor  to be spread out into a
large area (i.e., a sheet  of mass) to generate  what  would then appear to the target body as an area impulse,  like that
from a stand-off  nuclear  explosive  irradiation. Issues  to be resolved include:

1. What  are the energy coupling efficiencies  of KE and nuclear  explosives?

2. How much of a dynamic  stress state is imparted  to the body during the energy coupling phase?



3. How will the dynamic  stress state  interact  with the target  body during the target  response  phase?

4. How will the target  ultimately respond?  Will  it remain intacg or will it fragment  to some degree?

These  issues  can only be resolved  through  a combined  modeling and experimentation  research  program.
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KE mitigation  strategy

Target Response

specifically: x-ray and

In oder to maximize  the predictability  and ultimately  the controllability  of a planetary  defense KE impact
mission someday,  the following strategy is recommended  (in order  of priority):

1) Deflwt  the threatening  NEO  away from Earth through impact  cratering,  without  breaking  up the body.

2) Disrupt  the threatening  NEO by diverting as much mass as possible  away from an Earth impact.

Deflection is the preferred  approach because the outcome(s)  of smaller-sized  KE impactors  on the target  body would
be more predictable  and observable.  This can work only if the warning time is adequate to allow us to marshal
enough KE impactors  (rockets with smart  terminal  maneuvering  payloads)  to deflect  the NEO with an acceptable
change  in velocity  to have the remaining  body miss  the Earth by a comfortable  margin.  However,  if the amount  of
warning time is not adequate  and there  are no other  viable  mitigation  technologies  available,  rhen disruption  is the
only logical  course  of action. It would be highly desirable  to deflect  as much mass as possible away from the Earth
than to hope for an uncomfortable  near-miss  or adjusted  benign Earth impact  location.  Of course,  for the larger
kilometer-class  NEOS, kinetic energy will  not be feasible  without dwades of warning time and themfom some  other
mitigation technology would be required.

Disruption  capabilities  against  small NEOS
If a threatening  NEO is small  enough,  i.e., on the oder of 100’s meters in size, KE impacts  possibly  could be

used to predictably  disrupt the body  - literally  independent  of the amount  of warning time.  In this case, the bodi~
fragmentation  due to the impact  would be so complete  that the resultant  debris  cloud would pose little  or no danger
to Earth,  even if all the debris were still to impact  the Earth. Existing  experimental  data (see Table 1) scaled  up to
full-scale  engagements  provides  a means to assess  to first order the approximate  target body  size regimes  where KE
impacts  might  play a role in disrupting  small NEOS. Two upper bounding mass delivery  systems  we~ Consiti
1) the Russian  Energia  and 2) the old American Saturn V rocke~ capable of delivering  30,000 kg and 50,000 kg,
respectively,  in Earth escape trajectories  (Isakowitz,  1991), although the largest  demonstrated  trans-Earth delivery
was c6220  kg by the USSR Phobos  mission  (Wilson,  1994).  It was assumed  for calculational  purposes  that the
impact  velocity  is 30 km/see,  mostly  reflecting an approximate  average approach velocity  for a threatening  NEO.
Both  rock and ice targets were examined  for two different  values of fragmentation  strength, with the resultant  mass of
the largest  post-impact  fragmen~  i.e., Ml/Mt, as the metric of success  for the hypothetical  engagement.  The results
of the analysis  are shown in Fig. 5.
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Target/Frag. Strength Largest Largest Largest Largest
Largest  allowable frag. NEO Target Fragment NEO Target Fragment

Basalt/ EP/Mt  = 3 J/gin 128 m 60 m 152 m 71 m
M1/Mt = 0.1

Ice/ EP/Mt = 0.05 J/gin 725 m 336 m 860 m 400 m
M~Mt = 0.1

Basalt/ EP/Mt  = 10 J/gin 86 m 40 m 102 m 47 m
M1/Mt = 0.01

Ice/ EP/Mt = 0.6 J/gin 316 m 147 m 376 m 174 m
M~Mt = 0.01

Figure  5. Fragmentation capabilities  of KE impacts  against  small  NEOS as a function  of
impactor mass; target material, size, and fragmentation strength; and size of the largest post-
impact target fragment generated.

The results  clearly  show the ability of KE impacts  to suitably disrupt  rock NEOS up to about  100 m in size and
ice NEOS up to about  300 m in size,  where  the largest  resultant  debris fragment  would pose a far less  serious impact
hazard to Earth, if it were to even hit Earth. Once disrupted,  fragments  from the NEO target  body would disperse
radially outward with some induced delta-velocity. Although typically the trend  is for the larger  fragments to have
lower induced  velocities,  it is conceivable  that provided  enough warning time exists, the largest fragment  might even
miss the Earth, or, if need be, it could  even be intercepted  by another KE impactor  and then reti harmless.
Fragment  dispersion  velocities  are not so well understood,  due mainly to very limited  fragment  velocity  data (Davis
and Ryan, 1990; Barge and Pellat, 1993; and Hartmann,  1985) and the relative inability to model such phenomena
(Tedeschi,  et al., 1992). Debris cloud fragment  size and mass  distributions  are somewhat better  understood, and can
be modeled  to first order  (Tedeschi  et al., 1994 and Tedeschi,  et al., 1992). Given the fact that we do not now know
or have an effective  way of knowing the interior  structure of a large NEO and its  ~sponse to energy deposition,  it
would seem prudent  to consider  a precursor  KE impact  mission  to provide data to adtiss these issues.

Conducting  a KE mitigation  mission
Someday  the need will arise to protect  the Earth against  a threatening NEO impact.  A KE impact  defense

mission  would involve  the delivery  of an appropriate amount  of mass (and momentum  and energy) to the
approaching  NEO either  to gently  deflect  the body or to disruptively  disperse  all or a significant  amount of the
body’s original  mass  away from an Earth impact.  Related d~spam and defense missions  have bn successfully
conducted  in the past. They am complex,  and they take time,  resoumes,  and great effort. Activities  involved would
include:  threat  detection, warning,  and verification;  tracking;  authority  to M mission  planning  and end-game
analysis;  logistics  and launch preparations;  safety  and security;  delivery  and survival  in space of the mitigation
technology;  terminal  homing and “intercepting”  the target; assessing  the result  and trying again as necessary.  Some
level of mitigation  planning  now seems prudent  to help ensure a timely  future response,  es~ially  in light of our
current  inability  to provide  significant  warning time in some particular  cases, i.e., the smaller  impactors  (<100 m
class) and long period comets.  Such planning could  include  laboratory research  and experimentation,  as well as
precursor  impact  experiments  in space.  Others have proposed gwpolitical  constructs  for future planning  purposes
(Tedeschi  and Teller, 1994).

The need for precursor  KE impact missions
Precursor mitigation  missions  may be warranted  if our ability  to mitigate  threatening  NEOS with KE someday  in

the future is significantly  hampered  without  them. However,  the burden of proof for such a need rests  clearly on the



pfanetary dcfmw community. A ~ursor  mission  would improve  our understanding  of: carrying massive  smart
-t payloads long distances  through the hostile  environments  of space,  finaf approach  and termi~ homing
wItfr the targe~ target impac~  the interaction  of the ~ impactor  with the ~0 to dcftmt  or fragment  i~ the
response  of a NEO to an impac~  long range  tracking and mntrol,  modeling and planning  assumptions,  and scating-
up energy  coupIing experiments  and analysis  performed on Earth, among othera. Doing precursor missions woutd
allow  smarter  choices to be made in times  of emergency.  Others have either proposed NEO rendezvous  missions
(NozetR 1995 and Tedmchi  and Allahrfadi, 1995) or are actively planning  upcoming  retatcd  missions,  i.e.,
NASAINEAR and ESA/Rosetta.

Future research opportunities
An effective KE impact  NEO protection  scheme for use against  an approaching object would iddly  ~ire

extensive  study and research  apriori  to determine  the best way to safely deliver  and muple a given amount of mass,
momentum,  and enmgy into an approaching body to either  fmgment  or deflect  iL Experimentation might include
not only IaMrstory  experiments  and simulations,  but also the study  of actual  deflection or disruption  of NEOS in
non-memcing orbits. Doing so would provide an incti level of mntiden~  in the effectiveness of= against
some  future NEO impactor.  Extensive  modeling and amlysis  then would be ~ired to explore  the full pmeter
space for using  KE against  different  NEO materiaIs  and dynamic states.

Knowing  how kinetic  energy couples  into various  target materiafs  serves as the basis  for @cting the
effectiveness  a kinetic  energy impact  defensive  action. This can be done only through mfully  mntrollcd
experimentation  and modeling,  whereby various  target materiafs  are probed and characteriti experimentally  arn.i
analytically  by a numbr  of kinetic  energy fluences. The target material  res~nse  is obsm~ m~su@ d
quanrifid  and then scaled up in terms of it’s effativenms at imparting  momentum  to or physically  fragmenting a
larger hdy composed of this  material. Figure  6 shows an experimental  set-up for world-unique  momentum
deposition  experiments  cofiucted  in 1994, as an example  of bow experimental  testing  (and analysis)  can be
wtiuctcd at low cost. While  some  experimental  data arc available,  much more material  pm~rty  data and energy
coupling  experimentation  are required (Remo, 1994; Shafer et al., 1994;  and Tedeschi et al., 1994).  Table 2
summarizes  the types of meareh  opportunities  which exist to ktter understand  and predict  KE impact physics.
Needless to say, laboratory  ex~rimentation  and modeling are very cost  effective  options  which should be pursued.

Fi@re 6. Experimental  set-up  at the U.S. Air Force AEDC impact range
for measuring  KE impact  momentum  deposition  to an iron metenrite  target
mounted on a specially  designed  ballistic  pendulum  (Tedeschi  et al., 1994).



Table2. Future  research  opportunities in KE impact  hazard mitigation  physics.

Material  Properties: Composition,  micro-  and macro-structure,
rate de endencies.

P- Exam ne and test Earth-analog  materials  and recovered  meteorite
samples,  and collect  & test samples  in situ on comets  and asteroids.

Equation of State: High- ressure  loading conditions.
f- Test samples and develop OS models.

Computational  Modeling: Better  understand  and simulate  impact  physics.
- Modify  and expand  existing  capabilities  to handle complex  materials,

structures,  phase-changes,  and late-time  structural  responses.

Early-Time  (Local)  Impact Physics:  Crater  Formation
- Conduct  carefully designed  tests at full scales and velocities, conduct

modeling  simulations  and make improvements.  Do space experiments.

Late-Time  (Global)  Impact  Physics:  Momentum Deposition  or
Fra mentation
. (?onduct  carefully designed  tests at full scales and velocities, conduct

modeling  simulations  and make Improvements.  Do space experiments.

ESAS unsuccessful attempt to impact a comet
Earth’s only attempt  at impacting  aNEO with KE came in 1992 wben the European  Space Agency (ESA) tied

to ram comet  P/Grigg-Skje]lemp with the Giotto spacecraft  (Bumham,  1993: Gmnsemaon  and Schwehm, 1993; d
Wilson, 1994). Giotto wasn’t  even close  -it missed by some 200 km! But, nevertheless,  valuable  insights  can be
denvcd fmm this  fiitof  its kind enmunte.rbss~  on an examination  of the facts. After its successful  fast  flyby of
HaIleys wmet in 1986, Giotto went into hibernation  forncar]y four years in the hard vacuum and cold of deep space.
It was reactivated  in early 1992 to attempt  not a flyby of comet  P/Grigg-Skjellcmp,  but to actualIy impact  the remet
in JUIV 1992 using gmund-conw] dircctcd  guidance.  Ptiiculars  of the interesting  encounter  are given in Fig. 7 @
Tat

Giotto Spacecraft Encounter Geometry

P/GRIGG-sKJELLERIJP
.

Figure  7. The Giotto  spacecraft and encounter geometry  with comet  P/Grigg.Skjellerup.



Table 3. Particulars  of the attempted  impact  of comet P/Grigg-Skjellerup by the Giotto
spacecraft.

Encounter  date: 10 Jul 1992
Last course correction:  8 Jul 1992
Spacecraft  status: Many subsystems  still

operational  after comet Halley fly-by
Spacecraft  mass: 529 kg
Nucleus size: 2 km (est.)  dia.
Relative approach velocity: 14 kmlsec
Comet position uncertainty:  < 650 km
Distance from Earth: 1.2 AU
One-way light time: 12 minutes
Dust coma encountered: 17,000 km range
Large dust particles  encountered:  near nucleus
Passed  by: Dark (tail)  side
Closest approach: < 200 +/- IOOkm (est.)

As can be seen in Fig. 7, the Giotto spacecraft basically tied to get in front of the fast moving  comet and let it
impact  the spacecraft  with a relative  impact  velocity  of 14 km/see.  Beeause  the encounter  was controlled  from Earth,
which was 1.2 AU in range at the time, several  problems  wem enwuntered  which ultimately  lead to the failure of
Giotto to impact  the comet.  The position of the comet  was not known accurately,  therefore  it was difficult  to know
exactly where to aim the spacecraft  for the intended intercept. The spacecraft  was 12 minutes  away from command
guidance  instructions  from Earth on what to do. Conditions  obviously  changed  quickly in the final 12 minutes,
especially  upon  final  approach  to the comet  shrouded somewhere  inside the dusty coma. It should be clear that future
encounters,  if they are to have a reasonable chance to sumti  should allow the interceptor  spaeecdt to
autonomously  acquire,  track and home in on the target to intercept. The homing spacecraft  must also have a
healthy  divert  capability  to make final  course corrections just  before  intercept  or closest  approach, probably  on the
order  of 1-2 krn/sec in velocity  increment. A slower  terminal  approach  velocity  is also desirable,  if practical,  in that
it provides  more time to do final  maneuvering  and intereept.

It’s also instructive  in this  case to ask the question of what would  have happened  had the 529 kg Giotto
spacaraft impacted  the comet.  The answer is not much. While the impact  energy would have been a respectful  5.17
x 101O J, or 12 tons  of TNT equivalent  energy release,  the Ep/Mt ratio was only 1.6 x 10-5 J/gin,  where the target
(comet)  mass was estimated  ata massive  3.14x 1015  gm. This value is nowhere near the threshold value of =0.5
J/gin which would have been wuti to fragment  the comet,  therefore  the encounter  result would have been the
creation  of an impact  crater and momentum  deposition to the comet. There certainly  would have been a large impact
flash and significant  expulsion  of cometary  material,  both of which may have been visible  horn Earth-based sensors.
Assuming  a momentum  deposition value of 5 (based on Tedeschi  et al., 1994), the calculated  induced veloeity  would
have been a mere 0.012 mm/see  - far too small  to have been measured  from Earth. It should  not be assumed  that we
know how to mitigate  NEOS with kinetic  energy by spacecraft  impact.  We have seen  that not only do we not
understand  the impact  physics  of high  speed NEO impacts,  nor the composition,  structure,  and resultant  response  of
such bodies, but we also failed to intercept  a comet  using modern spacecraft  technology  in this  situation.  We should
perhaps  not have to feel a little  too uncomfortable  about  this, but rather we should resolve  to seriously  study this
issue and generate  viable options to proteet  Earth from the NEO impact  hazard.

Summary
Kinetic  energy is a viable mitigation  tmhnique to protect  Earth from the NEO impact h- under  certain

circumstances  by either  deflecting  or disrupting  an approaching body, However, for us to have eotildence  in the
effectivenas  of kinetic  energy as a defensive  capability,  we must  seriously  consider the conduct of laborato~
experimentation  and analysis,  and of precursor  intercept  missions,  to allow us to better understand  and model the
delivery  and deposition  of kinetic energy into NEO targets and the resultant  response,  i.e., the dynamic  induced stress
state and the ultimate  global structural  response.  Conducting low-cost  experimentation  and analysis  now will allow
timely and effective  defensive  responses  in the future.
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Lasers Can Play an Important  R61e in the Planetary  Defense

C. R. Phipps
Photonic Associates

Small comet nuclei  and Earth-crossing asteroids (ECA’S) are much more numerous than the
“Doomsday  asteroids”, several passing within the Moon  orbit per month. Given a calibrated

force, these could be deflected in a game of “cosmic billiards” to impact and disperse a much larger
object on a well-known trajectory. bsers have the advantage  of agilig  and calibrated  force  release.
High-power, ground-based,  repetitively-pulsed  lasers will be able to accurately deflect  these
objects via the impulse produced by su~ace ablation. The thrust vector is controlled by aiming the
laser at the limb of the object. Aiming is ven~ed  by comparing  the centroid of the detected object
with the centroid of plasma plume emission. Appropriate laser targets are those a few tens of
meters in siz,e which  are detected at a range of 1-10 light seconds  and actively deflected  during the
final  light second of approach. We consider deflection  of a 40-m ice NEO with 15 kmls relative
velocity.  We discuss optimum  beam director aperture,  laser wavelength,  pulse energy, duration
and repetitition rate, stimulated Raman scatten”ng  in the atmosphere, detection  of the object,
creating  an adequate  laser guidestar, and phasing  the elements of the large beam director aperture.
We consider the 265-rim–4  p laser wavelength range.

Introduction:  what R61e for Lasers?
The purpose  of this paper is to define and explore  possible  r61es for lasers  in the planetary  defense.  In earlier work

for the Los Alamos Interception workshop  (see Phipps 1992a, 1992b),  we estimated  that a ground-based  laser with
several GW average power  would be required to deflect even the smallest  near-Earth objects (NEOS) which were still
large enough (40 – 80-m diameter)  to penetrate  the a~osphere to a depth sufficient  to cause significant damage on
the ground. Here, we will extend those earlier calculations  to give a more accurate deflection capability assessment
for lasers. To do this, we will consider  the entire range of practical  laser wavelengths,  and include second-order  effects
such as the impact of pointing  stability on achievable range.

In our earlier work, we also mentioned  that lasers are very good at producing precise deflection of small objects
passing near the Earth and we will extend that concept  in this paper.

How Lasers  Play in NEO Mitigation
Depending on mass density and Earth-relative  velocity,  precise deflection of NEO’S in the 40 – 80-m diameter

class is readily achieved  with lasers that we can afford  to build. For example,  we will show that small velocity
changes  of order  1 mm/s are sufficient  to produce  changes  in NEO position  of order 1 earth radius  at 1 AU, and that
the power  requirements to do this are modest.

Further, lassers  are agile. A ground-based  laser can follow a small NEO with sufficient  precision to control the
direction  of the laser-induced  ablation jet. The laser can also address multiple  objects.

Finally, it should be kept in mind that the laser will have other uses. Large lasers are expensive, but may be
justified  based on multiple r61es, such as power  beaming,  launching  payloads into LEO (See Phipps and Michaelis
1994) and obtaining  rare metals by the ton from asteroid  mining (Blacic 1993),

Pulsed  Lasers  and Momentum  Coupling
The laser momentum coupling  coefficient Cm is defined (by custom,  in mixed units) as the ratio of momentum

flux delivered  to a target system to the incident laser pulse fluence. Momentum transferred  is mainly due to
formation of an ablation jet on the surface of the target, and only very slightly due to light pressure.  Where laser
fluence  is constant over the target surface,  W is the laser pulse energy Qoules)  and J is the momentum delivered  by
the laser-produced  ablation jet (dyne-s),

Cm = J/W dyne-slJ. (1)

For opaque materials in vacuum irradiated  by pulsed lasers at or above plasma threshold  intensity [see Phipps, et
al. 1988], Cm is given within a factor of 2 by (see Phipps, et al. 1988)

Cm= 3.95 MA0”44/[Z038(Z+l  )0.19 (Ik~7)025]. (2)



The two elements of the pairs (Cm , Q*) and (Cm , I~p) are not independent, but increasing  one decreases  the
other.

CmQ* = VE = gIsP cm/s (3)

and CmIsP = Cm2Q*  = 2“107  qAB (4)

where  vE is the exhaust velocity of the ablation jet, Q* is the effective heat of mass removal (J/g), g = 980 cm/s2 is
the acceleration  of gravity  at Earth’s  surface, and qAB is the efficiency with which laser energy is converted to
exhaust kinetic energy. As a side comment,  Eqn. (4) permits  ISP for laser ablation jets  to achieve values much lager
than those available  in chemical  reactions,  and experimental  results as large as 7,000 seconds  are readily achieved
(Phipps, et al. 1994).

Practically speaking,  it is easy to obtain Cm = 5 dyne-s/J  from materials such as would be found  on the exposed
surface  of the NEO (see Figure  1, ibid. ), given the right choice of laser intensity I, wavelength k, and pulsewidth ~.
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Figure 1. Com~ilation of experimental data for impulse coupling  coefficient on C-H materials vs. the
parameter  (IXdT). (a): Afanas’ev,  et al., Zhurnal Tekn. Fiz. 39, 894 (1969) [Sov. Phys. Tech. Phys.
14, 669 (1969)], 1.5 ms, 1.06 pm on ebonite  rubber.  (b): Afanas’ev,  et al., Zhurrud Tekn.
Fi.z. 39, 894 (1969) [,SOV. Phys. Tech. Phys. 14, 669 (1969)], 1.5 ms, 1.06 ~m on carbon.
(c): Phipps, et al., (unpublished),  Sprite,  37 ns, 248 nm, on silica phenolic. (d): Phipps, et
al., (unpublished),  Sprite,  37 ns, 248 nm, on vamac rubber. (e): Turner, et al., (unpublished),
22 ns, 248 nm, on buna-n rubber.  (~: Phipps, et al,, (unpublished),  Gemini,  1.7 VS, 10.6
pm on kevlar epoxy. (g):  Rudder,  U. S. Air Force Weapons Laboratory  Report AFWL-TR-74-1OO
(1974),  5 ~s, 1.06 pm, on Grafoil.  (h): Rudder,  U. S. Air Force Weapons  Lab report  AFWL-
TR-74-1OO (1974)  1 ps, 1.06 pm, on Grafoil. (i): Phipps, et al., (unpublished),  Gemini,
1.7 ps, 10.6 ~m on carbon.  ~): Phipps, et al., (unpublished),  Sprite,  37 ns, 248 nm on
carbon phenolic. (k): Phipps,  et al., (unpublished),  Gemini, 1.7 ps, 10.6 ~m on graphite
epoxy. (l): Phipps, et al,, (unpublished),  Gemini,  1.7 us, 10.6 ~m on carbon  phenolic.
(m): Grun, et al., Phys. Fluids,  26, 588 (1983), 4 ns, 1.05 ~ m, on C-H foils.



Experimental data shows that the optimum target surface  intensity for achieving  the best coupling is (not
surprisingly) just  above that for plasma formation,  and is given approximately  for all opaque materials by (W
Phipps,  et al. 1988):

Is= F~~ W/cm2 (5)

where  F = 4X104  is a constant.
Continuous (CW) lasers  are not indicated for the present application for two reasons.  First, CW laser energy will

be invested in melting the general  target rather than in producing a jet at its surface. Second, in this case, melting
could detonate the target, which would be catastrophic  for our purposes.  Furthermore,  pulsed lasers  allow the
selection of ~ and I for optimum penetration of the atmosphere.

Propagating  the Pulsed Laser to the Target
The laser and beam director will be located on Earth because launching  mass into orbit currently  costs about

$10/g, and the benefit of locating these massive  devices  in space is not justified  by the cost.
The earliest limit to atmospheric  propagation  is conversion  of the laser energy to other wavelengths  and

propagation directions by Stimulated Raman  Scattering  (SRS), for which the threshold is given, for pulsewidths of
interest to us, by the expression

IsRs = DX W/cm2 (6)

with D = 2.83x I010. Denoting by As and Ab, respectively,  the laser beam area on the target surface and within the
beam near-field  (in the atmosphere),  Eqns. (5) and (6) are both satisfied when we pick pulsewidth and laser pulse
energy according to:

~ = 1 (4)2
DA D~

22
and

w ‘ %(*)2

Using these expressions, all

(7)

(8)

that is needed to compute the best ~ and W for both momentum  generation and SRS
avoidance  is to choose beam director  diameter  Db and the target spot size d~.

Target spot size comes  from propagation  theory, slightly modified  to describe  beam diameters rather than radii as
in the conventional theory (see Kogelnik  and Li 1966).

Where zR is the Rayleigh  Range parameter,  ~is the farfield  divergence  angle, d~o is a defined parameter,  and N is
the beam quality factor by which beam divergence  exceeds that of a diffraction-limited  beam, we can calculate d, in
all circumstances from:

n D;
‘R=  8NA

(9)

(lo)

1= 1 1
d? ~+~

(11)

or, d:+ = d: + [2v(z-zR)]2 beyond  zR, and (12)

(13)

Target  flooding  & Pointing  limit
In addition to these considerations,  we make target spot size subject to two more constraints as they become

necessary:
● Spot size d, shall not be smaller than the target (here 40m), since laser energy is most efficiently  used in

creating momentum when IoPt is achieved  all over the available  target surface.
● At range z, the pointing angle jitter  d~/z shall not be smaller than 50 nrad. This requirement  is based on our

judgments  that ground-based  beam pointing cannot  be done with less jitter,  and that laser guidestars in the sodium



layer for adaptive optics correction of the beam phase for atmospheric  turbulence  will not be made smaller than
50nrad  x 100km  = 5mm for some time.

Results  for Required  Pulse Energy W and Duration  ~
Figure 2 following shows the results of applying  all the conditions  expressed in the previous  two sections of this

paper simultaneously,  with beam director aperture as the free parameter.  In the Figure, two cases are considered,
namely z = 1 and 10 light-seconds.  Four wavelengths  are con~idered:  1.06~m and its second  and fourth
plus 4pm (the DF laser).

Laser parameters  at range corrected  for 50nrad pointing  limit
(40-m-diameter target, at range z=l&10 Iight-see)
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Figure  2. Laser pulsewidth ~ and pulse energy W vs beam director aperture for two ranges and 4 choices  of
wavelength  1. Two cases are selected  (“A” and “B”) for further discussion.

From the graph, we pick two cases (A and B on the graph)  for further consideration,  based mainly on the
impracticality  at the present  time of realizing beam director apertures larger than 50 – 100m.  We note that phased
element designs  such as NASA’s  PAMELA concept might achieve such apertures with small individual mirror
elements which could be built and manipulated  at the bandwidth req~d for turbulence  correction.  Larger apertures
will have to depend  on different  technology, for example,  gas-density-gradient  lenses (see Michaelis 1991).

These are: case A: ~ = 4pm and Db = 100m and case B: k = 530 nm and Db = 50m. We then use the tools in
Eqns. (9) – (13) to compute optimum  pulsewidth ~ and pulse energy W vs. range for these two cases (Figure  3).
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Figure 3. For cases A and B, optimum  pulsewidth and pulse energy vs. NEO range are computed.  Note the sharp
discontinuity at z = 2.67 light-seconds.  Here, N = 2 and Cm = 5.

Multi-GW  Laser Power Needed to deflect  a 40-m NEO by one Earth Radius
We found  that multi-GW power  level is needed to deflect even a small ice NEO approaching  the Earth on a

collision course  with relative velocity v = 15 km/s. To obtain the plots in Figure  4, we applied the above energy to
each range cell starting at acquisition  range z at a rate sufficient  to deflect the object by one Earth radius to obtain
average power  P and laser repetition frequency f.

The power  minima (case B) at 2.67 light-seconds  and (case A) at 2.67 and 1.7 light-seconds  are artifacts  of the
pointing angle and spot size limitations discussed  earlier as well as of the nonlinear  way in which beam size varies
with range, governed  by propagation  theory. Note that, when the NEO is closer  than 1.7 light-seconds,  laser power
to deflect is proportional  to l/z2, as one might expect, since the Av required to miss the Earth increases  with
decreasing time to collision,  while decreasing  time to act requires  proportionally  more power  to achieve the same
Av, Laser power is roughly  constant beyond a 2-3 light-second transition, since a progressively  larger fraction of
the laser beam spills over the NEO, requiring Z2 times more beam power  to deliver the same power  to the NEO
surface, and the two range effects  approximately  cancel.

In any case, the laser power required  is in the range 11 to 1.5 GW, depending  on the wavelength  chosen  (4 ~m or
530 rim), with a pulse energy  of6–9  GJ and a pulse duration  of 6.5 ~s or 290ps, respectively, for cases A and B.
A laser with such power will cost tens of B$. The worst aspect is that, during the 15 hours between acquisition and
Earth passage, more than one (probably  three)  laser stations will be necessary  to give continuous  access to the NEO.
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Figure 4. Laser power and frequency required to deflect a 40-m-diameter  ice NEO on a collision course with Earth-
relative velocity  15 km/s by one Earth radius, starting at acquisition  range z. Here, N = 2 and Cm = 5 are assumed.

Reasonable  Laser  Power for Cosmic Billiards
We can use the same procedures  to compute  laser power required for a different problem:  giving a small NEO a-.

velocity increment of only a few cm/s, to produce relatively large position changes in the future at large range, for
example, lAU  from Earth,

To assess this problem, it is only
scattering angle ~ is related to the

parameter b by

~ 2E.b
cot ~ = mMG

necessary  to review central-force scattering  theory (e.g., Goldstein  1950).  The
energy and velocity of the NEO at infinity (Em and v@) and the scattering

(14)

where m and M are the mass of the NEO and the Earth, respectively,  and G the gravitational constant.
The NEO will execute a hyperbolic  orbit about the Earth. We wish to know what velocity increment 6V (applied

by laser near the point of closest approach  to Earth) will produce  a future transverse  displacement 6ZL = zsS~ of NEO
position after it has passed the Earth and gone out to range z. Differentiating Eqn. (14)  and allowing a factor of 2 to
account  for the fact that we can modify the NEO trajectory over only half of the scattering  event (after near-Earth
passage)  we obtain:



dV =–4~in2~bvm
dvm 2MG

(15)

We take v = n/2, v~ = 15 kmls, MG = 3.988x1020,  and b = 1 light-second to find that

5v_ = 0.19 (bzl /RE)(z/lAU)  Cm/S (16)

For example, a 1.9 cm/s velocity  change during near-Earth passage is sufficient  to produce  a 10 Earth-radius  (RE)
shift of NEO position at z = IAU.

Using the previously described  analysis  for power vs. range, we obtain the following results for the “cosmic
billiards problem”, using as a cue-ball a 40-m diameter object of density 0.97 (ice) or 9.0 (iron) with 15 ktis Earth-
relative velocity. We consider the same best acquisition  range (2.67  light-seconds)  and laser wavelengths  (530 nm &
4~m) as before.

Table  1. Laser  Power  for NEO Position  Shift at IAU range after  Earth passage

Average  Power  for Position  Shift
NEO 530 nm,10 RE 4 ~m,10  RE 530 nm,looRE 4 ~m,100  RE

40-m ice 230 kW 1.7MW 2.3 MW 17 MW
40-m iron 2.1 MW 15 MW 21 MW 150 MW

Conclusions
We have shown that lasers  of relatively modest  power  (230  kW) are capable of precisely  deflecting a 40-m ice NEO
during  near-Earth passage by an amount  sufficient to produce  a future shift in position of 10 Earth radii at a range of
IAU, in order to engage  in a game of cosmic  billiards  with a much larger  Earth-threatening object whose position is
known well in advance.  Such capabilities are unique to lasers among the devices  which have been discussed for NEO
deflection. Such a laser could be used for other purposes,  as well.
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On the Possibility  of Altering  the Trajectories
of Asteroids  and Comets

Using Plutonium Implantation

George Cbapline and Michael  Howard
Lawrence Livermore National  Laboratory

It is pointed out that creation of a critical assembly by implantation of Pu239 inside an asteroid  or
comet could produce a substantial force on the asteroid  or comet due to either explosive ejection  or
asymmetric  sublimation  of material off  the su~ace of the asteroid or comet. This would allow one
to make substantial  changes in an asteroid’s or comet’s orbital elements using existing launch
vehicles andspacecr~ technology.  It is particularly  intriguing thut recurrent  sublimation induced
by plutonium implantation  could over afew months time deflect even kilometer-sized  earth-
intersecting objects enough to avoid the earth. For the more distant  fiture nuclear-powered  pulse
jets might be a cost-e~ective  way of altering the trajecton”es  of asteroids and comets.

Introduction
A number of possible schemes for deflecting earth-intersecting  asteroids and comets have been proposed.

Indeed, a proliferation  of ideas is desirable  since  one wodd like to have available  a wide variety of options  for
dealing  with such an emergency. For example,  while using  nuclear  explosions  is one obvious  approach to
interdiction,  future  bans on the production  and maintenance  of nuclear  explosive devices  may make it desimble  to
have other options  available.  In this  note we would like  to bring attention  to the possibility  of deflecting  asteroids
and comets by directly  implanting  plutonium  in the body of the asteroid  or comet  using small  spacecraft similar to
the one used in the Clementine mission  to the asteroid  Geographos.

Given any material  body and any subvolume  of that body, there is a concentration  of Pu239 in that
subvolume  such that the plutonium  plus material  wilt constitute  a critical  assembly.  Furthermore, in some
materials this critical  assembly  will be autoeatalytic;  i.e. the assembly  will evolve  with time in such a way that the
effective  neutron  multiplication  factor k increases  with time.  Instantaneous  creation  of an autocatalytic  critical
assembly  wotid produce  a rapid release  of fission energy, and lead to a thermal  explosion.  It has been estimated
[Bowman  and Venneri  1995] that the energy  release  in such an explosion  is a few tons per kilogram  of plutonium.
While this is less energy  yield  than can be attained  with nuclear  explosive  devices,  it is still  a thousand  times better
than what can be achieved with high explosives.  In materials  where the critical  assembly  is not autocatalytic  the
energy  release may or may not have an explosive  character,  depending on whether  the initial critical  assembly  is
supercritical  or just  barely  critical,  though in general  it will also be transient.  However, in the case  of a non-
autoeatalytic  assembly  that is barely critical  the energy release  may be mcmnt, leading  to a significantly  greater
energy  yield  per kilogram  of plutonium.

Implanted Critical Assemblies
One might  question  whether  it is possible  in practice  to create  a critical  plutonium  assembly  inside  the

body of an asteroid  or comet because  implantation  into an object  using  an “earth-penetiting”  projectile  arriving  in a
direction  normal  to the surface  of the object  requires  that the projectile’s  veloeity  be subsonic  with respect with
respect to the object. On the other  hand typical relative velocities  between earth launched  spacecraft  and near earth
objects  will be supersonic.  In order to prevent  ejection  of the material  in a penetrating  projectile back into space,  the
projectile would have to be incident  at a very shallow angle. It is not obvious  that this can be done in practice;
however, assuming  that a package  containing  several  liters  of plutonium can be injected  into the comet or asteroid,
one wodd have essentially  instantanmusly  created  a critical  assembly.



In fact, recent calculations  of the critical  masses  of Pu239 diluted with water and silicon dioxide  [ Fig. 1]
suggest  that implantation  of a few hundred  kilograms  of Pu239 into a volume  a couple  of meters  across  would
suffice  for the creation  of a critical  assembly  in a comet. We have carried  out similar  calcdations for the case of a
stony asteroid [ Fig. 2], with the result  that implantation  of a few hundred kilos  of Pu239 would  suffice  to create a
critical  assembly.  Agreater amount  of Pu239 is needed  in this  case because  the iron in these asteroids  acts as a
neutron absorber.  We have not yet investigated  the case of nickel-iron  asteroids,  because apparently  the amount of
Pu239 that would  be needed  is very large and implantation  would be problematical.
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Figure  1. Criticality  curves for spheres  of Pu239 diluted with water
and silicon  dioxide and surrounded  by silicon dioxide [Bowman and
Venneri  1994]. The line ‘q” illustrates  how a critical assembly  can be
created inside a comet by implantation  of Pu239, and the arrow extending
from the end of the line shows qualitatively  how the resulting  autocatalytic
assembly would subsequently  evolve.

Because the heat generated  by the fissioning  plutonium will cause  the ice in a comet to vaporize  and
disperse, a critical  assembly  will tend to move to the right in Fig 1. If the initial  critical  assembly  created by
implantation  lies on the left side of Fig 1, then the initial critical  assembly  will be autocatalytic;  i.e. criticality  will
initially  increase.  Actually  because the silicates  in a comet  are thought to be trapped  in the ice as fine particles,  the
dispersing  water vapor will probably  also carry away much of the silicates,  causing  the critical  assembly  to evolve
upwards as shown  by the arrow in Figl. Thus rapid implantation  of Pu239 in a comet  will most likely  result in a
situation  wthere criticality  will increase  very rapidly,  leading  to a Chernobyl-like  explosion.
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Figure 2. Criticality
Pu239 diluted vvith
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curve for a 2 meter radius sphere of
a mixture of iron oxide, magnesium oxide,
and surrounded  by silicon dioxide.

The explosive  release  of energy inside  a comet  or stony  asteroid  due to rapid  implantation  of plutonium
could  lead to ejection  of fmgments  of the comet  or asteroid. One would like the explosion  to occur  at a depth such
that the velocity  of ejection  is as low as possible,  since this  would result  in the greatest  impuk?.e.  Unfortunately, the
impulses  that one can generate  with a few hundred kilograms  of plutonium are not very impressive,  and would be
only be useful  for deflecting  relatively  small  asteroids  or comets.  For example,  let us assume  that our autocatalytic
or supercritical  plutonium  assembly  yielded  250 tons, i.e. ITJ, and the fragments  were ejected with a velocity  of 10
m/see.  men making  the optimistic  assumption  that 1009o of the energy released  appeared as kinetic  energy  of ejecta,
the total impulse  generated by the ejected  fragments  wotid be 200 billion Newton-seconds.  This is clearly  a gross
overestimate of the imptise that  would realistically  be generated,  yet even this  impuke  would be inadequate  to
produce  desired  deflections  of any but the smallest  asteroids  or comets.  For example,  an impulse  of 200 billion
Newton-seconds  would  produce  a transverse  velocity of only 10 cm/sec or 3~ km/year  in a kilometer-sized
asteroid.  Since the impulse  generated  varies  inversely with velocity,  a greater  impulse  might  in principle be
generated by lowering  the velocity  of the ejecta  below 10 m/see,  but even this low a velocity  would be difficult  to
achieve, since the fragmentation  velocities  associated  with the explosive  fracturing  of rock are typically  like 100
mlsec.

Sublimation Scenario
Fortunately, the picture  for impulse  generation  brightens  considembly  if the critical  assembly  created by

plutonium  implantation  can be operated  in a regime  where  the energy  generation  is non-explosive,  so that
essentially  all the energy  goes into heating the surrounding material.  If this  heat  is dissipated  by sublimation  of
material  off the surface  of the comet  or asteroid  then a reaction force will  be generated  if the resulting  momentum
flow is not spherically  symmetric.  Now the interesting  point is that if the energy generation  is recurrent and uses up



most of the plutonium, then the impulse  generated  by this  asymmetric  sublimation  can be much larger than the
imptise generated by explosive  energy  generation.  If we assume  that the velocities  of the escaping  molecules
correspond to a temperature of roughly  0.1 eV, i.e. temperatures  of about 1000C corresponding  to escape velocities
of about 400 m/see, then the irnpdse generated  by the consumption  of 10 kg of plutonium  wodd be on the order of
a trillion Newton-seconds (note that sublimation  occuring at lower temperatures  would generate  an even greater
impulse).  A trillion  Newton-seconds  is approximately  the threshold impulse required  to deflect  kilometer-sized
objects  away from the earth in less  than a year’s  time. In other  words a critical  plutonium  assembly operating in a
recurrent  or quasi-steady  state  energy generation  mode with an average power of several hundred megawatts  codd
probably  genemte  the desti deflection  of a kilometer-sized  object in a few month’s  time.  Unfortunately  a critical
assembly  producing  a steady power  of more than a hundred megawatts  cannot  be cooled by conduction  alone. This
level of average  power production  would require  convection cooling, which means that the energy production  cotid
ody be ~urrent. Of course,  if one had several years allowance  in order to produce the deflection,  then less  power
would be nded,  and a critical assembly  operating in a quasi-  steady  state  mode might be adequate.

In order to ascertain  approximately  how much avemge power could be generated  by implanting  a given
amount of Pu239, numerical  simulations  wodd have to be performed  that simulated  the implantation  dynamics, as
well as the relaxation  processes  that would be induced in the surrounding moderating  material.  Needless to say such
numerical  calculations  wotid be very challenging,  but the computational  capabilities  of the Los Alamos and
Livermore Laboratories,  as well as those of laboratories  in the Soviet Union,  could be profitably  brought to bear on
this  problem. Obviously  it would  also be desirable  to carry out experiments  to check the numerical  calculations,  and
demonstrate  that  a critical  assembly  operating at a desirable  average power level  cotid be actually  be created  by
spacecraft  implantation.

One obvious  problem with the idea of using  asymmetric  sublimation  to deflect  asteroids  or comets  is that
in general  an unbalanced  reaction  fome will  not just deflect  the asteroid  or comet,  but also cause  it to rotate.  Even in
the presence of tumbling  the deflection  induced  by a gigawatt  of asymmetric  sublimation  will almost certainly  be
sufficient to avoid a collision  with earth. Nevertheless  it would be comforting  if some means  codd  be found to
control  tumbling.  In principle  this  could  be accomplished  by implanting the independently  controllable critical
assemblies.  However, this doesn’t  seem like a very practical  proposal.

Figure 3. Nuclear  puke jet attached to an asteroid



Plutonium Powered Jet Engines
An elegant way of solving the tumbling  problem would be to attach  into the surface of the comet or

asteroid  a nuclear-powered  jet whose position and orientation can be adjusted (Fig 3). The body of the comet  or
asteroid  wotid provide  a large reservoir  of exhaust  gas for the jet. In addition, the material  of the comet  or asteroid
could be used as Wth a coolant  and a moderator  for pulsed nuclear  power  generation.  For example,  if the pulse  jet
reaction  chamber incorporates  a non-critical  plutonium  assembly,  then a critical  assembly  might  be formed by
injecting  material  into the reaction  chamber.  If the critical  assembly  formed  by this  injection  of material  lies in a
region  of negative  feedback (e.g. the right hand side of Fig 1), then the material  will  be gently  heated  and expelled
from the reaction  chamber.  Evidently  one would want to avoid forming an autocatalytic  critical  assembly, where the
plutonium  and injected  material  wodd b rapidly vaporized leading to an explosion.  The reaction  chamber shodd be
designed  so that the material  in the reaction  chamber  is slowly heated, and after  expulsion  of the injected  material
from the reaction chamber the chain reaction  will die out until  more material  from the asteroid  or comet is injected.

Because  of the typically  large velocity differences  between asteroids,  comets,  and the earth  it would be
nearly  impossible  to gently attach  a nuclear  jet (or anything else for that matter)  to an asteroid or comet using
existing  chemical rockets. One may hope that in the futw it will be possible  to match  the velocities  of comets and
asteroids  relative  to the earth using a high specific  impulse nuclear rocket. Indeed development  of nuclear  rockets
should  be high on the list of technologies  that one would want to develop  for planetary  defense.  Not only would
nuclear rockets allow  one to approach  asteroids  and comets  with a low relative  velocity,  but the transit  time to tiese
objects  would be significantly  reduced.  Finally  it should be be noted that the use of Pu239 in nuclear rockets for
space explomtion  and in planetary  defense  schemes  might be viewed as a socially responsible  way of desposing  of
weapons  grade plutonium.

Conclusion
Imparting  an incremental  velocity of 1 m/see to a kilometer-sized  object  mquks  an enthalpy  on the order of

a TJ. Enthalpy  yields  of this  magnitude  can only be achieved  in reasonable  sized packages  through the release of
nuclear  energy. Enthalpy  from nuclear  energy can be ptiuced  suddenly  with  a nuclear  explosive  device,  or gradually
with a nuclear  reactor.  Gradual  release  of heat in a nuclear reactor  has the advantage  that one may have more control
over the consequences  of the energy release,  so the results achieved per unit of nuclear  fuel used may be greater.
Production  of heat using a nuclear  reactor is also desirable  from the point of view that international  agreements may
in the future  make it very difficult  to build reliable  nuclear  explosive  devices. One might have imagined  that nuclear
reactors  m disadvantaged  with  respect  to nuclear explosive  devices  because they are much heavier. However  we have
argued that by making  use of the natural  moderating  and cooling properties  of the in situ  material  of a comet or
asteroid  nuclear  reactors  are not disadvantaged  with respect  to nuclear explosive devices. Indeed it maybe possible  to
gradually  release energies on the order  of a TJ inside an asteroid  or comet  simply by implanting  inside  the object  a
package containing  plutonium  that is subcritical  before  impact,  but becomes  critical  after implantation  by virtue  of
the environment.
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The Effect upon Asteroid by the Neutron Radiation
of Nuclear Explosion

D. Petrov,  Ya. Kandiyev,  G. Malyshkin,  O. Shubin
Russian  Federal  Nuclear  Center-All-Russian  Institute  of Technical  Physics

The problem  of affecting upon an asteroid  by the neutron radiation  of nuclear explosion was
considered. This eflect  was estimated  depending  on time, the altitude of explosion, energy
spectrum, asteroid  density an[i chemical composition  a]~d the angle of fall for two-dimensional
paralleljlow  of absorbed energy  of neutron  radiation. To afirst approximation,  the temperature
fields generated  in asteroid  by the neutron irradiation were obtained  and compared  with the
appropriate  temperature$eld generated by the x-rdiution  of nuclear explosion.

The Problem  Statement
Nowadays concentration  of energy in the nuclear  explosives  is the highest  if compared  with the other well-

known  sources  of energy.  This fact allows to consider  nuclear  explosives  ,as the most  promising  means  of effect
upon  the near-Earth-objects  (NEO).

In the course  of nuclear  explosion  a space object  is exposed to different  types of effects,  intensity  of which
depends  on the nuclear explosion  yield, the distance  to the space object, the object  dimensions,  the constituent
materials  and the nuclear  explosive  (Jesigm.

The fraction  of energy  transferred  to the space object  at the explosion defines the scale of the effect.  For a buried
explosion  this  fraction  is maximum [1,2,3], but to provide  such explosion  is a very complicated techuicrd problem.
It is technically  much more easy to conduct  a surface  or stand-off  explosion.  In addition  to the fraction  of absorbed
energy there is one more significant  ch.amcteristic,  the area of energy absorption  or what kind of source of
gasdynamic  motion  appears  in the asteroid.

The motion of the asteroid  ground in the surface  and stand-off  explosions  is determined  by the amount  of energy,
which is transferred  to the asteroid  materi,at directly. The energy of the explosion  is transferred  to the ground in the
form of X-radiation,  neutron radiation  and the impact  of nuclear  explosive  vapors  u~}n the surface  of the asteroid.  As
it is showu in the papers [1,2,3] the fraction  of energy  traasfemd  to the ground by X-radiation  is about  6Y0 of the
total energy  of explosion  and the contribution  of the vapor impact  is about 2~0. However,  the effect of neutron
radiation  of the nuclear explosive  which results  in the ground heating is not considered  in these papers.  In this  paper
we provide  data allowing  to estimate  the heating effect. Note, that  some issues of neutron effect upon  the asteroids
are ex,amined  in the papers  [5,6].

me following  types  of the nuclear  explosions  will] the yield  of lMT are under consideration:
surface  explosions  (lm above the surface);
stiind-off  explosions  at the altitude  of 1.5 m, 5 m, 10 m;

– distant  explosions,  when the neutron tlux affecting  the surface c,an be considered  as two-dimensional
parallel.

Asteroid  is considered  to be stony with two types of chemical  composition:  Si02 and
00.56 gSio.167Feo.oGMgo.  139Alo.oG5.  The terrestrial  rocks can play the role of ~lalogs.  The asteroid  density  is
assumed  to be 1, 2 and 2.7 g/cm3.

In general,  neutrons  carry a small  fraction of the explosion  energy. Thus, in the process  of fission the kinetic
energy  of neutrons  is about  2.5%) of total  released  energy. In the process  of fusion the fraction of the kinetic  energy
of neutrons  is much higher  (it reaches  80~o of total  energy in the D-T process).  However,  in the current
thermonuclear  explosives  about  a half of total  energy  is produced  in the process  of tission.  Moreover,  the conditions
of thermonuclear  fuel combustion  ,are provided  by surrounding  it with  structural materials  of large mass.  This leads
to the moderation  of neutrons  and their absorption  by the structure  components  and, as a result,  to the distortion  of
spectrum  of the emitted  neutrons  towards  its softening.  Ultimately,  tie main fraction  of energy  is released by the
current thermonuclear  explosives  of gross yield  in the form of x-radiation.

We assume,  that  during explosion  having yield  E (MT) the E~fE fraction of energy  is released  due to tlssion
and the EtqtE fraction  is released  due to thermonuclear  reactions.  We ignore the neutron  spectrum  distortion
occurring  while the neutrons  pass the layers  of the nuclear explosive  structure.  The k coefficient  expresses  the
absorption  scale.



  

              
                
         

  

                 
                

            

      

               
    

   

          

                 
               

   

     
                

                
                
                   
       

                 
                  

                      
          

                
                 



        

 

 

 

       

              
                

        
                   

               
    

                  
                 
               

                       
               

  

 

  
     

       

         
                  

                  
                 

                  
              



      

             
                     

        

 

 

 
 
 

                   
                

                   
                    

                
                

                 
                  

            

 
     

    

 
   

 



     

 

 

 
    

         
      

     
                

                   
               

                
                  

          

 

 

 
 
 

                  
                   

                 
                  

      



      

 

 

   

 
   

           
           

      
             

               
                  

        

 

  
 

  

                
             

                   
         

      
                  
                 

                 
                 

             
            

                  
                   



    

                   

       

                 
                 

             

 

       
       

 



       

 

 

       
       

 

  
       

              
                

                
       

             
               

                 
                       

              
                    

                
                    
                
                   

     
                 
            

                 
          

                 
                 

                  

               
            

                 
        



C. The softening  ofspwtrum  and the kcrease  of the number  ofneutrons  due to their interaction  with the
nuclear  explosive  &sign lead to rduction  of absorbed energy.

Above  mentioned  aspects  should be considerti  in &tail and they are beyond the scope of this  paper. But these
factors can equalize  the effectiveness  of 14 MeV neutrons and x-radiation.

Conclusions
1. The effect  of neutron radiation  of fission spectrum  on an asteroid  can be ignored, if compared  with x-

radiation  prtiuced  by an explosion  of the same yield.
2. 14 MeV neutron  radiation  in ‘zero’ approximation  is more effective  than x-radiation  of an explosion  of the

same yield.  But their  effectiveness  can appear  to be equ,al, if the physical  essence  of an explosion  is examined in
(letail.

3. Pre(liction  of the asteroid behavior  after the impact  of neutron radiation requires  reasonably  accurate
Imowldge  of the physical  and chemical  properties  of the asteroid  ( such as shape, density, material  composition,
etc.), since gasdynamic  source formation depends  upon  them.

4. The results  obtained  can be used as the initial  (lata for (Determining  the momentum,  which NEO acquires  due
to the effect  of neutron radiation  of the nuclear  explosion.
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Effect of Nuclear Shallow Burst on Asteroids

V. V. Gadzgieva, V.N.Nogin, O. N. Shubin, V. A. Simonenko
Russian  Federal  Nuclear  Center-All-Russian  Research  Institute  of Technical  Physics

me effect of the nuclear  explosion on the asteroid  will be the most  intensive, if the nuclear
explosive device is buried into the asteroid  ground before the explosion.  This is associated with the
fact, that at such type of explosion  (unlike the surface  and the stand-off  explosions)  the explosion
energy at the initial stage of the process is entirely transferred  to the asteroid  ground. As the result
the effect  of the buried explosion on the asteroid  is equivalent  to the efect  of the su~{~ce  exl]losion
with the yield  tens of tiln.es  greater [1]. Therejbre, consideration  of the buried explosion  efiect on
the asteroih  is of peculiu.r interest.

In this paper  we consi~ier the problem  qf the tiffect of the nuclear buried explosions on the stony
asteroid  (as the most wide-spread  type of the NEOS). On the basis of numerical  modeling of
nuclear shallow  bursts in the dense crushable  medium we studied some regularities  of their gffects
as a function of the +epth -of-burst.

Some results of calculating  the explosions  in granite at the scaled depth of 1, 2, 3, and 15 rn/ktl/3
are given. Configurations  of the calculated  destruction  zones and dependence of the shock
amplitude decrease upon the depth are given. The change  in the effect intensity with increase of the
explosion  depth is illustrated on the ba.~is of calculated values of energy  withdrawn  by the elastic
wave.

The possibility oj”schematizing  the ph.en.omenon  by using the concept of the explosion  equivalence
at diflerent  scaled depth is discussed. This concept  facilitates the process of taking  the engineering
decisions using the numerical simulation results. The limits of the equivalent explosion  concept
applicability  are illustrated on the bci.sis of the calculations.

The numerical  modeling was carried  out using the complex of codes called  “SD-TOM”. The
muthemticalform.ula  tion of the problem is consi~ie  red. Soln.e  characteristics  of the In.edium mi]del
and the difference  method are given.

Introduction
The effwt ot’ the nuclear  explosion  on the asteroid  will  be the most  intensive,  it’ the nuclear  explosive  device  is

buried  into the asteroid  ground before  tile explosion.  This is associated  with the fact, that at such type of explosion
(unlike the surface  and the stand-off  explosions)  the explosion  energy  at the initial stage of the process  is entirely
transferred  to the asteroid  ground. As the result  the effect  of the buried explosion  on the asteroid  is equivalent  to the
effect  of the surface  explosion  with the yield tens of times greater  [1]. Therefore,  consideration  of buried explosion
effect on the asteroids  is of peculicw interest.

If time till the assumed asteroid  encounter  with the Earth is small  (-1 year) the response  must  be organized
under  conditions  of the minimum  w,arning time.  In this  case to provide U]e required  change  of the asteroid  trajectory
we need to transfer to it a rather large momentum  using  the explosion  of appropriate  yield.  As the &ssessments  show
[1] for the given asteroid  dimensions  to tmnsfer  the necessary  momentum  we need the explosion  of such yield that
the destruction  zone will be commensurable  with the asteroid  dimensions.  Thus, the effect  on the asteroid  will be
reduced  not to altering  its  orbit, but to the :~steroid  disintegration  into separate  fragments.  These  fragmeuLs will
scatter  in space  at velocities  significantly  higher than change  of the ~steroid mass center  velocity  caused  by the
explosion.  Some  p,art of the asteroid  fragments  will pass by the Earth, and the rem,aiuiug  part with appropriate
dimensions  will burn in the Earth atmosphere  at a large distance  from one another  wilhout  causing  any damage.

The experimental  data show [2] that  the ground fragmentation  in direct  shock wave of the nuclear explosion
proceeds  very intensively,  ,and maximum dimensions  of the fmgmenLs (-5 m) are significantly  less than the critical
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Figure 1. Configuration  of the destruction  zones.

“l” - the fractures of family  “l” - the surfaces repeating  the front of rarefaction  wave

(spherical  surfaces  in the case of spherical  symmetry);

“2” - the fractures of family  “2” - the surfaces ortoganal  to the front of rarefaction

wave (radial fractures in the case of spherical  symmetry);

“3” - the fractures of two families  - “l” and “2”;

“4” - the fractures of three families  (“l” and “2”) - the material  is comletely crushed

under stretching;

“5” - the material  is comletely  crushed  by shock wave (under  compression).
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NEOS Experimental  Study:
Conventional  Missions and Nuclear Thrust Experiments

V.A.  Simonenko
Russian Federal  Nuclear Center

All-Russia Scientific Research  Institute of Technical Physics
Chelyabinsk-70, Russia

The great value  for future  Space Protection of the Earth (SPE) system will have
the long-time exploratory program for direct experimental  study of various types ‘
of NEO’S properties of each object as a whole and of matters constituent of them.
Two types of programs for possible space experiments are analyzed. The first
one (conventional missions includes flyby, rendezvous, landing, sampling  and
fly back. The second type consists of exploration of nuclear explosive influence
upon the chosen space bodies. Possible programs for both types of experiments
are discussed.

The experiments  will be targeted on the exploration of near-Earth asteroids
(Atons, Appollons and Amours - AAA-objects -AAAO) and those asteroids from
the basic belt that may be classified as representative for AAAO. The definite
value may have “short-distance missions” to close frequently flyby small
asteroids within several  distances  to the Moon.

Strategy for organization of possible experiments  with nuclear pulsed influence
upon NEOS is presented. Merits and difficulties  of such the program are
discussed. Several possible programs for separate nuclear pulsed thrust space
experiments are analyzed. Environmental  aspects for these experiments  are
discussed.

The direct NEO’S space experimental  program should be international. It is
advisable to have the International coordinating  Center for the program to
ensure solving of economic, technical  and organizational problems. Great
attention has to be devoted to political,  soaal and educational issues.  All these
aspects are briefly discussed.

The direct NEO’S space experimental program will be virtually  as an immediate
verification of the future  Space Protection of the Earth (SI?E) system.



 



Nuclear  Explosion  Near Surface  of
Asteroids  and Comets:

Common Description  of the Phenomenon

O. N. Shubin, V. Z. Nechai, V. N. Nogin, D. V. Petrov, V. A. Simonenko
Russian  Federal  Nuclear  Center  All-Russian  Research  Institute  of Technical  Physics

Abstract
Nuclear explosion  u~ the NEO, such us asteroi[l  or comet, may have consequences  of two muin types:

● disintegrate  the NEO into the fragments  of such size and impart  such velocities  on (he fragments,  that near
the Earth the NEO fragments  will appear 10 be U( large distuncesfiom  one another,  and will purti~!lly  puss by the
Earth, partially  burn in the upper utnu]sphere  without affecting its surfuce;

. without  damaging  the NEO impart  such u mometttutn, which will change  the NEO trajectory  and provide
its safe passing by the Earth.

Respectively,  two main problems  arise, which need to be solvedfi)r ussessing  feasibility  of creating  the system of
the Eurth protection  on t~w basis  of nucleitr  weapons utulfor  a’eterminution qf such system parameters:

w predict  stute of the NEO afier the nuclear explosion near its su[fil.ce;
. u.ssess the momentum tr[msferre~l  to the NEO [1.r the re~ult  of the nuclear  explosion  neur its surfhce.

It impossible  to influence  the NEO by nuclear  e~plosion.s of [l(fferent  types: burie[i  explosion,  sulfilce  explosion,  atul
statui-oflexplosion.  Each type has its own peculiarities.

This report  considers  peculiarities  qfthe three types of nuclear  e~plosions  in ussociution  with the above f~)rmulated
problems.  A short description  of the processes  and characteristic  parameter  vulues are given.  A feasibility  of
schematizing  the phenomena of the surf({ce [tti burie[l  explosions  within the concept  of explosion  “equivalence”  is
discussed. Peculiarities  of numerical  description  of the explosions  and possibilities  to calibrate  the numerical
methods using (he e~perimentul  dutu on utuierground nuclear explosions uti crulering experiments  ure discussed.  ~e
issues  of the numerical assessment uccuracy are consi~lered  and the strategy  of the nucleur explosion  calcuhltions
within  the framework  of the as(eroidproblem is propose(l.

Introduction
Nucle,ar  explosion  at the ne,ar-Earth-object  (NE()), such as a$teroid  or comet, may have consequences  of two

main types:
— disintegrate  the NEO into the ti-agment$ of such size (<10...30  m) and impart  such velocities  (>0.1...1 m/s)

on the fragments,  that near  the Earth the NEO fragments  will be al large distances  from one ,another and burn in the
upper atmosphere  without  affecting  the surface  of the Earth;

— without  damaging  the NEO imp,art  such a momentum,  which will change  the NEO trajectory  and provide
its safe passing  by the Earth.

Respectively,  two main problems  arise which need to be solved  for assessing feasibility  of creating the system
of the Earth protection  on the basis  of nuclear  weapons  and fur detellnination  of such system ptar,ameters:

● predict  sklte of the NEO after  the nuclear  explosion near its surface;
● assess  the momentum transferred  to the NEO as the result  of the nuclear  explosion  near its  surface,  i.e.

assess  velocities  at which the NEO fragments  will be ejected  from its surface.
me NEO can be affected  by nuclear  explosions  of different  types:  buried explosion,  surt”ace  explosion,  and stand-

off explosion.  Each type has its own peculiarities  both in physical  pattern  of the phenomenon,  and in technical
design of resyctive nuclear  module.  Without  considering  the subject of affecting  asteroids  of complex  shape or very
I,arge dimensions  that may require  several  consecutive  or simultaneous  explosions,  we would  like to discuss  the
general  pattern of single explosion ne’ar the ~steroi(l  sulf”nce,  and to discuss experimental  and theoretical  basis  which
will  enable  to iind certain  engineered  solutioas.

Below we consider  the different  types  of the nuclear  explosions,  the determining  processes  and characteristic
parameters.
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Near-Earth  Asteroid Rendezvous  Mission

W. J. Tedeschi F. A. Allahdadi
Sandia National  Laboratories US Air Force Phillips  Laboratory

We propose  an extremely quick and inexpensive asteroid rendezvous mission  in
near-Earth  space using  existing  off-the-shelf technology  which  would  allow nations
of the world  to start learning  about cooperatively  detecting,  characterizing,  a n d
mitigating approaching  asteroid impact threats. A solid-fueled  space launch  vehicle
would  be on standby  status  with  a small,  smart,  lightweight  spacecraft in the payload
compartment. Once notified  by an electronically  connected  net of worldwide
astronomers  of an asteroid on a verified close approach to Earth, the rocket would  be
quickly  prepared and sent on a rendezvous trajectory with  the approaching  body.
The spacecraft would  conduct  either an instrumented  fly-by or a penetration  of the
body, while  collecting  and transmitting  real-time  scientific  data. Radars, telescopes,
and antennas  on Earth would  observe the rendezvous and gather  data from the
encounter.  Technical  details of the rendezvous mission  are given, along with the
scientific  and mission-specific data to be collected and the types and levels of
understanding to be derived  from  each. Three-dimensional  calculations  of a n
example  penetration  mission  using  the SPH hydrocode are also shown.

Introduction
Compelling  evidence of a catastrophic  asteroid  impact  on the Earth 65 million  years  ago (Alvarez et al., 1980

and Sharpton  and W@ 1990) has given rise to international  discussions  about  the probability  and prevention  of
future impacts.  As a result  of several  reeent near-misses  (Morrison,  1992 and Scotti et al., 1991) and the comet
Shoemaker  Levy-9 impact  of Jupiter  in July 1994, considerable international  attention  has focused  on defining  the
impact  threat  and determining potential  hazard  mitigation  defense  schemes for the protection of Earth against
planetesimal  impacts  (Tedeschi,  1994). Protection  of Earth from comet and asteroid  impacts  is something  that has
&n discussed  over the past  decade  or so, but which has never been seriously  considered  until recently.  This paper
offers  a proposed approach for nations  to learn how to conduct  a cooperative,  quick, low-cost  NEO rendezvous
mission.

We assume that rocket-deliveti  mitigation  technologies will be the defense  option of choice in the near-term,
and ignore the promising  potential of longer-term mitigation  technologies,  like -ted  energy mitigation
technologies  beamed directly  from Earth to an approaching  body.  Initial studies indicate  that hyperveloeity  impact  is
one of several  favorable schemes for mitigating  the possibility  of Earth-impact  by such bodies  (Canavan et al.,
1992; Tedeschi,  1995; and Wood et al., 1995). A desirable  characteristic  for a kinetic  energy impact  would be to
defleet  the approaching body into  a new, non-threatening  trajecto~  by a momentum  transfer  process.  However,
fragmentation  of the body  into  numerous  pieces  is to be avoided  since some of the resultant  debris  might still be on
an Earth-impacting  trajectory,  although  this may be a desirable  approach  against  smaller  NEOS, or the option  of last
resort if the warning  time is short  and no other  mitigation  options exist. See Tedeschi,  1995 and Wood et al., 1995
for more details  on the applications  of kinetic energy to deflect  or fragment  NEOS.

While  there are some data on the fragmentation  of Earth-derived  planetesimal-type  materials,  e.g., basaltic  reeks
(Fujiwara  et al., 1977) and ice (Kawakami  et al., 1983), literally  nowhere can one find experimental  data on
momentum  deposition  into such materials  due to hyperveloeity  kinetic  energy impacts.  Tedeschi et al., 1994
contains  world-unique data in this regard. Of course, plane~ geophysicists  have been studying this  type impact
phenomena  for years, but they can only infer the full-scale  response  of large asteroids  to massive  kinetic  energy
impacts  (Heusen  and Holsapple,  1990).  Simulating  the macroscopic  change in momentum  of such bodies  is
difficult  to do using modem shock-physics  computational  codes, e.g., hydroeodes,  mainly due to inherent  numerical
limitations  (Andemon,  1987).  Therefore, a critical  need exists to not only obtain well< haracterized  hypervelocity



impact  test data from actual  sub-scale  NEO materials  or NEO material  analogs for code calibration  purposes,  but also
to conduct asteroid impact  experiments  in space to affect  full-scale  target response  observational  opportunities.
Them is no other apparent  way to obtain  detailed in-depth  material  property  data, energy coupling,  and structural
response  characteristics  of NEO bodies  due to kinetic  energy impacts,  or any other mitigation  technology  for that
matter,  in the absence of full-scale  rendezvous  tests. Spa~ft flybys can collect  information  on NEO dynamic,
gmmetric,  and surface mineralogical  characteristics. Spacecraft sample  return missions  provide opportunities  to
additionally  characterize surface and nominal  subsurface materials,  while  seismic  probings  would provide some
additional  detail  on first-order  internal structural characteristics,  but not about  how the My would actually  respond
to an actual  impact.  Large-scale testing in space appears  to be the only alternative.  Some would argue that every
NEO target  maybe  different.  This maybe so, but having one or two, well-characterized  full-scale  data points  would
be much preferred.

The scientific  endeavors  associated  with g~physical  planetary evolution  would  also benefit  directly  from the
proposed NEO rendezvous  mission.  Hypervelocity  impact  interactions  and their related  catastrophic  effeck have
traditionally  been invoked as the major  plausible  mechanism  that  determines the mass  spectra and velocity
dispersions  during  planetary  accretion  and fragmentation  (Hartmann,  1978). Modeling such impact  interactions  can
be very complicated,  especially  when either  the target  or impactor  are composed  of natural materials  which in many
cases  are inhomogenmus assemblages  of minerals  with faults, inclusions,  grain and phase  boundaries, and other
imperfections  which complicate  the material  response. The response  of such materials  to hypervelocity  impact
spans a wide range  of material  behavior, ranging from high impact  temperatures  and pressures,  where hydrodynamic
motion and thermodynamic  effects  predominate,  to the low pressure  regions where the mechanical  properdes
dominate  the process.  In order  to simulate  such processes  using  sophisticated  computer  models  it becomes  necessary
to understand  the fragmentation  effats of hypcrvelocity  impact  on related  inhomogenaus  targets  through
experimentation  over a range  of loading conditions,  velocities,  and target and projatile scale  and materials.  Results
from such experiments  can then be used to test and validate  computer  models for the simulation  of planetary
interaction  processes.

Why a quick asteroid  rendezvous  mission?
The end of the Cold War has allowed some nations of the world  to focus more attention  on common global

threats to humankind,  e.g., global  warming,  ozone depletion,  and of course, the threat  of NEO impacts.  ~
proposed  quick asteroid rendezvous mission  would allow interwted  nations  to bgin  the process  of lining  how to
solve the NEO impact  hazard through multinational  multidisciplinary  teaming  and cooperation.  Conducting  such a
mission  would also allow various scientific  disciplines  the opportunity  to l~m more about  NEOS and the role they
have played in the origin and evolution  of our solar system and Earth and the dynamics of the current space debris
environment.

What we would learn
There are a number of things we would learn by conducting  this specific  asteroid  rendezvous  mission.  In the m

of impact threat detection we would be creating added emphasis  for astronomers  and military observers  to spot, track
and catalog near-Earth objects.  In the case of a promising candidate NEO detected to be on a close-approach
trajectory to Earth, we could then exercise  a worldwide  network to provide warning to all mncemed.  In the area of
scientific  discovery we would all be richer  because of the increased understanding  of small  NEOS which would result.
We would be able to learn more about  their composition  and structure; their  cratering mrd; and perhaps even
insights  into  how they were formed.  With regard to mitigation,  or actual defense of the planet,  we’d first  and
foremost  learn about  how to conduct a mitigation  mission,  which is no easy undertaking nedesch~ 1994).  More
specifically,  we’d learn  how to do planning,  build smart  maneuverable  spacecraft  payloads,  survive  the harsh
environments  of space,  acquire  the rapidly  approaching  NEO targe~  do terminal  homing, impact  the target  or deposit
the mitigation  kchnology  in some stand-off mode of energy deposition,  and deposit energy and create a useful
deflation  or fragmentation  response  in the NEO. Perhaps most  importantly  we would learn  more about
international  teaming  and cooperation  to solve this  long-term,  albeit  low probability  - but high wnsequence, threat
to humankind.

Asteroid  targets  of opportunity
Using existing  Earth-impacting  NEO fluxes (Morrison,  1992 and Tedeschi,  1994),  we estimated  to fiit-order  the

NEO flux in the near vicinity  of Earth (within the Moon’s orbit and reachable by rockets  in a short  period of time)
by simply ratioing the cross-sectional  area of some window of rendezvous  opportunity  to the cross-sectional  m of
Earth. For this  example,  we assumed  a window of rendezvous  opportunity  of radius 120,000 km from the center of



Earth. The estimated flux of NEOs through this window of opportunity  compared to the Earth-impact  flux is shown
in Fig. 1. As can be seen, there are perhaps  a few dozens of rendezvous  opportunities  each year of 5-10 m dimeter-
sized NEOS passing  within  this window. Of course,  warning of their  approach would have to be timely  to allow
launch preparations,  mission  planning,  launch of a rendezvous  spacecraft,  and transit time to the approaching  NEO.
Approximately  24-30 hours minimum  warning would be needed although current  warning times m less than this,
approximately  Ifl-day (Scotti  et al., 1991 and Gehrels,  1995) for this  class of NEOS. So the ~0 rendezvous
targew of opportunity  exist, what remains  is to enlist  the astronomers  to detect  and provide early warning  of their
approach.
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Figure 1. NEO impact flux comparison  to Earth versus a 120,000 km
window  of rendezvous  opportunity  centered  about the Earth.

Astronomers  provide  early warning
Early warning of a close-approaching  asteroid  would be provided  by a world-wide  network of electronically

connected  astronomers  and military  observation  sites. The Internet could be used effectively to alert  others  of an
apparent  close-approach NEO discove~.  The current approach  for reporting  new NEO discoveries  to the IAU’S
Minor  Planet Center appears  to be a good model for a central clearinghouse  to meive and disseminate  information.
Other  existing  rapid communication  systems  might  also be used. Other  observers  in the approaching  nighttime
sector  would then follow-up  with optical  and radar tracking to obtain  a more accurate  trajectory assessment.  The
very initial  early warning would also allow the launch site to begin preparations  for launch. Ground-based  telescopes
(see Fig. 2) would be used for the initial  detection  of approaching  NEOS, with follow-up  astromernc tracking
provided  by ground-based  radars (see Fig. 3). The example  NEO used in this study was the December  9, 1994
asteroid  XM1 discovery  by the University  of Arizona  Spacewatch  group (Gehrels,  1995). An Apollo  (carbonawus)
asteroid estimated  to be 6-13 m in size and 30 km/see  in relative  approach velocity  passed within  105,000 km of
Earth. It was detected  only about  12 hours  before closest  approach.  Using rhis as the target  we sized an approximate
mission (timeline,  trajecmry,  and spacecraft)  to rendezvous  with the target in about one day’s time.



Figure 2. Spacewatch  0.9 m Figure 3. NASA-JPL 70 m
scanning  CCD telescope. deep-space  Goldstone radar.

Use a solid rocket booster  with a smart rendezvous  package
It is propsed for discussion  purposes  that tJre Russian  Start  1 (SS-25) boster (see Fig, 4) be used as the

launcher  for a specially  desigti  and built  spa- the front of which could be the smart  and small  LEAP
rendezvous  package  (see Fig. 5). The Russian  Start 1 rocket  is being dcvetoped  as a 1OW-COSL low-cd  commmiat
spacecraft  launcher  (Covaul~ 1995).  Once fully develo~ its 4 srages  m estimated  to have the abiIity  to place a
370 kg payload  into a 500 km, low-inclination  Low-Earth  Orbit  (LEO). We selected  this  booster  &use of its
relatively  low $/kg LEO delivery  capability.  The spa=raft  uayload  would consist  of an orbit transfer  motor (to go
from LEO to a rendezvous  baj~to~),  an obsemerpackage  (wfih scientific  instruments),  and rfre  LEAF vehicle.’ -
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Launch preparations,  flyout trajectory and rendezvous location
The launch  site would be notified  as early as possible  of an approaching  NEO rendezvous  target  of opportunity.

Because  of the short timelines,  the amount  of prep time for the launcher  and payload  could be as short as 4-8 hours,
thereby necessitating  maximum  payload  readiness  atall  times. This  would undoubtedly  require on-site  technicians  to
check the payload and booster  every few days or so during  the perhaps 2 - 4 month  wait  for a NEO target  of
opportunity.  Once the warning is meivcd,  a final  check-out of the payload subsystems  states-of-health  would be
made, followed by mating  with the booster  (or it may afrcady  have been mated  with the hoster),  assent  shroud
attachmen~  and preparations  for launch. The complete  rendezvous mission  profile  would also have to be cafctdated
on-site  and then loatfcd into the bostcr  as part of the preparation phase. The frtunch should be done from a low
latitude  (<= 30”) site,  such as either Kourou, French Guiana  (5.5” N) or Cape Canaveraf  (28.5- N), to take advantage
of maximizing  on-orbit  payload  insertion  mass due te the velocity  assist  ~vidcd  by the Earth’s  eastward  rotation
~sakowitz,  1991  and Wertz and Larson,  1991).  Insertion  into a LEO parking orbit would wur approximately  15
minutes  after  launch, followed  by perhaps 1 -2 hours for on-orbit  spacecraft  check-up. While  in LEO, we would
also want  to refine the rendezvous  bajectery mission  profile  in the onboard G&C computer,  based  on @ti
trajectory  parameters  supplied by the net of astronomers  tracking the ~0. At the precise  time,  the orbit fmnsfer
motor  (in this  case a Thiokol  Star 26 motor; 271.7 sw ISP, 270 kg mass,  7,800 lbf avg. thrusL  and 9170 pmpcllant
mass fmcfion)  would be ignited to give the spacwrrrft  a AV of 2.93 km/see into a Hohmann  transfer orbit (see Fig.
6) with a 105,000km apogee.  For this  example,  rendezvous  witi the approaching  ~0 would oeeur  18 hours later.
The orbit wotdd beposi-grade  so that basically thespac~mft would be near apogw at tie time of rendezvous. The
payload  would be in front of the approaching  NEO and would use its lateral  divert capability  to maneuver  itself  such
that the ~0 would hit it from behind.  Of course, it’s  possible  to have a quicker,  more direct assent  to the NEO
rendezvous  location, but at the expense  of less  payload  or a Iarger booster.
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LOCATION “NEAR-MISS”
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Data collection
Observations  of the asteroid  rendezvous would  be made by two principle  means;  the space-based  penetrator  and

observer  packages, and the ground-based  instruments. Proposed space-based  sensors  on the two spacmraft  packagfi
are shown in Fig. 7. The exact sensor  mix is, of course,  subject  to fufier  mission  planning  and sensor availability.
Ground-based  world-wide  assets would include:  telescopes (optical,  UV, and IR - broadband  and discrete  spectral
coverage),  radar  (for tracking  the spacecmft  and NEO target beforehand  and measuring  target  momentum  change and
debris cloud characteristics  after  the rendezvous),  and teleme~  collection  of the data transmitted  from the suam-based
assets  (from the two spacecraft  and in the 1-10 GHz range). -
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Figure 7. LEAP and Observer Package sensor suite.

Asteroid  rendezvous  - target penetration
The primary rendezvous  mission  would involve penetration  of the target  NEO by the LEAP vehicle  (see Fig. 8),

with the observer  package watching  the penetration  from about  1 km away. The LEAP vehicle  would separate from
the observer  package minutes  before  closest  approach  and then use its lateral divert capability  to perform final
homing on the rapidly  approaching  NEO. The observer  package  needs to be ~moved from the direct  vicinity  of the
NEO  because  of tie debris  field the impact  will create,  so as to maximize  data collection  by the observer  package.
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Figure 8. Impact  of the target NEO by the LEAP package,  with
the observer  spacecraft  nearby, and data collection  on Earth.

Data analysis  and interpretation  - penetration  mission
For a successful  asteroid rendezvous  penetration  mission,  there would be many sources of data for subsquent

analysis  and interp~tation  (see Fig. 9).

DATA ANALYSIS ACTIVITY INTERPRETATION

Spectral  Data Elemental  and molecular  composition  of the asteroid along
the penetration shotline.

Impact Flash Data Increased understanding of the impact physics.
Radar Data Initial body dynamics;  Level of momentum deposition

(trajectory alteration) and/or  creation  and trajectory  of a
fragmentation  debris cloud.

Dust Detector  Data Increased understanding of the impact physics.
High-Resolution  Images Shape and surface texture; Cratering record; Clues to the

origin of the body

— .- . . . . . .
k“igure  9. Data to be derived  t“rom the impact mission and possible  interpretations.



Simulations  of the interaction  of the LEAP penetrator  with a 5-meter  class NEO body (SW Fig. 10) w=
performed  with the Smoothed  Particle  Hydrodynamics  (SPH) model @ibersky  et al., 1991 and Luehr and AIIa.hda~
1994). Interesting  features  in these calculations  are: 1) the projectile  penetrated  only about  one body length into  the
target  and subsequently  coupled  all its kinetic  energy into the NEO material  - typical  for a HV impac~  2) a massive
crater  has formed in the target  after just  1 microsecond and 3) the target  may possibly  fragment  as a result of the
impact.

TIME = 250 usec TIME = 750 usec TIME = 1250 psec

Figure  10. Hypervelocity  impact  simulation using the SPH code of the LEAP penetrator
impacting  a 4 by 7 m rock NEO target  at 30 km/see.

Of concern from a safety perspective  would be the resultant  debris  cloud if the target  NEO wem to
catastrophically  fragment  due to the LEAP package impact. Using existing breakup models (McKnigh~  1991),
Figure 11 gives estimated parameters  for the debris cloud produced  by the 35 kg LEAP penetrator impacting  the 4 by
7 m sized NEO shown in Figure  10. Obviously  an extremely  energetic and well-populated  debris  cloud is ~ted.
Range safety would therefor  dictate  that  the rendezvous  mission parametem  be such that  any resultant  debris  cloud be
directed  away from Earth or that a larger  NEO target be sought where the expectation  of catastrophic  fragmentation  is
remote,  i.e., the projwtile  energy  to target  mass ratio is well below the fragmentation  threshold  of about  3-10 J/gin
(T’edeschi, 1995),  versus 56 J/g-rn  for th~ estimation  made above. -

CUMULATIVE NUMBER VS.  FRAGMENT MASS

FRAGMENT MASS (GM)

DEBRIS  FRAGMENT  VELOCITV  VS.  SIZE

6 , 0-5 , 0-4 , 0.3 , ~. 2 , 0.1 ,00

FRAGMENT  SIZE  [M)

Figure  11. Estimated  debris  cloud characteristics  for the 4 by 7 m target NEO impacted  by
the LEAP penetrator.



Fast Flyby asteroid rendezvous/data analysis and interpretation
Should  the primary mission  objwtive  of a target  penetration  not be achieved,  then for the case of a nw-miss wc

would still have a fast  flyby mission.  from which much could  still  he lesrned. MSOY Soumw  of AtS would stilI  ~
availab[e  for subsqrsent-an-atysis  (sM Fig. 12) and interpretatiori  (s&-Fig.  13).

DATA ANALYSIS ACTIVITY

Spectral  Data
Radar Data
Dust Detector Data
High-Resolution  Images

INTERPRETATION

Molecular  composition of the asteroid’s surface.
Body dynamics and trajectory.
Presence of nearby particulate.
Shape and surface texture; Cratering record; Clues

to the origin of the body.

Figure  12. Data to be derived  from the fast flyby mission  and possible  interpretations.
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Figure  13. Possible  conceptual  interpretations  from a fast flyby mission.

International participation and cost
It is wommended  Urattheproposcd  asteroid rendezvous  mission  be a ioint  one between marry nations. We aff

are stakeholders  in the mrr~uemm  of massive  NEO impacts  on H,-we should all drcrcfom  mnsider  working
together  to understand  theproblcm  and generate  reasonable  and acceptable  solutions  for the protection  of life  on ~rth
against  NEO impacts.  Figure  14 is a preliminary  and most  certainly incomplete  listing  of possible  members  of an
asteroid rendezvous  team and their potential  contributions. As this pro~sed mission, and others like it (Nozette,
1995),  asc discussed  in the coming  years, many changes will undoubtedly  be made to the list  blow before tbe
mission  team,  investigators,  and contributions  m ser. Initial  cost estimates  am for the totaf missiou  to cost
approximately  $15M using almost exclusively  off-the-shelf  hardware and existing  worldwide  space assew (sensors,
hardware,  facilities,  and other capabilities).  Each nation must  k willing to provide  resources,  assets,  sndcapabilities
to make this Propsed  mission a success,



WHO WHAT

Chinese Sensors,  mission services,  analysis

DOE National Labs Analyses/Data Interpretation
Observer Package  Design & Integration

Europeans  (ESA) Dust Sensors,  planning,  mission services

International  Scientists Principle Investigatorsj  data interpretation

Japanese Observer package sensors,  mission services

NASA Sensors,  planning, mission services

Russians High-energy impact physics,  sensors
Start Rocke~ launch integration

USAF Phillips Laboratory LEAP Penetrator
Impact Response/Data Interpretation

USAF Space Command Mission planning, launch & mission services,
systems integration

Figure  14. Possible  asteroid  rendezvous  mission  team members  and contributions.

Summary
Kinetic  energy is a viable  mitigation  technique  to protect  Earth from the NEO impact  ha under certain

cireumstancesby  either  deflecting  or disrupting anappmaching  body.  However, for us to have wtildenee  in the
effectiveness  of kinetic energy as a defensive  capability,  we have proposed for broad consideration  the conduct of a
quick and relatively  inexpensive  (albeit  high risk) asteroid  rendezvous  mission.  Doing so would result  in many
benefits,  not only would  it increase our scientific  understanding  of NEOS, but it would also allow us to better
understand  and model the delivery and deposition of kinetic energy into NEO targets  and their resultant  response,  i.e.,
cratering and deflection, or fragmentation. Conducting  low-cost  space experiments  now is more likely  to allow
timely and effective  defensive  responses  in the future.
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~BELINE —A High Velocity Impact Experiment

Richard More,  Rod Hyde, Neil Holmes, Rosemary Walling
Lawrence Livermore National  Laboratory

Livermore, California

Objective: We propose to collide two thoroughly instrumented  satellites at a
relative veloaty of 20 km/see and use the transient high pressures generated in
the collision to measure thermodynamic properties  (shock Hugoniot equation  of
state) for dozens of materials at pressures of 7-35 Megabars (million
atmospheres).  These pressures far exceed anything which has been achieved on
Earth in a comparably prease  experiment. The experiment will provide data of
fundamental saentific  interest.



 



The Role of Experimentation  for NEO Material Models
and Computational  Validation  of Risk Assessment and Mitigation

Schemes

M. B. Boslough,  M. D. Furnish,  L. C. Chhabildas, D. A. Crawford,  and D. E. Grady
Experimental  Impact  Physics Department

Sandia  National Laboratones
Albuquerque,  New Mexico

Experimental impact methods are used to study the dynamic  states of matter in
temperature,  pressure,  and strain-rate regimes inaccessible  by other means.
These techniques  have been employed for many years in a wide variety of
saentific, military,  and commeraal applications. Impact experiments make two
major contributions toward ensuring the accuracy of computational simulations
of dynamic high-pressure events.  First, they provide the data for generating the
realistic  material models that are a necessary  component of the shock physics
codes. Second, they provide the “ground truth” by which the output of code
calculations  can directly be compared for validation.  The range of phenomena
that can be studied  by impact experiments includes fracture and fragmentation,
phase transitions,  shock-induced melting  and vaporization,  impact cratering, and
penetration mechanics. Material properties that can be studied include
constitutive equations  of state for materials,  shock Hugoniots,  strength, and
residual microstructural effects. Because  of the nature of the threat from comets
and asteroids,  both risk assessment  and analysis of mitigation schemes will
primarily be computational modeling tasks. It is cruaal that the material models
be physically accurate so that the analysis  and prediction  of impact-related  and
high-energy events involving comets and asteroids can be performed with a high
degree of confidence.  An intimate interaction between dynamic experimentation
and computational analysis  is required.



 



Dual Use Technology  for Planetary  Defense Applications

John L. Remo
Quantametrics Inc.

Six technologies,  CCDS, optical sensors, space propulsion, materials,  hypersonic impact, and
nonlinear  modeling  which are important support technologies  relevant to planeta~  defense are
discussed  in terms of dual technolo~ utilization. It is suggested  that due to the uncertain  and long
term nature of the NEO threat, the technolo~ resources allocated  to developing  a planetary
&fense  should  also provide economic and social bene~ts. Such research and development efforts
&dicatedto  assisting critical  enabling technolo~”es  that support overall economic vitality are likely
to have the best opportuni~  for long term funding.

Introduction

The prologue to appropriate planetary defense  is the development  of a firm understanding  of the
scientific and engineering principles  involving operations in a space environment  and the nature of
the interactions with those objects which must be defended against,  ie. Earth-crossing asteroids and
comets (ECACS). For example,  some estimates of the chances of a 0.1 km or larger  ECAC colliding
with the Earth are about 10 percent per century  (Canavan, 1995). Assuming  this number to be
realistic,  to some this may still appear to be a long period of time to continually  support a defense
system with only a small  likelihood  of it actually  being used. This is because  maintenance  of such
a defense system will require  an extensive  and detailed effort involving  several areas of natural and
applied  science  as well as the application  leading  edge technologies  which must be supported over
extraordinarily  long periods  of time . If the resources allocated  to such an undertaking  is directed
purely towards  planetary defense with the initial  stages operating  totally  within and dependent  upon
the existing (space)  research and technology  development  infrastructure,  it may not be considered
economically worthwhile.  This is especially  trues for those who do not accept  the parameters of the
NEO threat. For this reason  it may be politically dificult  to support a planetary  defense  system that
does not provide  some economic  or social feedback. However, if this research  and development  is
carried out from a perspective  of dual use technology  utilization,  research  and development  in
planetary defense  can take advantage  of current  technology  as well as provide  needed  stimuli for
critical enabling  technologies,  thereby  becoming  cost effective  while providing  substantial  economic
benefits. Furthermore, if this planetary  defense system can be integrated  within ongoing  space
missions  with a reasonable  probability  of economic  return in the long term, the chances  of support
for a planetary  defense  system will increase accordingly.

This paper discusses  aspects  of some areas of science  and technology  relevant  to planetary  defense
against ECACS.  In particular,  the relevance  of charge coupled  devices (CCD) and other optical
detection  technologies,  space propulsion, materials science,  hypersonic impact, and nonlinear  dynamic
modeling are briefly described. Issues  regarding  command, control,  and communications  are also
extremely important  for planetary  defense issues. However, they are discussed  elsewhere  in the
workshop proceedings  (Canavan,  1995). In the technology  areas outlined,  it is suggested  that the



aforementioned technologies  can significantly benefit from research being carried out both in the
national/defense laboratones  as well as in the industriWcommercial  sectors.  This cooperation between
the industrial  sector and the national  laboratories  can provide  the necessary  impetus  to initiate
research  in areas critical  to technological  and commercial leadership.  For example,  the development
of the SSTO as a successor to the space shuttle,  which potentially represents  a low cost,  economically
viable, gateway to LEO (low earth orbit) could provide  economic  benefits to private  sector launch
operations.  Likewise,  the national labs with their uniquely suited facilities will be indispensable  in
carrying out basic research related to radiation and hypersonic impact experiments on ECAC-type
materials  that would  be difficult  to do at industrial  laboratories  where the research emphasis  is more
on product development  and quality control.  Related  to the above but from a slightly different
perspective  is the development  of enabling  technologies  such as the CCD and its associated  image
processing software which are internationally  market driven. Such technology  provides  excellent
commercial  opportunities,  especially  in medical  diagnostics,  public safety,  and entertainment.  Both
ground and space based planetary  defense operations  using specialized  CCDS will each provide
valuable  input into extending  commercial and civil  CCD applications.  Finally, nonlinear  analysis of
celestial mechanics, which is still  partially  in an academic stage of development  and might be
considered  somewhat  esoteric,  may generate valuable  information  for the development  of nonlinear
signal processing  and chaotic  control  methodologies.  It is therefore be suggested  that by taking  the
appropriate  and carefilly  measured  steps focused  on critical areas of technology  development,
research  involved  in long-term planetary  defense can provide  both near and long term economic  and
technological  stimuli for the aerospace and electro-optics  industries,  as well as produce better
consumer  products and services.

Dual Use Technologies

The topics  selected  for this discussion  of dual use planetary  defense applications  include  detection,
space propulsion  materials science,  hypersonic impact, and non-linear  analysis. Other very important
topics  which are not be covered  in this presentation  include  those associated  with space
communications  and operations,  searching strategies,  and overall  systems analysis, for instance.
These topics are discussed elsewhere  in the proceedings. The five technology  categories  listed below
are essentially  described  topically  with little or no detail regarding  the specifications  of designs,
observations,  experiments,  or analysis. It is not the intention  in this brief communication  to provide
a technical description  of these  technologies.  Rather,  for each of the five categories  the technology
is first briefly described,  then the planetary  defense application  is outlined,  and finally the dual use
applications  are discussed.

CCD Detection

~
The first task is to seek, detect,  track, and if possible  optically  characterize  NEOS. Earth-crossing
asteroid and comet  (ECAC) observatio~  tracking and categorization  will likely be achieved primarily
using high petiormance  large format charge coupled devices  (CCDS)  with 2560 x 1960 pixels coupled
to 1-2.5 meter class telescopes.  Automated  operation  of these  telescopes will detect the NEO and



reduce (analyze)  the data.  Those objects  which  are found  to be scientifically  unusual  and/or pose  a
possible  threat will be further analyzed  by follow  up observations  from  specialized  facilities.

Planeta~ Defense A~~lication
a) Ground based observations  - immediate need for finding  for northern  (Spaceguard) and southern

hemisphere 1024 x 1024 pixel telescopes  to maintain  observational continuity.  A proposal  to build
and install an array of nine 2,000x  2,000 CCDS at the Schmidt telescope at ESO in Chile has been
submitted. Also, plans exist to install a 1,500 x 1,000 CCD at the 67 m Schmidt telescope at
Asiago,  Italy (Hahn et al, 1995). JPL is currently  fabricating  a CCD camera system with a 43096
x 4096 pixel, 15 micron CCD to be installed  on a 1 m telescope;  the limiting visible magnitude  will
be about  22 (Helin,  1995).

b) Space based observations  - continued development  of high performance  (2560x  1960 pixel) CCDS
with enhanced  spectral  resolution  especially  in the itira-red  (Stokes and Kostishack,  1995).
GEODSS which is designed  to have a very high search rate makes it possible  to envision  an
automated production oriented  cataloging  (Darrah, 1995).

c) Radar Echoes - firnish  high-resolution  images  of near-Earth asteroids  (NEAs), substantially
improve  the accuracy  of trajectory predictions,  determine  rotation states, gross morphologies,
and, in some cases, the (metallic)  composition  (Ostro, 1995a, b).

Dual  Use A~t)lication
The development  of large format high resolution CCD technology  is a fundamental  (enabling)  electro-
optic technology  with numerous  applications  in the commercial marketplace  including  the
entertainment industry,  environmental  monitoring,  law efiorcement  surveillance,  and in industrial
production.  Versions  of this technology  adopted  for space operations  are extremely  valuable  for
evaluating  Earth resources.

In particular,  Matsushita Inc. is currently  producing  a CCD device with 10,000  half-tone  levels, as
opposed to conventional  CCDS which produce about  500 levels of halfione.  A CCD with 10,000
half-tone levels can record a composition that combines both bright and dark subjects  within the same
composition.  This capability  is especially  usefil  in detecting  passive type comets, which are highly
pervious, against a background,  e.g. star, field. Other applications  of this technology  include  pocket
size camcorders for professional  use, navigation  systems,  and medical  research sensing.

The sofiware algorithms  involved  in the sky survey will also have several applications  in industrial
automated  inspection  and quality control,  medical  image  scanning,  and basic research in materials
science.  The three-dimensiond  computer models derived  from the radar images of NEAs, in addition
to challenging  ones imagination  with the stimulus  of the unusual,  are directly applicable  to such
critical  industrial production processes as robotic  vision (active and passive)  and remote operations
either on Earth or in space.

The coupling  of an automated  CCD based optical system with interpretive  software is a key
technology  of the fiture,  and as such its applicability  to commercial, civil, social, military,  medical,
and industrial  applications  is virtually  impossible  to overestimate.
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Technology Assessment  for Defense Against Asteroids or Comets

Hans F. Meissinger,
Microcosm,  Inc., Torrance,  CA

This paper  presents an overview  of promising  defense strategies against  asteroids  or comets  that
may be discovered and found to be on a collision  course with Earth.  It reviews  the technology
needed to make  defense missions  against  this kind of threat  feasible, assessing  threat conditions
that can be met by currently available  space  technology  and launch capability  and those that re-
quire  major technology  advances.  Issues of concern  include  launch,  orbit transfeq  terminal  guid-
ance, automation  and robotics,  as well  as possible options  for deflecting  the threatening object
from its collision  course,  or destroying  it. Currently  used space  mission analysis  anddesignproce-
dures can be applied here to select the most dependable  and cost-effective  mission and system
concept and identify technology  advances  that are required  for its implementation.

Introduction

The potential threat of catastrophic impacts on Earth of asteroids  or comets  has become more widely  recognized,
and several  major conferences on this subject, preceding  the current Workshop, have been held in the past years. The
recently published comprehensive book entitled “Hazards  due to Comets and Asteroids”, edited by Gebrels  (1994)
contains information that was presented at the 1993 University  of Arizona Conference by the same title, an up-to-date
source  of knowledge and ideas concerned  with the nature  of the threat and the means  to defend  against it. As such, it
also is the source  of some of the material presented in this paper.

This article gives an assessment of technologies  that will be essential in future missions  designed to defend against
the threat. Along with various  mission  concepts  advanced  in the literature - and in this Workshop - and techniques for
their implementation,  it lists specific  technology  fields critical to undertaking  defensive action, in particular those that
need further advances and evolution.

Technologies that may evolve  in future decades  to become  available for conducting  defense missions against
threatening  near-Earth  objects (NEOS) are difficult and risky  to project, Evolution generally tends to outpace  projections.
This is well illustrated by the 35 years  of past space technology  growth. Similarly, any large resources that would  be
available  for achieving  this evolution and for undertaking a defensive  mission, are highly unpredictable.  Bold projections
are needed, nevertheless,  to help stimulate  technical evolution, and the process  may benefit from the growing recognition
of the threat, in general,  and from global cooperation  to support  technical preparedness  (Morrison  and Teller, 1994).
Technology  assessments and projections presented in this article should be viewed  in the light of these comments.

The following sections address  issues of technical preparedness  for NEO defense;  principal defensive mission
concepts and mitigation techniques; NEO deflection or destruction  options, technologies available for this purpose;
and technology drivers,  limiting factors  and constraints.  Methods  of mission  and system engineering used for current
more conventional missions, and their application  to NEO defense  missions  also will be discussed.

Principal Threat Mitigation Techniques

Threat mitigation techniques that are currently  of principal  interest include NEO deflection by propulsive means,
by direct impact, also known as kinetic energy deflection,  and by nuclear detonation.  Other techniques being proposed
include NEO surface heating and evaporation  by ground- or space-based  lasers  or space-based solar reflectors. An
impulse generation technique that would use mass drivers  such as electromagnetic linear accelerators for ejection of
processed NEO surface material (Canavan,  1994) also has been proposed,  but it involves  highly complex surface
operations and requires a power source  in the Megawatt  range.  Only  the three first-mentioned threat mitigation  techniques
will be considered here. Specific quantitative impulse requirements  and interceptor initial mass at Earth departure
typical for these defense modes are given in the next sections  to indicate their respective usefulness, effectiveness and
cost. .
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Figure 2-Relation  Between  Asteroid  Size, Deflection  at Earth, Coast Time, Deflection Velocity
and Deflection  Impulse

Interceptor Mass Data for the Principal  Deflection Modes

From the impulse requirements derived  above the corresponding  initial mass of the interceptor spacecraft can now
be determined for the three principal  deflection  modes considered  here. It depends  on the final mass transferred to the
target and the amount of propellant needed  in the process.

In the propulsive NEO deflection mode the interceptor system must generate three separate velocity impulses:
first, to start the transfer from Earth; second, to apply retro-propulsion  at the target, for soft landing;  and third, to
deliver the required target deflection impulse  on the surface.  The third impulse is by far the largest.

The kinetic energy deflection  mode, by contrast, requires only a single  velocity impulse, that of starting the outbound
transfer. The nuclear detonation mode requires  one or possibly  two velocity impulses,  the second one only if zero-
velocity rendezvous for a standoff blast is to be achieved.  Therefore  these two modes  require  much less propellant than
the propulsive mode,  and consequently  the required  initial mass is very much smaller (see below).

For the propulsive mode, the initial interceptor mass is given approximately  by

M,= MP,,* exp[( AV1 + AV,)/gI,P] (1)

where MP ~ = M.* AVf(g 1,.), and A V, and AVZ are the required  first and second velocity  impulses applied at departure
and arrival.  The relatively minor effect of tankage, structure  and other interceptor subsystem  mass is neglected in this
approximation. Figure  3 shows the interceptor initial mass Mi versus the time remaining after the intercept to reach
Earth’s  vicinity, for NEOS of 50, 100 and 200 m size. Near-term  propulsion  technology  with 500-sec  specific impulse
(solid lines) and future  technology  with 1000-sec  specific  impulse  (dashed lines) are reflected
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Figure 3- Interceptor Initial Mass vs Coast Time Remaining after Deflection for
Three NEO Sizes (Propulsive  Deflection  Mode)

in the figure. The second  set of Mi values is 3.5 to 4 times smaller owing to the dominant exponential effect of the I
increase  in equation (l).  The results shown are based on an assumed  near-minimum  energy interceptor  transfer  trajecto~p
with 3 km/see hyperbolic  excess velocity at Earth departure,  and 2 krn/sec arrival velocity  at the target, prior to the
retro-maneuver.  Only  the initial mass for the 50-m NEO intercept  is seen to be well within the Space Shuttle’s maximum
payload capacity of about 25 tons, without  the benefit of advanced  propulsion  technology, and for elapsed times as low
as 1 year. For the 100-m intercept mission  the interceptor initial mass would be within the Shuttle’s payload capacity
only for the higher-I,P  propulsion  technology, and for elapsed  times of at least about 2 years. With the much higher, 80
to 90 ton payload capacity of the powerful  Russian  Energya  launch vehicle  a 100-m NEO defense  mission could be
performed using near-term propulsion  technology, given at least 2 years of elapsed time.

The required burn  time of the rocket landed on the NEO surface  will be a major concern  considering the very large
amount of propellant involved.  Figure 4 shows the burn  time, \ (dashed lines), for the propellant mass needed in the 50
and 100-m NEO deflection missions,  assuming  a thrust force of 4* 104 Newton.  The propellant mass MP~ is shown in
the same graph by solid lines. Burn times range from 25 to 101 minutes  for the 100-m,  and from 3 to 13 m’inutes for the
50-m NEO deflection impulse.  Clearly, the excessive burn  time required  in some of these cases would be unacceptable
and indicate that a higher thrust level than that assumed  here is needed. Note that the burn  time shown is independent
of the specific impulse since it is defined by $ = MI* AV/F,  where F is the thrust force.

For comparison,  initial mass data for the kinetic energy and the nuclear  detonation  (surface  blast) threat
mitigation modes,  adapted  from Solem and Snell (1994), are shown in Figure 5. In this figure, the Mi values  vary

with the NEO distance, ~, at the time of interceptor launch and the NEO size, d (in meters),.  They apply to greatly
different target encounter conditions  and extremely  short response  times, of only few weeks.  The NEO approach



velocity is assumed as 25 kmlsec, and relative intercept velocities range from 40 to 50 kmlsec, i.e., the engagement
reflects a head-on  encounter after a critically late threat detection.  The results were derived  originally for a 1000-km
deflection distance at Earth, to shift the impact from a land mass to the nearest ocean. Reinterpreted for a deflection
distance of 2 Earth radii, this requires increasing the initial interceptor mass values  by a multiplication  factor of 15
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Figure 4- NEO-Deflection Propellant Mass and Bum Time for a 50 and IOOm Diameter NEO
vs Remaining Coast Time

(see the numbers  shown in parentheses in the figure). For this 12 times larger deflection distance the kinetic energy
mitigation mode (left hand graph) of a 100-m object at an initial range of 0.01 AU requires  an initial interceptor mass
of 15 kilotons, while for a 0.1 AU initial range it would require  only 1.5 kilotons.

Results obtained for the nuclear detonation  mode (right-hand  graph in Figure  5) are presented in terms of the same
parameters. They show a mass reduction  of about three orders of magnitude,  e.g., ford=  100 m and R,= 0.01 AU, Mi
is only 15 tons compared with the corresponding  15 kilotons obtained for kinetic energy deflection, again assuming a
shift of 2 Earth radii.

Referring back to the results  obtained  for propulsive  deflection, (Figure  3), it is apparent that the two high-energy
modes  require a many orders-of magnitude smaller interceptor mass.  Results such as those given here and in several
other references (see Gehrels,  1994) lead to the conclusion  that an effective  defense  against NEOS larger than IOOm



and allowing only little reaction time demands  the use of the nuclear deflection mode, except under  conditions where
the simpler kinetic energy mode is adequate.
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Figure 5- Interceptor Initial Masses for NEO Deflection  by Kinetic Energy and Nuclear Explosion Modes,
Depending  on NEO Size and Initial NEO Distance (Ref. Solem and Snell, 1994)

Technology  Assessment

Key Technologies  Essential  to NEO Defense
Data presented above indicate that defense  mission requirements  for the least demanding NEO threat conditions

can be met by today’s technology, e.g. for NEOS of less than 100 m diameter and sufficiently  long warning  times, of the
order  of several  years. The launch capability of the Space Shuttle or some of the largest expendable launch vehicles
available today can support  defense  missions  requiring  from 15 to 85 tons initial mass in Earth orbit, as shown in
Figures 3 and 5.

Advances in spacecraft and space mission technology  anticipated in the near future will allow responding to a
much wider spectrum of NEO threats.  Of particular interest are advances  in propulsion  technology,  spacecraft and
subsystem miniaturization,  refinement of terminal navigation  and guidance,  and greater automation and robotics
capability.

Propulsion  Technology
Extensive efforts  to increase the specific  impulse  of space propulsion  systems have been in progress  in laboratories

and test facilities over several  decades,  both in chemical and electric propulsion.  After reaching a mature state, this
advanced technology  will be applicable to NEO threat defense  missions,  and will greatly enhance performance.

Technology  advances of particular interest here are those in nuclew-thermal rocket engines  with specific impulse
increasing up to 1000 sec (Jones, 1992a; Venetoklis et al., 1994; and Willoughby et al., 1994). Also of interest are
electric propulsion systems  such as ion and plasma thrusters  with specific  impulse  in the 3000 to 5000 sec range (Jones,
1992b; and Pollard et al., 1993). Compared  with current  high-performance  cryogenic  chemical rockets,  such systems



achieve very large reductions in propellant mass ratios for high- AV missions,  as indicated by the equation

Mp/M, = exp ( AV/g 1,,) -1 (2)

where  MP and Mf are the propellant mass and final mass respectively.  Assuming  as an example a 5000-kg  final mass
and a total AV of 3 km/see, an I,P increase from 450 sec (cryogenic  chemical rocket)  to 3000 sec (ion or pulsed plasma
thruster) reduces the propellant ratio from 0.973 to 0.107, and hence, the propellant mass from 4,865 to 535 kg.
Considering the much greater AV requirements of some cases previously  discussed,  a propellant mass reduction of 15/
1 or 20/1 would be achievable by this increase of the specific  impulse.

The required propulsion  system power, proportional  to the product  of thrust force and I,p is a factor in assessing
benefits  and drawbacks of applying  this new technology. In the above example  pulsed plasma thrusters  would  require
113 kW of propulsion  power to produce  the very low thrust force of 5 N, which implies a thrust phase duration  of 37
days. Generally,  this long thrust phase can be accommodated  in the mission  design. The necessary  power can be
provided by a space-nuclear-power generator  such as the SP 100 system which has been under development for a
number  of years. The alternative of a solar-electric  power  source appears impractical, unless the power  level and hence,
the thrust force can be significantly reduced,  provided  a further  increase in thrust time is acceptable. This kind of trade
is typical for introducing advanced technology  to enhance  system and mission  capabilities.

The greatly reduced  propellant  mass inherent  in applying electric  propulsion technology  reflects  in major spacecraft
initial mass reduction and thus a smaller-size,  less expensive  launch vehicle. The technique of planetary gravity assist
that has been proposed to reduce  NEO-intercept AV requirements (Landecker and Gurley, 1992) would  become
unnecessary,  and the longer  trip time and greater mission profile  complexity  associated with it are avoided.  Also, the
need for on-orbit  assembly  of an excessively large and massive interceptor may be circumvented, along with the
complexity and cost of such operations,  multiple Shuttle launches,  and the loss of time inherent in the process.

Miniaturization  of Space  Systems  and Spacecraft  Components
The mass of spacecraft and subsystems  have been greatly reduced  in the last two decades, notably in structures,

power generation and control, and electronic subsystems.  In Earth-orbiting  spacecraft these advances  have led to major
mass and size reductions, with gross mass as low as one half to one quarter of the mass of earlier-generation vehicles,
10 to 20 years ago.

In NEO defense the benefits  of this evolution  can lead to initial and final mass reductions . However,  in missions
with a large nuclear  payload or with a large propellant  mass, the shrinkage  of carrier  mass alone becomes  less significant
in the overall  mass budget. As shown by Gurley et al. (1994)  in a comparison  of mass characteristics of a system with
chemical vs. one with advanced (nuclear-electric) propulsion,  only the former  benefited enough  from miniaturization
and subsystem mass reduction to permit the use of a smaller, lower-cost  launch vehicle. Thus, any weight benefits from
miniaturization will have to be assessed  relative to advances  in other areas of space system technology.

Terminal  Guidance
The high precision required for delivering the NEO interceptor at exactly the intended location on or above the

surface  of the small target object demands  an extremely  high terminal guidance  accuracy.
In past and current planetary flyby and orbit missions,  terminal guidance  accuracies of several and even tens of

kilometers have been considered adequate  and have been achieved  consistently  by correction maneuvers performed
days or weeks before  arrival  at the target. Closest approach  distances  in such missions typically range from tens to
hundreds  of km. Terminal  guidance  corrections  are perfomed  with the aid of Earth-based or spacecraft-based error
detection techniques. Currently, autonomous  navigation  techniques  without  dependence  on Earth-based tracking and
command are being studied  intensively,  as they tend to simplify mission  operations  and reduce  cost.

In an asteroid or comet intercept, terminal  guidance  must be refined  to reduce  the approach  error  by several  orders
of magnitude, to a range of hundreds,  or even tens of meters,  depending  on target size and intended approach  geometry.

Table I lists some intercept mission  modes and summarizes  terminal  guidance  requirements and issues of concern.
Modes (a) and (b) achieve target deflection by kinetic energy,  chemical high-explosive,  or nuclear energy transfer.
Mode (c) may be used to initiate surface  operations  such as implanting  a propulsive or explosive energy transfer
device, or to explore physical target characteristics, e.g., in a precursor  mission  conducted  prior to threat mitigation.
Modes  (d) and (e) may serve various options such as close observation  or deferred  - time detonation above the surface.



TABLE I
Target Acquisition and Terminal Guidance Requirements

Intercept Mode Mission Type Approach Required Required Issues  and Concerns

Velocity Acquisition Terminal
(km s-’) Range”  (km) Accurac~

(m)

(a) Direct impact at high velocity Close intercept: 15–30 3000 50 Early acquisition,  prompl Ialeral guidance

(b) Tiurgential impaci at high velocity

(c) Soft landing, following
retro maneuver

(d) Injection into rrcar-circular  orbit,
following
retro maneuver

Kinetic energy deflection
Nuclear  explosive deflection
or fragmentation

Close intercept:
Kinetic Energy  Deflection
Nuclear  explosive deflection
or fragmentation

Distant intercept:
Implant energy transfer device or
mass driver
Implant nuclear device

Distant intercept:
Close observation
Deferred detonation,  standoff
or surface

15-30 3000 20

2-5 300 100

2-5 300 200

5003002-5(c) 7xro-velocity  rendezvous/formation  Distant intercept:
flying Close observation

Deferred detonation,  standoff
or surface

“ l{t~ugh ~.sliol:l{cs; I(N) I{) 3(M) m c!ass target object assumed. hss temlinirl ilccurir~y  required  with larger target.
“ 1:.;llllll~:lst’ll tt.l;tli~t.  Irillcclt)ry illlt)nllillioll al}d llli\nCUVCr  cOMllliUldS  call  he Used.

maneuver
Critical guidance accuracy  with advanced  ‘

sensor technology
Early acquisition,  prompl ltitcral guidtincc

maneuver
Critical guidance accuracy  with advtinccd

sensor technology
Early retro maneuver,  several days before

acquisition
nigh  terminal accuracy
Soft landing  adaptable to uncertainty

in gravily
Early relro maneuver,  several duys helorc

acquisition”
Moderate terminal accuracy
Orbit insertion adaptable to uncertainty  in

gravity
Early retro maneuver,  several dtiys  before

acquisition”
Moderate terminal irccuracy
Reauires periodic al(itude corrcc(ion



All of these scenarios demand the development  of advanced guidance techniques to meet the unprecedented  requirements
of extremely high terminal accuracy.  These accuracy  requirements  critically depend on the selected encounter mode. A
direct frontal impact, mode (a) or a nearly tangential impact,  mode (b) are likely to be used in a late-intercept  situation
(Ahrens  and Harris,  1994). Frontal impact requires  a lower terminal  guidance  accuracy  than tangential impact and
depends  less critically on early guidance  error  detection  by the homing sensor, and therefore,  appears  preferable.

In the distant intercept scenario  the optimum orientation of the deflection impulse generally  is parallel, or anti-
parallel to the heliocentric target velocity, as discussed  previously. In this scenario  modes (c), (d), or (e) are likely
candidates for executing the target deflection at lower  guidance  accuracy  requirements compared with modes  (a) or
(b). On approaching the zero-range-rate  and zero-range-error  condition  by intermittent retro-thrust application the
sensitivity to thrust and coast duration  increases,  along with rapid improvement of the error detection capability.

In developing  sufficiently  accurate,  dependable  terminal guidance  capabilities,  major demands  are placed on sensor
technology  advances,  to provide  a large detection  range for faint target objects  and extremely  high angular resolution.
Earth-based remote guidance currently  uses on-board  sensors to provide  the required high error-detection accuracy
during  the final approach to a planetary  target. However, the large communication delays  of 10 minutes and more,
inherent in this technique,  are not consistent with instant terminal  guidance error  corrections necessary  when arriving
at a small NEO, at the approach  speeds involved. Therefore,  autonomous  guidance  will be essential.

Hypervelocity target intercept techniques  have been under  development by the U.S. Military for ballistic missile
defense (Nozette  et al., 1994). Such techniques, when available without security restrictions,  promise  to provide critically
needed  advances  toward solving the difficult  autonomous  terminal guidance  problem,  especially under short-response-
time conditions.

Automation  and  Robotics
Advances  in automation and robotics  will be essential to several  phases  of NEO defense  missions.  These include

assembly  in Earth orbit of separately launched  interceptor segments;  autonomy of operations  near the target or on the
target surface  such as implanting and operating  high-energy  propulsion  systems  or mass drivers,  performing subsurface
placement of a nuclear explosive,  or collecting and processing  surface  material for propulsive  purposes.

At present,  spacecraft automation  techniques,  originally developed  for lunar and planetary exploration, are being
further advanced for use in a new generation  of space exploration  missions.  The projected international space station
requires  development of advanced  robotic manipulation,  assembly  and maintenance techniques,  to save cost, minimize
human operator workload  and reduce  hazardous  task exposure.  This evolution  is an important step toward automated
performance of some of the NEO defense  mission phases.  Demonstration  during the construction of the space station
will stimulate further growth  of this technology.

Technology  Drivers and Limiting Factors

Table II summarizes principal factors  that influence  the evolution of advanced and novel technology  needed for
use in NEO defense missions. The issues involved  are listed as they relate to various mission  phases or activities,
grouped  into eight categories. Also listed are limiting factors  and constraints that apply in each of these advanced
technology  fields. The last column  ranks these developments  according  to their relative priority: very high, high and
medium.  High, or extremely  high cost, although not listed here, will be a critical constraint on almost all items included
in the table.

Mission activities included in the list, but not previously  discussed,  are tests or demonstrations of feasibility and
performance; nuclear device adaptation for NEO defense  purposes;  and communication and tracking operations.

. Test and demonstration requires  novel techniques  specifically related to the unprecedented NEO intercept  and
mitigation tasks. The key technologies  discussed  above should be included  in these demonstrations. Ultimately, a
demonstration mission to a non-threatening  “NEO-of-opportunity”  may have to be flown to attain sufficient realism in
testing key operation sequences.

Nuclear detonation development should include testing of explosives  of the type that would be employed
for ~EO  deflection, fragmentation or pulverization, although not necessarily  devices  of the required actual size and
yield. Clearly such tests cannot be carried  out on or near Earth but should be performed  in deep space. This would
require internationalnegotiations  and agreement,  based on the general,  global interest in NEO defense.
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. Communication and tracking  activities to be employed  in the NEO defense context present novel technology
requirements. These include the ability to conduct  continuous  uplink/downlink  data transfer during  critical mission
phases;  compensation of communication delay; rapid interpretation of observation  data received and immediate reac-
tion in terms of ground-based  interceptor control. Rapid detection  of, and response  to the effect of mitigation activity at
the target also is a requirement, particularly if a second (back-up)  interceptor is en-route  and must be controlled in
accordance with observed  results achieved by the first interceptor.

Technology  Evolution for Conventional Missions and for NEO Defense

One of the principal obstacles  to technology  advances  dedicated to NEO defense requirements is the lack of
major funding that would be available  prior to the discovery of an actual NEO threat. At best, some technology evolution
that is related to general,  i.e., conventional  space mission  objectives can also be utilized for development of future
NEO defense capabilities, as a “spin-off’.

Figure 6 depicts the relationship between  the two inherently  related fields of space technology. The scale on the
right indicates technology  requirements  and development criteria of NEO defense  missions,  increasing  from the easiest
to the hardest mission demands.  The left side indicates  technology  advances  to be expected in coming  decades, driven
essentially by conventional mission needs, and supported  by research and development funding.

The figure  indicates that the least-demanding NEO defense  missions  are feasible based on the present state of
technology.  Inputs from the NEO defense  engineering  side may help in directing needed technology  developments,
without being supported  officially.
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Mission/System  Design and Technology  Requirements Flow

Methodology used in mission  and system engineering  for finding the most efficient and cost-effective design and
operating concepts in conventional space projects  can also be applied  in the NEO defense field. Figure  7 schematically
illustrates the process  of selecting the most advantageous  mission and system concept among  various  alternatives. This



involves  a trade between system design options and technology  requirements.  The choice may be between a more
costly design  that can be implemented with existing technology and a less costly design that requires  higher  technology
development expenditures. The selection process  is based on a set of applicable figures of merit, listed on the right, that
are agreed  upon at the start. Extensive iteration of design concepts  and technology  demands  is vital to this selection and
decision making process.
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Figure 7- Methodology  of Mission and System  Concept Selection

A related technology requirements flow chart is shown in Figure  8. It complements the preceding chart by indicating
three levels of technology status - currently  available,  extended,  and entirely novel - that should be assessed in the
process  of selecting the best mission  and system concept. Some assessment criteria listed in the lower part of the chart
are used in the feedback  and iteration process that leads to the concept selection, including the design, its implementation
and operation procedure.  The flow charts  represent a system engineering  approach,  discussed  in greater detail by
Larsen and Wertz (1994), that relates to the requirements  trades referred  to in this section.
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Preparedness forNEO Defense

There are many constraints and obstacles  to being prepared  for undertaking  a NEO defense mission,  now or in the
immediate future  - except perhaps  the least demanding  type referred  to in the preceding  sections.  This is due not only
to a lack of resources available before  a major threat is detected and identified,  but also to public indifference in the
absence of an identified threat.

To develop and build a system for NEO defense  ahead of time, ready to be launched on short notice, would  be
impractical and probably  wasteful.  Different  types of impact threat will require  different types of defense systems,
mission modes  and scenarios.  Also, evolving  advanced  technologies  tend to make a system,  built in advance of actual
threat detection, obsolete by the time it would be needed. That time might be many decades,  perhaps  even centuries,
from today. New technologies such as those referred  to above will make different and potentially more effective
defense strategies feasible.

A fundamental dilemma concerning  the desired  threat response  preparedness  needs to be resolved:  (a) there is no
point in detecting a threatening NEO if no feasible program  for defense  against it is available; (b) a program  for
defense against a threatening NEO is useless,  unless we search for and detect it sufficiently  long in advance of the



projected impact time (Dixon, 1993).
To resolve this dilemma requires  reasonable  and economically  affordable  steps toward developing  and maintaining

some threat response capability within the framework  of current  and continually  evolving  technologies. These steps
include:

● Stepped-up  search for, and cataloging of potential NEO threats. Such efforts  are now in progress  under
Space-Watch  auspices

. Ongoing  mission and system design activities, within existing and advancing  technology  capability.  Results
reported  in these proceedings are encouraging  evidence  of the initiation of such activities.

. Technology  development and tests required  to achieve greater  preparedness.  Still hampered by lack of re
sources.

. Organizing  global cooperation  to support  future threat response  capabilities. International participation in
recent conferences and workshops  is an encouraging  step forward.

Preparedness within the capabilities and constraints  of the technology  available at a given time means that efforts
must be pursued continuously  to define  and develop preliminary  mission and system design concept consistent  with
that state of technology.  Thus, by the time a threat warning is received  from the ongoing NEO search  and detection
activities, there would be at least a blueprint  available for system development,  implementation and test that could
serve to accelerate the threat response  as needed. At the same time detailed mission  profile data, launch and arrival
dates, as well as, ground support  plans and schedules  would have to be worked out. In this way the results of the
preceding threat  defense planning studies could be utilized to full advantage, updated as appropriate  under the
circumstances.

For an effective implementation of the intended threat response  with the highest probability of success, it as
imperative to launch more than one interceptor.  For example,  assuming  a 95-percent  best estimate of the success
probability of the defense mission  being initiated, if one interceptor is launched,  then two launches  would increase the
combined success probability to 99.75  percent,  and three launches  to 99.99 percent,  provided  the causes of failure are
unrelated,  random  events.  Multiple launches  will generally  not increase the total cost by the same multiplying factor.

Conclusion

Technology  requirements of missions  to avert a NEO impact on Earth are dictated by the nature  of the threat, i.e.,
object size and physical composition,  orbit characteristics, arrival velocity, and the time remaining before  the predicted
collision.  All phases  of such missions place unprecedented  demands on the technology  to be used for their
implementation, particularly the launch phase, the terminal guidance  and landing phase - if planned  - and the deflective
impulse generation at the target, or its destruction.  Robotics  and automation  play a key role.

The least demanding threat class may allow a defense  with today’s technology. Results of most of the current
studies favor  nuclear detonation over kinetic energy (direct  impact)  deflection,  because it requires  an up to three-
orders-of-magnitude lower initial interceptor mass. On-site  propulsive  deflection  is much less likely to be feasible
with currently available propulsion technology  because of the very much greater total propellant  mass required, compared
with the two alternative deflection modes.

For NEO defense with a short reaction time there will be practically no alternative to nuclear detonation options.
However,  many concerns  regarding  deployment  risks and safeguards  against misuse remain to be addressed and
resolved.

System engineering methods developed for more conventional  mission classes also are applicable to system selection,
evaluation and implementation trades required  in missions  for NEO defense.  Assessment of technology requirements
is a principal step in this selection process,  in order to eliminate impractical, potentially risky,  unacceptably costly and
otherwise unsuitable implementation concepts.
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OPPORTUNITY TO CREATE THE SYSTEM FOR SPACE
PROTECTION OF THE EARTH AGAINST ASTEROIDS

AND COMETS ON THE BASE OF MODERN
TECHNOLOGY

V. M. Kovtunenko, V. A. Simonenko,  G. N. Rogovsky,  A. N. Tchesnokov,
O. V. Papkov, lu.A.Bojor,  A. V. Zaitsev,  V.A.Kotin,  l. D. Maglinov,  l. V. Feshin

Lavochkin Association, Moscow, Russia

The main purpose of our report is to show, that already  right now it is
possible to begin practical steps on creation of main components  of the
System  for Earth Protection(SEP) from hazardous space objects  (HSO) -
asteroids  and comets. Thus we shall  consider  basically space components  of
the SEP, leaning mainly  on experience of the Lavochkin  Association and some
other Russian and foreign  firms.

For creation the SEP there is the set of the suppositions  [1 ,2]. Among
major of them are as follows:

● Biological  - aspiration of whole live, and consequently  the mankind, to
preserve a stable equilibrium  (homeostasis);

. Eco/ogica/  - possibility  of evolving  of a global ecological  catastrophe  as
result of a “trigger  effect”  induced by the collision even with a relatively small
celestial body;

. Po/itica/ - the end of “cold  war “;

. Technological  - creation of rocket  and space means,  nuclear weapons,
means  of telecommunication,  control etc.

The development  and creation of such System  should satisfy to a number
of requirements  and restrictions.  Among the major of them are:

. maximum  use of actually available  means;

. integration  of special SEP equipment  with instruments  for other
purposes;

. presence  of a space segment of a service  of HSO detection  ;

. presence  at least  of two echelons of HSO interception  service: for near
(operative)  and distant interceptions;

● providing of ecological  safety of interception  service application;

● international  status of the system  and etc..

It is obvious, that a pioneering stage of creation SEP should be creation
of a HSO Ground and Space based Detection Service  (GSDS). The necessity  of
creation of a space segment of the GSDS does not cause doubts. The main
purpose of the segment  will be providing of the celestial sphere fast review and
preliminary  determination  of asteroids and comets trajectories.  The more
accurate  measurements  the will be carried out by ground instruments  and
spacecraft  of a “Space  Hubble”’ type.



Tentative estimations of the space detection  means capacities,  carried  out
by different  researchers  [3,4], show, that such telescopes  will have rather
moderate  mass and energy consumption.

It will allow to install  the detection  means not only on special space
vehicles (SV), but also as a piggy-back  payloads for SV , intended  for other
purposes.

For this purposes  may be proposed  space platforms  developed  by
Lavochkin  Association: “OKO”,  “Spectr” and other.

SV “OKO”  is regularly  launching (2-3 times per year) to high elliptical  and
geostationary  orbits; a series of the “Spectrum”  SV are scheduled  for launching
in the nearest years,

Technical characteristics  of the above mentioned SV and means of
insertion to orbit  permit  to generate various variants of the orbital configuration
of a SEP space segment  (Fig.  1).

SV with telescopes  can be injected to high elliptical, geostationary  and
heliocenrtic  orbits. It may provide optimum conditions  for HSO observations.

For instance, observations carried out in the L1 Iibration point (Earth-Sun
system) may permit  to find out objects, approaching  to the Earth from the Sun
side [5].

Instruments  for HSO observation (as a part of the space segment)  in this
case may be easily integrated with developing now in Russia system for global
heliophysics monitoring “GEKATA’’[6].  It will allow to execute a complex
monitoring  of a space environment for SEP, branches of a national economy
and science purposes.  At the same time it also will stimulate development  of
ground means  of HSO observation.

Thus use of actually existing  technological  potential will provide fast
creation of a SEP space segment, with relatively low cost and at small  technical
risk.

In the long term, it will be possible to install miniature patrol complexes  for
HSO detection  and the data processing on interplanetary  SV. It will allow to
register  asteroids  and comets in various areas of Solar system.

After creation of the GSDS all asteroids with the size more than one
kilometer  through  some time will be detected  and registered  in a Catalog. It will
allow make a forecast  of possible collisions on many years ahead and to
arrange on prevention of collisions with the help of a Distant Interception
Service  of SEP.

It will be impossible to register  all HSO with the size less than one
kilometer. Therefore  they must be intercepted  on near approach  to the Earth by
operative interception  service.

It is obvious, that developing of the of distant interception  service must be
based on an infrastructure,  created for of interplanetary  space vehicles. The
Lavochkin  Association has considerable  experience  of developing,  production
and operation  of such robotics spacecraft.



For these purposes  a wide spectrum  of launchers and some existed SV
may be used.  Modern space launchers (’”Energia”)  are capable  to inject to the
interplanetary  trajectories  spacecraft  with mass up to 25-30  metric  tons.

As example of possible SV-interceptor  may be considered  the vehicle of a
“Phobos”  type (or “Mars-96”).  This spacecraft  where developed  in the
Lavochkin  Association. Mass of such SV, launched by the “PROTON” LV,
reaches 5-6 tons. It is capable to work  at the distances, corresponding  the
asteroid belt. This SV can to deliver to asteroid nuclear unit with power  of
several  megatons. it may be a single charge or several  individual nuclear
charges. In the last case charges will be delivered by the individual  means of
delivery.  If necessary, several  SV-interceptors  may be launched.

Several  problems  must be resolved during development  of the of
interception  service . In patiicular,  one of such problems  is very high accuracy
required  for pointing of SV-interceptor  to the HSO.

For solution of the above mentioned problem may be used a method,
tested during approaching  of Soviet  SV “VEGA”’  and West Europe SV “Jotto” to
the Haley comet  nuclei.  This scheme use at first fly by of the HSO by small  SV-
pathfinder  and then approaching  of the main SV. SV-pathfinder  will adjust
parameters  of HSO orbit  and study the physical  characteristics  of HSO. That
information  will be used for selection of the scheme of the interceptor  affect  on
the HSO.

The possible scheme of a distant interception  service structure  is shown
on the Fig. 2.

So, even already existing  space means may be substantially  used for
distant interception  of HSO.

However,  creation of a special echelon of distant  interception  and the
maintenance  of this structure  in constant  readiness will be extremely  expensive.

Therefore  it is offered,  having developed the international  concept  of an
interception  service,  to keep the project  in permanent  readiness for realization
(“postponed  realization  “). At the same time basic components  of the service
may be worked off during realization  of missions  for Solar System  exploration.
It will allow to support  a necessary level of readiness of the service,  and to
deploy  the system  in shortest  time in case of the threat  of collision with a large
celestial body.

Hence,  the future  space missions  to Solar system  objects  must be formed
with taking in account  the interests of SEP. In particular,  during realization of
developed in our enterprise  mission “Mars-Aster”  (delivery of probes  to
asteroid)  some experiments  for interception  service  may be fulfilled.

As against an echelon of distant interception,  the echelon of close
(operative)  HSO interception  should be maintained in a condition  of permanent
readiness.

For realization of practical steps on creation of an operative interception
service we offer  to develop the international  demonstration  project  “Space
patrol “ (Fig.  3).

The purposes  of this project  are:



● development  and testing of main components  of an operative detection
service and interception  the asteroids, approaching  to the Earth;

. study of asteroid physical  characteristics  from flyby and impact
trajectories;

. adjustment  of methods and means of action upon the HSO.

We want to stress that practically  all components  of the “Space  Patrol “
project  actually  exist  or have a prototypes,  the completion  of which will not
require large efforts. It will allow to realize the project  by use of wide
international  cooperation  in the shortest  terms and at rather  small  expenses.

The realization of the “Space  Patrol” project  becomes  possible in
connection  with recent  new data concerning  rather high frequency  of flyby
(about an once in a week) asteroids with diameter  50-100 m in vicinities of the
Earth (fly-by  distances  less than 1 million  km).

Such asteroids  can be detected  several  days before closest  approach  to
Earth. It permits, at already achieved terms of SV and LV preparation  to
launch,  to execute the mission  for asteroid inspection and testing of methods
and means of action upon the HSO.

Thus, it is possible to use the near-Earth space as range for study of
small  celestial bodies and improvement  of SEP components.

For increase of asteroids detection  probability,  in the nearest  years
alongside  with development  and the perfection  of ground detection
instruments,  space telescopes  must  be developed within the framework  of the
“’Space Patrol”  project.

In a complex  with available  and prospective  Russian and foreign  ground
instruments,  including American system  “ Spaceguard  Survey “, will be work
out detection  means  and technology  of interaction between observation  centers
of different  countries.

In parallel with deployment  of components  of ground and space based
detection  service, small SV (SSV) with mass of 200-300  kg (as US
“Clementine”  spacecraft  launched in 1994) should be created,  for inspection  of
asteroids  from flyby trajectories.  This SSV may be used as SV-pathfinder  in the
structure  of future  SEP.

Probably, it is most attractive to use’ as a launch vehicles the modified
decommissioned  ICBM  (in particular  in frames of “Start-1”  and “Start-2”
Treaty). For these purposes  can be used ICBM  “SS-18“ (LV “Conversion”)  and
“SS-19” (LV “Rokot””).

After installation of SSV on LV they are put on “battle” watch with use of a
modified  military launch  complex. Thus the control  of start of the given space-
rocket  complex  should be carried out from International Center of Coordination
and Management.

Fig. 4 illustrates possible variant LV “Conversion”  with upper  stage and SV
for injection to Earth orbits or to interplanetary  trajectories.  In the first  case
mass of SV may be about 2200 kg, in second one - about 500 kg.

Two variants of SSV mission  to asteroid may be considered:



. to newly discovered  suitable asteroid, the trajectory  of which passes on
distances  from the Earth achievable for SSV;

. to asteroid, the returning of which can be predicted  beforehand.

In the first case the launch of SSV should be carried out at some days or
hours before  closest  approach to the Earth.  In second - with considerably  large
time margin.

When suitable approaching  to Earth asteroid will appeared,  the launch will
be carried  out for injection of SSV to approaching  to asteroid trajectory.

During pass of a space vehicle on a flyby trajectory  remote sensing will be
carried out for study of the asteroid characteristics.  At the same time methods
of SSV control  and precise navigation  will be fulfilled.  In this mission it is
possible to deliver sutface probes to asteroid (like penetrators).

After asteroid flyby the SSV can continue space researches,  for example,
in area of solar-Earth  ties,  within the framework  of the developed  project
“GEKATA”.

At the subsequent  stages of work, after creation of the SV-interceptor,
work out of methods  and means of action on HSO will be fulfilled.  Thus, for
pointing of the SV-interceptor  the information from earlier  started SV-
pathfinders  will be used.

Moreover  more powerful LV may be used (for instance, LV “ZENIT”).  It will
allow considerably  to expand opportunities  of study asteroids, flying close to
the Earth, including, probably, asteroid sample return. This may become  logic
continuation  of the project  NEAR.

Thus, realization the first demonstration  stage of SEP creation will allow
essentially  to expand our knowledge of properties  of small  celestial bodies  of
Solar system.  But at the same time this will help to presewe  and to develop the
best achievement  of Russia,  USA and whole world community  in the field of a
science, engineering, manufacture, defense and etc. in interests  of
maintenance  of safety of the whole mankind.

For realization of the “Space Patrolr’  project  wide cooperation  among main
suitable organizations  and enterprises  should be generated.

All work  should be carried out with wide cooperation  of space agencies,
academies of sciences and their institutes; defensive etc. organizations  of all
technologically  advanced countries.

The limited frameworks  of the report  do not permit  consider  a set of other
technical,  ecological,  political etc. aspects and problems  of SEP creation.
However,  more detailed analysis,  lead by the authors of the report  and by other
scientists and experts [7-1 2], permits to make a conclusion  about necessity
and opportunity  of SEP development  already in the near future.

Thus the expenses on space and launching components  of System  will be
rather moderate,  because in constant  operation there will be only few space
telescopes,  and on “ battle watch “ will be a several  LV with SV of an operative
interception  service.  It will require much less expenditures,  than is now spent
by some countries  on creation and maintenance of some kinds  arms.
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Defense against small asteroids: priority tasks

R.A.Alimov, E.V.Dmitriev
Designing bureau Salute, Affiliate of the M.V.Khrunitchev

State Space Center, Novozavodskaya,  18, MOSCOW,  121087,  Russia

B.A. Ivanov,  I.V.Nemtchinov
Institute for Dynamics of Geospheres, Russian Academy of

Sciences, 38 Leninsky prosp., bld.6, Moscow, 117979, Russia

Any defense techniques (using nuclear devices  or
nonnuclear  strategies)  should be based on the knowledge of
NEO’S  characteristics. Investigation  of NEO’S,  in flight-by
missions and by probing,  is an important  part of the planetary
or regional defense programs and should  be regarded  as a
priority  task. A large number of space missions should  be
organized  to obtain  this information. To reduce cost it is
preferable  to use light launchers,  e.g. “Rokot”,  and special
space modules.

It is now well recognized that large asteroids (with

sizes of about 1 km and more) may cause global catastrophes.

Such asteroids are to be intercepted in space by heavy

launchers (“Proton”, “Arian”, “Angara” etc.) at the distances

of the order of 1 AU and months or even years before impact.

Though the consequences of large impacts are grave they are

rather rare. Probability of impacts of smaller asteroids

(0. 3 km and less) is much higher. These small cosmic bodies
are much more numerous and it is difficult to detect them.

They may cause local and even regional catastrophes.

A recent impact of Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 on Jupiter is

an example of natural experimental modeling of rather small

impact on the Earth’s surface, as the mass of the Earth is 300

times smaller than that of Jupiter and the size is 11 times

smaller. Many consequences that have been predicted for the

case of the Earth (Adushkin and Nemtchinov, q994) have been

confirmed by observations of SL-9 impact, i.e. ejection of

large air masses to high altitudes, fallback causing heating

of the upper layers of the atmosphere due to formation of the

reflected shock wave, and the subsequent infrared radiation



emission in the area which is a substantial part of the total

surface of the planet (a regional catastrophe). What we have

not anticipated  beforehand is that the energy release would be

in the form of multiple bursts due to formation of large

number of fragments caused by tidal forces and that these

fragments probably consist of a large number of subfragments

or grains (Neukum et al. , 1995). This fact clearly shows the

necessity of investigation of composition and structure of

cosmic objects.

Consequences of rather small impacts on the Earth may be

even more severe than is usually anticipated, if such impacts

occur in industrial areas where poisonous chemical substances

are produced or stored, near dams, hydroelectric  and nuclear

power stations, nuclear waste repositories and other

vulnerable objects (Adushkin and Nemtchinov, 1994). Seismic

waves may be one of the most important factors causing damage

of such objects. We should underline that the regions with

increased number of dangerous objects (nuclear power stations,

chemical plants etc.) are usually regions with high density of

populations.

Tsunami caused by the impacts into oceans and seas may

also cause severe damage of the industrial areas and

casualties among population  living at the ocean shores (Hills

and Goda, 1993; Hills et al., 1994; Nemtchinov et al., 1994).

Analyzing hazards due to comets and asteroids and ways of

mitigation, one should not think only about the global

planetary defense systems but must also consider regional

defense systems, though this idea causes a large number of

problems (ethical, of international law and others). An

increasing population density and a cost of human life,

complexity and vulnerability of the modern human society

decrease the level of damage and casualties which should be

considered as not admissible.

The best way to avoid hazards due to comets and asteroid

impacts (small or large) is to divert them from the Earth.

Fragmentation of small objects headed into the industrial



areas or oceans may help to avoid seismic effects and tsunami,

even if fragments hit the solid surface of the Earth or

oceans, as such impacts cease to be coherent sources of waves.

But fire ignition and even demolition by shock waves remains,

if the number of such fragments and their total energy per

unit area is large enough. Electromagnetic  effects caused by

the impacts into to the atmosphere can also be a serious

problem in our information age. These effects substantially

depend on the number of fragments, their masses, angle of

divergence of stream of fragments and altitude of their energy

release in the atmosphere, i.e. on the structure and strength

of the cosmic bodies. Apparent strength of the meteoroids

(determined  as the stagnation pressure leading to the breakup
during the atmospheric entry) is much less (usually by an

order of magnitude) than the strength of meteorites (parts of

meteoroids found at the Earth’s surface) determined by usual

tests (Svettsov et al., 1995). This fact once more underlines

that it is very important to obtain real data on the
structure, strength and other properties of cosmic bodies.

Any defense technique (using nuclear devices or

nonnuclear  strategies)  should be based on the knowledge of

NEO’S characteristics. Cosmic bodies may belong to various

types, differently  react on the action of the external force

and differently behave during atmospheric entry. Not only

observations of light flashes caused by rather large

meteoroids (Tagliaferri  et al., 1994), but investigation of

NEO’S in flight - by flight-by space missions and by probing

is an important part of the planetary or regional defense

programs and should be regarded as a priority task. Large

number of space missions should be organized to obtain

necessary information. To reduce a cost it is preferable to

use light launchers and special space modules. This idea is in

many respects similar to that by Tedeschi and Allahdadi

(1995).
One of the possible type of such light launchers is the

Russian rocket “Rokot”. An energy of this rocket makes



possible to launch a spaceship to the asteroid with a payload

of about 350 kg. A price of such a launch is much lower than

that of analogous foreign launchers. In the case of

international cooperation  in construction of the spaceship and

instrumentation, the price may be decreased for each of the

participants.

Such launches may be regarded as an attempt to test many

of the aspects of the defense system against small NEO>S. We

should underline that to avoid tsunami’s and seismic effects

the interception should be fulfilled at distances no less than

about 5,000 to 50,000 km. To avoid hazards caused by the

objects headed to the densely populated regions one should

organize interception at distances no less than about 0.25 to

1 million km, with a warning time of about 3 to 12 days.

A very important part of the defense system is an

optical-electronic  space based information system, which must

detect such NEO’S at distances of about 0.1 AU, supplemented

by a ground based radar tracking. Even if the interception

system is not ready, one can get warning from the information

system and use methods of civil defense and thus decrease

damage and casualties (Alimov et al., 1995). On the other

hand, elements of such system may be used for detection of

small NEO’S and for organization  of launches to investigate

them and to determine the flux of such bodies in the near -

Earth space.
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Systems-Level  Considerations
for Mitigating the NEO Impact Hazard

W. J. Tedeschi
Sandia National  Laboratories

Systems-level  issues are given in regards to the study,  research, development,  and deployment of a
mitigation system for the protection  of Earth agaimt  impacts by massive comets and asteroids, i.e.,
near-Earth objects (NEOS). A number of guiding considerations  will define in the coming years the
extent  to which humankind prepares for protecting ourselves  against the impact hazard.  Topics to
be discussed  include: detection  (in the context of huzard warning),  warning time, threat definition,
safety and safeguards,  technical research  and peer review, information  excknge,  international
teaming, precursor  mitigation  missions, mitigating smaller NEO impactors  (25-100 m), mitigation
planning,  system deployment,  trends in technology  and geopolitics,  and cost.

Introduction
Compelling  evidence ofacatastrophic  asteroid impact on the Earth 65 million years ago (Alv=z et al., 1980 and

Sharpton and Ward  1990) has given rise to international discussions  about the probability and prevention  of futm
impacts. As a result of several  recent near-misses  (Morrison,  1992 and Scotti et al., 1991) and the comet Shoemakw
Levy-9 impact of Jupiter in July 1994, considerable international attention has focused  on defining the impact threat
and determining  potential mitigation schemes  for the protection  of Earth against plrmetesimal  impacts (Tedesehi,
1994). Because asteroid  and comet impacts pose a grave danger  to all humanity, preventive defensive measures  should
appropriately  be based on international cooperation  and action. Action may consist of deteetion @eareh,
experimentation to prevent the impacg  public education on the issues,  emergency  planning, and actual protection if
required. This paper provides background  information  on the impact threat posed by NEOS and discusses  associated
technical and gmpolitical  issues requiring  attention.

Basic human instincts
The fundamental  issue at stake here is the core human instinct of survival  - the will to live both individually and

collectively. We all obviously  relate very well to the individual  survival  instinc~ and we certainly understand  the ned
for collective approaches to protect ourselves  and social institutions from danger  and the ways in which we
acknowledge  this in our social contracts.  Good collwtive  examples  are the preamble  of the U.S. Constitution  which
contains  the phase,  “provide for a common  defense,” and Article  51 of the United Nations Charter  Nijhoff,  1985)
which gives member nations  the inherent right of individual  or collective defense against attack. The need and Ak
to defend ourselves  against an urgent  an obvious NEO impact threat in the future is quite clear. A problem arises  in
the case of when there is no urgent and obvious impact threat and we must therefore  prioritize meeting this need with
other competing  rids, some of which are definitely  much more urgent and obvious. However,  as humans,  we have
the unique ability to understand  our surroundings,  rationalize  our existence,  balance our competing needs,  and act
accordingly.

Impact  consequences
When a large NEO (10’s of meters  to kilometers  in size) impacts  the Earth at velocities in excess of 5-10 km/see,

massive amounts  of energy  (10’s to greater than 108 MT of TNT equivalent) are explosively released  on very short
time scales (seconds), with a resultant potential to cause damage to the Earth’s  biosphere.  Short-term  effmts (c 1
second to many seconds)  can include blast waves, x-rays, thermal heating, crush, and cratering (Melosh,  1989; Chyba
et al. 1993; and Chapman  and Morrison,  1994). Long-tern  effwrs (minutes  to years)  carI include dust and debris,
fires, tsunamis,  global cooling, atmospheric  and oceanographic  chemistry  changes,  and even global warming  (Gehmls,
1994).  All of these effects ean lead to loss of human life on unxnted scales,  depending  on the size of the
impactor (see Fig. 1). The scientific evidence  is undeniable that Earth has been and will continue to be impacted by
comets  and asteroids  (Morrison,  1992). Space-breed  optical sensors looking downwti  toward  Earth have deteeted a
steady flux of smaller metiroids impacting  our atmosphere  (Tagliaferri  et al., 1994).  Before  we can hope to protect
ourselves  against such impacts  we must be able to detect such threats with ample warning time to allow us to respond
effectively.  The key is to find the minimum impactor size which poses  a threat under  some set of particuk
circumstances  and then assure protection against it. We also must learn more about past impacts and the resultant
consequences, as this will allow us to more contidentiy assess  future  impacts.
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Figure  1. Estimate  of expected  human fatalities
in an impact  event  versus impactor  diameter
(Morrison, 1992).

Detection
For any NEO protection system (deteetion and mitigation) to be effective, adequate warning of an Earth-

approaching  NEO is absolutely necessary.  Currently,  warning times for some small-  to medium-sized  NEOS,  which
have ~ent.ly passed by Earth, are woefully  short to nonexistent (Morrison,  1992 and Scotti et al., 1991).  Some
detections  are made only hours to days before closest approach, other detections of passing NEOS have oeed only
after  closest approach  with Earrh. Of course, Trajectories of abdy dismvered  and eataloguti  objects ean be (and m
routinely) pjected fo~ard to pdct possible future close-approachm  with Earth. It would seem rhat existing
worldwide  observational  facilities  (telescopes  and radars)  would be ideally suited for this mission of detection,  and that
the need for new facilities might only be wuti to ensure  suitable coverage, e.g., in the Southern  hemisphere  or
daytime sky, or establish  a new type of detection  capability.  Once detections  are made and orbit determinations  made,
the information must be placed in a catalog for use in refining the impact flux estimates on Earth and learning more
about the threat.

Warning  Time
Upon detection of an approaching  NEO impactor of eonsequenee, mpid dissemination of warning information  is

absolutely  essential,  especially for smaller objects and newly discovered  long-period comets  and larger asteroids. For
smaller NEOS c 200 m in size, weeks  of warning at the very minimum are requ~  however  months  would be
preferable.  For large NEOS > 1000 m in size, a year of warning at the very minimum is requti while multiple
years of warning would be preferable. The size and composition of the impactor and amount of warning time
available will determine which mitigation technology  (or technologies)  is (are) used. Currently  there w a number  of
existing formal (e.g., International  Astronomical  Union CenIral Bureau for Astronomical  Telegrams)  and informal
(e.g., telephone and intemet) networks  for reporting  and learning of NEO discoveries. Warning must be timely and
open. An alternative complimentary  approach  may be worthy of consideration.  Some of the more advanced militaries
of the world  have observational  sensors,  both optical and radar, and communication  networks  which might add to our
ability to detect NEOS and increase the warning time provided.  A U.S. Air Force optical site has several 1+ meter
telescopes  which are now being used to deteet and characterize orbital debris  (Nordwell, 1993),  and the Russians w
devoting some of their assets  to similar missions (Batyr et al., 1993). It has b postulated (Tedesehi d
McKnight, 1995)  that a worldwide  integrated surveillance  system should be mnsidered  for detecting and warning of
NEO impact threats,  in addition  to performing  other useful functions  (SW  Tab. 1 and Fig. 2).



Table  1. Postulated  worldwide  integrated  surveillance  svstem  (Tedeschi  and McKni~ht.1995).
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(T;deschi and McKnight,  1995),



Threat  Definition
Once an approaching  NEO is detected and before  an effective defense could be mounted,  it would be necessary to

know as many specifics as possible about its physical characteristics, e.g., geometry,  mass, dynamic state, elemental
and molecular composition, macro- and micro-structure,  and material properties.  The detection community has the
ability now to ascertain  a NEO’S simple spatial and temporal  characteristics,  i.e., dimensions, shape, and traj~tory
dynamics.  me bodies optical and radar returns can be used to provide information on its surface characteristics,  e.g.,
mineral composition and geometry, but not the internal  composition and structure  of the body. The NEO’S internal
state will be a driving factor in determining  its response  to a particular mitigation fluence.  The threat definition issue,
therefore,  speaks directly to the need to conduct  exploratory  missions  to NEOS beforehand  or, as a last resom to have
the ability to send precursor  spacecraft to a particular approaching  NEO to probe  and characterize it so that a follow-on
spacuraft can deploy our mitigation response  of choice. The ability to perform high-speed rendezvous’  with comets
and asteroids has already been demons~ted  successfully,  e.g., by U.S. (ICE) to comet Giacobini-Zinnen by Russia
(Vega), the Europeans  (Giotto),  and Japan (Suisei)  to comet Halley;  and U.S. (Galila)  to asteroids Gaspra and Ida.
me tahnology to rendezvous  with other planets, to go into orbit and even soft-land on some of them has also been
demonsmtcd. The follow-on  Clementine mission to another  Near-Earth asmoid  is considering  probing the sti=
with a small kinetic energy impactor to help assay its surface  composition. What is also ~uired m missions to
either rendezvous and soft-land on a NEO and assay its surface, i.e., the ~led Comet Rendezvous  and Asmid
Flyby (CRAF)  mission  which would  have been a great start - however  it was canceled, but the upcoming  Rosetta aIXI
Near-Earth  Asteroid Rendezvous  (NEAR) missions  may provide  additional  information,  or penetrate a passing  NEO to
probe its internal  characteristics (Tedeschi  and Allahdadi, 1995 and Wood et al., 1995).

Treaties,  agreements,  and understandings
Several international treaties, agreements,  and understandings  exist which may someday limit  or possibly even

preempt our ability to do mitigation (see Tab. 2), e.g., the 1967 Outer  Space Treaty prohibits the placement of
weapons  of mass destruction in orbit, in space, or on other celestial bodies. It may be necessary, therefore, to discuss
the creation of new agreements  (treaties,  conventions,  resolutions, protocols,  etc.) or the modification  of existing
instruments to legally and morally  allow NEO mitigation schemes  to be someday conceptualize develo@ built,
and used in space - if required.  This is necessary  for two reasons: 1) it allows all nations of the world to understand
and participate in the process  leading to a defensive mitigation action and 2) it allows us to carefully plan for and
res~nd to a dewted NEO threat so that the likelihood of misuse or accidental use of powerful  mitigation devices  is
minimized  and our chances  of success m maximized.  At a minimum  it has been proposed that some discussion  is
warranted  on how a mitigation  process  might unfold from  a legal perspective (Tedeschi  and Teller, 1994).

Tahle 2. International  a~reements  and resolutions affecting our mitigation  response.----- -. --------—-----—- —=. - -.. .—

Agreement When What

Threshhold Test Ban Treaty 1963 Prohibits  atmospheric testing, even in outer space.
Outer Space T~aty 1967 Prohibis  weapon placement in orbig in space,

or on other celestial bodies, including  the moon.
Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty 1970 Prohibita transfer of weapons  or devices.
Convention  on International  Liability for Prescribes  liability protocol  for damage caused by

Damage Caused by Space Objects man-made  space objects.
Convention  on Registration of Objects Prescribes  registration protocol for space launches.

Launched into Outer Space
Convention  on Prohibition  of Military or 1978 Prohibits  certain  environmental modification tuhniques

any Other Hostile Use of Environmental
Modification Techniques

Convention  on Prohibitions/Restrictions 1979 Prohibits  certain weapons  with indiscriminant effects.
on Certain Conventioml  Weapons

Resolution  on Prohibition  on Development 1985 UN resolution  prohibiting  development and
of New Weapons  of Mass Destruction manufacture  of weapons  of mass destruction.
and New Systems

Mitigation  Technologies  and Research
An effective NEO protection scheme for use against an approaching object would ideally wuire extensive study

and ~earch a priori  to determine the best way to safely deliver and couple  a given amount of mass,  momentum,
and/or energy into an approaching  body to either fmgment  or deflect it. Experimentation might include not only



laboratory  experiments  and simulations, but also the study of actual deflection or disruption  of NEOS in non-
menacing  orbits. Doing so would provide an increased  level of wtildenee  in the effectiveness  of a particular
mitigation scheme  against some future NEO impactor. Such means of mitigation could include: conventional ti
unconventional  rockets, high explosives, nuclear explosives, robotic  mass drivers, high-velocity kinetic energy
impacts, solar sails, or lasers (Canavan  et al., 1992 and Tedesehi, 1994).  Figure 3 shows a compilation of cliff-t
possible mitigation fluence coupling  schemes into NEOS.
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Figure 3. Mitigation  schemes  for deflecting  or fragmenting  NEO threata.

What would  be involved  is the delivery of a quantity  of mass,  momentum,  and/or energy to the approaching  target
body, or in proximity to i~ which would then be “coupld”  into the ~dy to accomplish the intended  objeetive. ‘Ihe
key element here is the efficient coupling  or deposition  into the target of the incoming mitigation ftuence and the
resultant physicat pmesses by which useful actions oeeur to the target body,  like velocity changes  or body
fragmentation.  Mass, momentum, and/or energy deposition  is the initial step in the process  of altering the target
body’s  state. The delivered  energy fluence interacts with the target body thereby causing  a change in thermodynamic
state - usually by some form of heat transfer and/or hytidynamic loading process,  i.e., from impact shock heating
and compression, solar heating,  or radiation/electromagnetic  heating - which can result in either material blow-off



with a resultant impulse to the body, or body fragmentation  because the target material could not structurally sustain
the induced loading conditions.

Knowing  how energy  couples into various target materials serves as the basis for selecting one defensive scheme
over another.  This can be done only through carefully controlled experimentation  and modeling,  whereby various
target materials m probed and characterized  experimentally  and analytically by a number of viable energy fluences.
The target material  response  is observ~ measuti and quantified  (i.e., scald up) in terms of it’s effectiveness  at
imparting momentum to or physically fragmenting  a larger Wy composed  of this material. While some
experimental  data m available, much more material  property  data and energy coupling experimentation m wti
(Remo, 1994; Shaferet  al., 1994; and Tedeschi  et al., 1994). Laboratory experimentation and modeling  provides  vw
cost effective mitigation option choices  and should therefore  be pursued.

Arms Control
The current  international arms control environment is summarized  best by the phrase,  “reduce the danger  of

weapons  of mass destruction.” A number  of bilateral  and multilateral international protocols have either &n signed
or are being negotiated to limit the spread, impac~ and reduce the numbers  of weapons  of mass destruction worldwide;
e.g., 1970 Nuclear NonProliferation Treaty,  1995 Nuclear NonProliferation  Treaty, Strategic Arms Limitations Talks,
Strategic  Arms  Reduction  Talks - 1 and - 2, Biological  Weapons Convention, Chemical Weapons Convention,
Threshold Test Ban Treaty, Peaceful  Uses for Nuclear  Explosives  Treaty, Intermediate Nuclear  Forces,  and
Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty. The planetary  defense community must be congruent  in their activities vis-h-vis
these constraints  and the current geopolitical  environment.

Safety
Mitigation schemes  which might contain massive amounk  of stored  energy would have to be ve~ carefully

safeguarded against accident or unintended  use. In no way can the cm be potentially worse than the malady. The
main issue here must be to ensure  that powerful  mitigation technologies  accountably  include reliable safeguards
against accidents and misuse.  The potential impact to pple and our environment must be minimized and ~
against the risk. In the current case of high consequence  activities, such as the high explosives  business,  extreme m
in every phase of the process  is taken to protect the public safety and that of our environment against accidenw d
unintended misuse. Formal accountability back to the ~ple and governments  through mandatory process  control
protocols  are the checks and balances necessary  to help maximize  the probability of a safe outcome.

Safeguards
Concern has been raised over the possibility of misuse  of mitigation technologies  - et al., 1994 and Sagan

and Ostro,  1994]. In perspective, though, during the 40-year Cold War with 10’s of thousands of nuclear  warheads in
existence  Prown et al., 1994],  there has not been a single case of an accidental or unintended nuclear detonation
anywhere.  This has been the case because of exceedingly careful attention having been given to meeting exacting
requirements of seeurity  and use control throughout  the lifetime of a weapon system. Misuse is a valid concern, but
one which can be addressed  to minimize the risk through suitable design hardware and ptium, as well as through
the continuation and strengthening  of appropriate  international  control protocols, e.g., IAEA and NPT, and other
confidence-building cooperative  activities. It has been proposed for consideration  that a high-level international
agency be charged with rationally coordinating the worldwide  response,  including that of safeguards,  to the NEO
impact threat (Tedeschi  and Teller, 1994).

Perhaps  of graver concern is the proliferation  of certain information  on powerful  mitigation technologies  (both
systems  and component materials).  Extreme care must be taken to safeguard  such information and hardwm  against
unintentional dissemination. In the case of nuclear explosives  and their effects  on NEO materials, it may be highly
prudent to limit dissemination of this information  to countries  already  possessing  such capabilities.  Just as in the case
of safety, formal  accountability back to the people and governments  through mandatory process control  protocols  w
the cheeks and balances necessary  to help maximize the probability  of a secure  and ptiictable outcome.

Information  exchange,  public  awareness,  and accountability
This is a critical aspect of the whole  issue because  everyone  is affected therefore  everyone  should know. Exchange

can be accomplished by a multitude of techniques,  e.g., conferences,  meetings,  public forums,  TV, radio, newspapem,
articles, and individual interactions. Only open, honest, factual, and widq=d  dissemination will allow careful
decisions  of support  (or lack thereoO to be made. Biases and alarmist scare tactics must be avoided. Thomas  Jefferson
once said that “diffusion  of knowledge among the people” is the only sure strategy “for the preservation  of mm
and happiness  [i.e., well-being].” It is reasonable to expect,  however, that for obvious  reasons some information  on



mitigation technologies  and safeguards  cannot be widely sM. ‘Ihere  is also the issue of this community being
accountable to the people for all our planetary efforts.  They are our customers.  They support  our activities with their
hard-earned  financial resoumes.  And  they (and all of us!!)  arc affmted ultimately by the outcome(s)  of our collective
activities.  Should  some type of formal planetary  defense protocol  or deployment  ever be quti it must be
justifiable,  reasonable, and affordable  when balanced  against the risks of not doing it. We must also be good stewards
of the environment;  not just  hem on Earth, but in near-Earth  space as well. How many times have we belatiy
learned about the “effect” part of cause-and-effmt regarding  the consequences  of science & technology  on a global
scale, for example, ozone depletion,  acid rain, orbital debris, DDT, and so forth. We each individually (and
collectively) as researchers  have a public trust to uphold as we carefully  address  this issue of global importance.

Peer review  and consensus
This is necessary,  as part of the accountability  process,  to ensure  that all Elati planetary  defense issues (and

impact - issues, too) have been mnside~ a-d mview~ and a- by all qualitied and cognizant
res-hers,  and by a majority of the general public as well. The consensus  should consist at a minimum of a
hierarchy of viable and a~ted defense solutions which are dependent  on the amount of warning time, physical
characteristics  of the approaching  NEO, and timely availability of mitigation technologies. Periodic  fora for
discussing  and forging consensus  statements are an absolute  must. The so-calld “Swift-Tuttle” affair k years ago
- that comet Swift-Tuttle could collide with Earth with some finite probability of occurrence during its next apparition
in 2126-  was a good example  of why this type of technical  information  should be thoroughly  ~r reviewed before
release to the media/public.

International  teaming  and dialogue
Again, because the problem  affecw everyone, we should all have the opportunity to conrnbute to the solutions.

The problem is very complex. As such, no one group has all the answers,  nor should they. As a mnfidenm-  and
team-building  measure,  we should resolve to be open to and participate in new research  and policy-level opportunities
between diffmnt  individuals,  organizations,  and nations. While we have the astronomers  to tit for starting the
avalanche of interest in the NEO threat issue, it will now requ~ the active interdisciplinary  participation of many
other scientific and technical  experts. This is an international  issue and it wuires woperative  international
participation and contribution  between many different  sectors, i.e., nation-to-nation,  individual-to-individual,  de@tors-
to-mitigators, university-to-military lab, private concems-to-public/govemment  concerns,  and so on. Let us strive to
work cooperatively  together,  everyone will benefit as a result. Suitable forums include national and international
technical md policy-level  meetings, gatherings,  colloquia,  personnel  exchange programs, and even one-on-one
interactions.

Precursor  Mitigation  Missions
Precursor mitigation missions  may be warranted  if our ability to mitigate someday in the futu~  is significantly

hampered  without them. However,  the burden of proof for such a n~ is on the planetary  defense community. As
such we wuld  improve  our understanding of: carrying deflection technologies  long distances through the hostile
environments  of space, final approach and terminal  homing with the target, the interaction of the mitigation
technology  with the NEO to deflect or fragment  it, long range tracking and control, modeling  and planning
assumptions,  and sub-scale  energy coupling  experiments  on Earth, among others. Doing precursor  missions allows
smarter choices to be made in times of emergency.  Others  have either proposed NEO rendezvous missions (Nozette,
1995 and Tedeschi and Allahdadi, 1995) or are actively  planning  upcoming  missions, i.e., NASA/NEAR d
ESA/Rosetta.

Mitigating  small vs. large NEOS
Should we mitigate smaller NEOS (like the Tunguska  impactor),  which have a higher impact probability, but

which only cause local damage,  or should we wait for the K-T class impactors?  For the smaller impactors,  it depends.
If the impact is over water or remote land areas, which is likely to be the case - like Tunguska,  we don’t have to b
anything, except perhaps  evacuate the area for a short period of time. And provid~ of course, that we have ample
warning  time, awurate tracking capability, and w confident in our trajectory and impact point calculations. If it’s
predicted  to impact  in a location where the resultant damage  would be unacceptable  to us, for example, at population
or resource centers, then - yes, obviously  - we will attempt to mitigate it. The time for debate will promptly end and
sommne  or some group will make the decision to mitigate the threat as best we can. Whether we’re  successful or not
will depend  on how well prepared we were to mitigate it. And,  of course, we must be _ to defend against the
K-T class impactors.



Deployment
Should we build and deploy a mitigation  system for firth? No, not right now. Wmature deployment Could ~

dangerous  and expensive.  Besides, what’s the hurry?  We don’t even understand the problem yet. The~fore,  how can
we proclaim to have the mitigation solution in hand? Someday, however, if wuti we may wish to deploy a
mitigation capability to meet the shortest warning  time threats  and provided that the international gapolitical climate
is hospitable for doing so. Another  viable future option may be to sto~ the mitigation system as separate parts,
safely and securely under  national and international  safeguards,  with proven contingency  plans to mpidly generate a
viable mitigation capability and respond  to any NEO impact threat emergency.  Deployment in one form or another
can not be ruled OUL but would necessarily  first have to be preceded  by many years and much effort defining the threat
and the nd for such action, and potential mitigation  options.

Mitigation  planning
Some level of mitigation planning  seems prudent to help ensure a timely future response.  Actual protection

against NEO impacts could consist of passive and/or active measures. Passive measures  could involve local
evacuation  from the impact zone, retreat to protective  shelkrs,  and other measures,  like food and water  storage, to
safeguard  ~ple and their supporting  infrastructure,  if a@uate  warning time is provided.  Some countries  have
similar plans in place now in the event of natural disasters,  e.g., the U.S. Fedd Emergency  Mamgement  Agency
(FEMA)  and the international  Red Cross agency. Active measures  would involve  the delivery and use of an existing
mitigation scheme  against a menacing object, or the existence of detailed plans to rapidly do so in the event of a
detected tit.

One of the driving mitigation planning  ansiderations  is the amount of warning time provided  before _tcd
impact. If the warning  time is sho~ a more energetic  mitigation  device (or devices),  a quicker delivery system, or an
existing defense system may be quired.  In light of the current capability to provide little, if any, warning time
against smaller objects and little time for newly discoved long-period comets and potentially  some asteroid, it
would seem prudent  to at least consider  different  mitigation scenarios.

From the opposite perspective,  that of having to mnduct a mitigation mission, it should not be assumed  that
existing weapons and delivery  systems can be quickly “reprogrammed” and used against an approaching  NEO. This is
so because existing  weapon/delivery  systems were built for ve~ specific missions, with limited flexibility for other
uses on short notice. Like planetary  space exploration  missions and to do things righ~ it takes years of effort to
design,  build, tes~ and qualify  a complex  weapon/delivery system,  especially  against an undefined  threat like NEOS.
The risk in not doing mitigation the right way is in fielding an ineffective  system or fielding one with an
unacceptably high probability for accidents - in which case the cure might be worse than the disease.  Nor should it be
assumed  that appropriate  mitigation technologies  will even be available someday in the future when they might be

Conducting  a mitigation  mission
Finally, mitigation would  involve  the delivery  of an appropriate  amount of mass,  momentum  and/or energy to an

approaching  NEO either to gently deflect the body or to disruptively  deflmt all or a significant amount of the body’s
mass away from  an Earth impact. Related deep-space  and defense missions have been conducted  in the past. They n
complex,  and they take time, resources,  and great effort. Activities involved include: threat detection,  warning,  and
verification;  tracking;  authority to proceed;  mission planning  and end-game  analysis;  logistics and launch
preparations;  safety and security;  delivery and survival  in space of the mitigation technology;  termiml  homing  and
“intercepting” the target; assessing the results and trying again if necessary.

Summary
A number of systems-level issues were presented  in regards  to the study, research,  development and deployment  of

a worldwide  defense system for protection  against catashphic impacts  by comets  and asteroids.  A number  of guiding
considerations  will define in the coming years the extent to which humankind  prepares  for protiting  ourselves  against
the impact hazard. Defensive  p~ventive  actions  should be based on international cooperation,  the level of which
required  has never before  been witnessed  in human history, but which could be the start of an exciting new chapter  in
the evolution of humankind  on Earth. Through cmful and appropriate  preparation and timely action lives can b
saved and the rich diversity  of life on Earth preserved.
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The Application of Risk Management to the NEO Threat

George Friedman
Space Studies Institute
Princeton, New Jersey

In the spring of 1995,  the author,  as A~”unct Professor of Engineering at the Universi@ of
Southern  Cal fornia,  developed a new graduate level course in risk management applied to
problems in systems engineering and program  management. The class project  for this course
was the near-earth-object (NEO) threat. Twelve graduate students --many with at least a decade
of industrial  experience  -- received final credit towards  their MS or PhD programs. Systems
engineering  has been converging to a more formal discipline  over the last several years, but risk
management  has been one of the most recent arrivals to be recognized  within this relatively new
field. Ifrisk management is performed  at all,  it is usually  ad hoc and qualitative.  The core of
this new course established  risk management on the foundation  ofprobabilistic  decision  theory.
For the class project, the students were asked to develop  decision  networks, probability
assessments,  and alternative  criteria  relating to the conduct  of a planetary  defense  program. A
remarkably good consensus was obtained.”  all investments  for acceleration  of NEO detection
and characterization  as well as preliminary  design of mitigation  systems were shown to be very
cost effective,  key risk reduction  tests on mitigation  technologies  were recommended  within
limits, and the full deployment of actual mitigation  systems should  be paced  by the results of the
NEO detection  program.

Introduction
Virtually  every identifiable  trend is driving  humanity’s enterprises  into more intimate

interaction  and conflict.  Increased population,  accelerated  exploitation  of resources, and
transportation have brought the previously  decoupled  worlds of economics,  energy  and the
environment  into a tight  zero sum game. With the greater efficiency  of travel  and
communication,  the emergence of global  marketplaces  and the revolution in military strategies,
the international  world is incredibly  more interactive,  multidimensional and complex  than even a
decade ago. All of these issues  have been aggravated  by an explosion  of new technology  and --
especially  in the United States -- a compulsion to force these  new technologies into early and
simultaneous  application.  Humanity’s challenge  is either  to manage  this complexity or the
complexity  will manage us, and we will be overwhelmed by ineffective,  costly  and late systems
which are unbalanced,  incomplete,  incoherent,  irrational,  divergent,  polluting,  and generating
unnecessary  risk at every  turn.

Responding  to this need, the University of Southern  California (USC) has embarked upon  an
academic  strategy  which will develop  the theoretical  and practical  foundation to manage
complex  systems.  New courses in systems  engineering,  management of technology and
interdisciplinary  studies  are being established.  Having  just  retired afier four decades  in the
aerospace  industry  and having  been one of the founders  of the National Council  on Systems



Engineering  (NCOSE), the author  was invited  to initiate  anew graduate  course in risk
management within systems engineering.  This course  was designated  ISE 599 and was given  for
the first time in the spring  of 1995.  The twelve graduate  students  who received credit  for this
course  were unusual  in that the majority were working full time and had at least a decade  of
experience  in the development and analysis  of complex  systems.  Most were in the aerospace
industry,  working for Rockwell,  Northrop Grumman, the Aerospace Corporation,  or were junior
officers  in the US Air Force, working  for an advanced  degree.

Risk Management within Systems Engineering
Even within such a young  organization  such as NCOSE (only five years old), risk

management is a relative newcomer; many argued  that h was more appropriately included  within
program management than systems  engineering.  Prior to the eighties,  risk management was
primarily  practiced in the business and insurance  worlds  and was generally  unknown as a formal
engineering  discipline.  When  risk management first began  to be used, it was almost entirely  on a
qualitative  basis: likelihoods  and consequences  of adverse  events  were characterized as “high,
medium,  or low” rather than by quantitative  probabilities  or negative  financial  impacts.  The
technique  was frequently  used to convince  a program office that the management reserve should
be used to mitigate  a problem which was not identified  at the program start. Often, only risk
analysis  was accomplished,  without the follow-through of developing  a coherent risk mitigation
plan which  was fully  recognized and managed by the program office. Worse  yet, there are many
recorded  incidents  of engineers  being  punished,  not rewarded,  by identifying  new risks in mid-
program.

The premise of the new ISE 599 course  was that engineering  risk management should  be
quantitative  whenever possible and based  on the rigorous  foundation  of modern decision  theory.
The primary references for the course  were: Baird, B., Managerial Decisions Under Uncertainty,
(Wiley, 1989) and Raiffa,  H., Decision Analysis,  (Random  House,  1968), plus  about  a dozen
more references in specific  risk domains.

The core of the decision theory  methodology  covered  in these  references involves  the rigorous
use of tree-like  decision networks which are comprised  of two types  of junctions: action  forks

and event forks. At the action  forks, the decision  maker chooses  from a finite set of possible
actions;  at the event  forks, a discrete  set of possible  events  -- each with its specific  likelihood  --
is identified.  The action  forks must recognize  all reasonable  decisions  available  to the decision
maker and the sum of all the likelihoods  emanating  from each event  fork must be unity. Where
appropriate,  costs  are associated with actions  and payoffs (or penalties) are associated with the
probabilistic  events.  A value  function  is defined  -- usually  the Expected  Monetary Value  (EMV)
-- as the optimization criterion and the “best  strategy”  is defined  as that sequence  of decisions  --
coupled  by the set of probabilistic  events  -- which  maximizes EMV. For risk management
problems,  EMV can be negative.  The methodology  encourages  the insertion of early tests to
minimize  uncertainty  regarding later events  which  may have very expensive  consequences.

Although the decision  network clearly  shows  the exact sequence  of decisions,  it is usually
assumed  that the time interval  between events  is so short  that the value  of money  is constant.
Perhaps  the most controversial aspect  of modern decision  theory  is that -- in contrast to classical
statistical  theory  -- probabilistic assessments are employed  in situations  where a detailed



empirical  data base is not available.  This is termed the subjectivist  approach,  or the “Bayesian”
approach,  (after Thomas Bayes),  wherein carefully  considered estimates optimally mixed with
new data develop  “best estimates” to quantify  the likelihoods  of the events  which are the result of
decisions.

In summary,  modern decision theory depends  on three rather distinct cognitive  functions:  the
establishment  of a logical  network of decisions  and events,  the assignment of probabilities to the
uncertain  events,  and the choice  of optimization criteria. Once these  three areas are agreed  upon,
decision  theory’s greatest strength  is that the optimum decisions  or strategies  can be derived  with
mathematical  rigor. The author  has been in many situations  in his career where the basic
elements  have attained  a reasonable level of agreement  but the decision process was ad hoc,
subdimensional  and driven by prior biases. Decision theory  provides a rational  basis  for the
collection  of data and for attaining  a consensus  from a diversity  of viewpoints.

Although  this methodology has proven to be an effective  decision  tool for a great variety  of
situations,  its simplifications should  be clearly  recognized:  Some problems may involve  more
complex  decision  structures than trees, or require  continuous  probability  distributions rather than
discrete  probabilities,  and for many problems with several years between the decision  junctions
the time value of money (interest,  inflation,  etc.,) cannot  be neglected.

The Near-Earth-Object  (NEO)Class Project
The class project for the ISE 599 course  in risk management was the evaluation of the NEO

threat from the standpoint  of its credibility,  likelihood,  consequences,  criteria,  and optimum pace
of managerial  decisions  and investments.  The inputs  to the students  consisted of Project  Icarus,
(MIT Press, 1968),  the reports on NASA Detection  and Interception Workshops,  the
Congressional  Record  covering  the hearings  on the Asteroid Threat  (GPO, March 24, 1993), the
AIAA 1990 and 1995 position papers on the NEO, and a series of five lectures  on systems
aspects  of the NEO threat that the author  presented as part of MIT’s Independent Activities
Program  in January  1995.

The class project work package,  with supplementary  data is appended  in its entirety  at the end
of this paper. Twelve questions  were asked  covering  a wide variety  of issues  related to the NEO
threat  as well as a diversity of requested responses  ranging  from mathematically rigorous to
purely  judgmental. The students  were asked to respond  from the perspectives of various roles:
The head of the International  Plmetary  Defense  Agency,  the Chair  of the Congressional
Committee  on Science  and Technology,  the visionary  leader  of an activist organization,  and a
graduate  student  in the management of technology.  Also provided were a “starter list” on
alternative  optimization criteria,  monetary  values  of detection  and mitigation systems costs and
effectiveness  as a finction  of the time-to-go from detection  to impact. (Note that these cost and
effectiveness  data are notional only and intended to be merely inputs into an examination on
decision  theory  methodolo~.  The data are smoothed simpll~cations ofvaluesfound  in the
literature  and they should  not be presumed  to be the result of new analysis.)

The consensus of the students  on the qualitative  questions  was that, without more spectacular
“wake-up  calls,”  or substantially  more education,  the public  support  for a new NEO program is
insufficient  to overcome existing  priorities,  that developing  sanctuaries  for humanity’s survival
would  be a failed strategy,  that international  planetary  defense  is a proper role for the
governments  of all the developed  nations  to support,  that nuclear  contamination of the



atmosphere  for the purpose of planetary defense  would be considered no more justifiable  than
contamination  for military development and that creating  a “stunt”  involving  a false threat is
really a terrible idea.

Quantitatively,  the students  generally  agreed  that the collection  of more threat data was in the
fundamental  spirit of decision theory,  that the perceived threat is reduced as the catalog  of NEOs
is made more complete and that the value  of long range radars -- even at a cost of billions  of
dollars  -- would be a good  investment  in rapid  orbit  determination,  especially  during  the terminal
trajecto~  of a long period comet.

The central problem was number nine, which asked the students  to develop  a “best  strategy”
for detection  and interception  system investment  against  a threat of a lkm  asteroid impact which
destroys  civilization  and kills  half  the human race. A spectrum  of investment alternatives,
ranging  from “continue  as-is” to “full development  and deployment of both  detection and
mitigation  systems” was to be considered,  each with it particular costs and effectivenesses. The
primary criterion  chosen was to minimize the expected  value  of rebuilding  civilization.  A
remarkably  coherent consensus among  the students  was attained  using  the decision theory tools
learned during  the term:

All investments  for the acceleration  of NEO detection  and characterization,  as well as
preliminary  design  of mitigation systems  were shown  to be very cost effective.  Key risk
reduction  tests on mitigation technologies  were valuable  for interception  development but not
deployment.  Full development of actual mitigation systems  should  be paced by the results of the
NEO detection  and characterization program and coordinated  by a central  office. The cost to
rebuild  civilization  was given  to be one quadrillion  dollars,  but the conclusions were not very
sensitive  to this assumption.

Conclusions
The first-order decision theory  tools  applied  to the NEO threat developed  a good  consensus

and derived  an optimum strategy  on a rational,  easily  verified  basis. However, in order to go
more deeply  into the details  of decisions  regarding  NEO detection  and interception investments,
it is recommended that the standard  methodology  be extended  to cover the weaknesses
mentioned  earlier: permit non-tree  decision  structures  so that investments made today  could
increase  options  in the future, permit continuous  in addition  to discrete  probability distributions
to capture  more accurately  the likelihood  of future NEO events,  and recognize  that the very long
periods  of time between key events  and decisions  have crucial inflation  implications.



CLASS PROJECT ON NEAR-EARTH-OBJECTS

To: Students  of ISE 500, “Risk Management within Systems  Engineering”
From: George  Friedman, Adjunct Professor of Engineering,  University of Southern  California

Here is your class project.  Your response  is due 6PM, May 8, 1995.  A few comments maybe
in order.

Many of the problems are analytic  exercises  which  have a unique  quantitative  answer.  Many
others, however,  are more qualitative  and judgmental -- on these  there will be no absolutely
correct answer. I’m interested  in your opinion  as an informed,  technically  educated citizen;
please  don’t  give mean answer you believe  lmight prefer. Of course,  I’d like you to back up
your  assumptions  and opinions  with good  discussion.

In the “Spectra,  Part I“, four personalities associated  with the NEO world are described.  They
may have different viewpoints,  depending  on their jobs. Help them think  through the answers  to
the questions  as if you yourself  had the defined  responsibilities.  It would be advisable  for you to
read all the spectra before  you start answering  questions.

Good luck!

George  Friedman



CLASS PROJECT ON NEOS; RISK MANAGEMENT

1) Person C: You have been involved  in many crusades  in your career and can take pride in the
fact that some oftoday’s  legislated  environmental  regulations  are due to your efforts.  Now,
relatively  suddenly,  you are becoming aware of a new potential  threat to humanity:  an NEO
impact. How do you place  this threat within the list of more familiar threats? Why don’t  you
think  Walter  Karplus included  it in the eight  risks he discusses in his book,  “The Heavens  are
Falling”?

2) Person C: As you delve more deeply  into NEOS, you become  intrigued  with the concept  of
developing  survival  sanctuaries  as an alternative  to saving humanity  from an NEO strike. These
sanctuaries  could  be on earth, on planetary surfaces,  or in asteroids  or space habitats.  Their
population  should  be on the order of a thousand to preserve humanity’s genetic  heritage and on
the order of millions to preserve humanity’s cultural  heritage.  In order to provide an overall
balanced  perspective,  you define  these  probabilities  with respect to some future time, t:
PI = probability  that humanity  will survive
Pz = probability  that a globally  destructive  NEO will strike the earth
P~ = probability  that humanity will develop  an effective  NEO defense  system
Pq = probability  that at least one human sanctuary  will be developed
Derive the logical  statement which  relates  PI as a function  of P2, P3 and Pq.

3) Person C: Is the concept of human sanctuaries  morally  and practically viable? Even ifa few
million  can survive,  why would over 99.9°/0 of the population  willingly  perish? How would  the
survivors  be chosen?  How would they defend  themselves  and their food supplies  from the
overwhelming  hungry  masses? What  about  the true costs of the sanctuary  -- taking  into account
the required  security  forces -- relative  to the costs of a planetary  defense  system?

4) Person A: You have just  read the 3/24/93  Congressional  Record  and accept  the astronomers’
judgmental estimate that the average rate of globally  destructive  NEO impacts  on earth is once
per million  years. Given this assumption of low unit  probability  and average  rate, what type of
probability  distribution does this suggest?  Based on this distribution,  what is the probability  that
there will bean  impact this century?  In the next 50,000  years?  In the next  million years? In the
next 5 million  years?

5) Person A: Fig. 2-5 on p129  of the 3/24/95  Congressional  Record compactly relates NEO
size, impact  energy,  chance  per year and expected  fatalities  per event. Is this a cumulative  or a
probability  density  function?  According  to this figure, what diameter NEO is associated with
the largest  fatality  rate? What  assumptions had to be made in order to establish such a simple
relationship  between NEO size and megatons of impact  energy?

6) Person  A: By analysis  ofa wide variety  of data,  the astronomers estimate that there are
2000 NEOS which have the potential  of being  globally  destructive  (end of civilization,  billions  of
casualties,  and possibly the extinction  of mankind).  From the interview of David Morrison by



Congressman Ralph Hall (page 177, Cong. Record),  how would you assess the quality  of the
data and the standard deviation about  the estimated mean? If2000 is correct,  we have presently
cataloged  only about 6°/0 of the globally  destructive  NEOS. It is further estimated that 75°/0 of
these NEOS are ECAS and SPCS (with orbital  periods  on the order of a few years) and 25°/0 are
LPCS with orbital  periods which can range from thousands  to even millions of years.) The
Spacewatch  program is designed  to accelerate  the discovery  of ECAs and SPCS so that we grow
from the 6% knowledge level to the 95% level  in less than two decades  instead  of in two
centuries  as we would at our present pace. Assume that the Spacewatch  program is approved  and
during its first decade  a thousand new NEOS were discovered  -- with no NEO detected which
would  come close to earth within the next  100 years. Could  it be said that Spacewatch was
therefore  a waste? Given this new information,  would  it be likely  that we would change  our
opinion  regarding  the entire  NEO population?  Regarding  the average  rate of NEO impacts?
Regarding  the likelihood  of a short  term NEO hit from the still undiscovered population?

7) Person A: Assume this terminal  scenario: A 2km NEO is heading  toward earth. If the
standard  deviation  (std dev) of its orbital  error projected  to earth’s  vicinity  is 100 miles,  then we
would  feel fairly comfortable in applying  enough  momentum to the NEO to move it an earth’s
radius  transversely.  That is, it would be highly  unlikely  that the NEO would miss and our efforts
would  result  in a hit. However, if the std dev were 10,000 miles,  the risk would  be far more
likely that, in deflecting  the NEO’S orbit  transversely by an earth’s radius,  we would actually
convert  a miss into a hit! Assuming that the errors are distributed  normally, plot the relationship
between  the probability of inadvertently  converting  a miss into a hit vs. the orbital  std dev and
the number of earth radii we are willing  to deflect  the NEO. Holding  this probability to a limit
no greater  than .01, plot the tradeoff  curve between  orbit  determination error and NEO deflection
energy. If the energy  to deflect the NEO by an earth radius  cost $lB and a long range laser radar
costing  $200M  could  reduce  the orbital  std dev by a factor of 10, would the radar be a good
investment?  (Note: energy  required  is proportional  to the transverse distance  squared

8) Person B: One of your predecessors, George  Brown,  authorized  two workshops -- one for
detection  and one for intercept.  However they had divergent  views regarding  the size of NEOs
which should  be considered seriously,  the time frame for new technology  development and,
perhaps  most significantly,  the detection  workshop  claiming  that work on intercept  was
postponable  while  the intercept  workshop claiming  that we must get started  on intercept concepts
and key testing  as soon  as possible.  As we look to future activity,  how can these efforts be better
coordinated?  Is systems engineering  and risk management really that important? Do you agree
with the AIAA position paper that a program office to assure  that the systems  aspects are
emphasized  and to manage interagency  and international  cooperation  would  be valuable?

9) Person A: Responding to the urging  of Person B, you wish to provide a rational  basis  for the
allocation  of resources between varying  degrees  of detection  and intercept  activities.  For this
exercise,  you decide  to examine  the threat  of the lkm NEO, with an average  impact rate of one
per million years,  resulting in the destruction  of civilization  and half  of the human population.
You consider these six near term decisions:  a) No additional  investment;  continue  as is with the
search for NEOS; b) Fund  Spacewatch  - the passive  terrestrial  detection  system - only; c) Fund



Spacewatch plusanactive space-based detection system only; d) Funda full intercept system
now, without Spacewatch; e) Fund  Spacewatch  plus  a full intercept  system;  and f) Fund a fill
detection  system as defined in c, plus  a full intercept  system. For choices  a, b and c, if we
discover  an incoming  NEO, we will launch  a crash intercept  program.  Refer to Spectra IV and V
for the performance and costs  of alternative  detection  and intercept  systems.  For criteria,  use:
maximization  of the probability  of preventing  the impact,  minimization of the loss of human  life,
the cost to rebuild  civilization,  the investment  costs  of planet~  defense  or some rational
combinations  of these. Refer to Spectrum  II for other  possible  criteria and introduce  more
variations  if you believe  they can illuminate  the issue. Draw a decision  diagram to illustrate
these alternatives  and probabilities and discuss  the relative  merits of the alternatives  with respect
to the several criteria.

10) Person  B: The Nation’s science  and technology  budgets  are presently supporting  a very
wide variety  of activities  that are perceived to be important  to our health,  welfare, security  or
other national  objective.  (See Spectrum  VI) Reflecting  on prior federal investments in medical
electronics,  agriculture,  aviation  and national  security  where we attained  international
prominence,  what do think  is the appropriateness  for federal investment  in planetary defense?
Given that there are now about  200,000  scientists  and engineers  in the employ  of the federal
government,  how salable  would it be to add about  another  100 to get started  on a long term
planetary  defense  program? Are you concerned  that the issue of the NEO threat is so new, so
unrelated  to any precedent,  of such an incomprehensibly  low probability  and so closely  related
to science fiction  exaggerations  that your credibility,  political  respect and chance  for reelection  in
two years is seriously  affected?

11) Person C: You were previously  involved  in the advocacy  to ban atmospheric nuclear tests
and nuclear  weapons in space. It now appears  that it may be necessary to include  nuclear
warheads  as an option  in future planetary  defense  systems  because  of their factor of millions
advantage  in energy  density  over chemical  propulsion and intercept  techniques.  In an extreme
case of nuclear intercept,  where an incoming  NEO is intercepted  but some of the radioactive
fragments  enter the earth’s  atmosphere,  the radiation  level  may range from 10% to 1000% of that
experienced  as a result of the nuclear atmospheric  tests of the 1950’s. Would  you consider these
levels an acceptable  risk in view of the far higher risk of an NEO impact?  Or do you think  this
nuclear  risk -- as well as all other  nuclear activity  -- is so unacceptable  that you would work
toward  the establishment of a truly  long term strategy  which relies on chemical  energy  only and
establishes  massive stores  of energy  in space which  could  be used for a great variety  of scientific,
exploration,  exploitation and colonization  purposes  in addition  to planetary defense?

12) Person D: A professor of engineering  at a prestigious  eastern university suggested  that a
tactic to gain worldwide attention  and support  for planetary  defense  would be to secretly  launch
an inflatable  2km “dummy asteroid”  to the vicinity  of Jupiter and then put it into an orbit  that
clearly would  impact  the earth within three years. This object  is eight  times the volume of the
one hypothesized  in problem 9 and would  doubtlessly  put the whole  world on a crash program to
save itself. This “stunt”  could  probably  be accomplished  for $50M, he felt. What  do you think
of the effectiveness of this tactic?



SPECTRA

I PEOPLE

Person A: Head of the International Planetary Defense
Agency (IPDA).  Youreport  to the U.N. and receive  resources from the Space Agencies

and Ministries  of Defense of the world’s developed  nations.  You were chosen for your
objectivity,  communication and managerial  skills as well as your understanding of the methods
of risk management and decision theory.  Your initial  budget  is relatively  small ($50M/yr) and
your job is to allocate  and manage  it rationally  and, if appropriate,  argue for increased/decreased
budgets.

Person B: Chair of the U.S. House of Representatives
Committee  on Science and Technology.  Yourconstituency  isthe entire

population  of the United States. You were chosen  for your  understanding  of the coupling
between  federal investments in Science  and Technology  and US industrial  competitiveness,
health  and social needs,  environmental  quality,  and space exploitation  and possible defense.
Your job is to argue for the proper total level of S&T budget  and for rational  allocations  of the
budget  dedicated  to specific  goals.

Person C: Visionary Leader of an Activist Organization to
Save Humanity and Maximize its Future Quality  of Life. You

are supported  by the private contributions  of 500,000  people  worldwide.  You were chosen  for
your  balanced  idealism,  practicality and scientific  judgment. Your job is to fund key studies  and
research with the ultimate purpose of advocating  governmental  legislation  and funding  of
programs  you consider essential  to humanity’s survival  and quality  of life.

Person D: You, the Graduate  Student who may Become
Any of the Above.



SPECTRA

II

cl
C2

C3
C4

C5
C6
C7

C8

III

Ml
M2
M3
M4
M5
M6
M7
M8
M9

M1O

Ml 1

M12

M13

CRITERIA

Minimize cost of saving the human race absolutely.

Minimize cost of saving the human race with a probability of X

Maximize the probability of saving the human race absolutely.

Maximize the probability of saving the human race using YYo of GWP.

Maximize the expectation of lives saved per dollar invested (FAA).
Save any life at any cost.
If the risk is nonzero,  drive the risk to zero at any cost.

Minimize the regret that humanity will suffer (temporarily) if it learns it will
perish and could have survived if it had invested an affordable amount (such
as half the consumption of tobacco,  alcohol and drugs).

MONETARY VALUES

Planetary Defense Management Office:
Continue Present NEO Search Programs:
Invest in Spacewatch (passive) hardware:
Develop and Deploy a “Decoy” Asteroid:
Operate and analyze Spacewatch System:
NEO Exploration and Characterization Program
Human Sanctuary on Earth:
Human Sanctuary on Asteroids and Space Habi
Human Sanctuary on Mars and the Moon:
Preparing for and waging war:
Gross World Product (GWP):
Rebuilding a destroyed civilization:
The irreversible loss of humanity:

$2M/yr
$3M/yr

$50M
$50M
$lOM/yr

$100M/yr
$1OOB

ats: $lT
$1OT

$lT/yr
$20T/yr
$lQ

Incalculable

$M = $106 $B = $109 $T = $1012 $Q = $1015



SPECTRA
IV DETECTION SYSTEMS:

D1 Continue as-is; in 200 yrs we’ll catalog 75% of NEOs (95% of ECAs)
D2 Spacewatch;  passive ground-based;  accelerate  above by factor often
D3 Spacewatch plus long range ground radar; more rapid p(hit) prediction
D4 Spacewatch plus space-based active sensors; 95Y0 of NEOS in 30 yrs

PERFORMANCE SCHEDULES  AND COSTS

D1 $0 Development, $5M/yr Ops
D2 $50M, 10 yr development

A
$lOM/yr operations

.4 “ D3 $200M, 10 yr development
o

$lOM/yr operations .
~m D4 $1OB 15 yr development\

Q 0“5 i z 4 8 ‘6 $50tiyr operations

V INTERCEPT  SYSTEMS
11
12

13

14

Rely on retargeted  ICBMS only
Use existing nuclear warheads delivered by a vehicle and guidance
system developed on an emergency basis
Redesign  warheads based on key tests and rendezvous with NEOS
and deliberate optimized vehicle and guidance system development
Development of a chemical intercept system including storing energy
in orbit in advance of a threat detection

PERFO~CE SCHEDULES AND COSTS

11 $0 development,  $50M/yr ops
12 $1OOB, 3 yr development

$100Wyr  operation
13 $1OOB, 10 yr development

$50M/yr operations
14 $50B, 10 yr development

$lT 30 year lifi energy to orbit
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Report  on

Space Protection of the Earth-1994
Problems of Earth Protection Against the Impact with Near-Earth

Objects

September 26-30,1994

Presented by

Vadim  A. Simonenko
Russian Federal  Nuclear Center-VNIITF

Chelyabinsk-70, Russia

The partiapants  of the conference, having considered presented materials and
papers, came to the following conclusions:

1. The  Near-Earth objects,  such as asteroids and comets, which cross the
Earth orbit, are of serious danger to human civilization.

2. Accumulated knowledge of the behaviour  of space  bodies and  their
interaction  with planets  as well as knowledge  and  technologies  in the
fields of space-missile,  nuclear  and production technologies  are sufficient
to begin the development of an international  project  of the Earth
protection  system against  Near-Earth  objects.

3. The most important current problems is refinement of risk assessment of
NEO impact with the Earth, including:

detection  of the large NEOS with diameter  lkm and more by
astronomical  means,  determination  of their orbit parameters  and
formation  of applicable  catalogues;
evaluation  of the numbers of small  NEOS and their distribution by
size;
assessment  of the detectability  of NEOS of different size and
composition;
estimation of the consequences  of NEO impacts with the Earth as a
function of their dimensions  and types.

4. It is necessary  to conduct  comprehensive  researches of physical  and
chemical  properties  of NEOS.



5.

6.

7.

It is necessary to investigate  and estimate the possibility of preventing
NEO impact with the Earth using technical means and technologies
available for mankind.

It is necessary to determinate basic characteristics of the Earth protection
system against  impact with NEO and to estimate the efficiency  of that
system and the social-political and ecological  consequences  of its
development by international efforts.

The conference should recommend “Program of Scientific-Technical
Research  for Development  of Space Protection of Earth Against Near-
Earth  Object Impacts.”

conference  appeal to the world community,  governments  and scientific
organizations  to pay attention  to this problem  and encourage  its solution.



Preliminary  Report on Policy  Issues and Research  Recommendations of the
United Nations International Conference  on Near-Earth Objects (NEOS)

John L. Remo
St. James, New York.

Topics presented at the April 1995 United Nations International  Conference  on Near-Earth Objects
are outlined  and  panel  discussions are briefly  summarized  with emphasis on policy  issues and
research  recommetitions. Specl~cproposals  based on an interpretation  of international law and
its relationship to the near-Earth object flEO) hazard  problem  are suggested.  Technical and
research  objectives to facilitate  international cooperation  for NEO discovery, exploration,  and
hazard mitigation are outlined.

Introduction

In April, 1995 a conference  on near-Earth Objects (NEOs) was held at the United  Nations world
headquarters in New York city. Supporters  of this cotierence included  the National  Aeronautics  and
Space AdrninistratioL  the Planeta~  Society,  and Sandia National  Laboratories.  The purpose of this
plenary conference  was to put into perspective  recent discoveries  in the natural sciences which
describe the part played  by Earth-crossing  asteroids  and comets  (ECACS)  in the extinction  of a large
rage of species (e.g. from dinosaurs to amrnonoids) and the resultant effect on the evolution  of those
mammalian  ancestors from which  Homo sapiens  ultimately developed.  These perspectives  include
the effects of past terrestrial  impacts contained  within the fossil record, current astronomical
observations  of NEOs, and fiture exploration  missions to understand  the properties of NEOs and
the hazards  they may pose to the planet  Earth. Participants  included  scientists  from both the major
industrialized  nations, as well as from many developing  countries.  It is anticipated  that this
representative  cross-section of U. N. member states and the cooperative  spirit of the meeting may
provide  a basis for fiture international  cooperation  in NEO research.

The conference  was characterized  by the open and rational analysis of the various  discoveries  of
natural science  and a willingness  to share information  associated  with the collision of NEOs with the
Earth in the past, present,  and fiture.  A considerable  amount  of observational  data and information
was exchanged  during the first two days of formal sessions.  During  the third day fora were held to
discuss  NEO observations,  exploration,  and policy issues. This report briefly outlines  the scientific
topics reviewed  at the formal session and some of the ideas presented  at the discussion  groups.  The
emphasis of the latter was on observations,  exploration,  and policy  issues. The policy
recommendations  presented  in this paper are primarily  based on my interpretations of the group
consensus  and the current space treaties.



A Brief Summary  of Some NEO Topics  Covered at the Conference

Modern  theories on the origin and evolution  of the solar system all argue that NEOS (which are
primarily  Earth-crossing  comets  and asteroids or their ancient  equivalents  have influenced the history
of the Earth since its formation.  Over the past few decades  we have learned to recognize  scars both
on the Earth’s surface as well as on other planets, moons, and asteroids  in the solar systems as
marking past asteroid md comet  impacts  (Chapman,  1995; Melosh,  1995, and Neukum and Ivanov,
1994;  and Neukum 1995,  Sharpton  1995). On the Earth the largest  of these  scars are over 100 km
in diameter. The worldwide distribution  of craters ranges  in age from 2 billion years to about  4,OOO
years (Henbury),  demonstrating  that NEO impacts on our planet  represent a continuing  process
(Orieve and Shoemaker,  1994 and Grieve, 1995). With the discove~  of the global  effects associated
with the Cretaceous/Tertiary  (K/T) boundary  event (Alvarez et al, 1980;  Sharpton  1995;) it appears
likely that NEOS have also been influential in the evolution  and extinction  of many terrestrial species
(Blac~  1995;  Jablonski, 1995;  Smit, 1994 and 1995;  and Ward 1995). Not only were the dinosaurs
eliminated;  it is also thought  by some (Jablonski  and Raup, 1995) that the K/T mass extinction  caused
a 70-80°/0  reduction  in biodiversity at the species  level  and a 50°/0  reduction  at the genus level.  Such
analyses suggest  that some biotic factors that enhance survival during times of low extinction  rates
are ineffectual  during mass extinctions.  However, we note  that the association  of the K/T extinction
with extraterrestrial impact is not universally  held (Keller, 1995). Nonetheless,  the overwhelming
scientific evidence points  to an extraterrestrial  impact as the agent  for the great extinctions  at the
~. This conclusion has recently been dramatically  underscored  by the impact of comet  Shoemaker-
Levy 9 on Jupiter  (Ahrens  and Harris, 1995; Cratiord et al 1995;  Hammel, 1995 and D. Levy 1995).
Had any of these  fragments  impacted  Earth, a global  catastrophe would  have ensued bringing
enormous property  damage  and loss of life (Morrison  1995 and Toon et al, 1995). Fortunately,  based
on the established  terrestrial  impact crater record,  it appears  such an event is extremely  urdikely,
(about one chance in 6,000  over the next fifiy years), but not impossible.  Although  the probability
is small (and may even be correlated  through  planetary  dynamics-Bottke  at al, 1994; Rabinowitz  at
al, 1994; and Steel  1995), the consequences  are so dire they cannot  be ignored.  To involve  the world
community with this issue of planetary importance  is the reason  the U N with the cooperation of the
Ofice for Outer Space Affairs was chosen as a forum for this interdisciplinary  conference.

Conference Objectives

As stated in the introduction,  one of the reasons  for calling the International  Conference  on NEOS
was to present  combined research  results born several  scientific  disciplines  describing  how the human
race was provided  an opportunity  to evolve from mammalian  predecessors.  That extraterrestrial
objects could be demonstrated to dramatically  influence  the evolutionary  course of terrestrial life is
a powerfil concept that provides  unique  perspectives  on the unfolding  of the human race. The
relationship between  adaptation  and evolution  becomes  particularly  interesting  in this context.  While
biological  adaptation  can be interpreted  through natural selection,  accumulated  changes  at the gene
level  can generate evolutionary  changes.  From such models it can be understood how the impact of
large NEOS, catastrophically  disrupting  the terrestrial  biosphere,  initiate  substantial  (catastrophic)
geological changes  on the surface of the Earth over extended  periods  of time and provide  new
boundary  conditions  for adaptation.  These impacts modulate  geological  changes  on the surface



of the Earth which is otherwise interpreted  to have developed  continuously  and uniformly over long
periods of time by plate tectonic  activity. Thus, the NEO impact at the K/T boundary  provides  an
exciting  overlay to the interpretations  of Darwin Lyell, and Hutton  which still  provide  the interpretive
matrix of natural science.  Following  in this tradition  of resolving  the domains  of uniformatarianism
and catastrophism,  the astronomers,  planetary  scientists,  paleontologists,  environmental  scientists,
and other scientists interpreted  and restated the impact data from their own disciplinary  perspective.
In a sense,  the conference  was a celebration  of interdisciplinary  science whose objective  was the
cross calibration and interpretation  of data from different  disciplines. This activity  served as a stimulus
for gaining  firther knowledge  through education,  exploration,  and research in the natural  sciences
as well as providing  a warning  of possible  fiture hazards.

This cotierence also provided an example of how science  and exploration  are an important  cultural
endeavor  that defines  our civilization,  bestowing  a model for free enquiry  that is the underpinning  of
self-government  and its freedoms. From this perspective,  one can interpret  science as an endeavor
worthy of societal support.  Therefore,  another  objective  of this conference  was to initiate  an
organizational framework through which  scientists,  explorers,  and amateur astronomers, in all
countries  can participate  in research  projects  critical to human development  and survival.

There is a singular reason  why the United Nations  was chosen  as a venue for this conference.  Since
the initiation  of the space age, the need to establish  international  cooperation for the peacefil  uses
of outer space was clearly perceived by the member states. Currently  the United  Nations is
coordinating a large number  of cooperative  space activities  at international,  regional,  and national
levels. Most important  in implementing  this international  cooperation in space are the treaties and
principles  governing  the activities of states in the exploration  and use of outer space as adopted  by
the United Nations General Assembly (United Nations  Treaties md Principles on Outer Space, 1994).
It is within this framework that the International  Conference  on Near-Earth  Objects  was convened.
Therefore,  a primary objective of this meeting was to interpret the NEO threat within the cooperative
framework of existing guidelines  of international  space law. Such inclusion  will essentially  provide
a mechanism for states which are parties to these treaties to include the possible threat from NEOS
within these treaties.  Other cotierence  objectives  including issues associated with cooperative  space
exploration, research, and education in the natural sciences  are also compatible with this very
important  objective.

To carry out these tasks, this cotierence required  assembling  an extraordinary  group of international
scientists  to discuss  a broad  range of scientific  and technological  problems  associated  with a NEO
impact,  as well as the encompassing  humanistic  aspects. The historical  precedence  of our scientific
and educational  institutions  foster a tradition  of inquiry and discovery  for the advancement  of all
peoples.  These  shared ideals promote cooperation  among nations, give guidance  to leaders, and
provide motivation  for young people, who are the fiture,  to work in an open way towards  common
goals. The very survival  of our species  depends  on the appropriate use of our intellect to work
together  in a cooperative  manner.  To this end, space provides  an unique  challenge.  In accepting  this
challenge,  we must pursue  our scientific  goals  with the utmost integrity,  rigor, and humility, while
also diligently communicating  our findings to a literate public, from whom we ultimately  draw our
support. However, we must be carefil  not to over-react  or seek temporary  acceptance or prominence
by promoting  sensational  or alarmist views in the pursuit  of short  term recognition  and finding.

s



Interpretations

It is clear that the overall  intent  of the U.N. treaties  and agreements  on outer space are directed
towards  the peacefil  exploration  and utilization  of space.  It is also clear that nuclear  and other
weapons of mass destruction are prohibited  from being placed in orbit around  Earth or being
stationed in space.  However, ifa NEO threatens Earth how can the mitigation  be effectively carried
out within the current  framework of the treaties?  Of course, Article 51 of the U.N. Charter gives
member  nations the right of self defense.  But certainly  a more specific protocol is needed  to address
the NEO hazard issue. This maybe carried out through an extension  of the U.N. outer Space treaties
to include  NEOS. A first step is to coordinate  the identification  and cataloging  of NEOS. Second,
is the identification of a clear and direct threat;  this is a problem in NEO observation,  identification,
and tracking which requires  adequate  ground  based observations  sensitive  to objects  of magnitude
22 or greater.  The third step is establishment  of rapid and clear lines of communication  regarding
NEO hazards, which are already in place for certain space emergencies, TV direct broadcast satellites,
radio communication  satellites,  reconnaissance  satellites,  etc. and need only be extended  to cover
NEOS. This will minimize  the chance for misinterpretation  of NEO motives  and will facilitate,  if
necessary, a coordinated  worldwide  response.  The next steps will involve  an actual interaction  with
the threatening  NEO. Such a response  to the threatening NEO, if necessa~  and prudent,  will depend
on the availability  of mitigation  technology  delivery  systems and energy sources.

It maybe argued  that there maybe more to fear fi-om an apparently  overzealous  or unjustified  desire
by some to use weapons of mass destruction  on a NEO body  that may not be an immediate threat.
The use of such a weapon may create a greater threat. Even worse is the deliberate,  calculated  misuse
of assets  whose ostensible  purpose  is for NEO mitigation.  Such dilemmas will always be with us.
Clearly,  The NEO hazard threat cannot  be used as a pretext for re-armament,  and appropriate
safeguards  must be taken  to minimize the threat of misuse.

If mitigation methods  and devices  are to be developed,  safeguards  and rigorous controls against
their misuse must play a dominant  role at every stage of their design,  development,  testing,  and
deployment.  However, in the absence of specifically developed  mitigation  technology  it would  be
prudent  to have available  that technology  and hardware which can most effectively  deal with an Earth
threatening  NEO. We must and can establish  the appropriate custodial  mechanisms  that allow us to
maintain  those options  which can best protect the Earth.

Finally,  we must remember  that the entire discipline of NEO studies  and even their mitigation  is
driven  by observations.  Without  a sky survey program,  the discovery  rate will not be adequate to
provide even a minimal inventory  of the threats from NEOS in the near term. Clearly,  observational
activities  and imaging  research (e.g.. CCDS) must be supported  as a first priority.  Other research on
materials and their interactions  with shock  waves  and ionizing radiation,  rockets, space systems and
communications,  and a general understanding  of asteroid  and comet properties must be supported
in order to interpret  observations  and assess possible  hazards  and mitigation  options.  Science,
technology,  and education are all mutually  supportive  and must be adequately  finded  to achieve the
requisite  knowledge  regarding  NEO mitigation  and the wisdom to effectively  deal with the hazard
aspect  in a rational manner.



Conclusion

The hypotheses originally  put forth by Alvarez et. al. (1980)  that an extraterrestrial impact on the
Earth  about 66 million years ago caused massive extinctions,  based  on the best current natural
science data available,  is correct.  That there are currently many thousands of Earth-crossing  asteroids
and comets that can do considerable  environmental  damage to the Earth and its inhabitants  has also
been shown. The impact of SL-9 on Jupiter provided  a timely example of the devastation  that could
occur from such an impact.  The question is how should  the Earth deal with the possible  NEO hazard?

It is therefore  proposed to the United Nations  that, as a first step, Articles V and XI in the 1967
Outer Space Treaty be considered  to extend to cover NEOS. It is also suggested  that the 1979
Agreement  Governing Activities of States on the Moon and other celestial  bodies  be modified in
order to be acceptable  to additiond  Member States and that it be extended  to include  the NEO impact
hazard.

Steps towards mitigation  should focus on, in the order of priority:

1. A vigorous NEO sky search with adequate  follow-up  for objects  of special  significance.
2. Laboratory  experiments  on surrogate NEO materials emphasizing spectral observable  (especially

for passive  comet-like  materials) and their response  to mechanical and radiative  interactions.
3. Development  of long range rockets to carry out flyby, orbital,  and penetrator reconnaissance

missions.
4. Maintenance  of the scientific  and technological  capabilities  of the academic and industrial  bases

and the research and development  laboratories.

The views, interpretations  and opinions  presented  in this paper are those solely of the author (JLR).
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AIAA Position Paper
Responding to the Potential Threat of a Near-Earth-Object  Impact

George Friedman
Space Studies Institute
Princeton, New Jersey

In 1990, the AIAA published  a position  paper  on the hazards due to asteroids which stimulated
substantial recognition within Congress and helped cause the establishment of the Detection  and
Intercept Workshops. The 1995 position  paper  is an update of the previous  paper  and has four
recommendations.”  a) accelerate  the detection  of near-earth-objects,  b) establish a systems
engineering  and analysis program to plan  followon  activity, c) perform  experiments in
accordance  with the results of b, and d) establish  a management focal point  to coordinate  the
domestic  and international activity. In addition  to the AIAA, this new position  paper  was
endorsed by the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineer Aerospace and Electronics
Society,  the National Council on Systems Engineering,  and the Space Studies Institute.  The
planetary defense  domain has received the benefit  of the world ’s finest scientists over the past
several years and it now judged timely to introduce  more formal systems engineering discipline
as the foundation  for more progress  and acceptance. Key systems issues  include the deeper
integration  of detection and intercept  parameters, the smoother jlow of accuracy requirements

@om initial  acquisition to final tactics  and the choice of systems level performance  criteria.
Although recent progress  has been good, as evidenced by the publication  of the T Gehrels
edited, “Hazards due to Comets  and Asteroids,” and the integrated Planetary Defense Workshop
which recognized  the importance  ofsystems  issues, much remains to be accomplished.

Introduction
The near miss of Asteroid 1989FC  encouraged  the Space Systems  Technical  Committee

(SSTC) of the American Institute  of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA) to publish a position
paper, Dealing with the Threat  ofan Asteroid  Striking the Earth in April, 1990. This paper,
written  by E. Tagliaferri, the chair of the SSTC, was submitted  to Congress  as part of AIAA’s
annual testimony.  According to T. Dawson, then on the Congressional  Staff, this position paper
had a “seminal  effect” on the Committee on Science, Space and Technology  of the U.S. House  of
Representatives.  The credibility  of the threat of m impact  from space to humanity was
immediately  elevated  from its previous science  fiction  fringe status to a serious,  scientifically  and
technologically  sound  issue facing all the nations  on earth. This committee stated, in the NASA
Multiyear  Authorization Act of 1990,

‘<The Committee  believes  that it is imperative  that the detection  rate of Earth-orbit-crossing
asteroids  must be increased substantially,  and that the means to destroy or alter the orbits  of
asteroids  when they do threaten  collisions  should  be defined and agreed upon internationally.



The chances  of the earth being struck by a large asteroid are extremely  small,  but because  the
consequences  ofsuch a collision  are extremely  large, the Committee  believes  it is onlyprudent  to
assess  the nature of the threat andprepare to deal with it. ”

NASA was directed to conduct  two workshops as recommended by the AIAA position paper:
one on the detection and another on the interception  of large space objects.  Over the next  two
years, the Detection Workshop, chaired  by D. Morrison, and the Intercept Workshop, chaired  by
J. Rather,  completed their work, wrote their reports and presented their findings  to the
Committee  on March 24, 1993.  The report on The Threat ofLarge  Earth-Orbit  Crossing
Asteroids; Hearing before the Subcommittee on Space of the Committee  on Science, Space,  and
TechnoZo~,  U.S. House ofRepresentatives,  not only contains  the full detection and interception
workshop  reports and the AIAA position paper,  but very illuminating  dialogue  between the
presenting  scientists  and the Congressional  Committee members.  In particular, George E.
Brown,  Jr., the committee chair stated,

“If some day in the future  we discover well in advance that an asteroid  that is big enough to
cause a mass extinction  is going to hit the Earth,  and then we alter the course  of that asteroid so
that it does not hit us, it will be one of the most important accomplishments in all of human
history. “

Those concerned with the threat of Near-Earth-Objects,  (NEOS)  could  hardly  have asked for
a more supportive  statement made by the chair of this powerful committee.  The presentations
were received  with great interest  and spirited  discussion.  The workshop chairs  were warmly
thanked  and praised for their efforts. However no significant  new funding  resulted.  The
1989FC “wake-up  call” and the first AIAA position paper were insufficient to effect a change  in
the face of tight budgets  and existing  priorities.

Within  a day of this Congressional hearing,  we were provided with another wakeup call:
Comet  Shoemaker-Levy 9 was discovered at Palomar.

The Role of Engineering Professional Societies
As AIAA’s SSTC was observing  these  events  with great interest,  they were joined  by other

professional  societies. Since we are dealing  with issues  of constituency  and advocacy,  it would
be useful  to outline  the diverse  motivations  of these  organizations  who wish to further the greater
understanding  of and appropriate response to the NEO threat:

At the most general  level, these  are engineering,  not scientific  societies.  There maybe
astronomers,  paleontologists, or nuclear physicists  among  their members, but these  societies
strive to serve the professional engineering  goals  of their membership, industry  and society  at
large rather than the advancement of scientific  research. Specifically,  regarding the NEO threat,
all the endorsing  societies  share the common belief that, although  the likelihood  of an impact  is
extremely  low its devastating  power is unprecedented  and that, furthermore, humanity has the
technology  and the means to respond effectively  and economically.  Beyond these common
beliefs,  the endorsing  organizations  have different  shades  of emphasis:



The AIM is interested in the general health and advancement of the aerospace  industry, as
well as the effective development of applied  technology.  It has proven to be a leader in the
recognition  and support of key technologies as well as the development of key systems concepts
which  optimally  merge new technologies with new missions.  The SSTC is specifically
interested  in space systems.  AIAA’s Systems  Engineering  Technical  Committee (SETC), which
did not exist  in 1990, concentrates on the application  of modern systems  engineering processes
and principles  to the management of complexity.

The National Council on Systems Engineering (NCOSE),  has similar goals  to the SETC, but it
draws from a larger applications  and personnel  base. For example,  it has a set of working
groups,  each dedicated  to a specific  subdiscipline  such as risk management and requirements
management.  Also, one of NCOSE’s highest priorities  is to broaden  the applications to include
domains  other than military systems,  where most of its members gained  their experience.

The Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) Aerospace and Electronic
Systems Society (AESS) is interested  in the development of its members, professional standards,
and the advancement of key electronic  technologies  such as digital  electronics,  communication,
navigation,  guidance,  control  and radar which it feels will be relevant to the NEO problem.

The Space Studies Institute (SS~ has the long-term  goal of the exploitation and colonization
of space, and recognizes in the anticipated  populations  of NEOs vast opportunities to filfill
Gerard O’Neill’s vision of the “High Frontier.”

The 1995 Update of the NEO Position Paper
The AIAA and its supporting  organizations  felt that it was timely  to issue an update  of the

1990 position  paper for several  reasons: Most significantly,  although  the NEO threat is far better
known  by scientists  and far better recognized  by government  than just  five years ago, it has not
yet achieved  the crucial  breakthrough as a high  priority program with appropriate  funding.  All
the endorsing  organizations want to help support  this breakthrough in these  times of high
budget~  pressure and reorganizations. Additionally,  the organizations  had many concerns  of a
systems  engineering  nature  on the progress of NEO systems  concepts  and wish to add their
constructive  advice. More detail on some of these concerns  is provided below.

The AIAA position paper,  Responding to the Potential Threat of a Near-Earth-Object  Impact
is appended  to these  preliminary remarks. Briefly,  it recommends four interrelated actions:
1) Approve  an accelerated detection  program, 2) Initiate  total systems studies  now, 3) Perform
key tests paced  by the results of these  studies,  and 4) Establish a focal point to manage domestic
and international  NEO activity.

Systems  Aspects of the Planetary Defense Problem
The enormous progress achieved  during  the first quarter  of this decade  continued  into the

second  quarter as evidenced by the publication of Hazards due to Comets  and Asteroids, Tom
GehreZs, Editor,  the far greater participation of the US Air Force Space Command, the
accelerating  international  participation,  and perhaps  most importantly,  the holding  of a single
integrated  Planetary  Defense Workshop  rather than continue  with separate  Detection and
Interception  Workshops.  However, there are aspects  of planetary  defense  associated with
extrapolated  policies,  subsystem optimizations,  accuracy  balance  and system  level criteria,  which
the endorsing  organizations believe  will impede  further progress and acceptance.



These issues  will be discussed briefly in the following  sections.  It must be emphasized that
no criticism  of the extremely dedicated,  intelligent  and idealistic  group  of people working the
planetary  defense  problem is intended.  We merely wish to point out that as the problem is more
deeply analyzed,  it is becoming more interdisciplinary,  more complex and more dangerous as a
potential  threat to humanity.  It is timely to add another,  relatively  young  discipline to our array
of problem solving  and management tools: systems  engineering.

The Heritage of Extrapolated Policies
A half  century  afier the end of World  War II, we are again  at a crucial  juncture in human

affairs. Most  of the military and space strategies  of both  the United  States and the Soviet  Union
were directly  responsive to the perceived demands  of the cold war. With the termination of the
cold war and the dissolution of the Soviet  Union,  the former superpowers and their allies  are
struggling  with a multitude of new priorities which  for decades  have been considered
subordinate  to military preparation and space.

Yet, the heritage  of extrapolated policies  which dominated  the cold war years remains as a
very influential  background to today’s  decision  making  and resource allocation.  The very
substantial  allocation of resources to national  defense  the past several decades  was resented by
those involved  in other worthy activities  and there is a vigorous  movement to cut the military
back substantially.  Within  the department of defense,  one of the highest level allocation issues
was the proper balance  between strategicjnuclear and tactical  jconventional  warfme, and there is a
vigorous  movement to cut back the nuclear and to view new applications  of nuclear technology
with great suspicion. Within NASA, high  level allocations  involved  manned versus unmanned
missions  and today’s struggle  is how to convert  from competition  with the Soviets  to
Cooperation  with the Russians and other developed  nations.  Within  astronomy, with its
centuries-old  tradition of terrestrial optical  observations,  new options  of space platforms and long
range radars present a rich selection  of technological  alternatives.

Compared  to priorities associated with education,  health,  crime, drugs  and the environment --
which  have been identified  for decades  and which have developed  advocacies  since at least as far
back as the fifiies -- the planetary  defense  problem has literally  burst upon  the scene only
recently.  It is further tainted with the impression that its only precursor in our consciousness
comes from science  fiction  and the fact that the probabilities  of global  devastation due to an NEO
impact  are so low that they are without  precedent.

The turmoil  in today’s decision making can be viewed as an opportunity.  We need more

advocacy  -- which can only  come from an intensified educational program and the most

responsible reporting of the nature  of the threat, its probability and the alternatives for mitigation.

Extrapolations of old policies and strategies should  not impede  our selection of the best

technologies, people and organizations to respond  to the NEO threat.

Subsystem Optimization
As originally  defined,  the Spaceguard  program appears  to be an enormous bargain.  Its claim

that it will provide  ample  warning for global  devastating  impacts  due to earth-orbit-crossing
asteroids  and short  period comets  -- representing  an estimated  75°/0 of the threat -- for about
$50M in capital  investment and $10/yr  labor  indicates  an extremely attractive  costibenefit ratio.



One of the most fundamental tenets of risk management is to invest in early testing and
experiments to characterize the nature of the risk. The AIAA position paper recommends
immediate approval of such a program to accelerate the detection of NEOs.

However, many observers are concerned about the tendency to postpone  the search for the
remaining 25°/0 of the threat and to postpone the development  of mitigation systems until afier a
threatening NEO has actually been identified. First of all, the “detection community”  appears to
be giving the “interception community” excessive respect in assuming that the tremendous
challenge of intercepting a lkm (or larger) object can be met from a “standing start,” without the
normal phases of conceptual formulation, development, testing and prototyping.  Without the
benefit of these phases, the inevitable response to a large, threatening NEO would involve
existing nuclear warheads, with uncertain interception effectiveness and the possibility of
actually aggravating the threat.

On the other hand, the “interception community” appears to be giving the “detection
community” excessive respect by assuming that the warning will be given with at least a year to
go until impact and with such a high confidence of hit probability  that the energy required for
interception will be only that required to move the NEO an earth’s radius. (This assumption is
discussed more in the next section.)

From the standpoint  of a citizen of the world who only recently emerged from the risk of
dying from a massive thermonuclear  exchange and is now grappling with new risks such as
global warming and ozone layer depletion, there is much confusion about the NEO risk. Only
a decade ago he was completely unaware of such a risk. Then very suddenly, he was told that the
estimated population of NEOs exploded by about a factor of a thousand, but with an uncertainty
of about a factor of two in quantity, of about a factor often in effect, and at least another factor of
several thousand in when the next big one is coming! In the face of all these new and gigantic
uncertainties, he can perhaps be forgiven for not being very impressed that the risk is being
reduced by a factor of only four -- especially when he is told that most of earth’s large craters are
due to comets, which are not the primary objects  for the initial search. He could  correctly
classify  a program like Spaceguard  which makes excellent  progress at very low cost as
“gathering  the low hanging  fruit” -- or as a systems  engineer would put it: optimizing a
subsystem  with insufficient regard  to the broader context  of the whole  system.

In response  to these  concerns,  the AIAA position paper also recommends that a broad  systems
approach  be taken to the planetary  defense  problem and that studies  and analyses be undertaken
immediately  to examine  the systems  engineering,  risk management and programmatic aspects  of
planetary  defense. The accelerated  detection  program should  look past its most efficient task of
searching  for asteroids and short  period comets  to the more difficult (and unfortunately more
expensive)  task of searching  for all threatening  NEOS. Because  of the recently  improved
understanding  of the tsunami effects, the search must also include  objects  below lkm in size.
Passive,  terrestrial sensors  should  probably  be augmented  by space-based  andjor active,  long
range radars. These  extensions  are fm more expensive  than the first phase  detection  system but
they are necessary for the complete  solution  and they therefore should  be designed with a total
systems  viewpoint.  Then, beyond  the augmented  detection  system,  preliminary designs  and risk
reducing  tests associated with potential  mitigation  systems  should  be undertaken.



Spectrum of Accuracy
As was indicated  above,  the previously disparate  activities  of the various contributing

communities  addressing planetary defense  should  be more tightly  integrated.  One important
parameter of such integration is the accuracy  and speed of convergence  of the NEO’S orbit
determination.  Although accuracy  should  be properly  considered  as smoothly transitioning
along a continuous  spectrum, the following  very simplified five stages  are worthy of comment:

The first stage involves  the initial  observation that a given  NEO is indeed  new and not a
previously  acquired and cataloged  object. As the NEO catalogue  grows over the next  several
decades  this becomes increasingly  important and a significant  data management task.

The second  stage is to develop  sufficient  accuracy  that the object  is not lost -- especially  as it
enters the sun’s glare. In the early days of planetesimal discovery,  most of the initial  acquisitions
were lost.

The third  stage is to develop  sufficient  accuracy  to predict probability of hit on earth, or more
likely, predict an insignificant likelihood  of hit on earth within x centuries.

Another stage is to predict probability  of hit on earth for an object  which is on its terminal
trajectory  toward earth and which was not previously measured.

A final stage is to predict hit probability  with sufficient  accuracy  and time-to-go that
interception  resources can be deployed  effectively. Most  interception  system analyses assume
that the orbital  error projected to the vicinity  of the earth will be very small compared to the
radius  of the earth. In this case, the “Planetary  Defense  Commander” will be able to effect a
successful  NEO defense by deflecting  the object  transversely one earth’s  radius,  at the most. If,
however,  the orbital  error is on the order of an earth’s radius,  the commander’s decision becomes
far more complex:  the probability of hit if he does nothing  becomes  0.68; if he deflects the NEO
by one earth radius, the probability  of hit becomes 0.48; and if he deflects  the NEO by two earth
radii, the probability of hit becomes  0.16. With the future of humanity  at stake, this is hardly
reassuring.  Worse  yet, for deflections  of one and two earth radii, the probability of converting
what would  have been a miss into an inadvertent  hit would be 0.14 and 0.16 respectively.  This
would  clearly be unacceptable  no matter how the probability  of hit were diminished:  to go to all
the effort of an interception only to cause the (perceived  unnecessary afier the fact) deaths  of
billions  of humans!  (The probabilities were based  on a very simple  normal  error model.)

Yet there may be circumstances where the first acquisition  of a high  velocity  comet which
hasn’t  ever visited  the inner solar system  before  is made with less than a year to go and the error
projected  to the vicinity  of the earth would be greater  than an earth’s  radius.  The terminal
kinematics  of such an object  would present a small angular  rate and an enormous range rate to an
earth based sensor. In this scenario,  the value  of a “several  AU” range radar would be worth a
billion  souls. Yet, long range radars seem to have “fallen  between the cracks”  of analyses  whose
perspective  was limited to detection  only or intercept  only. When  suggested  as a robust method
to converge  orbital  accuracy  rapidly,  replies  such as: “they’re  not  good for se~ch,” or “they’re

very expensive;  r-fourth law, you know”  are forthcoming.
It is suggested  that the long range radar is but one example  of an issue involving  time, energy

and accuracy  which can only be properly examined  from the total systems view since it
contributes  so intimately  to both  the detection  and intercept  phases.  Another was mentioned by
Dr. Teller at the Planetary Defense  Workshop,  “Achieving  greater accuracy  is probably a far
more intelligent  strategy  than deploying  great amounts  of energy.”  The context  of his remmk



was his realization that about a million NEOS could be employed in the “brilliant mountains”
concept only if we knew their orbits with great precision. Al/ forms of astrometry would be
required  to realize this concept.  A systems analysis  regarding  the kinetic  energy  available  in
nonthreatening  NEO to deflect threatening ones could  cast a different light  on the real cost and
value of “several  AU” long range radars and other terrestrial and space borne sensors.

System Level  Criteria
The establishment of meaningful criteria to guide the design  of complex systems and to assure

that the stakeholders  are truly satisfied is one the most important and difficult tasks in all of
systems  engineering. This is especially  true for the planetary  defense  problem due to its
newness,  its multidimensionality and its unprecedentedly  low probability coupled with its
dreadful  severity.

The work published by Morrison and Canavan  in the “Hazards”  book  and elsewhere appears
correct, thoughtful  and consistent with risk analyses  performed on other  risks to humanity.  They
claim accurately  that the NEO threat is really in a class by itself  -- nothing  else comes close
regarding  such a low probability  of occurrence  and such devastating  consequences.  In the final
analysis  we will probably have to rely on a combination  of several criteria.

The most rigorous mathematical analysis  can be performed employing  the techniques of
decision  theory  and using  the criterion  of “expected  monetary value”  (EMV) of the loss, given
that risk mitigation is not employed.  Although this criterion is respected in making business
decisions  and is preferred for many applications  of risk management within systems engineering
and program management, where the loss of human life is concerned  there is usually  a resistance
to placing  a monetary value  on a casualty.  An important  exception  is the FAA’s policy of
evaluating  safety and maintenance alternatives  on the basis  that the expected  value  of a human
casualty  from a commercial aircraft accident  is $2.6 Million. This is relevant because  as the
NEO threat  is listed  within the context  of other  risks, it comes  quite  close to the risk of traveling
on commercial  aircraft. Moreover,  the threat from space and the threat of air travel  are broadly
related as being  involved  with high  technology  regarding  both  their generation and their solution.

Other criteria have employed the “one in a million”  threshold used by the EPA as well as the
“cost to rebuild  civilization”  standard,  which lies in the neighborhood  of one $Quadrillion.
However,  the highest level allocations  seem to be made on a qualitative,  not quantitative  basis.

Morrison,  in his papers and speeches  commented that these  criteria many be useful  in other,
more traditional  domains, but they fail to capture  the incomparable,  unthinkable,  and incredible
dreadfulness  of the extinction of humanity. In addition to the above “cost to replace” paradigm,
perhaps we should give more emphasis to the “insurance” paradigm. For example an
international budget of $3B/yr would substantially mitigate the NEO threat, as well as advance
science and open up vast resources of material and energy in near earth space. This will cost
each human being one cent per week. Is this worth it? What percentage of world-wide  traffic in
drugs, alcohol and tobacco would we have to give up to fund this planetary defense program?

In the introduction,  George Brown was quoted to say that a successful planetary defense
would be one of the most important accomplishments in human history. Perhaps the dual of his
statement drives the point home more dramatically:



“~some day an object does strike  the Earth,  killing not only the human race but millions of
other species as well, and we could have prevented  it but did not because  of indecision,
unbalanced priorities, imprecise  risk de$nition and incomplete  planning, then it will be the
greatest abdication  in all of human history not to use our gl~ts  of rational intellect and
conscience  to shepherd  our survival, and that of all llfe on Earth.  ”

Conclusions
The threat is real and deserves a response. Clearly,  the first step is to learn more about  the

threat  with an accelerated detection  program. More thorough detection  programs are far more
costly  than Spaceguard  but any rational  criterion can show that they are worth it. Long  range
studies  and plans  on the total planetary  defense  system  should  be instituted immediately and key
tests should  be implemented to mitigate  technological  risk. Compared to other risks to humanity,
the technologies  to mitigate the NEO threat are near at hand  and ample  human and physical
resources  are available  and waiting  the decision  to act. The total cost of a working planetary
defense  system  will bean enormous bargain  in terms of the mitigated  risk as well as the advance
of science and the exploitation of space resources. What is now required is to gain a broad
acceptance  and program initiation. This can be accomplished  by education,  accurate and clear
communication  of the true risks and effective  application  of a rational,  balanced program and
systems  design.  We can do it.

The following four pages present the version
of the NEO position  paper which was approved by

AIAA’s Space Systems  Technical Committee (SSTC),
and Systems  Engineering Technical Committee (SETC),

IEEE’s Aerospace and Electronic  Systems  Society  (AESS),
the National Council on Systems  Engineering (NCOSE), and

the Space Studies Institute (SS1). As these proceedings are going
to press, the position paper is being reviewed  by AIAA headquarters.
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